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ABSTRACT:

This document assesses the environmental impacts that may result from alternatives for the disposition of
U.S.-origin weapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) that has been or may be declared surplus to
national defense or defense-related program needs. In addition to the No Action Alternative, it assesses
four alternatives that would eliminate the weapons-usability of HEU by blending it with depleted
uranium, natural uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU) to create LEU, either as commercial reactor
fuel feedstock or as low-level radioactive waste. The potential blending sites are DOE's Y-12 Plant at the
Oak Ridge Reservation in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; DOE's Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina;
the Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the Nuclear
Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant in Erwin, Tennessee. Evaluations of impacts at the potential
blending sites on site infrastructure, water resources, air quality and noise, socioeconomic resources,
waste management, public and occupational health, and environmental justice are included in the
assessment. The intersite transportation of nuclear and hazardous materials is also assessed. The
Preferred Alternative is blending down as much of the surplus HEU to LEU as possible while gradually
selling the commercially usable LEU for use as reactor fuel. DOE plans to continue this over an
approximate 15- to 20-year period, with continued storage of the HEU until blend down is completed.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT:

The Department of Energy issued a HEU Draft EIS on October 27, 1996, and held a formal public
comment period on the HEU Draft EIS through January 12, 1996. In preparing the HEU Final EIS,
DOE considered comments received via mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and transcribed
from messages recorded by telephone. In addition, comments and concerns were recorded by notetakers
during interactive public hearings held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 14, 1995, and Augusta,
Georgia, on November 16, 1995. These comments were also considered during preparation of the HEU
Final EIS. Comments received and bDOE's responses to those comments are found in Volume II of the
EIS.
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Issue Bins

Chapter 1
Issue Bins

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In October 1995, the Department of Energy (DOE)
published the Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (HEU EIS). This HEU EIS analyzed the
environmental impacts of alternatives for the dis-
position of U.S.-origin highly enriched uranium
(HEU) that has been or may be declared surplus to
national defense or national defense-related
program needs by the President. The 78-day public
comment period for the HEU Draft EIS began on
October 27, 1995, and ended on January 12, 1996.
However, comments were accepted as late as
January 30, 1996.

During the comment period, public meetings were
held in Knoxville, TN, on November 14, 1995, and
Augusta, GA, on November 16, 1995. Two
meetings were held at each location, one in the
afternoon and one in the evening. In addition, the
public was encouraged to provide comments via
mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and
telephone (toll-free 800-number).

Attendance at each meeting, together with the
number of comments recorded and comments
received by other means during the comment
period, is presented in Table 1.1-1. Attendance
numbers are based on the number of participants
who completed and returned registration forms but
may not include all of those participants present at
the meetings. Comments that were received over
the telephone were transcribed. Comments
submitted via electronic bulletin board were down-
loaded. All comments received by mail, fax, elec-
tronic bulletin board, and telephone were stamped
with the date the comment document was received.
A total of 72 organizations and 125 individuals
submitted comment documents for consideration.

Table 1.1-1. Document and Comment
Submission Overview

Method of Documents Comments
Submission Received
Public Meetings

Knoxville, TN 101 131
Total attendance-101

Augusta, GA 33 89
Total attendance-33

Hand-in at public 3 4
meeting

Other
Mail-in 69 169
Fax 30 123
Telephone 76 160
Electronic Bulletin 8 12

Board

Total 320 688
Note: Comments from public meetings are recorded whereas

comments from other submissions are identified.

* Chapter 1 describes the comment
analysis and response process and lists
the issue bins.

• Chapter 2 presents the changes made in
the HEU Draft EIS as a result of the
public comments received.

" Chapter 3 contains documents received
during the public comment period
showing the comments identified,
comments recorded at the public
meetings, and responses to all comments.

Tables are provided at the end of this chapter to
assist commentors and other readers in locating
comments regarding the HEU Draft EIS. Once
comments were identified, they were categorized
by issue (for example, emergency response or envi-
ronmental compliance) and assigned to an issue
bin. (An issue bin is the term used for a general
topic under which to identify comments for proper
response.) Table 1.2-1 lists the issue category and

1.2 ORGANIZATION

The Comment Analysis and Response Document
has been organized into the following sections:
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corresponding issue bin numbers. The majority of
comments were responded to on a one-to-one basis;
however, comments that were similar in content
were grouped together and one response addressing
that group was provided. Each comment, whether
an individual comment or a group of comments,
was assigned a five-digit number, starting with the
appropriate issue bin number (example: 10.024, 10
being the issue bin number and 024 being the 24th
comment in that bin).

Table 1.2-2 identifies the individuals who attended
the public meetings and how to locate the
comments and responses from those meetings.
Commentors interested in locating their comment
document and seeing how their comments were
binned can use Table 1.2-3. This table lists the
individuals, agencies, companies, organizations,
and special interest groups who submitted
comment documents. Commentors are listed
alphabetically by last name or organization name,
along with the corresponding page number on
which the actual comment document appears.
Also listed in this table are the issue numbers
assigned to the comments found within each
comment document.

Table 1.2-1.

As discussed in Section 1.1, comments were
received by mail, fax, electronic bulletin board, or
telephone in addition to the comments recorded in
the public meetings. In some instances, duplicate
comments were received from a single commentor.
Many individual phone calls were received to
support the phone campaign. The scan of only one
telephone call transcription representative of the
campaign is reproduced in Chapter 3. All individu-
als who participated in this campaign are referred to
the page upon which the scan for the representative
transcription is reproduced.

The issue bins identified previously are listed by
number in Table 1.2-4. This table provides the
number of the issue bin under which comments
received on the HEU Draft EIS were grouped,
followed by the specific comment number and the
page number(s) where the comment(s) can be
found. Multiple page numbers indicate several
comments on the same issue. Using the appropriate
issue number, commentors can use this table to see
if their comment was grouped with other comments
and how many were grouped together.

Issue Bins

Issue Bin
NumberIssue Category

Purpose and Need for Action/Scope
Content

I Highly enriched uranium disposition process
2 Surplus disposition and its process

3 Nonproliferation objectives
4 Economic objectives

5 Timing of activities
6 Other purpose, need, or scope comments

7 Definition of alternatives

8 Implementation of alternatives

9 Need for additional alternatives
10 "Votes" in favor/opposition to alternative X

I I Other alternative issues

Alternatives
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Table 1.2-1. Issue Bins-Continued

Issue Bin
Issue Category Number Content

Programmatic Impacts
12 Effects on uranium industry

13 Commercial nuclear power

14 Spent fuel disposal and low-level waste disposal

15 Security, including potential terrorism
16 Costs

17 Other programmatic impacts

Transportation Impacts
18 Emergency response

19 Accident analysis
20 Other transportation issues

Site-specific Impacts
21 Health and safety
22 Environmental resources
23 Environmental compliance

24 Socioeconomic/environmental justice

25 Other site-specific issues

Related Actions
26 Highly enriched uranium storage

27 Other related site-specific NEPA issues

28 Programmatic NEPA related actions

Public Impacts to DOE
Decision Process

29 Highly enriched uranium disposition decision
process

30 NEPA policy issues
31 Surplus materials segmentation
32 Public participation issues

Technical Issues
33 Technical issues

Note: NEPA = National Environmental Policy Act.

Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings

Comment/Response

Public Hearing Attendees Page No.

November 14, 1995 - Knoxville, Tennessee

Afternoon Session 3-223 to 3-248

Aisha, K., Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Knoxville, TN

Alexander, James, Knoxville, TN

Arms, Mike. Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN

Bailey, Susan, Nashville Peace Action, Nashville, TN
Berry, Len, Tennessee Department of Energy and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN

Beziat, Pam, Nashville Peace and Justice Center. Nashville, TN
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Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Comment/Response

Public Hearing Attendees Page No.

Blevins, Steve, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc./OCAW, Erwin, TN

Boardman, Charlie, BAd, Oak Ridge, TN
Broughton, Jeff, BAL, Oak Ridge, TN

Bryan, Mary, Knoxville, TN

Buchanan, Ronald, Lynchburg, VA

Cator, Richard, TDECIDOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN
Charuau, Denis, COGEMA Inc., Bethesda, MD

Chernikow, Georgy, Knoxville, TN

Coates, Cameron, Knoxville, TN
Cox, Shirley, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN

Craig, Gina, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN

Crowe, Rocky, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN
Culberson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Davenport, Smith, OCAW, Local 3-677, Hampton, TN
Dewey, Alexander H., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN

Dewey, Kathryn F., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN

Dover, H. Kyle, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Fitzgerald, Amy S., Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee, Oak Ridge, TN

Forester, William 0., DOE/OHER

Gage, Sherrell B., Nuclear Fuel Services IncJOCAW, Johnson City, TN
Hagan, Don, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Birmingham, AL

Hagan, Gary, Concord, TN
Hage, Daniel, Allied Signal, Metropolis, IL

Haselton, Hal H., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN
Helms, Kathy, Nashville, TN

Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN

Hopson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Hunter, Hayes, Knoxville, TN

Hunter, Joyce, Knoxville, TN
Hutchinson, Ralph, Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Oak Ridge, TN
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

Jones Jr., John E., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN

Keyes, Marcus, Justice-Peace-Integrity of Creation, Knoxville, TN
Khan, Mohammad, American Nuclear Society, Alcoa, TN

Lenhard, Joe. East Tennessee Economic Council, Oak Ridge, TN
Levinson, Bernard, Automation Consultants Inc., Knoxville, TN

Lipford, Patrick, Tennessee Department of Health, Knoxville, TN

Livesay, Mark, DOE/DP-812, Oak Ridge, TN
Marine, James, ICWU, Kingston, TN

Medlock, John, DOE/ORO, Oak Ridge, TN

Modica, Linda, Sierra Club, State of Franklin Group, Jonesborough, TN

Moore, Marie, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Moss, Cheryl, Nuclear Energy Institute, Washington, DC
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Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Comment/Response
Public Hearing Attendees Page No.

Murphy, John, Oak Ridge, TN

Nagy, John, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN
Nevling, James E., ComEd, Downers Grove, IL

Perry, Roger, State of Tennessee DRA, Nashville, TN

Perry, Walter, DOE/ORO, Oak Ridge, TN
Pielich, G. M., Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN
Rice, Dayton, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Runion, Rick, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Rutledge, Mark, Johnson City Press, Erwin, TN

Sanford, Steve, S&A, Nashville, TN
Schlitt, Kerry, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN
Scott, Frank, International Chemical Workers Union - 252, Clinton, TN
Shackelford, Randy, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Shelton, Iris, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN
Shults, Debra, TDEC/DRH, Nashville, TN
Sisk, Raymond C. L., Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN
Smith, Stephen, Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Knoxville, TN
Snider, Dave, Oak Ridge, TN

Snyder, Nancy, Oak Ridge, TN
Stephans, Dick, Albuquerque, NM
Stollberg, Horst, Blountville, TN

Venkatesen, P., Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN
Walton, Barbara, Citizens Advisory Panel (LOC), Oak Ridge, TN
Webb, Gerald, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN
Webb, Jennifer, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN

Wilburn, Bill, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN
Williams, John, OCAW, Johnson City, TN
Williams, Shelby, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Elizabethtown, TN
Willis, Harry, Oak Ridge, TN
Wilson, Carl, Nuclear Fuel Services IncJOCAW, Erwin, TN
Wood, Rose, Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN

Wujciak, Steven, Department of Transportation - Volpe Center, Cambridge, MA
Wyatt, Steven, DOE - Oak Ridge Operations Office, Oak Ridge, TN

Yard, Charles, TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

Evening Session 3-249 to 3-253
Baca, Joel A., DOE - Savannah River, Albuquerque, NM
Becker, Bob, Knoxville, TN

Cagle, Gordon, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems
Deweese, Adam, TDECIDOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

Mann, Melissa, Edlow International Company, Washington, DC

Miller, Mary Ellen, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc./The Creative Energy Group,
Johnson City, TN

Monk, Paul, Unicoi County, Erwin, TN
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Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Comment/Response
Public Hearing Attendees Page No.

Monroe, William E., TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

North, Debra, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Knoxville, TN

Okulczyk, G. M., TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

Penland, Mark, State of Tennessee, DOE Oversight Division, Oak Ridge, TN
Webb, Eric, Ux Consulting Company, Marietta, GA

Zavadowski, Richard, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc./The Creative Energy Group,
Washington, DC

November 16, 1995 -Augusta, Georgia

Afternoon Session 3-73 to 3-82
Bratcher, de'Lisa, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC
Burris, Roddie A., The Aiken Standard, Aiken, SC

Cribb, Sharon, BSHWM, Nuclear Emergency Planning, Columbia, SC

Crawford, Todd, New Ellenton, SC

Fernandez, LeVerne P., Fernandez Consulting, North Augusta, SC

French, P. Mike, Aiken, SC
Fuszard, Barbara, Augusta, GA

Geddes, Richard L., North Augusta, SC

Girard, Guy, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC

Goff, K. Michael, Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID
Hill, Marian, Atlanta, GA

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

Kirkland, James, Transnuclear, Inc., Aiken, SC

Martin, Donna, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC

McFarlane, Harold F., Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID

McWhorter, Donald, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, North Augusta, SC

Newman, Bob, Fripp Island, SC
Orth, Donald, Aiken, SC

Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC

Paveglio, John, BNFL, Inc., Aiken, SC

Weiler, Robert, Babcock & Wilcox, Charlotte, NC

Evening Session 3-83 to 3-90

Bell, William E., Aiken, SC

Bilyer, Jay, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC

Bridges, Donald, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC

Campbell, R. Bruce, Mason & Hanger, Amarillo, TX

Goergen, Charles, Aiken, SC
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

Johnson, Carl, North Augusta, SC

Knotts Sr., Ronald E., Williston, SC

McCracken, Tricia, Augusta, GA

Poe, W. Lee, Aiken, SC

Sanders, Joseph C., Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, Washington, DC

Schmitz, Mark, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors

Commentor

Alexander, Peter, Lynchburg, VA

American Friends Service Committee, Denver, CO

Atomic Trades and Labor Council, Oak Ridge, TN

Bittner, C. Steven, Ph.D, Scaggsville, MD

Blombach, Gerhard, Knoxville, TN
BNFL, Inc., Washington, DC

Bolen, James, Aiken, SC

Boniskn, Kate, NC

Burkhart, Gordon, Knoxville, TN

Case, Diane L., Gaithersburg, MD

Chubb, Walston, Murrysville, PA
Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN

City of Oak Ridge, Environmental Quality Advisory
Board, Oak Ridge, TN

Cobble, James A., White Rock, NM

Coggins, Nathan, Jonesborough, TN
Coggins, Nathan & Family, Jonesborough, TN

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO

CornEd, Downers, IL

Conatser, Ray, Nashville, TN

Condon, Gary, Lynchburg, VA
Congress of The United States, House of

Respresentatives, Washington, DC

Converdyn, Denver, CO

Coops, Melvin S., Livermore, CA
Corcoran, Margery, Minneapolis, MN

Cox, Lucy, Oak Ridge, TN

Cox, Terry, Johnson City, TN

Daly, Susan, Nashville, TN

Davis, Stanley B., Longwood, FL

Duke Power Company, Charlotte, NC
Edlow International Company, Washington, DC

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN

Faulkner, Sue A., Erwin, TN
Fearey, Kent, Knoxville, TN

Fernald Area Office, Cincinnati, OH

Fogel, Dan, Lakewood, CO

Friends of ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN

Gardner, Jack A., Erwin, TN

Genetta, Susan. Nashville, TN

Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop Plenary
Session

Issue Numbers
32.001

03.017,03.020
10.003. 10.008

21.018

03.020, 09.018, 10.023,

10.019
10.003
14.014

10.024
21.018

10.007, 14.001

09.025,10.008, 20.006
10.003, 24.007

10.024

Page

3-2

3-3
3-4

3-6

3-8
3-9

3-11

3-12

3-13
3-14

3-15
3-16
3-18

Issue Bins

10.025, 10.026, 10.027, 15.007
10.003, 14.015

10.011

01.009,04.012, 04.013, 06.018,06.021,
09.021, 12.012, 12.013, 14.017,16.018,
16.019

01.006,04.015, 10.003

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024
10.006

12.008

12.010,12.021

09.011
10.024

10.023
10.008

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024,16.015
10.003

04.011, 12.009
07.011
10.009,14.002

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024
10.003

26.003

11.014

06.005
10.003,10.008

10.003

10.034

01.005, 02.003, 13.005, 16.007,22.006,
25.001, 30.010,32.009,32.010

3-19
3-22

3-23
3-24

3-45
3-46

3-47
3-48

3-49

3-51
3-53

3-54

3-55

3-56

3-57

3-58
3-60

3-62
3--64

3-66

3-67

3-68

3-69

3-70

3-71

3-72

3-73
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors-Continued

Commentor
Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop

Discussion/Summary Session

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop Plenary
Session

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop
Discussion/Summary Session

Giland, Cliff, Erwin, TN
Goergen, Charles R., Aiken, SC

Grants Management and Intergovernmental Affairs,
Richmond, VA

Harris, Teresa, Unicoi County, TN

Hawkinson, Jean, Minneapolis, MN
Hedgepeth, David, Logan, UT

Heineman, Mary Ellen, Waverly, TN

Henry, R.N., Idaho Falls, ID

Hepler, John, Whitleyville, TN

Hirsch, Fay, Boca Raton, FL

Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN
Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN

Horton, Linda, Unicoi County, TN

Hunter, A. Hayes, Knoxville, TN

International Association of Educators
for World Peace, Huntsville, AL

International Chemical Workers Union,
Oak Ridge, TN

Johnson, Erik T., Maryville, TN

Johnson, John, Chattanooga, TN
Kentucky Resources Council, Inc., Frankfort, KY

Kramer, Claudine, Weaverville, NC
Lindquist, Katherine, Norris, TN

Livermore Conservation Project, Oakland, CA

Louisiana Energy Services, Washington, DC

McCurdy, Wade, Nashville, TN
Morgan, Russell, Landridge, TN

Issue Numbers
02.006,03.014, 04.009, 06.031, 06.032,

06.033, 06.034, 06.035, 07.008, 08.005,
08.008, 10.003, 10.016, 11.012, 11.013,
14.010, 16.009, 16.013, 17.008, 17.009,
20.007, 20.008, 22.006, 22.007, 22.008,
22.009, 24.003, 24.004, 30.006, 30.007,
30.008, 31.001

02.004, 03.013, 04.008, 06.026, 06.027,
06.028,06.029, 09.007, 09.008, 09.009,
09.010, 14.007, 14.008, 14.009, 16.008,
16.009, 17.010

02.005, 03.015, 06.023, 06.030, 07.007,
10.003, 15.002, 15.003, 16.009, 16.010,
16.011, 17.005, 17.006, 17.007,28.001,
32.011, 33.002

10.003
10.003, 13.001
20.011,23.001

10.003

10.024
03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024, 10.032,

16.015
02.008, 03.020, 10.023, 10.024
07.010, 09.016, 16.014, 21.009, 21.010,

21.011, 21.012, 21.013, 21.014, 21.015,
21.016, 21.017, 22.016, 25.003, 28.002,
33.001, 33.002, 33.004, 33.005, 33.006,
33.008

10.031

10.024

04.010
04.010

10.002

07.004
03.020, 10.023, 10.024

08.006, 10.003, 25.005, 25.006

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024
03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024

09.022

10.026

10.024

10.015
12*016. 05*012

10.023

03.020, 10.003

Page
3-75

3-83

3-87

3-91

3-92

3-93

3-102

3-103
3-104

3-106
3-107

3-115
3-116

3-117
3-118

3-119

3-120

3-121

3-122

3-124

3-125
3-126

3-127

3-128

3-129
3-130

3-133

3-134
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors-Continued

Commentor
Nashville Peace Action, Nashville, TN

Neatling, Mary, Knoxville, TN
No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA
No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA

No Name Submitted
No Name Submitted
No Name Submitted

No Name Subniitted

No Name Submitted
No Name Submitted

No Name Submitted
No Name Submitted, Silver Mountain, TN

North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission,
Raleigh, NC

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Norcross, GA
NUKEM, Inc., Stamford, CT
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Oak

Ridge, TN

Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee,
Oak Ridge, TN

O'Donohue, Kathleen, Huntsville, AL
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Intl. Union,

Lakewood, CO
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Intl. Union,

Lakewood, CO
O'Neill, John, Madison, IN
Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC
Phelps, John E., Knoxville, TN
Pillay, K.K.S., Los Alamos, NM

Poe, W. Lee, Jr., Aiken, SC

Proctor, Bernard, Madison Heights, VA
Proctor, Jane, Madison Heights, VA
Proctor, Katy, Madison Heights, VA

Quatman, Vicki, Lake City, TN
Randall, Robert, Brunswick, GA
Rundle, Bob, Knoxville, TN
Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN
Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN
Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN

Scheldorf, Genny and Cindy, Louisville, KY
Shackelford, Randy, Johnson City, TN

Issue Numbers

30.005
10.024

10.001

10.001

10.001, 10.003
08.001, 22.001

10.001
10.002
21.001

10.029
10.024
10.024

10.013

03.020, 10.024

23.001

05.011,09.009

12.017
01.007, 03.012, 03.021, 03.022, 04.014,

05.008, 07.009, 09.013, 09.014, 09.015,
11.016, 14.012, 14.013, 17.011

05.007, 05.010, 07.012, 10.008, 11.001,
11.015, 14.016, 14.019, 16.015, 17.013,
21.007, 21.008, 22.011, 22.012

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024

06.014,06.016, 12.018

09.001, 12.001, 30.002, 32.003, 32.004

06.001,06.002
06.004

10.020
06.007, 08.004, 10.003, 12.007, 15.004
0 1.008, 03.018, 03.025, 04.016, 10.003,

12.022, 15.005, 24.006, 28.004

21.002, 22.002, 26.001

06.003, 32.002
20.001

09.018, 10.003, 10.024
03.020, 10.023, 10.024

03.020, 10.023, 10.024

06.006
29.002
04.011, 10.018, 16.006, 32.012

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024

08.005, 10.003

Page

3-135

3-136

3-137

3-138

3-139

3-140

3-141
3-142
3-143

3-144

3-145
3-146

3-147

3-148
3-149

3-150
3-152
3-157

3-162

3-165

3-166

3-177

3-179
3-180
3-181

3-183
3-186

3-188

3-190
3-191

3-192

3-193

3-194

3-196
3-197
3-198

3-199
3-200
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors-Continued

Cornmentor
Shearer, Velma M., Englewood, OH

Sierra Club, Jonesborough, TN

Southern Nuclear Operating Company,
Birmingham, AL

Sparks, Dennis, Unicoi County, TN

State of Missouri Office ofAdministration, Jefferson
City, MO

State of New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, Trenton, NJ

State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and
Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN

State of Tennessee, House of Representatives,
Nashville, TN

State of Tennessee, Johnson City, TN

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group A

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group B

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group C

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Plenary Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Summary Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop Plenary
Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop
Discussion/Summary Session

Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, TN

Town of Erwin, Erwin, TN

Ulman, Robert, Erwin, TN

Issue Numbers

03.024, 07.013, 09.006, 09.020, 14.005,
15.006, 30.009

06.022, 09.023, 21.020, 22.014, 24.008,
25.002, 25.004, 32.013, 32.014, 32.015

12.011

10.003

23.001

23.001

02.007, 10.003, 14.020, 16.015, 20.012,
21.019, 22.013, 22.015, 22.017, 22.018,
25.007, 25.008, 28.003, 33.009

10.003

10.003

0 1.002, 03.007, 03.008, 04.007, 06.009,
06.010, 06.020, 06.024, 09.004, 09.012,
10.003, 10.008, 10.009, 11.005, 11.006,
11.007, 11.008, 12.004, 14.003, 16.003,
16.004, 20.006, 20.009, 21.006, 22.010,
24.005, 26.005, 29.001, 32.007, 32.008

01.00 1, 03.001, 03.002, 03.003, 03.004,
03.005, 03.006, 04.002, 04.003, 09.002,
11.003, 11.004, 16.009, 20.005, 21.003,
21.004, 21.005, 22.005, 24.002, 32.006,
33.001

01.004, 02.001, 03.009, 03.010, 03.011,
03.017, 04.006, 05.002, 05.005, 05.006,
05.013, 06.011, 06.015, 06.017, 06.019,
07.002, 07.004, 07.008, 08.003, 10.003,
10.009, 10.014, 11.010, 13.002, 13.003,
13.004, 14.006, 14.011, 17.012, 19.001,
20.002, 20.003, 20.010, 24.001

01.003, 04.005, 05.001, 06.012, 09.002,
09.005, 11.009, 14.004, 15.001, 16.005,
22.003, 22.004, 23.002, 26.002, 26.004,
30.004

08.007, 10.003

04.002, 04.004, 05.002, 05.003, 07.002,
08.002, 09.003, 10.003, 12.003, 17.001,
17.004

02.002, 05.004, 06.025, 07.005, 12.004,
12.005, 12.006, 17.002, 17.003, 20.004,
29.003, 33.003

07.003

10.003

10.003

Page
3-201

3-203

3-207

3-209
3-210

3-211

3-212

3-220

3-221

3-223

3-231

3-236

3-244

3-248

3-249

3-252

3-254

3-255

3-256
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors-Continued

Commentor

Unicoi County Board of Education, Erwin, TN

Unicoi County Memorial Hospital Inc., Erwin, TN

United States Department of the Interior,
Atlanta, GA

United States Enrichment Corporation,
Bethesda, MD

United States Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, DC

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, NM

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, NM

U.S. Energy/Crested Corp., Riverton, WY
Utility Resource Associates, Rockville, MD
Virginia Power, Innsbrook Technical Center,

Glen Allen, VA
Walton, Barbara A., Oak Ridge, TN

Werth, Kenneth F., Arvada, CO
Western North Carolina Physicans for Social

Responsibility, Asheville, NC

Wilcox, Bob, Savannah River, SC

Wilcox, Robert, Martinez, GA
Wood, Adelle, Nashville, TN

Young, Faith, Dixon Springs, TN
Zars, Peter, Erwin, TN

Issue Numbers

10.003

10.003

20.013, 21.011

03.026, 04.017, 09.024, 10.003, 11.011,
12.023, 33.007, 33.009, 33.011

07.014, 07.015,07.016, 33.002, 33.010,
33.012

11.002, 12.002, 16.001, 30.003, 32.003,
32.005

03.023, 07.006, 12.014, 16.015
05.009, 09.019, 12.015
10.003, 13.006
12.019, 12.020

05.007, 07.012, 10.008, 11.001, 17.013,
21.007, 21.008, 22.011, 22.012

06.008
03.016, 03.020, 10.009, 14.002

10.003, 21.018, 23.006

07.001
10.023, 10.024, 14.018

10.009
10.008, 10.021, 32.016

Page

3-257

3-259

3-260

3-261

3-263

3-267

3-270

3-282
3-287
3-288

3-290

3-292
3-297

3-298

3-299

3-300

3-301
3-302
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Table 1.2-4. Index of Issue Bins

Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

o0
01.001
01.002
01.003
01.004
01.005
01.006
01.007
01.008
01.009

02

02.001
02.002
02.003
02.004
02.005
02.006
02.007
02.008

03
03.001
03.002
03.003
03.004
03.005
03.006
03.007
03.008
03.009
03.010
03.011
03.012
03.013
03.014
03.015
03.016
03.017
03.018
03.020

3-231
3-223
3-244
3-237
3-73

3-45
3-159

3-187
3-41

3-237
3-253
3-73
3-83
3-88
3-75
3-215
3-106

3-231
3-231
3-231
3-232
3-232
3-232
3-225
3-225
3-236
3-237
3-238
3-157
3-84
3-79
3-88
3-297
3-3, 3-238
3-186
3-3, 3-8, 3-46,
3-56, 3-65, 3-104,
3-106, 3-121,
3-124, 3-125,
3-134, 3-148,
3-165, 3-193,

03.021

03.022

03.023
03.024

03.025
03.026

04

04.001
04.002
04.003
04.004
04.005
04.006

04.007
04.008
04.009
04.010

04.011
04.012
04.013
04.014
04.015
04.016
04.017

O5
05.001

05.002
05.003

05.004

05.005

05.006
05.007
05.008

05.009
05.010

05.011
05.012

05.013

06

06.001

3-194,3-199,
3-297
3-158
3-158

3-273
3-201

3-186
3-262

3-198

3-232, 3-249
3-232
3-249
3-244
3-239
3-225
3-84

3-75
3-117,3-118

3-58
3-42
3-32
3-157
3-45
3-186
3-262

3-244
3-236, 3-249

3-249

3-253
3-237

3-237
3-162. 3-290

3-157
3-286
3-163
3-150

3-131
3-238

3-179

06.002
06.003
06.004
06.005
06.006
06.007
06.008

06.009
06.010
06.011
06.012
06.014
06.015
06.016
06.017
06.018
06.019
06.020
06.021

06.022
06.023
06.024
06.025
06.026
06.027
06.028
06.029
06.030

06.031
06.032
06.033
06.034
06.035

07

07.001
07.002
07.003
07.004
07.005
07.006
07.007
07.008
07.009-
07.010

3-179
3-190
3-180
3-69
3-196
3-184
3-292
3-224
3-225
3-236
3-245
3-167
3-238
3-176
3-238
3-24

3-238
3-224
3-31
3-203
3-89
3-224
3-252
3-83
3-84
3-84
3-84
3-87

3-80
3-75

3-77
3-77
3-79

3-299
3-236, 3-249
3-254
3-120, 3-238
3-253
3-275
3-89
3-79, 3-237
3-157

3-109
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Table 1.2-4. Index of Issue Bins-Continued

Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

07.011
07.012

07.013
07.014

07.015
07.016

08

08.001
08.002
08.003
08.004
08.005
08.006

08.007
08.008

09

09.001

09.002
09.003

09.004
09.005
09.006

09.007
09.008
09.009
09.010
09.011

09.012
09.013
09.014
09.015
09.016
09.018

09.019
09.020

09.021
09.022

09.023

09.024

3-60
3-163, 3-290

3-201
3-266

3-265
3-266

3-140
3-249
3-237
3-185
3-79, 3-200

3-123

3-248
3-80

3-177
3-232, 3-244
3-249
3-223
3-244
3-202
3-83
3-83
3-83, 3-151
3-83
3-51

3-223
3-157
3-158

3-158
3-108
3-8, 3-46, 3-56,
3-64, 3-104,
3-124, 3-125,
3-165, 3-192,
3-199
3-286
3-201

3-32

3-126
3-205

3-261

09.025

10

10.001

10.002
10.003

3-17

10.006
10.007
10.008

10.009

10.011

10.013
10.014
10.015
10.016
10.018
10.019
10.020
10.021
10.023

10.024

3-137, 3-138,
3-139,3-141
3-119, 3-142
3-4,3-11,3-18,
3-22, 3-45, 3-57,
3-66, 3-70, 3-71,
3-81, 3-87,3-91,
3-92, 3-102,
3-122, 3-134,
3-139, 3-183,
3-186, 3-192,
3-200, 3-209,
3-214, 3-220,
3-221, 3-226,
3-238, 3-248,
3-249, 3-255,
3-256, 3-257,
3-259, 3-26 1,
3-287, 3-298
3-47
3-15

3-4, 3-17, 3-55,
3-70, 3-164,
3-225, 3-290,
3-304
3-63, 3-225,
3-239, 3-297,
3-301
3-23

3-147
3-238
3-129
3-80
3-198
3-10
3-181
3-302

3-8, 3-46, 3-54,
3-56, 3-64, 3-104,
3-106, 3-121,
3-124, 3-125,
3-133, 3-165,
3-193, 3-194,
3-199,3-300
3-8. 3-13, 3-46,
3-53, 3-56, 3-64,

10.025
10.026
10.027
10.029
10.031
10.032
10.033

10.034

11

11.001

11.002
11.003
11.004
11.005
11.006
11.007
11.008
11.009
11.010
11.011

11.012
11.013

11.014
11.015
11.016

12
12.001
12.002
12.003
12.004
12.005
12.006

...12.007

12.008

12.009

3-103, 3-104,
3-106, 3-116,
3-121, 3-124,
3-125, 3-128,
3-136, 3-145,
3-146, 3-148,
3-165, 3-192,
3-193, 3-194,
3-199, 3-300
3-20
3-19, 3-127
3-20
3-144
3-115
3-104
3-45
3-72

3-162. 3-290
3-268

3-232
3-232
3-223
3-223
3-224
3-225
3-244
3-236
3-261
3-79
3-79
3-68
3-163
3-159

3-177

3-267
3-249
3-224, 3-252
3-252
3-252
3-184

3-48

3-58
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Table 1.2-4. Index of Issue Bins-Continued

Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

12.010

12.011

12.012

12.013

12.014

12.015

12.016

12.017

12.018
12.019

12.020

12.021
12.022
12.023

13

13.001

13.002

13.003
13.004

13.005

13.006

14

14.001

14.002
14.003

14.004
14.005

14.006
14.007

14.008
14.009

14.010

14.011
14.012

14.013
14.014
14.015

14.016
14.017

14.018

14.019
14.020

1-14

3-49
3-207

3-32

3-36
3-270

3-282

3-130

3-152

3-167

3-288
3-289
3-50
3-187
3-262

3-92

3-236

3-236
3-238
3-73
3-287

3-15

3-62, 3-297
3-223

3-244
3-201

3-239

3-83

3-83
3-84

3-80

3-239
3-157
3-158
3-12

3-22

3-163

3-31

3-300
3-163

3-218

is

15.001
15.002
15.003
15.004

15.005
15.006
15.007

16

16.001
16.002
16.003
16.004
16.005
16.006
16.007
16.008

16.009

16.010
16.011

16.013
16.014
16.015

16.018
16.019
16.020

17

17.001
17.002
17.003
17.004
17.005
17.006
17.007
17.008
17.009
17.010
17.011
17.012
17.013

3-245
3-87

3-87
3-184
3-187

3-201
3-19

3-267

3-88
3-223
3-225
3-245
3-198
3-73
3-83
3-75, 3-84, 3-88,
3-231
3-87

3-88
3-80
3-110
3-56, 3-104,
3-163, 3-215,
3-274
3-36
3-43
3-215

3-249
3-252
3-252
3-249
3-88
3-89
3-89
3-76
3-81
3-83
3-158
3-236

3-163.3-290

19

19.001

20

20.001
20.002
20.003

20.004

20.005
20.006
20.007
20.008
20.009
20.010
20.011
20.012
20.013

21

21.001
21.002
21.003
21.004
21.005
21.006

21.007
21.008
21.009
21.010

21.011
21.012
21.013
21.014
21.015
21.016
21.017
21.018

21.019
21.020

22

22.00i
22.002

22.003

3-237

3-191
3-237
3-237
3-253

3-231
3-17, 3-225
3-75
3-78

3-224
3-237
3-94
3-216

3-260

3-143
3-188
3-231
3-231
3-231
3-224
3-163, 3-290

3-162, 3-290
3-110
3-111
3-111. 3-260
3-111
3-111
3-112
3-112

3-112
3-110
3-6, 3-14, 3-298
3-215
3-204

3-140
3-188
3-244
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Table 1.2-4. Index of Issue Bins-Continued

Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

22.004
22.005
22.006

22.007
22.008

22.009
22.010
22.011

22.012
22.013
22.014
22.015
22.016
22.017
22.018

23

23.001

23.002
23.006

24

24.001
24.002
24.003
24.004
24.005
24.006
24.007
24.008

25

25.001
25.002
25.003
25.004

3-245

3-231
3-73, 3-75, 3-80

3-80
3-80
3-80
3-223
3-163, 3-290

3-162, 3-290
3-216
3-204
3-216
3-111
3-216

3-216

3-96, 3-149,
3-210, 3-211
3-245

3-298

3-236
3-231
3-80
3-81
3-226
3-187
3-18
3-205

3-73
3-204
3-109
3-205

25.005

25.006

25.007

25.008

26

26.001

26.002

26.003

26.004

26.005

28

28.001

28.002

28.003

28.004

29

29.001

29.002

29.003

30

30.002
30.003

30.004

30.005

30.006

30.007

30.008

30.009

30.010

31

31.001

3-123
3-123

3-216

3-217

3-188

3-244

3-67

3-245

3-226

3-88

3-110

3-214

3-186

3-225

3-197

3-253

3-178

3-268

3-245

3-135

3-75

3-75

3-79

3-201

3-73

32

32.001

32.002

32.003

32.004

32.005

32.006

32.007

32.008

32.009

32.010

32.011

32.012

32.013

32.014

32.015

32.016

33

33.001

33.002

33.003

33.004

33.005

33.006

33.007

33.008

33.009

33.010

3-2

3-190

3-177, 3-267

3-178

3-268

3-232

3-224

3-224

3-73

3-73

3-88

3-198

3-204

3-203

3-205

3-302

3-108, 3-232

3-89, 3-110, 3-266

3-252

3-108

3-109

3-109

3-261

3-110

3-215, 3-262

3-265

3-262

3-265

33.011

3-78 33.012
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Changes in Environmental
Impact Statement as a

Result of Public Comments

Chapter 2
Changes in Environmental Impact Statement

as a Result of Public Comments

During the 78-day public comment period, DOE
received a total of 688 written or recorded
comments (Table 1.1-1) on the HEU Draft EIS. All
comments were considered and responses prepared.
There were several major issues that emerged from
public comments on the HEU Draft EIS. Some of
these comments necessitated changes in the lIEU
Draft EIS, which were incorporated into the HEU
Final EIS. The major comments received and
changes made in response to these comments are
summarized below.

There was, among those who submitted comments,
overwhelming support for the fundamental
objective of transforming surplus HEU to a non-
weapons-usable form by blending it down to low-
enriched uranium (LEU) (for either fuel or waste).
A few commentors, however, argued that surplus
HEU should be retained in its present form for
possible future use, either in weapons or breeder
reactors.

There was substantial opposition to commercial use
of surplus HEU in the form of nuclear reactor fuel.
The commentors holding this view indicated that
such use would increase proliferation risk by
creating commercial spent nuclear fuel, which
results in the generation of Pu. These commentors
generally supported blending surplus lIEU to LEU
for disposal as waste instead of blending for
commercial use.

Some commentors from the uranium fuel cycle
industry expressed substantial concern that the
entry of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU from
both Russian and U.S. weapons programs would
severely depress uranium prices and lead to the
closure of U.S. uranium mines, conversion plants,
or enrichment plants. There were other comments,
however, from several electric utilities that operate
nuclear plants and from one uranium supplier
indicating that reactor fuel derived from surplus
HEU (Russian and U.S.) would enter the market at

a time when worldwide production is expected to
fall considerably short of demand and prices are
expected to be rising substantially, which, in fact,
has occurred over the course of completing the
HEU Final EIS. These commentors felt that the
likely impact of market sales of LEU fuel derived
from surplus HEU would be to moderate sharp
price escalation.

Several commentors argued that DOE should have
evaluated in the HEU Draft EIS blending some or
all of the surplus HEU to either 19- or 4-percent
LEU and storing it until some later, undefined time.
They argued that blending surplus HEU to below
20-percent enrichment and storing it indefinitely
would have considerable nonproliferation
advantages since it would not generate spent
nuclear fuel, which contains Pu, while preserving
its economic or beneficial use options.

Many commentors also argued that DOE should
have developed a formal economic analysis
evaluating the cost of each alternative, as well as
benefits anticipated from the sale of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU in the commercial
market. They indicated, in general, that without a
comparative cost analysis between various
alternatives and the Preferred Alternative, it would
not be possible to fully weigh the environmental
risks and socioeconomic impacts of the Preferred
Alternative against the risks and benefits that could
be achieved by implementing other alternatives.

Many commentors expressed support for or
opposition to the use of particular facilities for
surplus lIEU disposition actions. Similarly, several
commentors indicated either support or opposition
to the Preferred Alternative and/or expressed their
Preferred Alternative. A few commentors expressed
concern regarding the projected worker latent
cancer fatality consequences for facility accidents.
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In response to comments received on the HEU
Draft EIS, as well as other changes in
circumstances and knowledge, the HEU Final EIS
has been modified in the following respects:

The discussion of potential impacts to
the uranium mining and nuclear fuel
cycle industries (Section 4.8) has been
revised to reflect enactment (in April
1996) of the U.S. Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) Privatization Act
(Public Law [P.L] 104-134), and to
better reflect cumulative impacts in
light of the U.S.-Russian agreement to
purchase Russian HEU blended down
to LEU. The HEU Final EIS recognizes
the possibility that the market may be
able to support only one U.S.
enrichment plant after the year 2000 (as
projected in the Environmental
Assessment for the Purchase of Russian
Low Enriched Uranium Derived from
the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons
in the Countries of the Former Soviet
Union [USEC EAJ) when Russian
shipments of LEU derived from HEU
are scheduled to triple. However,
decisions regarding the continued
operation of the enrichment plants
would be made by USEC or its
successor and would be based on the
prevailing market conditions.

Revisions were made in Chapters 1 and
2 of Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to
modify the discussion of the rates of
disposition actions that could result in
commercial sales of LEU to better
reflect the composition of the surplus
inventory, the time required for DOE to
make HEU available for disposition,
and the new legislative requirement (in
the USEC Privatization Act) to avoid
adverse material impacts on the
domestic uranium mining, conversion,
or enrichment industries. As a result of
the Secretary of Energy's Openness
Initiative announcement of February 6,
1996, Figure 1.3-1 was included in
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to

provide the forms, locations, and
quantities of surplus HEU in the United
States.

" In response to several comments, a
qualitative discussion has been added in
Section 2.1.3 of Volume I of the HEU
Final EIS regarding the option of
blending surplus HEU to 19-percent
LEU and storing it. As explained in
Section 2.1.3, DOE does not consider
this option reasonable because it would
delay beneficial re-use of the material;
delay recovery of the economic value of
the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet
all aspects of the purpose and need of
the proposed action; and be practically
applicable without additional
construction to only a small portion (20
metric tons [t] or approximately 40 t if a
solidification facility is proposed and
constructed at or near Savannah River
Site [SRS]) of the current surplus
inventory.

" The assessment of impacts to
noninvolved workers and the public
from accidental releases (radiological)
was revised to improve realism in the
calculation of doses and the results were
incorporated into Chapters 2 and 4 of
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS.
Accidental radiological releases of
uranium were remodeled using the
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code
System (MACCS) computer code with
more detailed site-specific information
to better estimate noninvolved worker
(and public) cancer fatalities at each
candidate site. The results revealed
substantial reductions in projected
cancer fatalities for all the blending
alternatives at each site. DOE believes
that these results reflect more realistic
consequences since MACCS offers
better capabilities in terms of modeling
accident conditions and uses detailed
site-specific information.
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Changes in Environmental
Impact Statement as a

Result of Public Comments

Volume I of the HEU Final EIS has been
modified to reflect the fact that SRS has
effectively lost the ability to do metal
blending and currently lacks the ability
to solidify and crystalize material at the
4-percent enrichment level. SRS is now
assessed only for uranyl nitrate
hexahydrate (UNH) blending, and the
fact that other arrangements must be
made for oxidation of commercial
material is reflected.

Several changes have been made to the
cumulative impacts section (Section 4.6
of Volume I) to reflect changes in the
status of other projects and their
associated National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) documents (for
example, Oak Ridge Reservation [ORR]
was not selected as part of the Preferred
Alternative in the Tritium Supply and
Recycling Programmatic Environ-
mental Impact Statement and Record of
Decision [ROD]).

Based on comments received, Section
4.4 of Volume I has been revised to
include a discussion and comparison of
risks associated with materials handling
and transportation for all blending
processes at the Y-12 Plant. Section 4.4
has also been revised to include an
assessment of impacts for potential
transportation of surplus lIEU currently
located at SRS and Portsmouth directly
to blending sites instead of sending it to
the Y-12 Plant for interim storage.

The geology and soils sections for
all of the candidate blending sites
have been augmented to address a
comment requesting a discussion of

past earthquakes and potential
impacts to facilities that could result
from future seismic activity.

" A separate Floodplain Assessment (and
Proposed Statement of Findings) has
been added to the HEU Final EIS
(Section 4.13 of Volume I) pursuant to
10 CFR Part 1022. This assessment is
based, in large part, on information that
was presented in the water resources
sections of the HEU Draft EIS. The
discussion of potential flooding at the
NFS site has been expanded in response
to comments.

" Numerous other minor technical and
editorial changes have been made to the
document.

Some DOE policy positions have remained
unchanged between the HEU Draft and Final EISs
notwithstanding comments that counseled a
different approach. These comments were
associated with keeping surplus HEU in its present
form for possible future use, perceived
nonproliferation concerns due to plutonium (Pu) in
spent nuclear fuel generated as a result of using
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU in commercial
reactors, and the request for economic cost/benefit
analysis of alternatives in the HEU Draft EIS. (A
cost analysis of the alternatives has been prepared
and is available for public review.) The unchanged
policy positions are explained in detail in Section
1.5.4 of Volume I of the HEU Final EIS.
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Comment Documents
and Responses

Chapter 3
Comment Documents and Responses

This chapter presents all documents submitted to DOE on the HEU Draft EIS, comments recorded in public
meetings and identified from documents, and DOE's response to each comment. Comments that were
identical or similar in nature were grouped together to develop a single response. The responses developed
for each group were then repeated in this section for each comment in that group.
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ALEXANDER, PETER, LYNCHBURG, VA
PAGE 1 OF 1

32.001: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS. 0. :.
DateReceived 1 15J05 DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and resources.
comment ID: P0017 Because DOE is trying to reduce the costs of complying with NEPA, and due to the geo-
Name Pete: Lnchbulder graphical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU EIS DOE

Transcription: determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be appro-
priate for this program.

rm calling from Lynchburg, Virginia, and I don't see here that there's going to be a
public workshop in Lynchburg, considering thatns one of the two places Is one of the two
facilities among the candidate sites for this proposed disposition of surplus HEU. 32.001
would like to have something local rather that have to take my time to go out to 3200
Knoxvile. Tennessee. to attend a wodkshop. I think that would be fair, and I think its
right and that's what I would Ike to see. I like my phone call retumed please. My name
is Peter Alexander, and my number is 804-845-0145. Thank you.



AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMIlTEE, DENVER, CO
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

01/16/96
P0056
Thomas M. Rauch
American Friends Service Committee
1664 Lafayette Street
Denver, Colorado 80218.

Transcription:

I'm calling on January 12th, 1996 to express our organization's concern about the Department of
Energy's Environmental Impact Statement on the disposition ofsurplus highly enriched uranium.
A major problem with the current Draft lIEU EIS is that it selects the maximum commercial use
option as the favored option. That is, the HEU EIS recommends that 85% of the uranium be
down blended to the level of nuclear reactor fuel. This would result in tens of thousands oftons
of spent nuclear fuel containing plutonium and highly enriched uranium, both usable for nuclear
weapons after reprocessing, but the President's 1993 Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy
Statement requires that nonproliferation be a higher priority in determining how to deal with
surplus special materials. The creation of weapons-usable materials as an end result of a process
motivated by commercial gain from the sale ofreactor grade uranium relegates nonproliferation
goals to a lower priority. Even without the President's 1993 policy statement, we think it foolish
to create more wcapons-usable materials when there is another option, that is down blending
HEU to less than 1% and disposing of it as low-level waste so that it can't be used in weapons.
Nonproliferation should be our major priority.

Finally, we recommend that the HEl EIS at least begin to deal with the issue of international
controls on all nuclear materials in order to lesisen weapons proliferation and to better assure
environmental protection. The United States should take the lead in assuring that all materials
usable for nuclear weapons be controlled by the international community securely and
permanently.

Sincerely yours.
Thomas M. Rauch,
Director, Disarmament and Rocky Flats Program
American Friends Service Committee,
1664 Lafayett Street
Denver. Colorado 802 18.
Our phone number is area code (303) 832-4789. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

03.017: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers alterna-
tives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to
waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential and much more
proliferation resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and
0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten-
tial because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separate Pu are
difficult and costly. Although fuel derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could
conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili-
tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu will be created as a result of this program.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) controls. There
is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Han-
ford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's intent to make additional quantities of surplus
material subject to international controls to the maximum extent possible.

03.017

03.020

C)
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ATOMIC TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL, OAK RIDGE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 2

ATOMIC TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL
AtFaUATOO Wrrl MIETALTA5.5 nFJP*JtTMFMJT AFL CIO

P.O. Box 4068
--___. Oak Ridge, Tcnnessc 37831.4068

Janarty 11.1996

U. S. Departmen of Eaary
Omn f fiedF~le Matmrial Dispoad

do SAICREU EIS
P. O. Ba 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3716

R.& Drit Enmaoiummanl Impact Stateriscrit (EIS) for disposition of Surplus Higly Enriched
Uraimim. October 1995.

The Atomic Trades and Labor Council. rcpresmning shtern international unions at the Oik Ridge
Y-12 and X-l0 planes, would like you to please consider the following coninent when making
final decisions on the disposition of surplus Hiftly Enriched Uranium (lEU).

We support tha Deparment ofEncrgy's proposal to blaid-dows surplus oflHEU to Low
EnichedUrarma (LEU) T•e Depur t of Enag's p'eftecd madve.r(atmmve 8,
Variation c) it som that we could suppo. Howevr. we would prefer Alternativ 5. Variaton d
s our firt choice and then Altermaive S. Variations a and c napectvely. The blendins-down of
surplus HEU taing any vasaioss of Alternativei would allow the United Statea a ians to
recove some investments fom the Cold War efftusi.

We do not fr"vor VaaWtion b of Altrnatie 4 or S. We feW it would be a terrible disservice to
ite workers at the Y-12 Plant to send skis peacdme mission to the commercial sites ad displace
Y-12 Deimic Program workers.

We id that he Y-12 Place and the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORP) should be consrided at• t
top ofthe Sit for ao processm used to blend HiEU. The many advantages that the Y-12 Plant anil
tbe ORR have to offer are a follows:

The Y. 12 Plant already has faciUies that can be utilized for many of tse blamding
,-ms be•ng conscou

Satoofse-art syumns for UIarment and disposal of wasne strams gcncrated during

Mom prfsional te ical, and craft exsperiece n experise in the and Of
lIEU than any other use

10.003: Comment noted.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmaker.

fop-

10.003

10.008



ATOMIC TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL, OAK RIDGE, TN

PAGE 2 OF 2

HM would not hess to be shipped af ate to be p ucsed siAne most I=' is &heady
gored at the Y-12 she.

The Y.12 Peat capeins to blend.down HU Using two poceasa a the d ene tm
kI-U to LEU as metal and MEU to LEU a Ur ytd eNtam eHalsdreet

The commniy population smurmcding the Y- 12 Plant and "h Oft his a thoeu&h knowledge 10.008
of and ibnmes m tehnolies and proceseh related to HI . Also. confiden aMd gum in the
fa ,a and sati as•ocated with t, e already ,•,,•es ,,aions which have been ongoin for cont.
MOW 50 YM=L

Aom. the Depamment of Eney auld utilize the experiee and capable work Sfoe ftma the
Cold Wea fbrt whs' job is now injeolady because ofthe downdzn of Dakomt turorams.

We Aho feel the Y-12 Platn or the OR. should be considered a the ideal location for the new
uraniu heAraflowide blending opaten because ot'the previouly fsted advawnae

Thank you for your time ard contiduarion ofdm thesecutm ts.

Cadl It Sestibough
President. Atomi Trades and Labor Council



BIUTNER, C. STEVEN, PH.D, SCAGGSVILLE, MD
PAGE 1 OF 2

Date: Fri. 19 Jan 1996 10:58:33 -0500
To - doemdl-demo@fcdix.fie.com
serial no - 147
MailTide - COMMENT Form - incoming

snae - C Steven Birntr
title =
company -
addrl - 10620 Hesperian Drive
addr2 -
city - Scaggsvilic
state = MD
zip - 20732
phone = 3014987580
fax=
cmall - tattoosr4u.noLcom
subject -

** The following is the text of the Authors Comment.

I find that the analyses presented in the Public and Occupational Health
sections of the drat HEU EIS ae alarming and question the validity of data
used and presented in previous DOE NEPA documents. I am worded that the
Department of Eneag, is trying to bias the naeection of sitcs by presenting
such a wide range in the number of fatalities due to accidents in the HEU EIS.
It appears to me that either the section was prepared by very junior scientists,
by personnel that are insensitive to the publics safety, or we awe victims of
DOE propaganda. Isincerely hope that the latter is not the cas. I have
aklways trusted the DOE and hope to continue my confidence. I would like to see
an explanation of what kind of nodeling was used to calculate these high death
rates. Why, all of the sudden, do the numbers in this document increase
significantly compared to those recently prepared by the DOE for the exact same
sites? Are these numbers comet now and were previous umbers used by the DOE
in recent DOE NEPA documents for the exact same sites, and in some cases, the previous
documents much mor radioactive materials? ARE THESE NUMBERS CORRECT NOW AND
WERE PREVIOUS NUMBERS USED BY DOE INTENTIONALLY REDUCED IN ORDER
TO FOOL THE PUBLIC INTO THINKING IMPACT S WOULD BE LOWER FOR PET
PROJECTS OF THE PAST?

As a scientist. I would certainly would be interested in the methodology used
to create thlse numbers.

Thanks for your attention to this matter.

C. S. Bittier. PhD

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 meters (m) away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from
the accident due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to
compensate for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly con-
servative results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-1 2
and SRS because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti-
mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely
used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi-
tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data
recorded over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col-
lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential
worker accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
HEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section
4.1.9. and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

-C-,
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BIUTNER, C. STEVEN, PH.D, SCAGGSVILLE, MD
PAGE 2 OF 2

Date: Fri. 19 Jan 1996 15:25:06 -0500
To - docmdl -dnot fcdix.fie.com
serialno - 121
MailTitle - FORUM Form - incoming

name - C. Steven Bittnor, PhD
title -
company -

addrt - 10620 Hesperian Dr
addr2 -
city - Scaggsville
state - MD
zip -

2 0
7

3 2

phone= 3014987580
fax -
cmail - tattosr4u@aol.com
ctype - public
subject = Pot II comments

4 The following is the text of the Author's Comment.
BEGIN comment -
The numbers in the facility accidents cavirormenal consequences sections

concerning the latent cancer fatalities, and the doe to the noninvolved worker
alanrs me and my family that still rside in both Georgia and South Carolina I
think it is important for the DOE to prepare an appendix to the EIS that
provides the methodology of analyses in this section, o I could better
understand bow the number of 39 cancer fatalities and dose of 97.900 person-rens
were calculated for an earthquake induced critic& lity at Y-12.

As a proud native son of Aiken, SC and the son of a member of the Republican
Senatorial Inner Circle, I am deeply concermed and ashamed that the proposed
project has calculated 76 fatalitim and 188,000 person'r-mns dose for 21.018
noninvolved workers at the Sava nnah River Site. Don't you think these number cont.
are extremely high? Why as thse numbes so much lower at commercial sites in
the vicinity? I'm certain that the sturronding residents ofSRS are VERY
CONCERNED AND WORRIED ABOUT THE NUMBERS. I am sureI hat Senator Thurwmond
would be conterned about this and Iam surprised that a public meeting regarding
these high fatility estimates has trot been held. What would be the impact of
all those innocent people killed and what would happen to their children? I
am concerned that such fatality estimates will have a VERY negative effect on
property values ofland around Aiken and Augusta. Ifthese numbers amr correct
art we at risk today with the facilities that were previously built using much
lower fatality numbers than those in the H .B EIS? Thank yo. 0



BLOMBACH, GERHARD, KNOXVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF I

January 10, 1996

DOE / Fissile Materials Disposition FAX # 1-800-820-S156
c/o SAIC/HEU EIS
Washington. DC 20026

Gentlemen:

I'm troubled by reports that you plan to permit the making
of nuclear reactor fuel from highly enriched uranium. This is a
bad idea and I object because:

" It will create spent fuel, a highly toxic and radioactive
waste we have no solution for.

* It will create plutonium, a violation of our non.
proliferation goals.

* other options have not beenadequately explored, including
storing downblended uranium.

On the other hand, I do support the following:

" Downblending all highly enriched uranium so it cannot be
used in weapons.

" Developing the capacity to downblend all uranium declared
surplus in ten years.

" Having international controls on all nuclear materials.

I sincerely hope you will give careful thought to the well
being of future generations before you take action.

S irely yours,

Gehardf Blombach
4520 Ball Camp Pike
Knoxville, TN 31921

FAX Ui-800-522-2409

10.024

I 09.018

10.023

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

Cn1~



BNFL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC
PAGE 1 OF 2

* BNFL
Inc.

Fax Transmission
DAM• January is. 19% No. of Paga ._.2.

TO: DOE- Oflko cMe&l Dlspoulton
da SAIC/I.J US

FlOM tA R &liA Wshlngwe, D.C.
202(78-2635 fax.202/7-4037

St :JEMT Respons to i•U ES

Atwohd forx your rjeago Is BNFL't comments ns DOW* MS fo the Disposidton of iEU.
We made a atmpit to &a tbis to you on Fridy, January 12, bug due to the jdrm, I aarl nt
gft jwo tin oftlo &aM my coleaMa in the U W trie so fax it hum tSh=. Howeva, duae to th
1-800 gumber. &My wer unable to gze it h=ugh. My JdIMAcolleagues spoke with a Kvi
Donan aft DOE who advimd t0em that The comm ould be utwbainad by Tuesky,
lwasy 16. due to l•e pubili heliday (oat t -. l- tm dlays due to snow).

The ue, pease accept the folowing conmaent. Ples lte ma know if theo Is a pzwbm
wish ha uanndisioo at (2M2) 7W5-2635.

M]any dMM for yMor copeAtIOn.

iwll MCbMI&A
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SBNFL
Inc.
J..,•y 12. j195

BNFR Wn.
176 E.eSUCK KW. lif 750

War*1gu LKC20M6700
Tek j1251 lns.Z635

1202 R"95.S4037

10.019: The HEU EIS analyzed environmental impacts of the proposed action at four
candidate sites. These candidate sites currently have technically viable uranium blending
capabilities and could blend surplus HEU to LEU for commercial fuel or waste. Once
environmental, cost, and scheduling studies are completed, DOE will make program-
matic decisions as to whether surplus HEU should be blended for commercial use or for
waste. Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to be
based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE.
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BOLEN, JAMES, AIKEN, SC
PAGE 1 OF 1

The Pori:". of this cud Is toata'g msncosmuldsta b""" as" ,..enstb. Newskcrst and ths
lms tFil."l n. ejb Disp.LAAdS Ysea vk..., coareara. and lagtt"att, 6' APPsfclstcd.

O Qj M. AF F*rp V ' ~V E

Pleats .lAeck all restappy.
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B. Wicocrntiau I.c. Rg aainPl
0 lligh~yF.cnchs.U-si.s,(liEU) OSl.paintdo P.4 pla

STHT .a sr & oispoeoomA of Wsapoa-Usbl Fissue '.lawsims PEIS ltsplasen, Pc

-______10.003

10.003: Comment noted.
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BONISKN, KATE, NC
PAGE 1 OF 1

14.014: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to blend down the HEU
but minimize the amount of waste generated. Commercial use of the material minimizes 2

Date Rcorivc&: 01/16M96 the waste generated, because HEU blended to fuel replaces fuel that would be used any-
Comment ID: P0055 way; HEU blended to waste is additional to the amount that would be otherwise gener-
Nare: Kate aonil ated. o
Address: North Carolina td

Transcription:

Yes, my name is Kate BonisIO. I am calling from North Carolina. I am very concerned about
this apparent plan to go ahead and turn highly emniched waintrot into nuclear fuel. I think we
need to be moving in the direction ofdown blending and phasing out all nuclear materials 14.014
because we still don't know what to do with all this waste t"Iats accumulating. And I'd like very
much to add my voice to all the other voices that are not in favor of this plan to create more
waste and not really solve the problem. Thank you very much.



BURKHART, GORDON, KNOXVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Addrpi:

Trasri~ption:

1/11/d96
P0030
Gotrdon Burkhaut
Knoxaville, Tennessee

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of

LEU fuel (derived from surplus lIEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-

tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.Hello. thit is Professor Gordon Burkhtsn. I would like to make comments concerning the
enached uranium trans•fce process. I do trot support making the highly enriched uranum
into nuclear rector fuel of any kind for a variety of reasons which I think ame obvious to those
concrnsed about the plutonium toxicity of the stu.k' I do however support transferring it into
nmsnwcapom grade uranium and that this should proceed apace My name is Gordon Burkhart a
573-7409, thats Knoxville, area code is 423.

10.024
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Diane L Cse, Ph.D.
427 West Side Dri". #301
GodtharurW. ND 20978

U.S. Dopeeuwant of Ener"
OMet of FWlas Maseials Disposton
P.O. Box 2376
Wsilngstan. D.C. 20026-4716

January Is. 1996

Dou Siridadam.

I am writing to comment of the Depqartnot of Enetg"ys (DOE) Dispositon of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Draft E-visoemeutal Impact Statement (HEU ]IS). dated October 1995.

My paricular concern reards the analyses presented in the Public and Occupatonul health
sections of the EIS. It the Facility Accidents envionmental consequences swctions
statements am made concerning the number of latent c4mcer fatalities and the dose to the
noninvolved workers. I would like to know the methodology employed to create these
tumbere. Specifically. how a the number of 39 cancer fatalities and dose of
97.900 parson-rems calculated for an earthquake induced criticality at Y-12. Oak Ridge
Reservation (Table 4.3.3.6-1)? Similsrly. how an *he number of 76 fatalities and dose of
lg.000 person-rems calculated for noninvolved worker at she Savannah River Site
(Table 4.3.3.6-2)? These ntumb seem extraordinarily high. Why arc the nwnbcrs so much
lower at the two commercial sites? Is the DOE trying to bias the selection of sites by
presning such a wide range in the number of fatalities What modeling was used to
Cut the hi b dea t Who assumptions concerning worker location and dose
went into your calculation? Why is tho facility accident methodology absent from the EIS?
Are these Impacts realistic? If they we redistic the DOE must surely want so reconsider the
location of these blending activities and the safet of involved and noninvolved workea

Thank you for the opportumity to comnoL I would like to see a more tht•ugh present•tion
of the amnyals of risks of Facility Accidents presented in tho Fuid lEU EIS.

Sionaerly.

Diane L. CaWe Ph.D.
Health Physicist

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from the acci-
dent due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to compensate
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti-
mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely
used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi-
tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data
recorded over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col-
lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential
worker accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
lIEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added in Section
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

Czi

Zz
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Cctober 28, 1995U.S. Departce-,t €c" Energy
Lfioe of As281e .ýaterlals Dlspoltion
korrestal uillding
1=00 independence Avenue. S.W.
Washinston. DC 20585

Dear 51mr.

S*nce HEU usually costs more to produce than weapons-
grade plutonliu-239, It appears that 20" metric tons of surpl.s
HLU were produced at a co.t O1 well over 92 trillion, about
410 billion per metric ton. It It has a scrap value of only 2g
of its cOot, it Is still worth much more than gold!

Zhe 02 ha. asked for advice fro*m the technological
comunity. The four alternatives outlined on page 3 of the Fall,
1995, newsletter do not represent Good or even sound advice.
The alternative of safeSuarding 100; of the surplus. extremely
valuable HU a LEU is not mentioned. This materiel represents
a national treasure which cannot be lightly disposed of as waste.
Conservation and safe storage of such a national treasure Is not
only mandatory; It Is also excellent policy. fiscally ande nvironmentally.

lncldentally. the blending of HEU to produce a "low-
level east. for disposal could easily result In an environmental
dissster. UranlUm Is a heavy metal. It produces heavy metal
poisoning In humans. When concentrated as metal or oxide, all
fully enriched or lepleted uranium Is self-shloldSno to Its own
radiation. It. radioactivity is so low that It Is already "los
level". Concentrated torms of uranium are routinely handled without
causlng any slgnificant exposure to radiation. Dlluting h1U to
produce an enormous volume Of "low level" waste will Merely
contaminate that volume with thia heavy metal poison. Disposing
of a large volume of poisoned material could be difficult. Is
the DOE diaposing of its stotre Of depleted uranium by diluting
It In this way?

Evidently, the DOE Is not aware of the conditions which
caused the breakup of the former Soviet Union. The bureaucracy in
the U.S.S.R. simply ceased to function efficiently. The oureaucrate
didn't have the field experience and technalotical expertise to
understand the functions they were &aked to perform. A centralloed
bureaucratic •overnment falls when bureaucrats are novices.

Under these circum.tancesi the DOS should select the
"No Action" alternative. Leave the disposition of this nationral
treasure to persons who are able to appreciate It. value.

Sincerely.

Valston Chubb
3450 MacArthur Drive
xurrysvill*, PA 15668

412-32T7-8592

10.007: The No Action Alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need for the pro-
posed action. It would leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed, continue to
incur storage costs, and not recover the economic value of the material. DOE agrees that
the surplus HEU material represents a national treasure and therefore does not intend to
dispose of it as waste if that can be avoided. DOE's goal is to maximize the economic
value of this HEU by blending it to LEU and gradually selling it in the commercial mar-
ket for use in commercial reactors. See discussion of the Preferred Alternative in Section
1.4.2.

14.001: The HEU disposition program does not propose to "dilute" HEU with non-ura-
nium materials merely for purposes of disposal. Rather, the HEU that must be disposed
as waste would be blended with depleted uranium down to LEU primarily to make it non-
weapons-usable. The resultant product to be disposed of would be essentially pure ura-
nium oxide, at an enrichment level (about 0.9 percent) that approaches a natural level. It
is true that the volume would be greatly increased (by about a factor of 70), and that dis-
posal is not a simple matter, which is one major reason DOE prefers to minimize the
quantity that must be disposed of as waste by using as much as possible in commercial
fuel.

10.007

14.001

I 10.007

cont.
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atho'- for Notioal Securty
Ce.rne -. Dispeelto.1 Surplus 111g1ty E kthd Uiedm

Dratl Ihet e st Stormaeet
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*m It effe 8tey ueeelef eheieee teou thu • ed it oaned~ted n h ESwe

S- Th tnitit- POtP-e sOtwoedio the Y-1 2 flt ted tMh CIA Ridge Reetono i.o
i ret l• he. terougb he-oledlge of ted . highi letel of ho inereet i.teie eod
Pd oeina seeted to Ighy cerkthd ur . M nw*W popedtiw hew a gle WMd of
WotPMt Wooideeee teeed sog the fledltibo and tepetie atsociateed with corren
otissone. TWe rergional eepgoe hasexisted row, for over So your.

The two DOE thea (Y-12 Ftoewtor Swavannah River See) shoetid he earideed amoes the
esedideteso tee for uraneeoe hexolloride blenoding opwodoeson In ptewlee. the 0tA Ridge
Restrvttimt (of which Y-12 is onely asetlt penl ) ehoteld hteeidaved lht da l iWestioc fee
the- o rnunetee. hewbtoell de Idetdio thaduey T-r te atoy imtp-ee - 4jee -get
advenegeoe fof aetieg unteitee hexofleotide bleheding to Y-12 or ow the Oak Ridge Reservton
Fee.I'l tfith &wvde ottge lised perreeouwoulyeotd he red~ized, inchuding

- se hatefit. of eining orirtrhettuetrc aed utility ,ystera
Lbte hoeellts ofedsitteg eytoe= lithwe te tresentee. sed disposet

- the twoteot Proetdid by 00ae Catiothg etisenon ow the Oak Ridge Resereseiot
* the berehe. -titehle by its top-noteo proeonionAe tedeewkA ted ortS teerh three. ed the

roteehee We eputtuee they beltg to dh" typ of operotiot
* the bermehts of weetie sdvmtted eteety "amwe

WA the i ofee etehe high level of support tedl trust of fth nartooding pubhhc

Alto. tio" the higtdy wervd-d uraeitot theatot hile eeedo t" ptroposed it the EIS -11E origotate
a Y-t12. blending it ow the 0tht Ridge Rmesot~ioe witl tve. etoee sod tigoiileretehy etohw tithe
tee eoieoeW hepacts associated with tetoopesieg the highly .. jhod toroas over eog
disaots t~o any at-ei...

10.008

09.025

20.006

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HIEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.

09.025: Uranium hexafluoride (UF 6) blending would only be used to make fuel for the
commercial reactor industry. In light of existing UNH and metal blending (at the Y-12
Plant) capabilities of the DOE facilities, DOE believes that it would not be reasonable to
add UF 6 blending capability at DOE sites for commercial fuel feed due to the capital
investment required and the limited use, if any, of such capability for other DOE misions.

20.006: Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processes currently exist and would not
require new construction even for a new UF6 capability at commercial sites. This pro-
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of other factors, such as material
forms, availability of facilities when needed, and business decisions.

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to low-level waste (LLW) at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crys-
tals, ORR is not the lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these
conclusions: (1) onsite material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and
such handling would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest trans-
portation risk for these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the sig-
nificantly larger volume of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.

0
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10.003: Comment noted.

24.007: The types of socioeconomic impacts assessed in an EIS include potential losses
in income and employment arising from downsizing or phasing out of facilities. For pro-
posed actions involving large construction projects, potential adverse impacts to public
services and municipal finances are also assessed. However, to assess the potential loss in
employment opportunities because a project might be located at a site other than ORR is
beyond the scope of the HEU EIS. Furthermore, surplus HEU disposition would generate
a maximum of 125 direct jobs, which would have an insignificant effect in the region
where the work would take place.

f- t .sz "

January 10, 1996

0.5. Depaztmuet of Energy

Office Of Fiselle aterials Disposition
c/o SAIC/HEU EIS
PO BOn 23706
Washington, DC 20026-3786

Dear Office of Fissile Materials Diapositions

The City of Oak Ridge Environmental Quality Advisory Board (ECAB) has
reviewed the Department of Energy Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DZIS) on Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium and hae made
the following observations:

1. Alternative 5, Maximum Commercial Uee of surplus highly enriched
uranium, appears to be the environmentally preferable alternative.
Among the alternativee considered in the &IS, the maximum
comwercial use alternative would derive the greatest benefit from
past efforts to obtain and enrich the uranium that is now
considered surplus. This alternative would avoid some new
environmental impacts from mining, milling, and enriching new
sources of uranium for commercial reactor fuel, end It would
minimize the impacts from disposal of material that could be a
valuable resource.

2. Environmental impacts from activities at the Y-12 Plant would not
be signilficant under any alternative: however, socioeconomic
impacts at Y-12 analyzed in this DEIS could be significant.
Sp.cIfically:

3. Subalternativas involving use of commercial facilities only to
blend surplus uranium (such as Alternatives 48 and 55) give us
concern, as they would cause serious adverse socioeconomic impacts
in Oak Ridge due to the loss of employment opportunities at the
Y-12 Plant.

Should you have questions regarding these comments, please contact Ms.
gllen Smith, Vice-Chair of ECAB, at (423) 574-7396. On behalf of the
Board, we: appreciate the opportunity to comment on this DEIS.

Sincerely;

Gerald Palau, Chaizman

cc: Honorable Mayor and maebers of Oak Ridge City Council
AmyýFitzgerald, ORR local Oversight Committee

10.003

24.007
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CmnmmftianetOpsmubDispo oin=zyhseEu

Yaw seolictation of uamummnt = what to do with 200 metric tons of
surplu lIJU tI a twoo-died sword. On the anm band, you Pt good marks
for be•ng politiaclly mcato end amli, a demcaatically acceptable
resolution of tlhs "Pblm,. On the othsr hand. It must he recognized that
meet who pesztopato in this ex'ercse as sadoewtly Ignornt of the
stuation that Ithir opinims represent smething lea valuable than a
collection of inoohront fhoa. It is cortlinly true that all the cd a not
so the table. The number of ton of •EU net dadarad surplus Is a ensitive
number that is aot avalle tom neor to anyone olse in the public domain.
Neverthe•ss.o based on what I know. I will proced with oplinons, which Is
whst you profes to weant.

The entire dieA m i6 how to sofeguard the materal. The a .op s.
considered hare arm nly three, (1) no actie, (2) mot enrichment to a level

apprupriate for coontnaclal use In a power plant. had (3) cut the lEU Into
low level waste for disposal at Yuaa Mountain or WIPP. Optldna for
Incremental c€. to waste and nusummiidl use an dearly not optimal and
will not be cnsidored. The conservative view is that (1) is the ps kfnd
option because it costs the least and pr•servas the fAnt two optlons.

To remind you at DOE of what you already kow, 200 metric tons,
while it sound like a lot of euf is n t= We ae d•a•ing herm with a total

Invantory oa surplus HlU the volume of which is scarcely 10 cubic moters.
That's the mass of uranium divided by the donsito.

200 tons a 1000,000 mgmn /(19 Woice 1*O00,000d cmo) - 10 m2.

This is leo than the volum, o a full load of read.•y-n concrete. Oranted
that it cannot be stored In such a small volume because criticality. but the
important point Is that ther is not a to ot stuff that needs to be
safeguarded. Mak. no mistalse. It is Important that It not fall into the
wrong h-ads, but with uach A amll volume, the "poblsee is appartly
much smaller than the eveega critsen ght aupect.

The second point is the cost ofHEU. The value is proportional to the
cost to make it. The gnoral public has not acn thb race tracks at Y-1 in
Oak Rtidg where legrom• atneic separation beuan 50 years ag. They Are

10.026

15.007

10.026
cont.

10.026: The President, acting on the advice of the Nuclear Weapons Council, has deter-
mined that sufficient quantities have been retained in the strategic stockpile and that the
materials declared surplus are not needed to address any credible threat. More HEU
could be declared surplus in the future if additional treaties are signed between the United
States and other countries that possess nuclear weapons. As the commentor notes, the
price paid to make HEU has been quite high. However, DOE believes that the value of
surplus HEU is not proportional to the cost of making it. Value is what the surplus HEU
could be sold for in the commercial market. DOE had more HEU than it needs and since
storing and safeguarding the material would continue to incur cost, DOE intends to sell
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU to recover monetary value and to set an example to
other nations.

15.007: Although the volume of surplus HEU is relatively small, it is nonetheless a suf-
ficient quantity to potentially make thousands of nuclear explosives if it gets into the
wrong hands. The United States is properly safeguarding the material in its current form,
but to reduce costs and set an example for other nations, the United States proposes to
make the surplus material permanently non-weapons-usable.

lb
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mutwar J te miles of bar-rie in the gaseus diffusion plant at K-25.
They doont Isi, that a O000-MW steem plant had to be built to operate X-2.
While thay appoedat the Mea 8tar Wars. they have no Idea tbat a tuar

must be tuned to a resocant vqu-y within pawt per edibon f e etnti
atumie vapor lawo isotpse epertion. They nov heard a set of turatiss in
a gas cauniifug feW at a gut-wrenchintg lava of thousands ofrourids per
minuts. Tey marvel at the baxhst af fictitious space ship but arm
ilswrant of the abase poa and Aux ofmateriel required to accumulate a

few graim of enriched material an atom at a time. In short, tUen i no
apprecation of the difficulty ofe tak do eparatio. Tlh U,-ted -tatos
worked hard and kang and paid dearly to mrich uranlurm: untold

thousands of mas yoars of work sod billions upon billions oa dollar One
munt approach a dacison to sa tihis nveaznmt with religlow
solemnity.

The value of the suplus live In Lrs area. Fis a weap-n gads
matordal, we either have IEU or we dont. As is known, if we dont have it,
a Herculean effort Is nin••ry to obtaln t. It tis inoly bettor to haweit

and not need it than to need it and not have it. As an s.male, suppte we
needed to fobricate a to0-meraka; device to deflect sn asteroid, etc. The
do"re option in this case as the statns quo choire. (To asess this
argunmt. the number oftos of •EU not decared surplus is needed You
guys know.: I don't.) The second valnu of HtU. dhould this option be
Politically unacptable, Is the maximum onunomeell use optiom. Reador
fue is generally snit•hd sove the level of naturally owring uranlum

Dy bhyndin the unit= down to reato fud oni t, we redou the
stodcpil at lEU but retain its value as reator fbal. This is not why it was

cortuhr d L, the ,At place, but maxslses its use for om• good. Sooner or
later, the lastump ofoed and the lan barrel ofl wi•l be consumed Then
is when the ability to bired fsle materiel from U236 will at lat be foly
appreciated.

The 7wast, for disposa" option, option (3)% usnt be re1uted - not
being intellliiert. option (3) tosts us resourcet. Incous entire effort. and
dres net atoesmphsh tbs mutatedl goal of making the world a "sfer plans.
the appent point f th•Is whole.eece The lst reurc argume has
alrendybeenaddressed However, opton(3S) elso makes work flr sus. The
make-work work Is hae eSt to llce•so and locate the "waste' at Caddsad,
for example. Though about as dangerous as the original em. the wuate

10.026
cont.

10.027

10.025

10.027: The No Action Alternative, which preserves the option of continued storage,
does not serve the purpose and need for the proposed action because the material would
remain in weapons-usable form. DOE agrees that maximum commercial use is the most
intelligent option and acknowledges that political considerations (in an international
rather than a domestic partisan sense) constitute an important aspect of the purpose and
need for HEU disposition actions.

10.025: The Department of Energy agrees that blending for disposal as waste should be
minimized, although it will not be possible to avoid it altogether because some of the sur-
plus material would not be economic to develop for commercial use. The blend of all
surplus HEU to waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS to provide a comprehensive evalua-
tion of a full range of alternatives. The waste from this program would be disposed of in
a LLW repository, not a deep geologic repository for transuranic waste, such as the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant facility near Carlsbad, NM. DOE also agrees that fissile materials in
Russia constitute the real proliferation threat, as opposed to U.S. fissile materials. How-
ever, we disagree that domestic fissile material disposition actions are merely empty ges-
tures, as the willingness of Russia and other nations to continue to work to address their
proliferation problems would be limited in the absence of any reciprocal actions on our
part.

Ct.-
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would have an enormous itowe on the operating budget of the waste
disposal site (and for no reason). In cutting the enrichmunent -OM 90%16 to
less than 0.9%. the ma bemsoes 20.000 metric tone - 100 times greeter.
(U238 must be used to revant chemical ro-separatlon.) We have the amt. for
the jA-tory Afr tle dilution too. However, the main result would be An
enriching of the competian attorneys associated with DOK and whoever is
oppusngW it now. Finally, neither does the "wasts' option accomplish Its

gal of making the world safer. With loads offleoile materials floating 10.025
srumud Russia with Unknown security in Piece, the impact of eocurlne cont.
the US surplus makes no meaningful innt'ibsutin. Thr is so much o

this stuff available through other channels that it is ridiculous to spend
time or money securing what Io already secure an saf. The non-

prolferation aspects of this showy behavior havo no moaning.
To restate my suggeton for sell= the "no action" option is cost

effective., &a, dos not mnibute to prolifOrntion, end Pr1oVes our
options. I~re will be a ediff'rrt preident In Aic years or less wise 10.026
political agenda is different.] The "moainmum eaomnewrial use" option is cont.
the only other optinn which at &s glance offers us anythi. The waste
disposal" options ar eli summarised " foolishess.

I credit the DO& 9r their Proposal for suimum comnertial use so 10.027
the moot intellent option gIvT the pslticl nature Of the problem the cont.
have been giveu. PedasPe las few yeaMr ths nss, will atop - Or at

least he different This is one ineoase where bureaucratic foot dragging Is

helpful indeed.

James A. Cobble
staff momber, Physics Division

LA Almos National Labursiory

104 OCrlsbad
white Ruck, NM 87644

phone: 80- blM
emall: cobbleglsal.gov
Jan. 8. I9SIM
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

11/13/95
P0011
Nathan Coggios
No Address Given

Transcrption:

Hlello. My name is Nathan Coggins. I live downstream from the Erwin facility, down the
[NuIchucky] River, and I would just like to comment that we appreciate the jobs that it would
bring. What about waste that's gonna be stoed in the aea or in Oak Ridge. If there is going to
be waste, I would just as soon see it shipped back to Rocky Flats or wherever they're going to
bring the uanwium in from. The people in Colorado don't want it, you know. Is it that haneful
that we need to sacrfice our health for the dollas? I'm not sure. My number is 753-9509.

10.003: Comment noted.

14.015: Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be
responsible for disposal of the resulting waste. Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
DOE manages the Nation's civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees assessed
on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a DOE perma-
nent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). A location where LLW derived
from DOE's down-blending to LEU can be disposed of has not yet been designated.
Additionally, Rocky Flats is neither evaluated as a waste disposal site nor considered for
any aspect of the HEU EIS.
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10.011: The HEU EIS analyses showed that blending down the entire stockpile of sur-
plus HEU to LLW would generate the highest environmental impact among other alterna-
tives evaluated in the EIS (Table 2.4-2). Moreover, DOE agrees that the fastest and
safest disposition course would be, as described in Section 1.4.2, the Preferred Alterna-
tive, to blend down surplus HEU to LEU using a combination of four sites. The goal is to
achieve DOE's objectives that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and environmen-
tal needs, beginning as soon as possible after the ROD is issued and proceeding, as neces-
sary, until all surplus material is blended down.

Nathan Coggine & Family
255 Taylor Bridge Rd
Joan..boroghTN 37659

November 15, 1995

DOE Office of Fissile Materals Disposition
c/o SAIC7IFEU HIS
P.O. Bo. 23786.
Washington, DC 20026-3786

Dear DOE:
If you are truly seeking input from are residents who have no

interest pro or con, with nothing to loose or gain financially.
liers one f.amilies coments. based on the Summary of and partial
and continued examination of the full study,(Disposition of Surplus
Highly Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact Study).

From these publications. persons I am familiar with at NFS and
my own permonal experiences and beliefs. I have formed this following
opinion of the matter: As I understand the least harmful method would
be to blond all 82U down to LLW however this may not be the most
cost affective. I from limited information, believe the lowest impact
to all areas and residents, and the most feasible if there is a
market for LEU, would be to distribute the HEU evenly to all four
sites to be blended. My reasoning is; 1st there would be no tran-
portation cost or risks at ORR. 2nd Even though the arecaround 1IFS
is the most populated of the comercial sites, if the work is to be
distributed to all avalible atomic workers in all four locations,
this locatlon should recievo it's share one fourth of the work.
3rd Since this is a very hazarous and potentially leathal substance
Alternativa 5 seems the most sensible way to handle the process
if it is profitable. I have no figures as to the feasibility of
blending HEU to LEO vs blending HEU to LLW. Although LEO should
have a much higher value than jL.. I have seen no figures to indicate
thisIbut I will assume this is so. Distributing the 2O0t of IEU to
all four site would minimize impact on any one site plus finish the
Job Isa timely manner. This would reduce the risk of accidents
during transportation and. during actual blending to any one site
vs one or two sites doing 100% of the'work. To use less than all
four sites would greatly increase the risks to the other sites
and surrounding areas. HEU is a hazardous material that needs to
be de.lt with swiftly under close Fed Govt scutiny to assure safty
and reduce long term effects of this project on the areas involved.

This Is not the type of industry residents, rich or poor,
educated or uneducated, are seeking for their area, no naIter
what industrial recruters, politicians, or the sedia may express.

This Is a opportunity to change negative for positive, let's
get it done es swiftly and safely and with the'lowest amount of

negative impacts as possible.

Sincr

10.011
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To DOE for Inclusion in the comments on the lEU DEIS.
I realize this is several days past the deadline, but please include the
following in the comments on the Draft Envlronmental Imnpact Statement
on the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium.

THE DISPOSITION OF WEAPON-GRADE PLUTONIUM
AND HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM: COSTS AND TRADEOFFS

Wdliam J. Weida
Economists Allied for Arms Reductionl/T'he Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO, 80903//719-389-6409
January 16. 1996

06.018: The Department of Energy agrees that there is increasing competition for funds
within a declining DOE budget. However, this program would require very little of
DOE's diminishing budget for implementation, because it would use either existing DOE
facilities or commercial facilities, may involve commercial financing of disposition
actions, and would use revenues from sales of LEU to recover blending costs. By provid-
ing for disposition of this material, DOE would save storage and safeguards costs.

0nt~

Introduction
This paper explores some of the economic issues surrounding a

major area of expendtures now facing the US: the disposition of weapon-
grade plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU) either through 'burning'
in nuclear reactors for power generation or by other means.' Under the
current budgeting philosophy, programs managed by the Department of
Energy (DOE) tend to compete with one another for the total funds
assigned to that agency. For example, In the FY199S DOE budget a tradeoff
was made between increased funding for nuclear weapons and reduced
funding for ste cleanup. Thus, no matter which disposition alternative is
chosen, if disposition funds are controlled by the DOE, disposition is likely
to compete directly or indirectly with other alternatives for energy
funding. And if subsidized by the US government, either research into
plutonium or HEU as reactor fuel or the operations asociated with such
use are likely to consume funds that might otherwise be avalable to
support sustainable energy alternatives.

Over the last three years, the uneconomical aspects of burning
plutonium halve been made abundantly dear by a number of studies. In
spite of this, of all the materials, systems, facilities, and laboratories

I For example. of
Chow. Brian G. and oKenneth A. Solomo.n Limiting the Spread of Wespon-Usabie Filele
Halmiatia. Naunal Defense Research Institute, RAND, Santa Woria. CA, 1993. and
bla ."e to nf -"1" W1oonnom rnn Comir•ttee on intemational Security
and Anns Control, iational Acadnrl Of Scaoces, National Acaderrm PraM. Washington. O.C.
1994.
• .ming" is eW techno-slang word for usin Pu or NEU In nuclear reactors by down-tbnledIg
(eOsMenialy. dbkielg) HiU to reactor-airength uranium or rn&lns PU with uranlnu to ormn a
nmxed oxide fuel (MOX) that can be burned in 6iht water reactors ILWRs).

06.018
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involved in the design and operation of nuclear weapons, the most readily
available assets for reuse are usually identified ae being the lIEU and
plutonium from warheads. Oer- the last two Years. qcuasi-pivate
consortia have put considerable effort Into convincing the US government
to embark on such a program. Thesen ofarta have either
(I) assumed that there was an econandcal way to burn plutonium and lIEU
for power.
(2) proposed the construction and operation of new reactors epecificaily
built to baurn plutonium as part of a regonal conversion plan for old
nuclear weapon ites" . or
(3) claimed that vern if power generation itself wea uneconomical. it
would still provide a way to depose of the large stocks of plutonium and
HEU that w-e economically sound in the long run and was worthy of
government support.

At the same time, other ýtechnical fixes" for the plutonium problem
have also been proposed. Many of these ore transmutation techniqtes that
would require large amounts of federal reaearch and development money
to construct facilities to turn plutonium into htorter-livad alerents.

2

Othaer. such as shooting plutonium Into the sun, wre equally as expensive.
With the exception of the integral Fast Reactor (IFR). which has also been
marketed under category (2) above, transmutation has generaly been
proposed as a pure government research project.

In this paper. comparisons between plutonium and down-blended HEU
burning and other forms of nuclear power generation mrii be made using
the general "ndustry model." in these conmparions. the coets aseociated
with the wastes generated during the oreation of nuclear power will not
be explored because the" costs are approximately Identical no matter
what kind of nuclear operations are undertaken. However, a full
accounting of these costs would be necessary before any form of nuclear
power generation Is compared to coal, gast hydrelectrlc. or sclar
generation schemes.

As a further issue. it should also be remembered that most nations
are currently stnuggling with nuclear proliferation Issues. Recent
probiems :with North Korea have clearly demonstrsted that because
plutonium, Is normally produced as a by-product of reactor operations.
civilian nuclear power generation Is fundamentally at odds with
proliferation goals in spite of International safeguarde Installed at most

29lsnontsa with talO-I$s of SO to 100 YaM InsW Of t41U 24.000 yewrs poes~sofld ty
piutanium.

L
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plants. Further, actually burning plutonium for power legitimizes the
reprocessing of spent fuel and the possession of plutonium, both of which
vastly complicate the proliferation issue. When evaluating any
disposition option, one should keep firmly in mind that the major obstacle
to building a bomb is getting plutonium. When that obstacle is overcome,
the rest is much smpler.

The Value of Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uraniumr

A value for plutonium and HEU has usually been assigned by DOE T' O•"
based on the costs required to manufacture either material. This is not a
market-based approach, nor are such costs necessarily rational given the 1Z_
manner in which DOE operations are conducted, DOE's theory appears to be
that if something cost a great deal to produce, it must be worth a great
deal of money. The fallacy in such an argument is dear, but this remains
the standard way of pricing both plutonium and lIEU.

Value is normally established through a market mechanism in which
a buyer and seller negotiate a price viewed as fair by each. However, the
only market for civilian plutonium in recent years has been the one
created by Japan's purchase of plutonium from France for future use in its
power reactors. Pricing in this market Is not public, but Japan's unique
lack of alternative energy sources make its determination of the value of
plutonium inapplicable to other countries. Further, adverse publicity
generated by the 1994 Japanese purchase will undoubtedly prohibit
similar purchases by Japan In the futurv-thus terminating the market. It
is probable that there is another, illicit market for plutonium, but prices
In this market are surely much higher than the actual value of plutonium
because of the risk involved. Hence, neither the Japanese experience nor
the illicit market provide much guidance as to the actual worth of
plutonium.

Since: there is no open, operating market In either plutonium or HEU,
and since existing prices for these cornmodites have in the past been set
by governmients for political purposes, it is fair to say that no one has
established the real market value of either material. This is bound to
cause problems in prcing that cascade through all operations that try to
use plutonium or HEU because a material with no established market value
is being introduced into a commercial power-generating regime where
careful market analysis and cost control govern which power sources are
exploited.
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If all costs of plutonium and lIEU were considered, both materials
would be some of the most expensive items ever created by man. The. true
costs of generating plutonium and HEU through dismantlement of nudear
weapons would have to include the following past costs:

The research costs accumulated In developing the materials,
The intial costs to extract uranium, to purify the materials and to

make elements such as plutonium in reactors or HEU through
gaseous diffusion.

The cost to fabricate the materials into weapons.
The cost to maintain the materials in weapons.
The cost to dismantle the weapons and free the materials for other

uses.
And finally, the list of costs would have to include the future costs of
disposition.

Accounting for any past costs of plutonium and HlU would make
either material too expensive for any alternative use and, whether
legitimately or not, these costs are usually counted as the costs of doing
business during the Cold War. As a result, alternative uses of these
materials are usually considered under the assumption that all past costs
are sunk costs and future decisions are based only on the future costs of
disposition.

When the alternative of burning is evaluated for disposition, certain
physical rules apply: First, reactors using any acceptable material--
uranium, plutoanium-based f-fOX, or down-blended HEU--will generate
approximately the same amount of power from those materials. And
second, the total quantity of material put into a reactor wil become the
total quantity of spent fuel generated by the reactor. Thus, only two cost
comparisons are appropriate to show whether plutonium or HEU can be
burned with any economic benefit:

(1) The cost of processing and fabricating reactor fuel--and whether
this cost would be higher or lower when plutonium or HIEU is used. Lower
costs may apply in the case of burning HEU, but this has not been
demonstrated.

(2) Whether the cost of disposing of these materials might be
lowered by burning them In a reactor, or whether the overall costs of
disposition can be reduced by simply disposing of either material without
first submitting it to a reactor. Here, there must be counted among the
costs those of possible reuse in weapons if the materials are disposed of
improperly.

0
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The Nature of the Industry

Since its inception. subsides have been a way of fife in the nuclear "4
power Industry. A 1992 report found that over the period 1950 to 1990, Z

20% or $96 billion of the $492 billion (in 1990 dollars) spent to develop
and obtain nuclear power was provided by the federal government.'
According to the DOE, of total subsides to the energy sector provided by
the federal government in 1992. nuclear energy received $899 million of
$4.88 billion expended-or about M8%. However, while most other sources
of energy (oil, coal. etc.) received either tax subsides to lower prices or C;;,
drect subsides to encourage consumer use-both of which acted to ;Z"
stimulate demand, for the product-nuclear energy received almost all of z
its subsides ($890 out of $899 million) In Research and Development. In
fact, nuclear energy received 44% of all energy R&D subsides in 1992.4

Over the last forty years, funding of nuclear energy research has
continued with little actual implementation of the results of this
research. As construction of new reactors has stopped, a few large
companies have stayed in the reactor research and development business
without having to sell economically viable reactors. In such a situation,
there has been no need for commercial products-instead, the emphasis
has been on selling and maintaining large research and development
program. As reactor construction has ceased, each new R&D project
proposal has been further and further removed from the last project
private industry and the public was Willing to accept and fund. One result
of this policy of R&D sUbsidzation has been to create an industy
interested in the development of sources of power, not the economics of
producing power.

This helps explain the nuclear Industry's continuing research into,
and attempts to commercalize the use of, plutonium burning reactors in
the face of overwhelming evidence that such reactors would be
economically unfeasible. As time has passed, the economic viability of
even standard nuclear reactors has deteriorated. This Is unlikely to
improve in the future when plans to generate power from plutonium or HEU
burning are proposed to take place. Shearson Lehman reports that:

aTIise figures snificantly ndemtate the caurnt extimates ao the costs to bury nadear
uastee salande. sonmn ton.

Kon•tanfffmrgyAeeioatss, FI eg inkurJ, T•e Fnw" Psir. xl NFdu.& r -Mwbý , 270

Latayette, Suite 400. New York. IJW, eceallb. 1992.

SR/EIu/Z-o02. Energy kIfoostlion Adninxstmtlon, U.S. Deaparftmnt Of Ensrgy. WasNngton.
D.C.. Noverrloi. 1992. p. 7.
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"Evidence suggests the average operating costa of nuclear power plants
are now higher than those of conventional plants and other power supply
alternatives."s And Moody's has stated that:

"Given increasing competition from other types of generating
facilities and renewed efforts via conservation and demand side
management programs to reduce the need for new capacity additions,
nuclear power's economics must be comparable with alternative fuel
sources and energy efficiency and conservation options. In a
deregulating environment, the pressure to maintain competitively
low rates will compel utilities to select the most economic option.
And given the challenges outlined above, we do not think that nuclear
plants are likely to provide such economic benefits."'

Among other things, this casts doubt on the future feasibility of
using HEU in nuclear reactors-unless down-blending and fuel fabrication
can be accomplished at prices significantly lower than the already
depressed prices now encountered for normal low enriched uranium (LEU)
fuel fabrication.

Burning Plutonium

The use of mixed oxide fuel (MOX) containing plutonium in Light
Water Reactors (LWRs) is technically proven. Reactors that use low
enriched uranium can have 1/3 of their core in MOX. Three reactors of the
System 80 type at the Palo Verde Nucdear Generating Station are
pressurized light water reactors (PWRs) that could hands a full core load
of MOX. Using these reactors, it would take 30 reactor years-or 10 years
for all three reactors--to convert 50 tons of plutonium into spent fuel.?

A National Academy of Sciences study estimated that a new MOX
fabrication facility would cost between $400 million and $1.2 billion and
would take about a decade to complete.

5 
Estimates are that the cost of

MOX fuel fabrication is over $2000 per kilogram of heavy metal, about six

Srk l " "ia. C" ...-. , Ae Older Nuclear Pants Still rEcnomic?. Insights from a
Lehman Oo Wells Research cKfeM*lelce, nVOL . no. 21. May 27, 192. p. L6
ffl55Wfes(, Moody's Special Corrmnt. Noedy'S bhveineS Service, New York. NY, April,

1993, p. 7.
7MNknijank :Arj.u and Anne Whtahijardn. r, A Nes...k InAQ. , ER Press,
Taken.a Park, Nenybne. 1995. p. 26-27.
aMn... mnan, ,ng pl .... ltlpn F-, W-Wns Pkrutolnkm Op. ci. p. I SI-I 60.

c)
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Qý z
times the fabrication cost of low-enriched uranium fuel.9 At MOX
fabrication costs of $1300-$2000 per kilogram, the cost of uranium would
have to rise to S123-4245 per kilogram just to equal MOX fabrication
costs even if the plutonium used was free.'

0

Cost estimates for geologic repository disposal of spent fuel from
commercial power reactors are about $300,000 per ton of heavy metal (in
1988 dollars). However, the cost of disposal of a ton of plutonium would
be higher because it must be diluted to make re-extraction difficult.
Assuming a cost on the order of several million dollars per metric ton of C;
plutonium, total disposal costs would range from $100 million to $300
million for S0 metric tons of plutonium."1

As was previously noted, the economics of plutonium burning have
been investigated and rejected. Chow and Solomon looked at five options
for the use of plutonium in reactors:

1
Z

1 .Use plutonium as fuel in existing fast reactors without
reprocessing. Using weapon-grade plutonium in this manner would
cost $I 8,000/kg.
2. Use LWR's with 1/3 or partial MOX fuel without reprocessing. The
cost for this is $7,600/kg with weapon-grade plutonium.
3. Use LWR's with full MOX fuel loads without reprocessing. The
cost for this is $5,600/kg with weapon-grade plutonium.
4. Store plutonium for 20 or more years. Cost: $3,800/kg.
S. Mix plutonium with waste and dispose of it as waste. Cost:
$1,000/kg in marginal costs over storing the waste alone-which
would lead to costs of about $4,800/kg.

None of these options has any commercial value. In the first three,
the extra costs of handling plutonium because of its radioactivity,
toxicity, and potential weapon use outweigh any benefits. Further.
storage sites will not be ready until 2010 at the earlest, and when
storage costs are taken into account, they raise the cost of burning
plutonium in LWRs by $4000 to $10,000/kg.

Because of this, the use of plutonium In civilian reactors creates no
economic benefits and has a large proliferation risk. Chow and Solomon

9&=J.u.r.Euit Jauary 26. 1992.
'F eiveson. IA.. Plutonium tueJ:An Assesensxt OECU, Paris, 1989. p. 69.
1I1 Nkijari and akriijujan Op. 01., p. 66.
12Chow and SgiWomnw OPCi t, pp. xx. xxiL
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estimated that thermal cycle plutonium useI
3 

will not be feasible until
the laice of uranium-bearing yellowcake reatbes SOO/A.B and they
estimated that this will not ocour for SO years.

1
4 They further projected

that fast reactors will not be profitable until yellowcake price reaches
$220/LB in about 100 years Is

Note that the costs of burning plutonium are always compared with
the costs of burning HEU or LEU in reactors. Thus. the inherent costs
(waste disposal, worker health, contamination, etc.) involved in any
nuclear operations--including plutonium burning--are never discussed.
The full costs should always be considered when comparing alternative
power sources.

Down-blensing and Burning HEU

The economics of down-blending HEU for use in reactors may be
more favorable than those for plutonium. Weapon-grade liEU typically
contains over 90% U-23S that must be diluted to levels of 3-S% to
generate the low enriched uranium used in reactors." DOE's October,
1995, Draft Envronmental Impact Statement on the Disposition of Highly
Enriched Uranium (DEIS) defines lIEU as anything enriched above 20% U-
235, and assumes an average enrichment of S0% U-235. As of January,
1996, DOE had declared 16S metric tons of HEU asurplus" to the stockpile.
Of course, any strategy to down-blend lIEU and sell it as reactor fuel will
require eventual storage of the highly to•ic and radioactive spent fuel-
which wil still contain both plutonium and HEU."7

To down-blend HEU it is simply blended with natural uranium,
depleted uranium (.2-.3 percent U-23S). or slightly enriched uranium (.8 to
2 percent U-235). It is posible that this can be done so t Is price-
competitive with fuel made from uranium and thus. is as commercially
viable as standard reactors.'s A quasa-povate corporation. US.
Enrichment Corporation (USEC), has been established to purchase the
Portsmouth. ON, and Paducah, KY. enrichment plants from the DOE for the

1
3
Rsprnoceza Pu and U from spent usal and u*g Pu-beardng ,rred-oxlde (MOX) fuel In

thermal naclear power ptants.
"Choe and Selena. Op. CLt.. Pp. xvi. Xsi.
I Sam,. xvi,
'%WkNlvr and iIakrldJal, Op. .IL. p. 16-17.

I'u, P,.,n.,.i k.ml ,u,, I. -i. 1h,,.rW,.. - ur igty. Em.,,1 Lk..:, . U.S,
Deparnnunt af narhmy, Offi. c of FAift lterials Disposion. Washington, 0.C. October, 1sa9.
'I takhCI and WW iakrad. Op. cit.. p. 1?.

14.017: Use of HEU blended to LEU as reactor fuel would indeed lead to spent fuel
storage. However, spent fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU would displace spent fuel that would be generated in any event in the
absence of the HEU disposition program. In fact, overall, DOE believes that the environ-
mental consequences of blending down HEU would be considerably less than the conse-
quences of mining, milling, conversion, and enrichment for the displaced natural
uranium. The spent fuel would be managed and eventually disposed of together with
other domestic commercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Com-
mercial spent fuel contains some Pu but does not contain HEU.

06.021: The blending of surplus HEU to LEU would be done to recover the full eco-
nomic value of the material at going market prices (it will be "price competitive").
USEC was created by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to take over DOE's uranium enrich-
ment operations. Although USEC may be used to market LEU derived from DOE's sur-
plus lIEU, that is not the purpose of USEC; it is strictly an ancillary function. USEC
only leases the enrichment plants from DOE. DOE does not agree that commercial use of
LEU derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel
derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in
some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that
LEU fuel derived from surplus lIEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental
Pu would be created as a result of this program.

14.017

06.021

04

Mt
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purpose of pursuing down-blending as a commercial venture. DOE has
acknowledged that US Enrichment Corp. (USEC) will market the reactor
fuel internationally. The US would not control the spent fuel generated by
foreign reactors and this spent fuel would be a candidate for reprocessing
to extract the plutonium. No protocol forbid reprocessing or require the
return to the US of spent fuel generated from this material."s

Four down-blendng scenarios have been considered by DOE to meet
its stated goals of nonproliferation and realizing the "peaceful beneficial
use" of HIEU in a way that will return money to the US Treasury.2o

1. Down-blend to less than 1% U-235 and dispose of as low level
waste. This would address all proliferation concerns.

2. Limited commercial use- down-blend 3S% of HEU Into reactor
fuel, the rest to less than 1% U-23S.

3. Substantial commercial use- down-blend 65% into reactor fuel,
the rest to less than 1% U-23S.

4. Maximum conmercial use - down-blend 85% into reactor fuel,
the rest to less than 1% U-23S.

DOE's preferred option is maximum commercial use which. DOE
daimas, will return the most money to the US Treasury. However. the DEIS
does not present a credible analysis demonstrating a positive economic
return, and the maximum commercial use option would create more than 5
million pounds of spent nuclear fuel (2,380 metric tons, assuming an
assay of 50% enrichment for 170 metric tons of material). Further, under
its fastest down-blencing scenario--down-blend to 4% and sell as reactor
fuel-DOE's plan would take 10 years to process 200 tons of lIEU. During
that 10 years, It is likely that more I-EU will be dedared surplus. DOE
argues this will not increase the amount of spent fuel, since reactors will
bum something anyway. Further, it will reduce environmental impacts
since new;uranium will not have to be mined for reactor fuel.z1 For this
claim to be true, the use of down-blended HIEU will have to be so complete
that it replaces the current US uranium mining industry, and if this
occurs, it is questionable whether this industry could ever be restarted.

Another option, down-blendng to 4% for storage until economic and
reprocessing concerns are addressed, has been rejected by DOE who

1Ie• Ilrent~ l -m Sisinni Mn Wig*tn Er ni che ' d Lhrun Op.

2
0
1bi.

211bid.

06.021
cont.

04.013: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which is available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS, supports DOE's position that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. The
spent fuel that would result from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
would supplant spent fuel that would be created in any event in the absence of the pro-
gram.

12.012: The Department of Energy believes that it is not necessary for domestic ura-
nium production to be completely displaced in order for the quantity of uranium mined to
be affected by HEU disposition actions. Rather, the quantity of reactor-grade uranium
that enters the market from HEU disposition actions at market prices will displace an
equivalent quantity of material that would otherwise have to be mined, milled, converted
to UF 6, and enriched to make it suitable for use in reactor fuel. The amount of surplus
HEU (103 t) that would eventually be blended over a 10- to 15-year period would provide
about 4 percent of current annual domestic needs for LEU fuel.

09.021: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending HEU for
extended storage reasonable because it would delay recovery of the economic value of
the material and incur unnecessary costs in a very tight budget environment as well as
environmental impacts due to the need to build additional storage capacity to accommo-
date the increased volume of the material. Spent commercial nuclear fuel contains some
inaccessible Pu, but it does not contain any HEU.

3 -.
z-:~

0%

04.013

12.012

09.021
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daimed it provides "no proliferation advantage over down-biendng and I 09.021

selling." However, blending to 4% and storing retains the fuel option while
maintaining security of the material in a relatively stable state which Jcont.
contains neither plutonium or HEU.2

2

Conversion as a Rationale for Plutonium Oisposition

The Triple Play Reactor, proposed for the Savannah River Site (SRS),
and Project Isaiah, proposed for the old Washington Public Power System
(WPPS) reactors around the Hanford site, have both been suggested as
conversion programs where new or refurbished reactors would bum
plutonium. Further. both programs daimed they would be privately
financed and, by Implication. profit-maldng.

As a general principle, economic converalon is both site and sector
based. On a site basis it preserves the local economic community by
changing the base of economic support for the site. In an economic sector,
it frees resources to be used In other ways for the benefit of the nation at
large. Thus, the purpose of conversion is not to substitute one
government-funded program for another. It Is to change the economic base
(the source of funds) for the region or sector. This cannot be achieved
unless conversion generates econonic benefits, and the Isaiah and Triple
Play options demonstrate how the conversion approach to dsposition has
tried to adapt to the economic realities of plutonium burning.

The Isaiah Project

Proposed in 1993, this project Involved burning plutonium In nixed
oxide fuel (MOX) and producing electricity by completing the WPPS #1
reactor at Hanford, WA and the 03 reactor at Satsop, WA. It has been
claimed this would create 9,000 drect construction jobs, 2,500
permanent operations jobs and 13,500 secondary jobs in the region. Each
plant would produce 1.300 MWe.

2
3

In 1993 dollars, completion costs for WNP-1 were $1.7 billion and
for WNP-2 they were $1.6 billion. Operating costs were estimated at
about $21 million/year, and O&M costs at about $123 million/year
induding the spent fuel disposal fee. When finandng costs were included,
the $1.7 billion completion cost for WNP-I rose to $2.8 billion. However,

22
1bid.23
Letter Iran Robert Wages. PresIdent. OCAW, wa Vlrr ratak, preskent. Industrial Union

oepartnmt. Moverenxr 3. 1993.

9t
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prvate financing was supposed to cover all project completion costs and
return $4 billion to the Federal government.

24

While these financial arrangements sound promising, the poor
economics surrounding this plutonium burning project were summed up by
a dause in the Project lsaiah contract that stated that DOE would "enter
into a long term contract.[with] a federal obligation to make debt
service payments if revenues from the sale of steam [power is] not
adequate."2s (My italics)

Triple Play Reactor

The "triple play" reactor was proposed by a quasi-private consortium
to burn plutonium, produce tritium and generate electricity at the
Savannah River Site. Aside from the inherent contratictions in using a
new reactor to dispose of plutonium from weapons by producing tritium
for weapons, the proposed System 80+ Program Plan also displayed
considerable "uncertainty in costs" in MOX fabrication

5
s and it proposed

that the federal government provide $50 million in up-front financing.
2
7

The private consortium offered to pay back the $S0 million If DOE
ultimately decided to proceed with the proposal at the end of the three
year study phase.

2
'

In addtion. the Triple Play reactor required an extensive list of
other subsides:

The federal government had to provide a site and infrastructure at no
cost to the onsortium.2

9

The consortium pays disposal fees for waste, but then passes them
through to the government, not to the consumer of the power.3

0

2
4Letter fro•m John R. Monw*arr. SAirC Io Dr. Iatthew Buanr National Academy at Science.

Novener 5. I s93.
2SComn~ration from Lauren Oaddk Battelle kititute, "The Iaiah Projest'. Padcfi Northwest
Labo•etorles, Octoaer 1, 1993. .
2z e ,,.,. ,. f r to, Snrnt -df - f t - h

sy, stem 80, Tean% Savannah River Site. AWa. S.c. Mwrh 31. 1994. p.O.
Zlbid.k p9.
2aperwoimats•n€nuicatio between Brian Coalner and George Davis of ASS compustion

Eaben lnog in Na.Y 1995.

0 Op. . Op. C .6pe
W..a P.70.
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The government supplies plutonium oxide, depleted uranium oxide, and
the site lease, all at no charge, and it further agrees to se-source
irradiation services from the plant.

The "annual fees" required from the government were estimated at $78
million for plutonium burning alone--about a 10% subsidy.

An annual fee would also be assessed for tritium production based on
revenue losses and other factors.$'

The government shared liability for any increased costs due to
regulatory changes or any other factors over which the consortium
had no ccntro.3Z

Similar subsidies are likely to be required by project Isaiah because
a majority of the proposed revenues from both projects are from
electrical generation. An electrlocty-producing. plutonium-burning light
water reactor is not economically feasible because of the additional
facilities and security procedures required for plutonium handing. MOX
fabrication will also add hundreds of millions of dollars to normal
operating costs. Each of these factors increases the fianancial risk
aseociated with building a new reactor.

Disposition Requirements

Total Quantities of Plutonium

In 1991, the US had about 19.000 nuclear warheads and the Former
Soviet Union (FSU) had about 32,000. Under START I and START I1. the US
and FSU agreed to reduce to 3.500 US and 3,000 FSU strategic warheads by
2003. Nambers of remaining tactical warheads may vary. but a good
estimate would be about 1.S00 US and 2.000 FSU tactical warheads. Thus,
each side will have about 5000 nuclear warheads In 2003. About 2,500
warheads could be dismantled each year In the US, but only about 1,170
will be cismantled if parity is maintained with the FRS's rate of 2.2S0 per
year.

5
'

At present. 50 or more metric tons of excess weapon grade
plutonium exist on each side.3' In addition, based on the assumption that
there are less than 4 kg of plutonium In each warhead and there are 20

3id., p.75 and peat manlcatleon bwtmeen latan cesum and G.erg. Davis Wf ASS
Conmbstien Enllneteerie in Wy. 199S.3 2

1bid.
$33C,0 and S3o40sr4 Op. , pp. 5.1I.
34HU nt anW 1UL ltkn nF - W.aaa PlnuJh. Op. cat. p. t.

0
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metric tons of plutonium in the military inventories of other nuclear
weapons powers, the global inventory of plutonium is:

Mil tary plutonium
Separated dvclan plutonium
Unsoparated pFtounum in cIvilian spost huel

Total Quantities of HEU

248 metric tons
122 rrmtric tons
532 matric tor-35

To further non-proliferation goals, the United States has also agreed
to buy a total of 500 tons of Russian HEU for $11.9 Billion over the next
twenty years if certain conditions are met. The US plans to resell this
material to fulfill demand for nuclear fuel in domestic and world
markets.

3
' According to current plans, HEU from the former Soviet Union

is to be de-enriched by US Enrichment Corporation (USEC) at its plants in
Paducah, Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio. USEC is supposed to be a for-
profit company, and during these operations a price for IlEU may actually
be established. However, at this time the actual worth of HEU is unknown
and there is no market mechanism for generating its market value. This
raises questions about how the $11.9 billion price was determined,
whether it can be regarded as a real, market price of HIEU and, if not, what
price will actually charged for this material.

As opposed to plutonium, HEU is neither used nor made in reactors.
There are about 2300 metric tons of HEU worldwide, almost all of it in the
former Soviet Union and the US.

3
' Total US HIEU production from 1945 to

1992 was 994 metric tons. Of this, 483 metric tons were made at the K-
25 facility at'the Savannah River Site between 1945 and 1964, and S 1
metric tons were made at the Portsmouth, Ohio plant between 1956 and
199218

16.018: Current plans for the Russian HEU are to have it blended down to LEU oxide
in Russia prior to its shipment to the United States. Even if the Russian HEU were to be
blended down in the United States, the work could not be done at the Portsmouth or Pad-
ucah enrichment plants, because those facilities can only blend HEU in the form of UF 6
(a gas). There is no need to establish a market for HEU-indeed, it is the nonprolifera-
tion policy of the United States to avoid the development of such a market. The value of
HEU is realized after it is blended down to LEU. There is clearly a need for fuel-grade
LEU, to fuel existing reactors, on a global scale.

12.013: The HEU EIS is concerned only with the disposition of up to 200 t of current
and expected future surplus HEU. The quantity of HEU that remains in the U.S. strategic
stockpile (non-surplus) remains classified. At present, there are 113 to 138 t of domestic
surplus HEU (the larger number includes an additional 25 t that may be declared surplus
in the future) and 500 t of Russian HEU that are considered likely to become commercial-
ized worldwide (an additional 62 t of surplus U.S. HEU is considered unlikely to be com-
mercialized in the near term due to its forms). There appears to be little point in
speculating about the impacts on the uranium market of blending 2,300 t of HEU, as such
quantities are well beyond any reasonable expectation of what may be declared surplus.

1~~

~

S.

~

16.018

12.013

3
Sl.aktijanl uan IlwUltiijank Op. CIL, p. 11.36
lbnaoagioar 2 uimdfousit~l or ELSy.swn,.nonPj,,runl=e Op. CIL., P. S.3

?lfakhljaei and!WthlankUsl Op. Cit.. p. 16-17.35
O.1.ary, Hazel.5,1 Reak ocosewIng a DOE fact shoot son lIU. D0E. Washington. DMC., June 27.

199 4.
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The US inventory of HEU is located in the following locations:
3 9

0.6 Hanlod.WA Z6.2 tNL. 0
0.2 LLNL0 CA 6.7 RIcky Fiats. CO
3.2 LAM.. NM 0.9 SNL, NM
CS'hllribe Panue,, TX 1.6 Knees. NT
0.2 Smo-hanon. JL 23.0 Ptilansith. OM
168.9 Y-12, SRS. SC 3.5 K-2S. SRS, SC
1.4 ORML. TN 24.4 SAS. SC

TOTAL - 2e.8 netric tcant (Mt Ilcwfdbtl Pant-)

HEU consumed by the US since 1945 is estimated to be about 10S
metric tons inducing uranium burned In reactors for plutonium production
at SRS (about 4Z metric tons), uranium burned by the Navy (about 12
metric tons), uranium consumed in research (about 25 metric tons).
uranium exported to France and LK (abut 6 metric tons), and uranium
consumed in weapons tests (about 20 metric tons). This leaves 630
metric tons (994 - (10S + 259)] unaccounted for in the revealed 12.013
inventories and this is probably split between the Pantex stockpile and
the remaining nuclear arsenal.40  

Cont.

When the number of nuclear weapons peaked at 32,500. independent
experts estimated there were SOO-SSO metric tons of lIEU in warheads,
implying about 16 kg per weapon The amount of NIEU per weapon is thought
to have dectnled slightly since then due to greater use of plutonium.41
New estimates suggest that about 50% more HEU was devoted to weapons
than previously believed Thus, either more was used in each bomb than
had been estimated-which suggests that about 10 tons more would aiso
have been consumed In tests--or there was considerable overproduction
and stockpiling for an arsenal buildup that never occurred.'S

The amount of blendstock required for final blending down of 500
tons 93.5% lIEU can be estimated as followS:4

3

ý-l S'_. JAU.JmLJ ml)e 1- &4LEUiLa2
Oielsa u(0.2%6 U235) S0o 10.600 11.100
ritund LK.711% U23S) S00 12.J00 12,800
Slihlly, laichaud UI.5% U235) S00 1S,400 15.900

40
C50m1nicauiin 115 Patar Gray, JuSn 30. 1994.

4Ibid.

4314knoni an•1Makhl•enL Op. Cit., p. 76.

It

cn b
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if all 2300 metric tons of HEU was disposed of by down-blencing. 12.013
the resulting amounts of nuclear fuel are significant enough to alter the
US uranium and fuel fabrication industries. In fact. it is easy to imagine a cont.
scenario where domestic uranium operations were put entirely out of
business if down-blending of lIEU can be done In an economical manner.

Costs of Transmutation and Other
Non-Burning or Technical Fixes

Complete elimination of plutonium is only possible through two :
means: first, wait until the natural radioactive decay destroys it-this C 0*would take thousands of years. Second, transmute plutonium by using Z-
some technique to bombard Its nuclei and split them into fission products.
Option two can only occur through a nuclear reaction in a reactor or in a
particle accelerator." Most elements created by transmutation would
have much shorter half-lives than plutonium. Thus, the potential benefits
of transmutation could be:

1. A reduced volume of material.
2. Reduced radioactive life of materials.
3. Less ris of human Intrusion into storage areas.45

Most 'ransmutatlon techniques require reprocessing and, hence, are
likely to be ;unacceptable on the basis of both proliferation and waste
generation ioncsrns.4 In fact, the GAO has noted that "the reprocessing
and separating of the waste are more difficult technical problems than
transmuting! the long-lived elements from the waste."'?

Waste! transmutation would take many billions to develop and Is not
possible before 2015.45 DOE managers believe It Is not economically
Justifiable sidce a waste repository would still be needed. A complete
transmutation system would include a reactor or accelerator to transmute
reprocessed fuel, a spent fuel reprocessing and waste separation facility,
a fuel fabrication facility, and storage facilities for spent fuel and
residual wastes.

4
e

.. tukgnt..nyto S.dlr. et• fr tfk. IV• tP• kav Take le..rd.. ad S. I'•nI,

GAO/RCED-94-16. Ue 5d States General Acceundng Office., waerJngton D.C.. OeraMber.1933, p. It. !4S
1

ld. p. tO.

4aeikhijrjl sald Iaklijani Op. OLt. p. 9b-100.
4? WetIloslna ny to Re&'e= d -ow e TskefeJleY,•-dt d A=N -. Op. CIL.
p.13.

4
2Ii.. p. 4,5.
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&Ln MlalaniuajrLOslschaonlgirSa'
Units Tkh "q To
OUuty 90% Of Ln D-su-yo:

Pota~nthl AC Wane S€tdu;/ Fission
esoaggan SAMINS E*~cctMdoI.0 CoagLZIQ3J kýlJlt P-.

O. CA Is Unita $5b(1 r0omet) Yes No
LkIL W M orUV N 200 Y.er b/ Uit ftr
int.goj Fat hortrai r
Roctor Starr 2013
(AL MR/IFR) OP.Mtot 200 yr.

Op. CowL $32 b

Acomkatoe LAWl I9 units Dvewlopl S5b Yes Zo"
TraT~t tion 40 yeats Starr 2011 AncL Pa, U
Pr100CC IATW) TotaM: $1201

Ph-oie. lrookh-ot" I or 2 Uit. D.edolp 929b YaS Sone
Acc-ahtor Noatioll Lab 25 yma; O-V•oePnt Not P., U

The1 S-Z0 yr.

Particl.- Brookha-mn 20-70 Units D fofKed $1.3b Yeo Y..
BSoofactr Natitnal Lab 40 yr. DevM•flrofnt
(PSR) 130 yr. tor Pu ran. :1 yr.

No owt ostktste

Ckaon Ii.. NeaWf IRci S74-160 m No Yes
Of Retator W.oUightouo No cost . st..
Pr•gram (CURE)

Some of the other proposals for non-burning disposal of plutonium
from warheads are:

1. Monitored Surface Sturage
A monitored storage facility for 50 tons of plutonium has an

estimated Capital cost of $170 million (1990 dollars) with an operating
cost of 520 million per year.

5
s Preliminary estimates are that storing

plutonium would cost about $1 per gram per yeaw. Thus, storing 200 tons
would cost roughly $200 miflion per year for a net present value cost of
$2 biffion.S2

B
t
hoormter. C... P.L. Nepdrickson, W.K. Killioer and 8.4 Jonts, t agifti

t. o eata o .dit"oh, el~trtes Of nlotke ointo. t,. o. o eua. •PNL-SA•.172.• Pacifi
Nothmwst Laborsltoli U.S. Deprtnmat of Emegy. Wsitngton. D.C.. 1990, pp. 12-13.
s2Fotte, Stos.. 'ý- ' no nbposdn or mwdaO. Mkk. , k w..... •* Working Papers of tiU
international $ynpoMwn on corvotsoot of N•cmar Warheade lot Peaceful Purposes. Rom,.
Itay, Junit IS.16,17. 199Z. pp. 144-148.

0
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2. Deep Geologic Disposal/Seabed Disposal
The cost is essentially that for vitrification and for burial in Yucca

Mcountain--.6.. the cost of both operations. See the vitrification option
below.

3. Launching Plutonium Into the Sun
A 1982 NASA study estimated the cost of this option at $200,000

per kilogramý of plutonium. Several hundred kg could be handed at a time.
This is probably not feasible due to public fears about the potential for a
crash and resulting dipersion of plutonium from one of the rockets.

5
S

4. Underground Nuclear Detonation
In one Russian proposal, S000 warheads would be destroyed In a

single explosion of a 100-kiloton warhead A US option proposed using
small shafts to destroy S warheads at a time (about 3000 detonations
would be required.) Even if one destroyed 50 warheads at a time, 300
detonations' would be required-almost half of the 730 US underground
tests conducted to date.S4

S. Vitrification

By 1994, the DOE had spent over $1 billion trying to vitrify liquid
wastes and had not yet succeeded. However, plutonium may not share
these problims and it could be formed into blocks weighing thousands of
pounds to make theft more difficult.6s However, while vitrification of
plutonium alone is an option, it doesn't present a sufficient barrier to
reuse.66 For this reason, prior to vitrification, plutonium will most likely
be mixed with other materials that would make repurification more
difficult. ST

There are three general vitrification options with potential for
plutonium lisposition:

S31ntej"U011yPaYkIjsl for th Prevention ot Nucl•ar War end The Institute for Energy and
Eniroenwontai Reseanid, P n-nn;- dle-lt_ ak of IIhg i•ori •g• Internatioral P•ySaCia1m
Press. Canmsioide. MA. 1952. pp. 130-136.
'41Md.. pp. 1018

Ssfor a dsicuvoail of potential problerm acd beleifist asociated eihI vivtrlncaton. lsee
eonvioets by Wyolfgang Parw"suiy. Kevi• Wenzel at aS, and Alex DeVolpi in Letterss The

t vsl. $2, no. , Jauamy/Februairy. 1996.
StMukhljani a,,ý wakh1anl, Op. CIL. p. 4.
S
7

wald. iatthb w, "Encse latiss Plutordum in clals, U.S. Urad', The Mew York Tirras.
Novembter 17, 1994.
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1. Vitrification of plutonium mixed with gamma-emitting fission
products so the resulting glass logs meet the spent fuel standard.S

8

These fission products have much shorter half-ives than
plutonium. For example, the half-life of Cesium 137 Is only 30
years as opposed to 24,000 years for plutoniun. Thus, the mix
would become less resdstant to proliferation over time. This Is
likely to take 1onger siance vitrification plants are not prepared for
this task.S$

2. Vitrification of plutonium with depleted uranium or some other
alpha-producing element.

3. Vitrification of plutonium with a non-radoactive element, such as
europium, that would render the mixture unsuitable for weapons
without reprocessing.60

According to one proposal, the US could incorporate high level waste
(HILW) like plutonJum into 25,000 tons of glass at a rate of about 1000
tons of glass per year. This would allow the diposal of 100 tons of
plutonium in five years if the glass contained only 2% plutonium. A recent
analyss by Pacific Northwest Laboratories estilmates the total additional
cost at $100 million to convert 100 tons of plutonium metal to oxide and
mix It with other IILW-ten times cheaper than storage, and ten to fifty
times cheaper than MOXlt One could also place a barrier to misuse by
subnational group* by making the canisters in which itrified plutonium is
stored highly radeoactve.62

Conclusion

Several studies on the alternatives avaflable for disposition of
plutonium and lIEU have noted that due to potential proliferation problems
and the danger these pose for all people, deposition Issues should be
decided based on expediency and safety, end economic considerations
should not play a major role in this process." However. a student of the
military budgeting pocess or the budget considerations surroundng a

srrh. spent Nael stadald pi~posin t mane plut..Ium a. difficult i mrtriM ait wauid be if It
was In the foem In which It exista In nucr retactor hail that ihas been iadinted Ilnd) to the
stent hat It tan no l. eaf scd1ks sistain a chain reactktl e P ̂hs, has been removed from
tVe reactor le disposa. This Irdlated fusl onmaim fb(lon product.. uranium, and
Oansiard hitoeps.
sIiahijansit ar Id tthliani Op. CIL., P. 48.

Bdp. 4.1
6fIeta.r Stea, Op. CI.. pe. 144-148.6

Ma
2

e u" an , iutoaa Op. it, P. as.
63FWr esanille. see kisldtlisai e*"ibt VisL. OP. CiL.

01.009: The Department of Energy agrees that nonproliferation objectives (particularly
in terms of setting an example for other nations) are preeminent; however, cost consider-
ations are also important in the current budgetary climate. DOE deems all of the action
alternatives (Alternatives 2 through 5) to be roughly equivalent in terms of serving non-
proliferation objectives of the program. On the other hand, the sale of LEU fuel derived
from surplus HEU would yield returns on prior investments to the Federal Treasury. off-
set blending costs, and reduce Government waste disposal costs. Consequently, the non-
proliferation and economic objectives are complementary in the surplus HEU disposition
program, particularly for the Preferred Alternative since both favor commercial use of the
resulting material.

1 01.009
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major infectious disease such as AIDS will realize that there is no
precedent for real-world decisions-even those that concern threats to
large numbers of people--being made in an environment free of economic
considerations. In fact, in making such decisions it Is not unusual for
economic costs and benefits to be considered first, not last. For this
reason, it is necessary to Identify those factors involved In the
disposition area that will create common costs across all options, and to
specify those areas where specific factors are likely to be major cost
drivers that could dacriminate between the various disposition options.

This paper has shown that while I-EU can be down-blended and burned
by nuclear reactors for power generation, It will face the same economic
forces as the nuclear industry In general. As a result, all other issues
aside. it Is unlikely to be finandally successful In the United States In
the long run. Current *EU disposition programs appear to be predcated on
a positive financial return to the US government. Since this seems to be
unrealistic, other goals may have to be developed. For example, the US
may have to apply the same standards to HEU disposition as it applies to
plutonium. Insistence on judging the success of the HEU program based on
economic return Is likely to end up generating a large amount of weapon-
grade or down-blended HEU for which there Is no economically viable
reuse program and there are no other planned disposition options.

It is 'also dear that burming plutonium in power generating reactors
is not economical and. fu"ther, it is unlikely to become economical at any
time in the near future. As the recent National Academy of Sciences study
stated,

"Explolting the energy value of plutonium should not be a central
criterion for decision making, both because the cost of fabricating
and asfeguarcing plutonium fuels makes them currently
uncompetitive with cheap and widely available low-enriched
uranium fuels, and because whatever economic value this plutonium
might represent now or in the future Is small by comparison to the
security stakes.'

4

However, even if burning plutonium is not economical, is it still cheaper
than other, methods of dealing with or deposing of plutonium? This
question locorpoxates both proliferation risk and economics, and the
following framework of 'givens' provides a way In which it might be
considered :

04.012: The Department of Energy does not judge the success of the proposed surplus
HEU disposition program on economic return. The overall economics of HEU disposi-
tion actions from the Government's perspective will be determined more on the basis of
avoided waste disposal costs than on any conclusion of positive financial return. In other
words, even if the costs of blending exceeded the proceeds from market-price sales of
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU, the Government would still be economically ahead
because it would not have to pay to dispose of the material. Any revenues from sales of
LEU would help to offset blending costs and thus result in less Government outlays than
noncommercial options-including storage over the long term with its attendant costs of
storage, safeguards, maintenance, international inspections, etc. An analysis comparing
the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been prepared to aid the Secretary in reach-
ing an ROD in this program. The cost analysis, which is available separately from the
HEU EIS, supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable
money.

CZ

04.012

'uoa t fll MM~ I -er W fl ' - J.L iL, . .
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First, it is obvious that increased handing of a material like
plutonium leads to increased costs and increased proliferation
risk.

Second, any proposal to burn plutonium In reactors to reach a spent
fuel standard might also be accomplished more simply and
cheaply by mixing plutonium with waste to a spent fuel standard
to start with.

45  
As an isotopically different element, plutonium

can always be chemicaly separated from spent fuel whether it
was generated inside a reactor or simply mixed with existing
spent fuel, although the difficulty associated with this operation
can be increased by adding other elements to the mix.

Third, waste storage costs, Irrespective of the method of storage
chosen, are based on volume and radioactivity and will be the
same for all burning and non-burning options. In any process that
requires putting material in a reactor, whether for power
generation or simply to dispose of the material, the volume of
material will remain constant throughout the process and the
radioactivity of the spent fuel will be approximately the same for
storage considerations. The only exception to this rule occurs
when reprocessing Is involved. Then both waste volume and costs
rise dramatically.

And fourth, for transmutation, costs are altered because one is
handing hotter material for relatively shorter periods of time--
but these time periods are still so extensive that discounted cost
comparisons between alternatives cannot show significant
differences. In addition, transrmutation technologies still require
reprocessing and they still must absorb the coat of research and
development. Other options do not have either of these negatives.

16.019: The Department of Energy is confident that a profitable use for LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU will be available. The commercial use of HEU will shift the
costs of waste disposal from the Government to the commercial user that derives benefit
from the use of the fuel, and their costs would not increase beyond what they would have
been anyway: (1) DOE does not agree that commercial use of HEU would need to be
subsidized. (Revenues would offset blending costs for commercial material.) (2) Repro-
cessing would not be necessary for HEU disposition actions, although reprocessing of
some DOE irradiated fuel for other reasons, such as stabilization for storage or disposal,
might result in more separated HEU requiring disposition. (3) Once HEU is blended
down to LEU, security costs would be minimal, and once it is sold, they would be zero.
(4) No research and development is necessary for HEU disposition actions. Some of the
commentor's points may have some validity with respect to Pu, but they do not appear to
be valid with respect to HEU.

Viewed in this light, final waste disposal costs will be incurred
whatever disposal option Is taken. These costs could potentially be offset
by doing something profitable with the plutonium and HEU prior to final
storage, but this paper has shown that finding a profitable use for either
material is unlikely. Thus, the more probable case is one where the costs
of basic waste storage are increased by whatever costs are associated
with the disposition option chosen. The factors most likely to
significantly: Increase costs are the major cost drivers that create

6
SFor a discussion of potential problibrs and benetits associatad wItv riis and m5t" approacahes

to plutonium disposition, wei commeents by WoMllgao Patfsly. Kevin WeoZel et al. and Akis
OeVolpi in Letters. Th %-. n f the At-m, Sc'enks.tl oL 52. me. 1. Janii/arFebruiiy.
tsa6.
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differences among the various options for plutonium and HEU disposition
At this point. theme major costs appear to arise from fow areas:

(1) The level of subsidzation in the "profitable" parts of the
disposition program. 6.019

(2) Those Items (such as reprocessing) that Increase the volume of CNt
waste and thus, the cost of waste disposal.

(3) The cost of secuity and its drect relationship to the number of
times a material is handed ar moved.

(4) The cost of research and development of new methods of z
disposition. (;Q"

These four costs outweigh all other costs generated by disposition by
many orders of magnitude and, as a result, they should be the major
determinants; when choosing among disposition options.
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10.003: Comment noted.

04.015: The lIEU EIS contemplates the shipment of UNH crystals, not liquid, to fuel
fabricators. DOE recognizes that the nuclear fuel industry would prefer to deal with UF6 ;

however, most of the surplus material is in metal and oxide forms and no capability cur-
rently exists to convert it to UF6 form. The analysis of UF 6 blending was added to the
alternatives to cover the possibility that some commercial entity may provide this capa-
bility in the future. (Both of the commercial firms whose facilities are analyzed in the
HEU EIS, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) and Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS), have indicated
that they may install UF6 blending capability.)

01.006: It is correct that few companies have Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
licenses that would permit them to be in possession of HEU today. However, title to
HEU might nonetheless be transferred to commercial entities, who would need to con-
tract with properly licensed facilities (such as the B&W and NFS facilities analyzed in
the HEU EIS) or DOE itself to blend the material on their behalf.
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10.024

09.018

10.023

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce net
revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the proposed
action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small por-
tion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed at
or near SRS) of the current surplus in inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

(.~o

~- ::~.
0

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

,i '.•--•',";3



CONDON, GARY, LYNCHBURG, VA
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Yes. My name Is Gary Condon. I OIv In LyncI'bg. Virgirda. and I am very much
oppoaed of the plan to bring uranium into Lynchburg through 86W which will drop toe
value of our property and also cause an extra added risk that we do not need. Thank
you very much.

1 10.006

10.006: Comment noted. However, it should be noted that the B&W Naval Nuclear
Fuel Division is one of two licensed commercial facilities in the United States capable of
processing HEU. B&W has been processing and fabricating HEU material at the Naval
Nuclear Fuel Division and has maintained its NRC license for 37 years by adhering to
radiological and health physics procedures and NRC license provisions to protect its
employees and the environment surrounding the facility. The proposed action in the
HEU EIS is well within the skills and experience, and could be implemented consistent
with existing NRC license requirements for the B&W facility.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC
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12.008: The HEU Final EIS has been revised (Section 4.8) to reflect the enactment of
the USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134), and to address the prospects for the future
operation of the U.S. enrichment plants in greater detail. DOE must adhere to the provi-
sions of P.L. 104-134 that require the Secretary of Energy to avoid adverse material
impacts on the domestic uranium industry, taking into account uranium transactions
under the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement and the suspension agreement, when making
decisions about domestic surplus HEU disposition.
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Congrus of tbz IRMOte btated
loomc o Awncgsf~itS

8MOM04 20515-4M0

Decemer 27. 1995

ahoarabie ha.el Leery
Secrectary of Energy
U.S. Depaert•et of Energy
1000 Irdepndefee Avenue. S.W.
wanhingoc. D.C. 20585

Dear Had Se-estary:

Since roming to Congress. I have been carefully revleing the
Ad.l.nitrtion'. actions that Might impact the operations of the
gaseous tiffu ion plant In Paducah. Kentucky. This plant, which is
located In my C -ogresiona District. is Me of the largest
.loyera in western Kentucky.

There ace Many Issueo which concern mm, including: the terms
of the United Statee-Rtssa HHU Agreement the Suspension
Agreemnc on uraium relating to Russia's dosplng activities: tie
Prsidentdi audamlan of legislation that would give him authority
to waive our nation's trade lava and allow the govevrmnet to ignore
anti-dumping rantrictiona; the use of bypaam arnngmnte y the
Ruealne to .. ii their uranium in the U.S. .sktplaco, the
legielation o'rrntly pending haefore Congress to allOw DO to sell
natural and lo enriched uranium in the future and. finally, the
Department'8 Draft Ruvironanetal Impact. Statement on the
DispoeLtion of Surplus RIghly Enriched Uranium.

Taken Individually, these actions May only have .inisl
effects on the erictneent. industry nod the plant in Paducah.
HOeer,. their crbfinad impact would be devastating. Therefore. I
urge yor Departmaent to proceed very carefully when decisions am
:ade to dispose of the eurplus rCtural and highly esniched uranium
stockpI..

At a very Minimum. I believe the Department should abide by
the provisionct~a•lned in B.7SS. legislation pending in Congreet
to prinstiee the U.S. Enrichment Corporation. That bill states
that "rhe Secretary determines that the sale of the material gjl
hat n sarecisi advrse lan on the domstitc uranium mining.

conversion. or enrichmnt Industry. taking into account the "ales
of uranium under the Russian HBD Agreement and the Suspension
Agrment-. and that the price paid to the Secretary will not he
less than fair marker value.

12.008

Decmer 27. 19gS
Page

b•

I respectfully reqest that my cooferam be registered

officially In the record of Coments on the Department's recent
Draft Snvironscatdl Iopact SLat•ment no the Disposition of Surplus
fighly soriched Uraoium.

Thank you for your consideration of my views. and I look
forward to hearing from you at your convenience.

$i nsrely.

Ed Whittief
Nester or Congress
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January 8, 1996

Mr. J. David Nulton, Director
Office of NEpA Compliance and Outreach
Office of Fiasile Materials Disposition
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Nulton:

Re: Disposition of Surplus. Highly Enriched Uranium Draft
EnVironmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0240-D)

On behalf of ConverDyn, I am pleased to have'the opportunity to
submit ýthe following comments regarding the referenced draft
environmental Impact statement ('EIS'). ConverDyn is a joint
venture. between affiliates of AlliedSignal Inc. (Morristown,
New Jersey) and General Atomics (San Diego, California) which
markets! uranium conversion services worldwide. ConverDyn has
exclusive marketing rights for the output of AlliedSignal Inc.'s
Metropolis Works, located at Metropolis, Illinois, which represents
the sole remaining domestic facility for the conversion of natural
uranium concentrates (Uw3 0) to natural uranium hexafluoride (UF 8).
More than 380 people are currently employed at the Metropolis
Works. ! ConverDyn's current sales agreement portfolio includes
nuclear;utilities in the United States, Asia and Europe.

ConverDim has reviewed the referenced EIS and finds the document,
in its draft form, to be significantly deficient in the area of
potential market impacts of the proposed actions/alternatives
regarding the disposition of surplus highly enriched uranium
("HEU').from the U.S. inventory.

As you may be aware, the nuclear fuel market (natural uranium
concentrates, conversion services and enrichment services) has been
chronically depressed for more than 10 years. Although the factors
contributing to this period of severe price depression are complex,
the nuclear fuel supply industry has only recently begun to
recover. In fact, due to depressed conversion market conditions,
the uranium conversion facility owned by Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation, an affiliate of General Atomics, located at Gore,
Oklahoma, was placed on extended standby which will lead to final
decommissioning with the attendant loss of hundreds of jobs.

51M SOLuh Qtd. 5-M. S.W 6an Di.,.COI 8=l4M Tdtkpbe,)33Q) Th)5 FU 1303) 771-165S

12.010: The Department of Energy has received conflicting comments from different
segments of the industry regarding their expectations for the uranium market in general
and the conversion industry in particular. The HEU Final EIS notes that the industry has
been oversupplied in recent years, but the conversion market has tightened recently with
the departure from the business of one of the domestic suppliers. The USEC Privatization
Act, enacted in April 1996, requires the Secretary of Energy to determine that any DOE
sales of uranium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium min-
ing, conversion, or enrichment industries. In light of these developments, DOE has modi-
fied the HEU Final EIS (Section 4.8) with respect to impacts on the conversion industry,
and now concludes that those impacts are unlikely to be significant in the long term.

12.010
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CONVERDYN, DENVER, CO
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Mr. J. David Nulton
Pges 2
January 8, 1996

12.021: The future uranium market is uncertain--different industry groups have prof-
fered conflicting projections. Congress has indicated through provisions of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 and the USEC Privatization Act that DOE's lEU disposition actions
should avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry. The latter act includes a
schedule that limits introduction of LEU into the U.S. market. DOE expects to abide by
this requirement to avoid adverse material impacts on the industry, but also intends to sat-
isfy the objectives of the fissile materials disposition program and the President's nonpro-
liferation policy, as reflected in the HEU Final EIS.

Although the draft EIS explicitly acknowledges the uranium
conversion segment of the overall nuclear fuel cycle, there does
not appear to have been any rigorous analysis of the potential
impact on conversion of the proposed alternatives. Under
Section 4.8, "Impacts on Uranium MIning and Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Industries,' the draft EIS recognizes that 'the current price
(constant dollars) of the uranium conversion process is less than
It was 10 years ago, and coapetition is strong. Prices are apt to
remain depressed until production capacity is reduced. Presently,
there is an oversupply of conversion capacity and little growth in
demand.' (Page 4-182).

Under "Economic Consequences of the Proposed Action,' the EIS
recognizes the potential market impact of blending down Russian REU
into commercial grade fuel and then concludes that "blending DOE
HEU to LEU for commercial use also would have some effects on the
conversion industry. The already oversupplied sector of the
nuclear fuel cycle would remain depressed for a slightly longer
period of time than if this alternative were not implemented.'
(Page 4-185). Considering the fragile nature of the current market
recovery, ConverDyn feels strongly that such an oversimplification
is not appropriate for an issue an crucial as disposition of
surplus U.S. HEU.

The domestic nuclear fuel cycle suppliers have been engaged in a
protracte% struggle to ensure that disposel of both Russian and
U.S. origin HEU Is conducted In .e responsible manner by the
governments involved. The proposed "USEC Privatization Act'
contains 1 specific criteria for the market introduction of
HEU-derived LEU from both sources. ConverDyn supports the
processesI and procedures incorporated in that legislation and
believes that the EIS addressing disposition of surplus U.S. HEU
should fully recognize those provisions.

Regards,

/ Jame
2
J.\ Graham

Presý de-n

Jcaceav

cc: Cheryl Noes, NEI

12.010
cont.

12.021



COOPS, MELVIN S., LIVERMORE, CA
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Decmbenr 2Z. 18M

09.011: A classified quantity of HEU is being retained in the strategic stockpile for use
in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion program. The quantities of HEU declared surplus do not
include material that is being retained for naval nuclear propulsion.

Retaining surplus HEU in its current weapons-usable form would not be consistent with
the purpose and need for the proposed action. While the National Academy of Sciences
has expressed support for the demonstration of advanced fast reactor systems, the
National Academy of Sciences also considers it essential to our long-term national secu-
rity to reduce global stockpiles of weapons-usable fissile materials. It is the current pol-
icy of the United States (Presidential Decision Directive 13) to discourage the civilian use
of fast reactors due to concerns about their potential for breeding Pu in large quantities.

Mr. Oregory P. Rudy. MD-I
Departmennt of Knewu
OM of flgise Materials Disposition
P.O. Bex 23786
Washigon, DC 2026-3786

Dear Mr. Rudyr

I wish to offr the following comments ennenring the 'Dispositlion of Supdlus Highly-
Enriched Urimlme Dra Enf irnmental Imp"t Statnomt" to be ieuaod by DOE/MD-L.

The quantity of ourplus highly-enrdchod u-nmilu-235 that will become available from
dimetntloeant of a sgnifcant b'ction of the U&. th•rmoudear-wapon. stocpile will
ho quite large, in the orde of hundreds of tons. This material represents a huge
inveotrent Made by US. tepe yars ovar the lad four decade, and should be used to a
m-e1eum offect for both national defews and publc edongitia purposes Theuranium that has beon eneiched to sppeedmaately m U' (oralloy) dhoud, without
queilon, be made available to the U.S Na'Y neele" propulsion prognm for
comnumption in both the pr**ently operational ( ad trent) ncl submarine., crat
carriers, and various typos of nuleare.

I believ, the U.&. operates 10 submarines of emus fve different typeo, 6 cruisers of
sveral typ, and 7 aircraft carriers, all of which are po.w by differing type. of
nudear reactors. Sinm many of thee ehipe-of the-line will have lifetimes of 50 lanw or
mwre, we should provide the Navy with all wnoes p suplie of 2M oalloy for present and
future uwe. the codt of rOWing this separated renshi. ieoris e•ehi• tly o4glgble RAl
its uaa for nuncer pr•pulon applications/s ,n-lineted. Therefore., &1 supplies dforaloy
of U&. origin ohoueld'86ed for we a naval propulsion fuel, regardleas of the small
p:7st stockpie of replacement naval ra-t• roe. Falure to implement such action
will be detimntal to the natinal security interests of thia country. Uing available data,
I caicalate a quiremoent of greater than 5 ton" pr yea for such purposes, s that ever
the 60-ywa life span of the cuoret .hips that would 1"l some 250 two of oralloy.
reaonoahly cosme to the estimates of waterial that will become availabl over the weat
decade.

The ltres, enridhed uoanium, ranging from 20% to 90% U` could, and should, be used
to dvelop advanced foa-~eactor systems that certainly will he needed withie the wet yty
years. Although the uranium• upply for LIR awe tooks vay adequate in the short-term,
evey study made by industry " government indicates that the easily recovered natural
urenium aorvawill be dapleted by world-wide sapnon of LWR une by 280O-G 0, and the
price of uranium or. will escalate rapidly after 2035. In this ircumstance, it will become
on economic necessity to moe. on to ot reactors for world electuicity production. Our
opporunty to develop and demonstrate this needed technology, without the development

09.011
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COOPS, MELVIN S., LIVERMORE, CA
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A.

of . puotoolaum fuel cycle. lice. in the ursilability of . reasonably large stock of U- that I.
enriched to about 45-50%, an ideal foel for fat-reator operation.

We have at hand a unique opportunity to perform this development work befoem our
international eompetitors are forced into the feet reactor arena by the inevitable rim in
LWR fool prices. This i. our opportunity to uso the leverage we expended during the cold
war period to gain bach our international competitive edge; we dare not ignore this
opportunity. For this compelling reason, I urge you not to recommend diluting down the

ecsigstocks of weapons uranium metal that are, enriched to W-.90% but to place them 09.011 toin a special reserve for electrical power generation development. The cost to do this Is
negligible, the opportunity is currently at hand. and the need is bviously present. cont.
The Nation.l...Adomy of Sc°ences just a few yeam ago etwegly roomoanded that the
top priority developme t in U.S. electrical power generation should be the dsmonstration
of advanced fast-reactor systems. This •att Is currently an "hotd" for political reasons
related to possible plutonium use in such systems. The availability of this surplus
weapons uranium category will enatle such work to go forth without any eoncern of
nuadla weapons preliferation. We need to teke action to ceosrve the materials now
avrallebl to complete this work. This is an issu of mur economic survival In the
competitive world of the future.

Sincerely,

Mlelvin & ioops

mice

-- - -M



CORCORAN, MARGERY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comient ID:
Name:
Address:

01/16/96
P0066
Margery Comoran
Minnoapols, Minnesota

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

Transcription:

This is Margery C•trorsn frnm Minneapolis. Minnesota, and I amn calling to say do not support
making highly enriched uraniun into nuclear W.uel We don't know what to do with what we 10.024
have now. We're fighting over that in Minnesota. Please, please. Bye bye.

0
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Cox, Lucy, OAK RIDGE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Transcription:

01/16/96
P0072
Lucy Cox
Oak Ridge. Tennessee

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

~. c-s

~- ~.
0

.5

c-s

My name is Lucy Cox. and I anm on the environmental list of Oak Ridge. I have been waiting
and being concerned and just sort of watching, and I'm still concerned about our young people.
what we're going to do about this highly uranium. I approve of the down blending, blending
down of it, and I do hope that it will be blended down enough until it will not bother the life of
our young people, the life of our middle-aged people, the life of our older people, so that it won't
be used for weapon,. In this situation - I don't know tno much about it - but the way I see it
and the wayI understand the acripture that if we continue to kill, nobody wins. We all lose.
Thank you.

10.023



Cox, TERRY, JOHNSON CITY, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

4-4 -. A.4 .-/ .

10.008

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.

se76ý



DALY, SUSAN, NASHVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

01/16/96
P0057
Susan Daly
211 37th Avenue North
Nashville, Tennessee 37201

Transcription:

This is Susan Daly from Nashville, Tennessee. I wanted to put comments into the record that I
do not support making highly enriched uranium into the nuclear reactor fuel. My objections are
that it's going to create spent fuel which isjust too toxic and too radioactive and we don't really
know how to treat it or store it. The other objection is that it creates plutonium which would be a
violation of the nonproliferation treaty, and that's something that I've been working on for
several years. Another objection is that I don't feel that all options have been explored, which
would include storing down blended uranium. The other objection is that then hasn't been a
coat analysis that the public's been able to see anyway that shows the true cost to taxpayers if this
HEU is down blended into fuel and then sold to utilities. I'm not sure that the Department of
Energy would get back all the money that would be needed to transport, store, do the actual
down blending, and then selling it at true cost. I'm afraid the taxpayers would get stuck with that
deficit, and aswe know, there's already ton big a deficit right now in the government.

The things that I would support is down blending all the highly enriched uranium down to 0.7%
so that it cannot be used in weapons. I also support developing the capacity to down blend all
uranium declared surplus in the past ten years and also having good controls internationally on
all nuclear materials. Thank you vety much. Just in case you need my address, it's 211 37th
Avenue North, Apartment B-9, Nashville, Tennessee 37201. Thank you.

10.024

09.018

16.015

10.023

I 03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to

the maximum extent possible.
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DAVIS, STANLEY B., LONG WOOD, FL
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.003: Comment noted.
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DUKE POWER COMPANY, CHARLOTTE, NC
PAGE 1 OF 2

Dale: Tue. 9 Jan 1996 11:15:11 -0500
To -, doemdl.mo@ fcdix.fie.com
sariaLro - I ll
MaITitle - FORUM Form - incoming

same = Robert Van Namcn
title Manages, Fuel Management
company = Duke Power Company
addrl - 522 S. Church St
addr2 - PO Box 1006 ECOIF
city - charlotte
state - NC
zip - 28226
phone - 704--32-4S24
fab - 704-312-7852
email - rvn8371@xstp.dukepower.corn
ctyp - public
subject 'lHEU Disposition

*a The following is the text of the Authors Comment.

Rapid disposition of the material through its use as fuel for US commercial
reactors is clearly the best course. Final decisions must consider the long
term impct of artificially kecpio this material offthe market. Please
consider the following points in your evaluation ofalteronaves.

I) Utiliti s will be reluctant to commit to long term contracts with suppliers
as long as this material Is lingering with the potential of entering the market.
The most stabilizing geatrnat of the material would be an orderly, predictable

entry into the free markets at the market price w soon as the material is
available. Government overregulation of the ptrocess will lead to intervention
by special inte•st grmou desiring to protect overpriced supply sources for
short term profit.

2) Entry ito the market should be as blended down material meeting all ASTM
specifications. Thi* will allow for the most number of ompetitive bidders and
therefore. nc highest price to the government. It will also prevent

.u on by paies who can control the blending process and thus the
price and •nt, of the m . Blnding should be done by a commercial
arngenoisr and the coats sbtbracted from the proceeds of the sale.

3) Equal access to the material should be granted to all market participants
lhnouags? I me sort of regular auctioning process. This method will lead to a
market prce being paid for the material and can provide for the predictibility
nceded go nake long tcrm procurement and production decisions.

12.009: The Department of Energy agrees that avoiding adverse material impacts on
the uranium market will depend in part on DOE being predictable in its uranium transac-
tions. The USEC Privatization Act requires DOE: 1) to determine that its uranium sales
would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conversion,
and enrichment industries; and 2) to sell its uranium at not less than market prices.

04.011 : The Department of Energy would seek to meet American Society of Testing
Materials fuel specifications for commercial material to the maximum extent possible.
However, some of the surplus HEU inventory has isotopic compositions that would pre-
vent the blended down product from meeting current American Society of Testing Mate-
rials specs, particularly with regard to the U-234 and U-236 isotopes. Such off-spec
material may nonetheless be commercially usable in reactors at slightly higher enrich-
ment levels (to compensate for the fission-poisoning effects of U-236) with NRC license
modifications. Recommendations concerning the appropriate commercial arrangements
for blended down material are not relevant to environmental (NEPA) issues, but will be
considered to the extent appropriate in the ROD(s) for this program.

tr r
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4) Any prie break to the US utility customer is fy warmned, should it
occur, a they am the ones who bore the etpeo of the production of the HEU or
at least the US componenat to at as a deterrent to the Russia materal ova the 04.011
yeats. The pesc c dividend should go to the ratepayers and taxpayers of the cont.
US. w0 to uranitum miners, intcrmediaries, corporations and special interest

Thwn you for the oppommity to submit these comments.
END commnent
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07.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to eliminate the cited text.
Q:

Edlow Inlcmational Compay
W4 CO,,mlkl A.. N W.. %-s 201
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January 5, 1996

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

REP: DZSPOSITXON OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRXCHED URANIUM DRAFT
ENVIROrkfENTAL IMPACT STATENTEW

Dear Office of Fissile Materials Disposition:

Thank jyou for the opportunity to comment on the Disposition of
Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. We would.:jlikse. r. qoamend your..-office for providing
information on the draft- 8E$ via~severl-avenues;. the .internet.site
has been particularly useful in quickly-tpansmitting information on
the fisaile materials disposition program.- . -

Thank 1you also for the opportunity -to participate in the November
14, 19,95 public meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee. As discussed with
representatives of your office at that time, I would like to
reiterate my concern with a statement contained in the Summary
documnt for the draft EIS. In the section on -Highly Enriched
Uranium Disposition Alternatives', footnote 8 (p. S-10) states,

4Foreign fuel fabricators and foreign commercial
electrical power nuclear reactors are not as reasonable
or as likely as domestic fabricators and reactors for a
xumber of reasons Including tranngortation and asaciated
environmental concerns that would need to be 07.011

toated.' (Emphasis added.)

This statement gives the erroneous impression that there are undue
concerns associated with the international transport of low
enriched uranium. As you are aware from. the Department's lengthy
experience in the -sale of LEU to.. foreigp customers., the, transport
of LEU is a routine procedure;. nonetheless subject to.-strict
requijements regarding-packaging anO handling..,



EDLOW INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, WASHINGTON, DC
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U.S. !Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition

REF: DISPOSITIOH OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM DRAFT
ENPIRORENTAL INPAC7 STATEMENT
Page 2

The commercial nuclear power industry has a tremendous safety
record with regard to transports of all radioactive materials.
Edlow International 'Company, which has provided expert
trasn.rtation management services to the nuclear power industry
for over 38 years, can attest to this excellent safety record. 07.011
Despite this record, many opponents of commercial nuclear power see cont.
fit to attack the lawful transport of LBU and other radioactive
materials. It would be unfortunate if the above statement could be
taken to reflect DOE's own concern in this regard. Accordingly, we
request that the Department clarify the statement to avoid possible
confusion or misconceptions.

Thank you for your attention in this regard. Please do not
hesitate to contact me at (202) 483-4959 should you require
additional information in connection with these comments.

Bestiregards,

melliea Man
Manager, International Affairs

(b.
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14.002: It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU
would result in the production of spent fuel. However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear

fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, it is

extremely hazardous to process and separate the Pu. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that

weapons-usable fissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.
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10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HIEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis-
posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in
the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.10.009
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

CZ
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10.023
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S10.023
cont.

03.020

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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10.003: Comment noted.
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26.003: Comment noted.
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FERNALD AREA OFFICE, CINCINNATI, OH
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11.014: The observation that LEU blendstock could originate from the Fernald facility
is correct. The HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect this in Section 2.2.1 and Sec-
tion 4.4, Intersite Transportation.

Date: January 12, 1996

To: Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
FAX: 1-800-820-5150

Subject: Comments on the Dllo~antlon of Sumlu. Hihlty Enriched Uranium
Draft Envlronmental Impact Statement (EUS)

From: Mary Both Gerals
Fernald Area Office
7400 MNiay Rood
Cincinnati, Ohio 46030
phon: .513-648-3181
Fax: 613-048-3076

The possibility exists that some of the low enrichad uranium (LEU) blandetock for
the propoeed:blending action will come from the Fernald Environmental
Management Project in Femald, Ohio 1350 MTUI. However, the Draft EIS
document dose not clearly indicate this potential Fernald source of LEU blendstock
in Its discussion. It only notes Femald as being a source of depleted material.

Recommendations:
1. Add *LEU In metal or oxide form would be shipped from Fernald, Ohio*, In fifth
bullet poragreph of Section 2.2.1 Beals far Aneaysis.

2. Add text io the paragraphs under the Transportatlon of Blendatock Materials
heading in Section 4.4.3.2 Surplus Highly £..n

t
ched Urnilum Disposition

Atern•tlvos hot describes the possibfe transportation of LEU in metal or oxide
form from Fe nold. Possibly add this alternative to the transportation RAOTRAN
analysis, although the Henford analysis may be sufficient since Hanford Is being
used as a representative sits.

3. Add inform ration where appropriate on the potential Fernald LEU blendstook
source to any other aectionsldiegrems that discuss the blendatock materials to
ensure that thle environmental Impacts of this possibllity have been fully asessed.

Thanks for tin opportunity to comment. Hope the program is successful.

;r-ri~
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am11os or Fussh. Materials Dispoosition. Your views, cdmuxetoazs and suggestions an. appreciated..
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Title: - A Itsom. Indiidualdo1 ______

06.005: The Government has formally agreed that there should be no world nuclear
testing and is pursuing a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to that end. The objective of the
fissile materials disposition program is to convert surplus weapons-usable fissile materi-
als to forms that are non-weapons-usable; that is, to make nuclear disarmament perma-
nent. It is not to generate additional radioactive materials.

t)i.goiaao.o _.... _tsed, ____,___._______

Maisling Adihesao. L595 Ch"'. 3t. Lkoaltod. Col~oesda. 80214-i7o5.

Pleet, chekali that apply.

A. Melaing List Reqouest J Add 3) Modiy )d Delet
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10.003: Comment noted.

rriands of Oak Ridge Mationci Laboratory

0.1 01.0e 10 33i~i5
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iiobhiDgtoo, D.C. 30024-3746
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01i11.U rulkor.1.n, President

4. ~

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.

10.003

10.008
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10.003: Comment noted.
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GENETTA, SUSAN, NASHVILLE, TN
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Date Received:
Comment iD:
Name:
Address:

Transcription:

1/11/96
P0044
Susan Genena
Nashville, Tennessee

10.034: The Department of Energy's proposal to blend down surplus HEU to LEU
as reactor fuel for commercial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the
weapons-usable HEU. Although LEU used in power reactors would generate spent
fuel, since this fuel (derived from surplus HEU) would replace nuclear fuel (created
from newly mined uranium without this action), there would be no additional spent
fuel generated. Spent nuclear fuel (generated as a result of the use of this fuel in
power reactors) contains Pu; however, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate
the Pu. In accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it
is the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as
proliferation resistant as spent fuel.

trl t:
z- S

Q:

Hi, my name is Susan Genetta, and I'm a resident of Nashville. Tennessee, and today is
Wednesday, January the tenth, and I'd like to leave just one or two short remarks regarding the
enriched uranium being sold in the world market as plutonium. It is my opinion that this is not a
good idea I would like to see no nuclear materials bought and sold in the international market.
and I would prefer the United States did not get involved in changing the enriched uranium into
plutonium to be used in the market. If you would please take into consideration my comments.
That's how I feel. Thank you very much. Bye-bye.

10.034

I
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liEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP

Augusta, Georgia
November 16, 1995

SESSION: Plenary

Is DOE weighting the comments that am received on this EIS?

What Is being done with the 20% of the lIEU categorized as off-specification?

Is the Savannah River Site presently operating the vitrification facility to vitrify glass?

Why did the United States decide to take back fortign fu•l? Since the United Statu is taking
back the fuel. why is DOE andlor the goverentoe afirid of someone making a bomb?

Would someone please telI us about potential wae contamination concerns to the ame"s
surrounding the Savannah River Slit activitics and this projecL

DOE should let anothe sal take the Savannah River Site over. I would not mind testing
someone else have our problems for a while.

I live close to the Savannah River Sim and I am not concerned absut the drinking waler being
contaminated

Ths is the second sime In the ilst month that DOE has scheduled public meetings as the same time
and in locaionas far enough apast that Interested Membern of the public can not Attend both
meetings.

I commend DOE for identifying the preferred alternative in the documene. The final HIS should
more dosely relate to the nquirements of INEPA. Por example, fulfilling the rqulementas of
(nouie genesations and Impacts on resouorcs.

Do the utility companies have an interest In the HEl being blended down to meal u sic final
product. Do any commercial sim have metal blnding cap-WItict?

We (th public) ate worried about the future, howcver, in GO yewrs the only thing surviving at
the Savannah River Sits will be owls and bies'ds.

How much money was budgeted for this draft EHIS?

'REVISED December 13,1995

for presentation in this document.
lOral comments received in public meetIngs Concerning similar issues were combined (grouped)

32.009

02.003

25.001

101.005

1 22.006

32.010

30.010

13.005

16.007

32.009: As part of the HEU Final EIS, all comments, along with DOE's responses,
will be provided to the decisionmakers for their review and consideration prior to issu-
ance of the ROD. All comments, both written and oral, regardless of the method in which
they are submitted, have been given equal attention and consideration by DOE during
preparation of the HEU Final EIS.

02.003: Surplus HEU that is off-spec is being stored until all options to utilize it have
been exhausted. It appears that a considerable portion of it may be useful as commercial
fuel. If no use is found for the material, it will be blended and disposed of as LLW.

25.001: The vitrification facility of the Defense Waste Processing Facility is currently
undergoing an operational readiness review. It is expected to become fully operational in
the first quarter of 1996.

01.005: The Department of Energy and the Department of State jointly proposed (in
the Final EIS for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, February 1996) to adopt a policy to man-
age spent nuclear fuel from foreign research reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons
nonproliferation policy objectives. The purpose is to remove as much U.S.-origin HEU as
possible from international commerce while giving the foreign research reactor operators
and their host countries time to convert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own
arrangements for disposition of subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel. The
Government does not seek to indefinitely accept or otherwise manage spent nuclear fuel
from foreign research reactors. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program is
outside the scope of the HEU EIS. With regard to the fear of nuclear proliferation, the
United States and others have determined that growing world stockpiles of excess weap-
ons-usable fissile materials present a significant threat to U.S. and global security. Reduc-
ing those stockpiles is the primary objective of the HEU disposition program.

22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action
around SRS and other candidate sites under normal operations is highly unlikely because,
as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct discharge to ground-
water. Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to
being discharged and would comply with its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit.

;Z
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PLENARY SESSION
PAGE 2 OF 2

32.010: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully corn-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for •.
involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. DOE makes efforts to coordinate meet-
ings with other offices and agencies to the extent possible consistent with programmatic ", j-
requirements. Unfortunately, some schedule conflicts are unavoidable..

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for o
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free "
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition's mailing list.

30.010: Comment noted.

13.005: Public utilities deal in uranium oxide and UF6 but not metal. Conversion con-
tractors will need to make oxide or hexafluoride products for sale to the utilities. No com-
mercial contractors have the capability to blend uranium metal.

16.007: Four million dollars are budgeted for both Draft and Final versions of the HEU
EIS.
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HEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP

Augusta, Georga
November 16, 1995

SESSION: Dasedon/Sumrmaxy

OPEN DISCUSSION

What is the Potenti"' co mioatialon Of r aquifers around the Savannah Rivet Site An other
canddae sid= s from this pojet?

Why is the SCpC of this FAS limited to 200 tons of HEU; why doesn't it cover disposition of all
dhe HEU?

DOE should clarify the scopt' f te unsportation impact analysis It should incIude impacts of
moving the material both from its curm location to the blending sim and frim the blending site
to its new location for either fuel fabricatios or waste disposal

Why doesn' tde EIS provide us with information about long-tum socirocconomric afc

proliferation, and other analyses requited of NEPA documott?

What storage contingencies me being considered?

What atm the dollar amounts associated with each of the alternativs, both cost and revenue
potential?

What ar th criteria for m&tet decisions and what value is being placed on the HiEU?

NEPA

This NEPA document does not seem to cover depletion and conservation of r•meorces; Ion-teem
consideration!.of the resource value for fumtre generations; ways to enhance the quality of
depletable reaources; or consideration of the value compared to energy value of fossil fue•l DOE
has not gone with the spirit and Ietter of conformtance rtlad to NEPA, they need to do ta
CIbe following minferces were cited regarding ths commenst)

Naonta FA viromrn.'rraj Poly A ci Ha2,book. United States Deparmrent of the Inteior.
October 1990. Section 4-10

22.006

02.006

20.007

30.006

06.032

16.009

04.009

30.007

22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action
around SRS and other candidate sites under normal operations is highly unlikely because,
as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct discharge to ground-
water. Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to
being discharged and would comply with its NPDES permit.

02.006: The HEU EIS covers the disposition of all HEU that has been or may be
declared surplus in the future. To date, 175 t have been declared surplus, and the EIS ana-
lyzes also an additional quantity (assumed to be 25 t for purposes of analysis, although no
such additional quantity has been identified or proposed) that may be declared surplus in
the future. A classified quantity of lIEU that remains in the national security reserve is
not part of the surplus HEU disposition program.

20.007: The lIEU EIS identified all potential transportation routes required for each
alternative and evaluated the impacts associated with each. The impact assessments
included transporting surplus lIEU and the blendstock material from their storage loca-
tions to the blending sites and the LEU product from blending sites to either fuel fabrica-
tors or a representative LLW disposal site. The scope of the transportation assessment,
details of the analysis, and the potential health impacts from transporting materials
between sites can be found in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

30.006: Socioeconomic impacts for each site are assessed in Section 4.3 of the HEU
EIS, and socioeconomic impacts on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are dis-
cussed in Section 4.8. As discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, DOE considers the
nonproliferation implications of all the action alternatives (2 through 5) to be essentially
equivalent, that is, LEU is non-weapons-usable whether it is at 4-percent enrichment for
commercial use or at 0.9-percent enrichment for disposal. DOE believes the HEU EIS
contains all the elements required of NEPA documents.

06.032: It is expected that HEU will continue to be stored as HEU until it can be either
blended down for commercial use or blended down and promptly moved to a LLW repos-
itory for disposal. Thus, extended storage of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU is not
expected to be necessary. Until the HEU is blended down, it would be stored as HEU at
the Y-12 Plant pursuant to the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Interim Stor-
age of Enriched Uranium Above the Maximum Historical Storage Level at the Y-12

REVISED December 13,1995
tREVISED December 13.1995
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F. Energy and Depletabic Resources

"Energy requisu onsr conserva-son potential, and effects on natural or depletable
resources should be a part of the impact anaysIs."

The National Enviwvenrol Policy Act of 1969, as amended (Pub. L 91-190,42 U.S.C. 4321-
4347. January 1, 1970, as amended by Pub. L 94-52. July 3, 1975. and Pub. L 94-83. August 9,
1975.)

Tide I - Declaration of National Environmental Policy

Sec. 101. (a)"... fulfill the social. eco•tmic, and other requiremtnts of present and future
generations of Americans."

Sec. 101. (b) (1) "fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as tustee of the
enylanamuenA fcr sucaeedin genetldonS"

Sec. 101. (b) (6) "enlanc the quality of renewable resoucers and approach the maximum
atuunable recycling of depletable resources."

Sec. 102. (cX2XC) "include... A derailed statement by the responsible official on-
(iik) Alternatves to the proposed action;
(iv) The relationship between local short-teron uses of man's esvironment and the
maintenance and eshancement of long-term productivity; and
(4) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be
involved in the proposed action should it be implementead."

Se. 102.(F) "Recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental
p"blems and. where consitent with the foreign policy of the United States. lend
appropriate topport to initiatives, relutions, and programs desiged to maximize
international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a decline in the quality of
mirkntfa world eoviroazmont"'

The kiEU!should not be made irretrievable. Materials that can be used are needlessly being
buried. Thesmateria could be used later. These materials could free the United States
dependency on foreign energy souces. (l following references were cited regarding these
comments)

Energy Policy Act - Public Law 94-580o-cr 21, 1976 (Subsequently modified to Resoarce
Conrervaoon and Recovery Act (Solid Waste Dirporal Act). 42 U.S.C.86901 el seq., as

antnd0

30.007
cont.

17.008

Plant, Oak Ridge (DOE/EA-0920, September 1994), and, as appropriate, at the storage
site(s) identified for HEU storage in the ROD for the upcoming Storage and Disposition
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact State-
ment.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus liEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

04.009: The Government would be unable to sell uranium at above market prices and
has no intention of doing so at below market prices, with the possible exception of off-
spec material, which will probably be sold at some discount to compensate for the addi-
tional costs attending its use. The ultimate value of surplus HEU will be determined by
the market at the time of particular sales.

30.007: The Preferred Alternative in the HEU EIS is to maximize conservation of the
resource value of surplus HEU, and to conserve depletable natural uranium resources, by
blending surplus HEU down to LEU and making it available for commercial use. The
Preferred Alternative would also conserve the depletable resources required to mine, mill,
convert, and enrich the virgin uranium that would be displaced by LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU. DOE disagrees that the document disregards these issues-indeed, they
constitute a primary basis for the Preferred Alternative.

17.008: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to maximize commercial
use of surplus HEU, and to minimize the portion that must be disposed of as waste. This
preferred alternative is thus fully consistent with the spirit and letter of the Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act.

CZ"

C4
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"Sec. 1002.(c) Materials - The Congress finds with respect to materis, that

(1) Million of tons of recoverable material which could be used are needlessly buried
each year.
(2) methods anm available to separa usable matrial froam solid waste; and
(3) the recovery and conservation of such materials car reduce the dependence of the
United States on foreign resources and reduce the deficit In Its balance of paymcnts."

"Sec. 1004. As used ian this Act: ...

(18) Tre term 'recoverable' refets to the capability and likelihood of being recovered
from solid waste for a comsercial or industral use.

(2 1) The term t esource conservation' means reduction of tie amouant of solid waste that
ae generated. reduction of overall msource consumption, and utilizalion of recovered
resources."

The EIS does not compare blended down fuel versus other fuel sources such us coal and oil.

The United States promoces an nuclear technologies •n oti•er ountres. while the United States is
depleting our reserve uel supply. The United States ncedn a Naslonal Energy Policy. The United
States is giving up on nuclear enrrgy when the future generations may have to ues nudear energy
as a power source. (the following references were cited regarding these comments)

Protection and Managemren of Phisara,. American Nuclear Society, Special Pasel Report
Executive Summary, pgs. 11-13

V.20. Global Energy Demand.
"In a 1993 paper on 'Global Energy and Electricity Futures," Dr. Chauncey Starr,
President Emeritus of the ElecUic Power Research Institute, stated:

"By the middle of te next century. global energy demand driven by
population and economic growth, will be in the range of 2-4 times the present
level, depending an the effectiveness of energy efficiency and conservation
globally. Even with maximum realistic conrservation the electricity component
will be morn tch 4 times present usag. A massive expansion of non-fossil
sources would be needed to slow the future annual increase in carbon dioxide
to the atnosphem.'"

V.22. Environmental Considerations.
'... TIe Impact of such a drastic step on the global economy would be

unprecedented and Incalculable.

17.008
cont.

06.033

06.034

06.033: Because reactor fuel derived from surplus lIEU would simply supplant reactor
fuel that would be used anyway, the use of the fuel in reactors would not constitute an
incremental impact from this program and is not assessed in the HEU EIS. Thus, alterna-
tive fuels are also not assessed.

06.034: The future of nuclear power use in this country is not affected by the HEU dis-
position program, since LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply supplant fuel
derived from natural uranium. The lIEU EIS assumes that nuclear power generation will
continue in this country and abroad and be able to use the LEU fuel derived from surplus
lIEU.

31.001: The United States has agreed to purchase LEU derived from Russian HEU
(blending is done in Russia) from its weapons stockpile in order to make that material
non-weapons-usable and keep it out of general commerce, as well as to provide Russia
with hard currency to aid in its economic rebuilding efforts. The U.S.-Russian HEU
agreement is covered by an environmental assessment that was prepared by USEC (Envi-
ronmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian Low-Enriched Uranium Derived from
the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries of the Former Soviet Union,
USEC/EA-94001, DOE/EA-0837, January 1994). This EA evaluates potential impacts of
transporting Russian HEU which would already be blended to LEU to USEC facilities in
the United States. The HEU EIS is concerned only with activities in the United States
with regard to the disposition of HEU that has been declared surplus to the U.S. nuclear
weapons and energy programs and any additional quantity of HEU that may be declared
surplus in the future. Storage of non-surplus weapons-usable HEU is addressed in the
Storage and Disposition Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS). The
transportation and blending of the Project Sapphire material, which is currently being
processed at the Babcock & Wilcox site in Lynchburg, VA was evaluated in the Environ-
mental Assessment for the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Obtained from the
Republic of Kazakhstan (DOE/EA-1063, May 1995). DOE does not currently anticipate
receiving additional quantities of HEU from foreign sources except in the form of
research reactor spent fuel, which is not weapons-usable material unless it is reprocessed
for other reasons. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program, which is out-
side the scope of the HEU EIS, is addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement
for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign

Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOE/EIS-0218F, February 1996). The HEU EIS
considers cumulative impacts associated with all these actions in Section 4.6. These
related actions are not connected because they have different justifications for implemen-
tation, origins, alternatives, transportation scenarios, and impacts.

RRVI.tFD l'tv.mhrr '1 1QQ9
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V.3. No Need for Fuel Cycle Uniformity.
Th.. Tbey also maintain the t•chnological base that is essendtal to timely

development and Introduction of plutonlum-fueled reactors ohould these be needed.
We. therdoe. strongly endorse the stated U.S. policy of the pant several yeaw of
avoiding interfering In the fuel cyck decisions of our close pariner."

V.36. hle Need for Permanent Repositories and the Throw-Away Foal Cycle.
_... Ile timing forcon-srction of a permanent repositoey Is a matter for nationai

decisils. In countries ouch as the United Stms, where tae contiumed public accepcabllty
of nutlear powe is dependent an the firm adoption andimplementation of a coherent
waste ma emaent plan..."

Disposition of Srplus Highly &Wached Uranium &~vironmental Impact Sutn rne
Implementation Plan. DOF/IS-0240-IF, June 1995, p. B-17

"DOE intends to comply fully with the letter and spirit of NEPA, as well as to make
considerable efforts which go beyond the basic requirements of the NEPA trgulations"

Scope of HEU EIS

The scope of this document may lead to choosin an alternative that would possibly not be chosen
if all of the lIEU was addressed in one doc•ment, not just the surplus HEU. If the EIS is not
covering all tle MEU. then decisions may be of limited value. Why doesn't this SIS include the
foreign reactor fuel and non-surplus MEU? At the least, thin EIS should provide specific
information as to which DOE documentation is covering other HEU. Will this doctmenet also
cover the HEU, considered to be aurplus in the future? Or will this proceas have to be completed

gain for additonal sauplus lIEU identified? Then should be a government commitment for all of
the HEU. This would ensmre that the HltU would be taken care of under thde NE1PA process,
even thoughlall of the HEl activitiea are in separate documents. The document should ama that
it reflects " present surplus HU Identified and that future Identification of •urplus HHEU
quantities will be handled by the same procedure. Does this EIS cover the Project Sapphire
material being processed in Lynchbur VA? DOE is piecemealing the approach to HEU. In
DOE looking at the cumulative impacts of blending down the MEU?

Why has the United Stns accepted EUL from Russia and why is that transaction not part of this

project? Wfiat about cosidering HlIEU that may came from other countries in this project?

Transportation

What kind of transportation and accident analysis was performed? Where is the material now?
How ar the sites selected? What forms of security will be uset?

06.034
cont.

31.001

20.008: The transportation analysis considered factors such as routes traveled, type of

packaging, and quantity of material. Radiological impacts were calculated using the

RADTRAN computer code (designed for this purpose). The total health effect from
transportation is presented for each transportation scenario. The methodology for the
transportation analysis is described in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

For security, HEU is transported by safe secure trailers and receives continual surveil-
lance and accountability by DOE's Transportation Safeguards System. Shipments by safe
secure trailers are accompanied by armed guards and are monitored by a tracking system.
All other materials are shipped commercially and protection is in accordance with
Department of Transportation regulations.

The HEU material and spent nuclear fuel have different material characteristics and
therefore risks are evaluated separately. HEU would be shipped in safe secure trailers
under a high level of security. Foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel contains signif-
icantly more radioactivity and is transported commercially in large shielded casks,
employing different safety and security measures than required for HEU. Blendstock
material would also be transported for which impacts were addressed and included in the
HEU Final EIS.

06.035: There is very little commercial sector for HEU. The overwhelming majority of
the world's HEU has been used in nuclear weapons programs, with small quantities also
used in research or experimental reactors. It is not clear what processes the question
refers to.

11.012: The Department of Energy has made no representation that blending at DOE

facilities would be safer than blending at commercial facilities.

30.008: Proliferation is not treated as an environmental value and in that sense is not
part of the comparison of alternatives in the HEU EIS. However, the nonproliferation
objective of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable is a fundamental part of the pur-

pose and need for the proposed action and was a key criterion used in the screening of
alternatives for the HEU EIS.

C;

20.008
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I& die uampt of this HlEU di0femoA frea doe tranqiw of faulgn searesth macto spet nue
fela? Would it need to be mom ecu and would die blend msoc need a be Rmaspatedr?

ftdrali"sla

I thde mccaunel ama fo eHEU is so questonmable and we keep di industsy ftla havig the
sfue pr••cases as they have ovetao tdhe why don% we AV Fiance and Canada Orm doin
these processes also

Why Isit t that Uif DOE h-a dowu to fueit would be Uer t•a amnifommercial r-ies do it?
Dl is m undet Internatonal Atomic Bncy Agency CAEA) lnspecdm and Is s.lt- aegulado&

I befleve halt doaailinzlon issue Is beyond the scop ofNEPA and does t need go be In dis
discudon.

How does DOE intend to prevent proliferadon In o•der countre? What am the intemrnatonal
-lpec of this peoject What Is die Internationel Moult imagy Agency (IAEA) 1rupectian tole?
What Is the Nuclear Regulatory Commoission (NRC) and Defenaw Nuclar Psedlity Safet Board
(DNFSM) safet mortaing nole7

Scoeag Cqapil do

What awe do tomp capabilities at the Savannah Rivr Sim? Is diem enough mange apam at the
Savannah Rvgp• Sim for, sh HIM When wig the aldmae -•rap decis•l• be made? ls;twrg
of dhe HlU at the Savannah River Sie considered ao bhe tompay?

Does die Savannah River Sit have similar capablities as Oak Ridge in sft cqapahli as its=i of
who will be participathng In blendn down die HLIEU nscong the HIBU. etc.?

(hioole Fosefiue
I

I do not undertand how DOE will choose die facility for bleading down. It thmas severa
facilfics would be need for bieading down dhe H]EU, n just ame dfility to aprornm al of the

What wousa were used in sit seleccion? Will dte Record of Dcision deal wih specid sites?
Will tde R•road of Decisio nsder c petitive nmrkt pnecamee and business decisions for
selling die HEWI

Market value and- Cad Anmlysis

We (the Public) would like to ae Cost copasiSOMn tad dollar amounts fe each of die

RRViIqI•kf T hn~ r 1" IoqQ

20.008
cont.

06.035

11.012

130.008

03.014

11.013

08.005

07.008

16.009
cont.

03.014: The Department of Energy works to prevent proliferation in other countries by
setting an example for them in terms of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable. Rus-
sia has already agreed to sell 500 t of weapons HEU for commercial use, and this action
is proposed to be reciprocal to that one. Much of the surplus HEU that remains in storage
may eventually be made subject to IAEA inspection. The NRC currently has no role in
monitoring of the DOE facilities involved in this program, but it licenses and regulates
the two commercial facilities that may be used for surplus HEU disposition actions. The
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board monitors the safety of DOE defense nuclear
facilities and makes recommendations for improvements to safety.

11.013: Present storage of HEU at SRS (about 20 t of surplus HEU is located there)
should be considered temporary; that is, until material is either moved to the Y-12 Plant
for storage or disposition actions can be taken. As the primary DOE site for HEU pro-
cessing and storage, the Y-12 Plant currently has much greater HEU storage capabilities
than SRS. However, SRS is a candidate site (along with Y-12 and four other DOE sites)
for a possible consolidated Pu/HEU storage facility in the Storage and Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(DOE/EIS-0229-D, February 1996). The Storage and Disposition Draft PEIS does not
identify a preferred alternative for storage, but the Final PEIS (expected late in 1996) will
do so.

08.005: Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it likely that more than one
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive
bidding procedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE.

07.008: The sites that are considered in the HEU EIS are the two commercial and two
DOE sites that can process significant quantities of HEU today. The Preferred Alternative
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or processes cannot be
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic
decisions whether surplus HEEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste, and
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete
batches of HEU. Decisions about where blending will occur will be based on business
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transportation considerations, and

0
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alternatives. Cons should be given for all of the option and the revenues, that could be generated
for the Fedeal government Cost information should be added to tie document.

How will the cormexcil facilities bid against the government facilities and how would this wcr?
How can this be a good strategy for the commercial faciliies with the govertment facilities
operating tax free, ect.?

The cost of having the commercial facilities bknd down the HEU would be cheaper than the
govenmuent facilites.

If avoided costs arm calculated to be ? billion dollars, why doesn't DOE store tie fuel as HEU or
blended LIEU? Suome i as nEU for long-term.

Disprsal Contingendes

What will happen storage-wise If Cpngnss doesnt pass the Yucca Mottn legislation? What is
the contingency if them is no Yucca Mountain? Will the low-level waste generated by this project
be sent to Yucca Mountain? The spent fuel at Yucca Mountain with 0.9% HEM is being
identified as low-level waste. Ther, is nothing stated that the HE•. from this prtognrn will go to
Yucca Mountain. I am confused as to why Yucca Mountain Is even mentioned. It does not seem
to fall into the categories we ae discussing today..

The government has not delivered on the Yucca Mountain facility. Hasn't tie Federal government
already received money from hie commencialtlity sector? Also. isn't tere already enough
com -ercial fu_. to fin lie repoastor,

What ae tie ,loconomnk issues resulting from contamination of the environment from this
pject? Is than any threat at the Savannah River Site to drinking water or aquifers?

Is reference to the conamination of the Tuscaloosa aquifer. I have read there has been
contaminatio of the uhallow aquifers. What about pos•ible cortarination of the deep aquifers?

Is the extensive contamination that has occurrd at the Harnford Site a possibility that could
happen at tlie Savannah River Site?

Did the doc ent addres the possibility of discharges at cumnerclal facilities?

Soloeonnos~i d Effects

Does DOE know who wants the fuel that would resulit from this project or would the fuel be
shipped internationally?

16.009
cont.

08.008

16.013

10.016

14.010

24.003

i 22.006
cont.i22.007

S22.008

22.009

06.031

competitive bidding processes. The commentor is correct that the forms and locations of
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.

08.008: The Department of Energy anticipates that the facilities for blending of spe-
cific batches of surplus HEU are likely to be selected on the basis of a competitive bid-
ding process. However, policy and timeliness considerations are expected to favor
distributing the blending work among multiple facilities (the preferred site variation in
the HEU EIS is to make use of all four analyzed facilities). If the proposal to transfer 50 t
of HEU to USEC is carried out pursuant to the ROD following this EIS, that is the pro-
cess that USEC tentatively plans to use to select blenders. DOE facilities can participate
in that bidding process through DOE's "work for others" program. Although, as the com-
ment suggests, the Government facilities may enjoy certain tax advantages over the com-
mercial facilities, it is not correct to assume that the Government can always perform
work at lower cost than the private sector.

16.013: The Department of Energy is unable to confirm or deny the commentor's
assertion at this time. Another commentor suggested that DOE facilities would have an
unfair cost advantage due to their untaxed status. The relative costs of blending at DOE
versus commercial facilities would not be known until competitive bidding for blending
work takes place. In any event, selecting sites for HEU disposition actions is not expected
to be part of the ROD stemming from this action.

10.016: Storage of lIEU will leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed and
continue to incur costs in the order of $150,000 per t annually for HEU safeguards. How-
ever, blending and selling as much of the LEU derived from surplus HEU or surplus HEU
for blending to LEU would save the Government additional costs required for storage as
either HEU or LEU and disposal as waste. Blending and selling the surplus material
would generate income to the Government. An analysis comparing the costs of HEU dis-
position alternatives has been prepared and made available separately from the EIS. The
cost analysis indicates that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU makes
economic sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blend-
ing HEU for disposal as waste.

(.Xo
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What is dte priority of concems of the involved communities -- nuclear proliferation and
contamoination or woek sad jobs?

A large group of participants at these public meetings are retirees who ale not concerned with
jobs. but we do want the resource value of the material recognized and not wasted. We kiow
that DOE has the capabilities to deal with te HELEU. Waste not, want not.

Is the marketing of the blended down fuel restricted to the United States market only?

Will this process increase the work foue? With this material, it seems that it would only decrease
the rame at which the jolbs ar presently being decreased. I often see construction jobs advertised
in the paper but I do not see operation jobs for the Savannah River Site advertbed.

'Oral comments received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined (grouped)
for presentation in this documcn.

17.009

10.003

06.031
cont.

24.004

14.010: The proposed Yucca Mountain repository for spent fuel and high-level waste is
not intended to be used for disposal of LLW. DOE has long operated a LLW repository at
the adjacent NTS, however, and that facility may be used for disposal of LLW from non-
commercial HEU. Yucca Mountain is mentioned in the HEU EIS as a possible repository
for the spent fuel that would ultimately result from the use of LEU fuel derived from sur-
plus HEU.

24.003: The HEU EIS analyzes environmental impacts of the proposed activities under
normal operations and releases to the environment resulting from accidents to determine
potential human health effects. In addition, the HEU EIS analyzes environmental justice
impacts, taking into account impacts from normal operations and accidents. The HEU
EIS also analyzes other socioeconomic impacts, although "contamination" (and any eco-
nomic issues associated with "contamination") is not anticipated from normal operations.

22.007: The potential for contamination of the deep aquifers at SRS is very low
because the deep aquifers (such as Tuscaloosa aquifer) are separated from the shallow
and intermediate aquifers by a Paleocene aquitard. The downward flow from the shallow
and intermediate aquifers to the deep aquifers (Tuscaloosa) is restricted by the clay-rich
sediments of the Paleocene aquitard thus preventing downward contamination.

The Cretaceous (Tuscaloosa) aquifer is the deepest aquifer found on the site. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.4. of the HEU EIS, the shallow aquifers at SRS have been contami-
nated by industrial solvents, metals, tritium, and other constituents used or generated on
the site. These aquifer are not used for SRS operations or drinking water; however, they
do discharge to site streams and eventually the Savannah River. However, most of this
contamination is below just a few buildings and reflects past use 'or is from isolated acci-
dents that occurred in the past.

22.008: Contamination that has occurred at Hanford is the result of past practices
which have since been discontinued (direct discharges to the ground and no treatment for
hazardous waste streams prior to their being released to the Columbia River). As dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, water resource sections of the HEU EIS and in the waste manage-
ment sections, no hazardous waste will be directly released to the ground which could
percolate down to the water table or aquifer. Any liquid hazardous waste stream will be
treated down to a nonhazardous level prior to being released to surface water. All dis-
charges will be within the NPDES permit requirements before being released.
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22.009: All discharges from blending processes were evaluated for each site. It was
determined that there would be no hazardous liquid waste released to the surface or 3
groundwater. All hazardous waste would be treated prior to being released to the environ- Q

ment. Similarly, nonhazardous sanitary waste would also be treated prior to being
released.

06.031: Low-enriched uranium fuel derived from surplus HEU is expected to be mar- t1 o•
keted on the global uranium market and to be fungible with any other nuclear fuel. It
could conceivably be purchased by virtually any nuclear utility in the world. Off-spec
material may need special marketing efforts and NRC license amendments for U.S. utili-
ties to use it.

17.009: The Department of Energy has no factual basis for responding to this question.
Jobs may well predominate the concerns of DOE host communities, but DOE's experi-
ence indicates they are also quite concerned about effects on their environment.

10.003: Comment noted.

24.004: The proposed alternatives would require up to 125 operation workers to imple-
ment. These workers would come from the available workforce in the SRS region. If
downsizing continues, some of these labor requirements may be filled by the existing
workforce. For some labor needs, however, it may be necessary to hire new workers with
specialized skills.
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HEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
EVENING WORKSHOP

Augusta, Georla
November 16, 1995

SESSION: Plenary

.The mat•rial that is blended to wast, where would it be disposed?

If the blending factor is 14%, what is the percentage that DOE is planning to blend to waste?

Why Is DOE not using the HEU as HEU? DOE can get dm eanegy value out of the lEU if they
ae lt as HIEU.

How much of the taxpayers money was used to enrich the HEUM Now that DOE is classifying it
as surplus, the initial enrichment was a waste of my money. How much work loss and Job
separations will result from this blending down project Thesa questions were asked during the
souping meetings and aswers have still not been reeived.

I am upset that the Savantah River Site has become a political footbal. Tre United States
pmvided foreign research ractor fael to foreign counlesa and now the United States ia having to
takeit bac. •luhttisDOEgoingtodowithallofthtawasto? DOaeeda to look at allofthe
political Impli•atons and how this can be solved. 14ow can Em United Saess mop prolife
aboad In foreign countries? Keeping die lU in tMe United State is relatively safe. bu i costy.

Why does't the MS addres, the reprocessing isae? Tha mind set of. "if the United States does
not reprocess, no one else wil." i foolish. Ica beomse te Unid Staft does not reprocess.
does not necessarily mean that other counnrlea will anmatnpcem oter countries presently have
the capability to reprocess.

Why doesn't the ELm consider blending down Me I=U to 20% and using It in research reacos?

In reference to Em reactosr that e United States presently has, how long will they be
operational?

Why doesn'ti the IS consider using this material to suppor the naval nuclear fuel program? How
long would the 165 toes of HEU identified suppart Oir naval service? Isn't the enrichment of the
lIEU 93%? His the HEU beensbhmed in a atracto Is the amount of HEU that has been burned
,mall? If DOE lgnoe this amount of IEU. how long would the present stockpl of HEU

available to support de naval service last? Does the PIS contain a section on prolif•rad parity?

I 14.007

02.004

l 09.007

16.008
I 17.010

14.008

09.008

09.009

06.026

09.010

14.007: The site for the disposal of LLW from the HEU disposition program has not
been selected. Programmatic decisions about DOE management of waste materials,
including LLW generated by all programs in DOE, are being made in DOE's PEIS for
Waste Management. The HEU EIS analyzes disposal in the LLW facility at the Nevada
Test Site (NTS) as a representative site for purposes of transportation analysis.

02.004: Of the current surplus material (175 t), it is estimated that approximately 72 t
could not be commercially recovered over the next 10 to 15 years because 10 t is cur-
rently under IAEA safeguards and 62 t consists of irradiated fuel and other difficult to
retrieve forms from which it may not be economical to recover the HEU. Depending on
how much of that material ends up commercially usable and how much ends up being
disposed of in its current form without the HEU being separated from it (that is, the irra-
diated fuel might be directly disposed of in a high-level waste repository), DOE estimates
that 15 to 30 percent of the surplus HEU inventory may ultimately need to be blended
down for disposal as waste.

09.007: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol-
icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of HEU, such as in research reactors.
There are no commercial reactors that use HEU. Alternative uses for HEU in weapons-
usable form would not achieve the purpose and need for this program. The long-term
HEU needs of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion program are being supplied from non-sur-
plus stocks of HEU.

16.008: The cost of making nuclear weapons over the past 50 years has been very high
but cannot be specified with any degree of precision. We are now reducing our nuclear
stockpile, and most of that cost cannot be recovered. However, one of the objectives of
the Preferred Alternative in the HEU disposition program is to maximize recovery of the
value of the surplus material.

17.010: No job loss is anticipated. The socioeconomic impacts analysis in the HEU
EIS suggests that modest job increases (on the order of 125 jobs) could result from the
proposed actions at each involved site. At DOE sites, which are already experiencing sig-
nificant job losses, these impacts are more likely to be counted in terms of "jobs not lost"
rather than as new positions.

IREVISED December 13.1995
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I love the idea of working for nonproliferation by setting a good example• but it is useless. If
other countries an: reprocessing ten it is okay in a parity sense. Are the Russians behind our
schedule in blending down their HEU? Is the Russian HEU under International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) inspccdon? Does the United States have to pay to move the Russian HlEU? It
may not be _ good decision to declare the Russian HEU to be under LAEA inspection. Why does
the United States have to pay for the [AEA inspections, whereas Russia doesn't?

Why aue the!50 tons of Russian lEU being transferned to USEC? Why doesn't the EIS discuss
the rule being played by USEC. including the fact that they provide a market for LEU obtained
from Russia?

Why doesn'týRussa ell their HEU to Russian corporations and further disperse the HEU
throughout Russia?

There is an urea in the E[S that ties together blending down and storing the HEU in the future. Is
these somewhere in the EIS that ties together cost analysis and storage? DOE needs to provide
co data on continued storage of HEU for various time frames.

DOE needs to clarify that no additional spent fuel is cre as a result of this project.

Will DOE sell the blended down material at market value? The government has had some storange
practices in the past, so I just wanted some clarification on the this issue. Will DOE get a fair full
market price on the blended down fuel? DOE needs to further clarify whether all the material that
is blended to foel will be sold at fair market value.

Why is themrno discussion on future shipments of lIEU that are coming back to the United States
from Ch for reseamh reacmra? Why is this pmject proceeding so rapidly when the forign
research reartor material has been around for years and still nothing is being done about 1it

03.013

06.027

06.028

16.009

14.009

04.008

06.029

Oral commenms received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined (grouped)
for presentation in this document.

14.008: Your comment about foreign research reactor spent fuel is being forwarded to
the DOE Office of Environmental Management, which recently published a final EIS on a
Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reac-
tor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOE/EIS-02188F, February 1996). The HEU disposition program
is part of U.S. efforts to curtail global nuclear proliferation. By making surplus stockpiles
of HEU non-weapons-usable, the program seeks to ensure that these materials will never
be returned to weapons use.

09.008: Except to the extent that reprocessing of spent fuel from the weapons program
or research programs for other reasons might result in the creation of additional separated
HEU, it is unnecessary to consider spent fuel reprocessing in the context of disposition of
surplus HEU. The prospect for commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing, such as occurs in
some other countries, is not related to HEU disposition, since HEU is not used in com-
mercial reactor fuel.

09.009: There is a large market for LEU in the 4- to 5-percent enrichment range, but
little or none for 19-percent LEU.

06.026: The length of operation of U.S. reactors is not expected to be affected by the
surplus HEU disposition program. Reactors are licensed in the United States for a period
of 40 years, with the possibility of license renewal for additional 20-year terms. It is
expected that some plants will get their licenses renewed, some will close before their
40-year license expires, and some will close at the end of their 40-year license period.
Even without any license renewals, there is expected to be more than sufficient reactor
operation to make use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU.

09.010: Very little of the inventory of surplus HEU would be suitable for naval nuclear
propulsion purposes. The average enrichment of the surplus HEU considered for disposi-
tion in the document is 50 percent and very little isin the 93-percent range used for naval
fuel. Some of the surplus HEU is contained in irradiated fuel (the total quantity remains
classified, although the Secretary's February 1996 Openness Initiative announcement
revealed that at least 18 t is in this form). Irradiated fuel would not follow the disposition
paths described in this EIS unless it were processed to separate the HEU for other reasons
outside the HEU disposition program (such as for stabilization for storage or disposal).

Information about stockpiles and fuel use rates for naval nuclear propulsion is classified.
Proliferation parity is not within the scope of a NEPA EIS.
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03.013: The U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is not part of the domestic HEU disposition
program that is the subject of this EIS, although it is related in terms of cumulative
impacts on the uranium industry and in terms of reciprocity-the proposed U.S. program
is reciprocal to the Russian program to sell 500 t of its weapons-usable HEU. The Rus-
sian HEU is being managed by USEC acting as executive agent for the United States. The
Russian HEU is being blended to LEU in Russia and is under IAEA inspection to ensure
that it is not reconverted to weapons use.

06.027: Under the current proposal, if the ROD is published consistent with the Pre-
ferred Alternative presented in the HEU Final EIS (to maximize commercial use), it may
include a decision to transfer title to the 50 t of surplus (U.S., not Russian) HEU to
USEC. This is planned to increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Fed-
eral Treasury from the sale of USEC. As explained in the HEU Final EIS, until recently,
USEC was the only marketing agent for the sale of DOE enriched uranium, including that
derived from surplus HEU, pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992. USEC also acts as
the executive agent of the United States with respect to the U.S.-Russian HEU agree-
ment. The USEC Privatization Act, signed by the President on April 26, 1996, eliminates
the restriction on direct DOE marketing of uranium and authorizes the proposed transfer
of 50 t of HEU to USEC (Section 3112(c) of P.L. 104-134).

06.028: The purpose of the U.S.-Russian lIEU agreement is to prevent Russian surplus
HEU from entering world commerce in weapons-usable form by providing for it to be
blended down to non-weapons-usable LEU and then sold in the United States (or other
allied nations) for commercial use.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-

oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
lIEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared o
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

14.009: The HEU EIS notes in Section 1.4.2 that no additional spent fuel would be Q
generated as a result of this program.
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04.008: The Department of Energy fully expects that commercial grade LEU fuel .-
derived from surplus HEU will be sold at full market value. Off-spec material, to the Q
extent that it can be sold for commercial use, will probably have to be discounted. :.

06.029: The foreign research reactor spent fuel program is not connected with the
domestic HEU disposition program and has its own EIS (Final Environmental Impact ZZ :
Statement for Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign v 6"
Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOE/EIS-0218F, February 1996). ý •"
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10.003: Comment noted.

HIEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
EVENING WORKSHOP

Augusta, Georgia
November 16,1995

SESSION: Dlscussnon/Summary

OPEN DISCUSSION

I auppon masximum commnerial use of the blended down fuel. The United Stams will reduce
waste and be Able to =ap the benelt. The Advantages to blending down are.:

- It solve& the aonprollferatson problemn
- removes weapons-nde ma al
Sprovides economic be•edis o the United Suites

- alevites by-products
Thc HlEU can be blended dswn safely and DOl has die technology available to perorm this
operston. I wAn to express my support to blend down the HIEU to LEU.

What other alternative uses am there fos HEU, beside weapons and re•tor fwl? Can HEU be
used in me triple play reactor. In any of the advanced lIght water reactrs., or by the naval
eacto•s? Tc advantage. of using HEU nrte than LEU a a ractor fuel has not bes addressed

in the EIS. Are the only uses for HEU In the naval fleet or mcton?

Silam the material is being securely stored now. why am we considering moving it amound anud
putting it in the bands of commercial operators where it security could be jeopanlized?

What is dte cost of getting die material blended down7 Has DOE perffomned any cost analysis foe
this pmjec? Whai am the aecurity costs for e maderial being stomred? What is the cost of
working with our HEU and the cost of storam ? I think DOE should work withe IMs :nadoud
HEU rst to gct It out of dthir countrie.

The Un•ied States needs to keep In mind the problem with imetitnal terrorism and bombs
How does the United St.•es plan to keep the Rssians freom selling the blended down fuel to
others countries that could use is against as? How secure •s our nadoto against possible actions of
this htnue? I understand the United Stsass is tying n sact an example. My concern is the
example that C"agre.s sets. The countries that wore fomnerly dah Soviet Union am puoing the
HlEU out in thei privatenterprise. With this being die case. how will the United Stat be
secure DOE needs to look at The potential misuse of the fue insternationally. If Russia has tight
conoioL the United States needs to have tight contol. Russia could gal more money far the
blended down fuel by placing It In tf international market. How does the United States deal with
the fWul is the foreign markets? I do not sw bow the esample the United States is trying to set

10.003

06.030

15.002

16.010

15.003

06.030: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol-
icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of HEU such as in research reactors.
The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has been given the job of making weapons-
usable fissile materials non-weapons-usable, so the office has not been seeking alternative
uses for those materials in their weapons-usable forms. A considerable portion of the
high-quality HEU being removed from nuclear weapons is, in fact, being retained in the
strategic stockpile for use as a long-term fuel supply for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
program.

15.002: The Department of Energy does not contemplate putting material into the
hands of anybody in a manner that would constitute a security threat. The same commer-
cial entities that might take part in the HEU disposition program have securely stored and
processed HEU on the Government's behalf to make fuel for the Naval Nuclear Propul-
sion program for decades.

16.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HIEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste. The cost of safeguarding HEU is
about $150,000 per t per year.

15.003: Because LEU blended down from HEU is not weapons-usable, it could not be
"used against us" militarily. This comment relates to nonproliferation foreign policy
issues beyond the scope of the HEU Final EIS. It is being referred to DOE's Office of
Nonproliferation and National Security.

UovflCmf TU.....-. I'S n
'REVISED Des~ember 13,1995
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will help change the future. A good example may not be very good because Russia does not have
the controls to safeguard the material as the United States has. The President Is treating the HEU
issue very tight heasledly with the stroke of a pen. The United States needs to realize that Russia
could make the lIEU a national asset to make more money. The United States needs to place the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in Russia to watch the material and see where it Is going. The
United States needs to get their head out of the clouds and quit thinking that the United States
can set an example.

DOE should have planned for the foreign research reactor HEU and the HEU returning to the
United States.:

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is not concerned with the storage of
commercial fuel because it is low enriched uranium.

Is the cost of storing the HlEU high? During the discussion tonight, we keep coming back to the
cost Issue. Can the public get a commitnent from DOE to get the cost analysis before preparing
the final EIS? Could the comment period for the EIS be prolonged in order to receive this
informoation before the comment period ends? How can citizens get a copy of the cost
documentation for this project before the close of the comment period? What would DOE lose if
the EIS is delayed? Is the 50 metric ton going to USEC equate to mal money?

The compartmentalization of DOE documents places limits on the scope of public comments.

There is no evaluation of the impacts of the higher level decisions in the EIS, such as policy
decisions, setting a good example, and nonproliferation. Evetything we (the public) have talked.
about tonight is out of the scope of this E1S.

Tete is an advntage to having an HEll reactor that does not produce plutonium.

The cost of storing the liEU from now until the end of time does not even approach the blend
down costs. Why shouldn't we store the HEU forever? When (timeframe-wise) would the cost
of storing equal the cost of blending down? It would be cheaper to stoer the lIEU. DOE can not
see into the future to make sure that the United States will not need the HEU later. Also, It is
expensive to Iake HEUl.

Why shouldn'tlthe United States make some money for the tne:asury by blending down to fuel and
then sellingl

The people that made the decision on what should be surplused. are they members of this
Administration?

15.003
cont.

28.001

03.015

16.011

16.009
16.011

cont.
32.011

17.005

16.011
cont.

02.005

28.001: The Department of Energy and Department of State jointly proposed (in the
Final Environmental Impact Statement on a Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation
Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOE/EIS-0218F,
February 1996) to adopt a policy to manage spent nuclear fuel from foreign research
reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons nonproliferation policy objectives. The pur-
pose is to remove as much U.S.-origin HEU as possible from international commerce
while giving the foreign research reactor operators and their host countries time to con-
vert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own arrangements for disposition of
subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel. Because the foreign research reactor
spent nuclear fuel program is outside the scope of the HEU EIS, this comment is being
forwarded to DOE's Office of Environmental Management, which manages that pro-
gram.

03.015: The commentor is correct that the IAEA is generally not concerned with non-
weapons-usable materials such as LEU.

16.011: The Department of Energy estimates that the cost of safeguards alone is about
$150,000 per t of HEU per year. Storing HEU indefinitely is represented by Alternative 1,
the No Action Alternative, in the HEU EIS. Pursuing that course of action would not
serve the purpose and need for this action, which is to reduce proliferation potential by
making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and to recover the value of the material to the
maximum extent.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

32.011: The Department of Energy recognizes the programmatic relationship of sur-
plus highly enriched uranium disposition to other DOE actions and decisions. The HEU
EIS identifies the other NEPA actions that are related to its scope in Section 1.5.3.

In order to adequately assess the potential impacts that could result from proposed DOE
actions, it is necessary to narrow the scope of the document to address the specific activi-

gl bO
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Why was the specification of 0.9% uranium-235 for waste chosen? If DOE placed controls on
the blended down fuel, could a higher percentage be used? What arm the current and proposed
blend down percentages of the waste stored at the Nevada Test Site? Why didn't DOE use 0.9%
HEU as a target for blend down?

Does the value of USEC, when privatized, represent real money for the treasury?

How can we (the public) change the direcion the nuclear prognun is going?

How is the Russian HEU going to be used, once out government purchases It?

Can fusion reactors use HEU?

How could the United Sttes becoming a part of the market be a problem? It seems that the
government will be competing with the commercial sector. Is this aspect Covered in the EIS? in
the blended down fuel going to be dumped on the market slowly?

Will this proces (blend down) use the cascades as opposed to the centrifuge?

'Oral comments received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined (grouped)
for presentation in this document.

REVISED December 13.1995

33.002

06.023

17.006
06.030
cont.

17.007

07.007

ties being proposed. However, in Section 4.6 of the HEU EIS the cumulative relationship
of impacts resulting from this specific action is assessed considering the wide-ranging
view of DOE's programs, environmental management, and other outside interactions.

17.005: The HEU EIS discusses these programmatic issues in Chapter 1, particularly
in Section 1.4.2, which describes the Preferred Alternative and the policy reasons it is
preferred. Among the alternatives considered, only Alternative 1 does not satisfy the pur-
pose and need for this action, because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable form and sets
a bad example for other nations. DOE considers Alternatives 2 through 5, which repre-
sent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva-
lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the
HEU in its present form."

02.005: The President of the United States determines what material is reserved for
national defense and what is surplus, based on the recommendations of the Nuclear
Weapons Council, which includes representatives of the Department of Defense, the
Department of Energy, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
1-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blending
to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of
waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

06.023: The proceeds from the sale of USEC to the private sector will be real.
C.,
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17.006: The Russian HEU is not part of the domestic HEU disposition program ana-
lyzed in the HEU EIS, although the impacts on the uranium industry from that action are
considered as cumulative impacts in Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS. The LEU derived from
Russian HEU is gradually going to be sold (by USEC) in the global uranium market for Z
use in nuclear reactors. i "•

17.007: The Department of Energy expects to be required to ensure that its sales of q
uranium will have no adverse material impact on the domestic uranium industry, taking 1Z
into account the purchases of Russian LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. This restric-
tion, and the physical ability of DOE to make the material available for blending, will
cause the material to be introduced into the market on a gradual basis.

07.007: While the enrichment cascades at the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffu-
sion Plants could be used to blend HEU in the form of UF6, the overwhelming majority
of the surplus HEU stockpile is in the form of metal or oxides rather than UF6. The cas-
cades at Portsmouth are currently being used to blend 13 t of HEU that is in the form of
UF6 and that was transferred to the USEC pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
The cascades are unlikely to be used for other blending activities. None of the analyzed
blending facilities (nor any other current U.S. facilities) use centrifuge technology.
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10.003: Comment noted.

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Tnscription:

11/20/95
POO 19
Cliff Giland
Erwin. TN

This is CliffGiland, Erwin, Tennessee. I'd like to comment on the prospects of reopening the
nuclear plant here in Erwin, and personally. I thisk it would be a very good idea. There have
been a gres many people laid off, Ion there jobs. Some of then lost their homes and such, and I
thilnk it would be an excellest idea for Nscle Fuels Servlees here in Erwin to get the contract to
proces the uranium coming from thOw bombs that we're scrapping. Okay. Thank you. 1 10.003

nI
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10.003: Comment noted.
N-b.lot 16, 1995
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13.001: The Department of Energy agrees that the proposed HEU disposition program
would have a neutral effect on the nuclear power industry.

10.003

13.001

10.003
cont
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

P-e Sw PO. a. I
0- January 11, 1996 ý. vý_.2=ý

U.S. Dspartment of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

To Whom It may Concern:

ThIs is in response to your request for comments on theDisoosition of Surnlus Hichly Pnriched Uranium Draft

E~vironmental Impact Statement. The Department of Environmental
Quality is responsible for coordinating Virginia's review of
federal environmental documents and responding to appropriate
federal officials on behalf of the Commonwealth. The folloving
locality and agencies participated in this review:

Department of Environmental Quality;
Department of Health;
Department of Historic Resources;
Department of Transportation;
Virginia State Police;
Campbell County; and
City of Lynchburg.

In addition,the Departeant of Game and Inland Fisheries,
Department of Emergency Services and the Central Virginia
PlanzIng District Commission were invited to comment through the
Department of Environmental Quality.

The document assesses the environmental impacts at four
sites that may result from alternatives for the disposition of
United States-origin weapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU)
that has been or may be declared surplus to national defense or
defense related program needs. In addition to the no action
alternative, It assesses four alternatives that would eliminate
the weapons usability of HEU by blending it with depleted
uranium, natural uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU) to create
LEJ, either as commercial reactor feedstock or as low level
radioactive waste. The potential blending sites are the Y-12
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20.011: Under Federal hazardous material transportation law, prior motification to r-
states is required for shipments of spent nuclear and high-level waste, but not for ship- :3

age To ments of LLW (P.L. 101-615).

Plant in Oak Ridge. Tennessee; the Savannah River site in Aiken,
South Carolina; the Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division
Facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the Fuel Services Fuel
Fabrication Plant in Irwin, Tennessee. The preferred alternative
is to blend down surplus NLEU to LEU for maximum commercial use as
reactor fuel fead which would likely be done at a combination of
sites.

The Commonwealth offers the following commentst

Any transportation of wastes through Virginie should be
preceded with advance notification to the Department of mrgency 20.011
Services and the affected localities so that adequate safety
precautions may be taken. As previously requested, the
localities should be notified directly in advance of any
notification to the news media.

The City of Lynchburg and Campbell County have no objections
to the proposed project.

The Department of Environmental Quality will coordinate the
Comsonwealth*& review and response on the final environmental
impact statement for this proposal. Correspondence should be
addressed to: Director, Office of Environmental Impact Review.
Department of Environmental Quality, P. 0. Box 10009, 629 East
Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23240-0009.

.Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft
document'. The comments of the reviewers are attached for your
review and consideration. If you need further information,
plea:e contact Tom Felvey, (804) 698-4315, of my staff.

Sincerely,

Michael P. Xukhy
Director, Grants Management
and Intergovernmental Affairs

cc: marry K. Martin, City of Lynchburq
R. David Laurrell, Campbell County
Leslie Foldesi, VDH-BRH
Perry C. Cogburn, V1OT
Lt. e. Hrbert Bridges, VSP
David H. Dutton, DIM
Robert Wicklins, DEQ-Vasta
Orian Iverson, VDOS
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If you cannot meet the deadline, please notify RIM=N IRONS at
:04/762-4325, Tzt N. IVELr at 804/762-431S. or R. THWAS

oaIlM AT 804/762-4337 prior to the date given. arra emnts
will be made to extend the date for your rewvew itf poaible. An
agency will not be considered to have revieed a document It no
ements are received (or ontact is made) within the period
specified.

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS.

A. Please review the document carefully. If the proposal has
been revie.ed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal
Final eIS or a state supplement), please consider whether
your earlier comoents have been adequately addressed.

B. Prepare your agency's coemente in a form which would be
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent
agency.

C. Use your agency stationery or the epace below for your
comments. r7 YOU 93 TE SPJACU 3U.(, TUR FOR eUST BE
SzIGNE AND D&TO.

Please return your comments to:

DRPAkYRTNiT OF zIaaawTAL QUALITT
OFFCE OF xxmiXON3cuoa l. nIMACT REVIEW
629 EAST HAM11 STSNT. 6ZIZ= FLOOR
AlICUwOND. VA 23219

iY& t A*ao5M P Xua

PubicK & 1010- Enviro m ntal T echMI caA

* ! u Services Administrator

I have ino cments to offer regarding this project.

(sigZed p (date) December i. IQ95
L,1efe .Foldext, H.S., CHP

(title) Of H NrW-t . -• I--l4)•4 •0

(agency) _ Department of MalthI

iaO~ucr #9Sii3.7n 819S
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Ef i"IrnldaiOUB0

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA gvmnra lat

DEPARTMENT OF TKAOSPORTATIO14

DAVID R. GERM *l.I M IOlo A. V CARY.

No. ober 17,199S

Departruoua of Eaiomoooouml Quaityp
Offer. of Evecmustal Impact Review
629 FAn Mos. so.". sixth Floor
Ricluman.d VA 23219

R&~ Project 0 95-137F Disposidom of Surpho HighJly Scricad Unioiust

I bans reviewed th. mDisposiion of Sosybos Hiojly Emichod IUosinm Dark Essvinorricutal
Sap~a" Statomf written by lbe U. S. Deparanneut of Energy for it'. potential inipacon the

wwsp~doais0~uuaos or ls Cm~oowoellb ofVbgins. Thiss miew coly bvolvsowa nsporteiso
osiod ssos dss osdourrabulb. mab of lb propomod bisod~ ofhigbly enriched curambo(M4El

withs oranhuca-238 son oqpso th nlb.eoar weapon apsilky ofth lb EU.

0. 0f do potstiuasl blendling Ass Is lbs dabok At Wilcox Coutay loyicated in Lynchburg.

Voos Ths faiitky currenly purifies and rossoow. approobusudy, 24 taonsa year ofHlEU. According to
do ooil.ooios c..oi bsaoscamumen. bout 10 oea y-ofHlEU woldbo Sooo bindd siss oo

lbo oxt 20yearotlao dowts ls orpla ofHEU firas variousa siisoy instillations locamod actoa lb. United
Stuaershi Usyotbou to boa -300-sd 150dkwIodrAiod~oost b ld.0atal.year.
Tlcuhos spoo would be medit In Department of Loogy 'nod od open- .bkkdm Thor woold sibo
ho tshilmrt fonts the lblcility of lbo procssed low enrche warmano &asa wich . percentage of low leoel
radioacive, 000*.

Ssko the Babbsok & Will., (oOr50y it already In the radioaciv rocess0*5ing o d0 2.0
addooso of soohor 150 traksover oa ye. dlone should aft Little imepat sonth o ptratimp "bw - 2.0

Mhould yso buto a"y question, -omianig this muastsr. pleaes col can at (IN4) 716-692.

Envaruooosotl rograo. Plummer

A. V. Bailey II
& M. M4oodl
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If you Cannot meet the deadline. please notify ELLIE IRONS at
804/762-4325, THOMAS N. PELVEY at 804/762-4315, or R. THONKS
GRIFFIN AT 804/762-4337 prior to the date given. Arrangements
will he made to extend the date for your review if possible. An
agency will not be considered to have reviewed a document if no
cmment:s are received (or contact is made) within the period

sprcifi ed.

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:

A. Please review the document carefully. If the proposal has
been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal
Pinal EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether
your earlier comments have been adequately addressed.

a. Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent
agency.

C. Use your agency stationery or the space below for your
comments. IF YOU USE THE SPACE BELON, TIE FORM MUST BE
SIGNED AND DATED.

Please return your comments to:

DEPARTMENT OF XNVIRONN2PiTAL QUALMTT
OFFICE O ENIVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
629 EAST MAIN STREET. SIXTH FLOOR

Rp.a'toyDea.LIC3KOHD. VA 23219

EnvirovnfentalaiQ.,m 0804/762-4319

NOV 2? 05

pub"c £ 81f- Environmental Technical
qofernmenltsl Alials Services Administrator

sd23.001
cont.

feigned)- ~ ~ 7 - (date) ,/ Z-9J

(agency, i

PROJECT #9S.1372L/9

Ln.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA , o-se

13 December 1995 =10n=a 11 4alsZ
ur iim

Department of Energy
Office of Fmlnk Mucc'alk Disposition P w
do SAICiHEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Wsashingoo. D.C. 20026-3786

Re: Draft Envlrmancoa Impact Staemen
"Disposo of Surphis Hi!"ly Enriched Uranm"
CsopbeU Counly. Virtia
DHR fe on. 95-2117

Dear Sim:

Thgn ywI for rmpsftl ow coueen on ft delt EIS wDisoeuirou of Sorpbin Highl
Euidxe Urlsnin.r The ,wao facility la nCsmptCoWyW. V•ii. •wiU
be use in : Mc proccu.

es=ee be uaieukiq will involve now cam nsmictin, ao graun-diacthug atdvitxs. eal
becs te undmldkq will use a fiy Ma is alrea bv l e psft as Of =ak
fsc. we hav dte,•amid d the ube w aking will ave n eff•e • c ceamsmur. 23.001
Thauck you for M -0laoe lY W o-Ct y oK 1 al peojec,. YOU leve Matf maequlzscn of cont.
Section 106 of Ow Natlonal Iisloel Pemervadlo Act of 1966, as amsaledL Pl•es•ectm Cam
H. Mcn of Jolh L. Wells at ths offim if YOUa qJMcle 8Mm out t .

Sincerly.: .#N
David . DUoo
Direcor. Davaoo of Poject Review

c:. VaDEQ

fflLPOREJ (800) 7M.J143 MM (Of) 7549Nl FAM 004E) 22$4261
A. 4.W Leal W AP
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1f you cannot meet the deadline, please notify XLLIE IRONS at
80|/762-4325, TRa•OS N. FELVEY at e04I762-4315. or R. THOKmU
GRXIi3N AT 804/762-4332 prior to the date given. Arrangements
will be made to extend the date for your review if poesible. An
ageny will not be conaidered to have reviewed a document if no
comment are received (or contact is made) within the period
specified.

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:

A. Please review the document carefully. If the proposal has
been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal
Final EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether
your earlier comments have been adequately addressed.

B. Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent
agency.

C. Use your agency stationery or the space below for your
comments. IF YOU USX THE SPAC• BELOW, THE FORM MUST 8E
SIGNED AND DATID.

Please return your comuments to:

DEPARTWmZT OF ENVIROIWMETAL Q=ALIT.
OFFICE OF ENVIhOIMIENTAL XGACT REVIEW
629 EAST-zJAJe STREET, SIXTH FLOOR

ReCd. RX . 2 3219
Enc4o0nm0I UURV76jI 4319

NOV 17 IM

PucIic & liner-
PUvemNIC & •rntei Environmental Technical1

Services Administrator

X -,%i'6 yZ,V 3U,$,,dS.) n0- h409.5 TO M/4.

P.izoýJtdwl . /Nt .--d7- .5 F' .a •. r r--d•-•pF"cc 4.."'

/If 'ill 1 2- 1-v 0 
23 001

13ov, ' C, 4 6 > A4L c f 9> f - m A L L cont.
G"C '. LY 9~gL#rP 'SC) Fko4( U-11 AývV it C.00 (if,1%M.

(sine) .(date) 4-

(agency) I/_________________________

PROJECT #Ishi37F8/9
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U YOUacannot Moat the deadline. Pit, oil tz IOSS
I0 /R'6-4325, S.THO• K. rcLVW et 604/162-4315, or R. T310AH
GRX]FIN AT $04/763-4337 prior to the date given. JxLrangeMnte
waig be made to entend the date fto rour review it poesible. An
ag.noy will not be oonsidered to have xeviered a document it noo.0.enra0n are received (or contaot is Made) within tha period

RCvSW xzESTRUcoMOst.
A. Please review the document carefully. 11 the proposal hasbeen reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal

Final 318 or a state supplement), please coneider whether
-your earlier commente have been adequately &ddressed.

B. Prpare lour agency- commeents in a foti wnich would be
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent
agency.

C. use your agency .tationery or the Space below for your
comamnte. If YOOU 03 .O SPAM B]I0N, FI YOUK MUST 33
80310 AJWD DATX0.

Please return your commemnts to,

D PAARTSENT OF OZVNZIOUITLN QMTLr
OrX711 0?r KVIXr1oNXaTAL DWA, r R3VTrW
120 RST MAXX ST"JT, DI==X FLOOR
=I13O2D, VA 23319
SAX 0804/762-4319

vion~atntal TechnIC&L "
services Administrator

Ve Mty Of Zoktuq We £wlaad f do au "Dwimmotl bpcb tstatmti at~id1& de -U1wt~oca Szt m Sutpho F3xdy kwIb aU d we a kdrias ldth w as bet cc 301 v awgo o, ,23.001
aujo. 4unnq be ,otUdd dv, W.e Igwtiwt adld em pojoci, in re- -,ttoul contcia awWM'teUy cc n.•-be to dae U.. MW cit Of Z4dbz de Mt tim a ' m to con to

(date) 1VZ7M

(title) l ,eraniv Of Lfl

(agency) City of Lync~hburg

PROJWT 095-121F 9/95
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If you ctnnot meet the deadline, ploase notify ELLIE IRONS at

804/762-4325. THOMAS 3. PELVEY at 804/762-4315, or R. THOMAS

GRIPFIN AT 804/763-4327 prior to the date given. Arrangemants
.ill be made to extend the date for your review if Possible. An
agency will not be Considered to have reviewed a document if no
coementa are received (or contact is made) within the period

specified.

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS:

A. Please review the document carefully. If the proposal has
been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal
Final EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether
your earlier comments have been adequately addressed.

B. Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent

agency.

C. Use your agency stationery or the space below for your
comments. IF YOU USE TEX SPACE BELOW. THE FORM MUST BE

SIGNED AND DATED.

Please return your comments to:

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

OFFICE OF ENVI1RONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
629 EAST MAIN STREET, SIXTH FLOOR
RI CHMOND, VA 23219
FAX #804/762-4319

Recl. by D0 Of
Enmwolntal Ouality

NOV, 21 4IWS4
Environmental Technical •"

PubIc & Infer. Services Administrator

COMMENTS novensrn}att lak

There is no apparent objection to the proposed project.

(signed) • (date) November 20, 1995

(agency) Campbell County

PRO.TSCT #95-137F 8/95

0clý
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10.003: Comment noted.

Date Receivedl 11/15/95
Commenit tO: P0012
Name: Teresa Hars
Address: No Address Given

Transcripton:

This Is Teresa Harris. I'm an employee who was laid off at NFS two years ago. My
husband Robert also was laid off at the same tIme. We have three smai children and
had just built a new home when we were laid off. We're hoping the government wil I 10.003
look dose and hard at the project for NFS. We know that they can do the work. He
had fourteen years in and I had thirteen years in operations. The economy of Unicoi
County suffered a whole lot when NFS laid off. Thank you. Teresa Harris.



HAWKINSON, JEAN, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be

Daes ,,uc oial created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
Conamt ID: FM67 would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
Ns= Jew Hawkinson
Acidm Nioeo•il, Mione level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.

Tmisiption: Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-

"finis Jian Hawnumnor faelIam mucih pposod toith rli d o snakig i 10.024 nion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
uraniu~m into resant fuelan I mmth, hposd nthai ldo ntapoii makn he luenlumin in.0o

mc'iue Aw. I
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HEDGEPETH, DAVID, LOGAN, UT
PAGE 1 OF 2

TO: Department of Energy
FROM, David Hedgepeth
DATEt January t1, 1996
RE, HEU EIS

I do not support making highly enriched uranium into nuclear
reactor fuel for tne following reasons,

* it will create spent nuclear fuel for which we have no
solution.
a as part of that waste product, plutonium wIll be created, a
matea .1 that jeopa-i.o..... moopaoJ-L•eF-ti.q~l.
m all options have not hot, explored, including storing down
blended uranium.
* the financial analysis is incomplete or nonexistent, despite
the fact that citizens have requested one for almost two years.

I do support:

C down olending all HEU.
• international controls on HEU.
* safe storage of HEU prior to Its down blending.

thant you for your consideration.

Ino F.s Farx.'l
1,4,uT 1"I3;

10.024

09.018

I 16.015

II
I

10.023
03.020
10.032

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

Q-~

C`



HEDGEPETH, DAVID, LOGAN, UT
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03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky sites. It is DOE's intent to
make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to the
maximum extent possible.

10.032: The Department of Energy is committed to safely storing surplus HEU pending
its ultimate disposition.

C0



HEINEMAN, MARY ELLEN, WAVERLY, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

02.008: At this time, DOE is authorized only to determine the ultimate disposition of
HEU that has been declared surplus to national security needs by the President. To date,
175 t of HEU have been so declared. The HEU Final EIS considers the disposition of that
quantity plus an additional 25 t (not yet identified) that may be declared surplus in the
future.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

-'c-i
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HENRY, R.N., IDAHO FALLS, ID
PAGE 1 OF 8

To: Office of Fissile Materials 04psht

From: R. N. Henry
5665 S. Sth W.
Idaho Fags Idaho e,0

Subject: Comments On KEU PEIS

Attached are my written comments On The Dsp•oan of Surplus
HigNy Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Resoluldons
to these comments can be sern to the above address.

IL I
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33.001

33.004

09.016

33.001: Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi-
ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but
have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly. Surplus HEU is currently located at
10 DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.

33.004: As described in Chapter 1 of the HEU Final EIS, approximately 62 t of the cur-
rently declared surplus HEU (165 t) may not be available for commercial use because it
consists of spent fuel and material with very high ratios of undesirable isotopes (U-232,
U-234, and U-236) relative to the U-235 isotope. Therefore, this material would need to
be disposed of as waste. U-234, which is one of the two main undesirable isotopes, is the
major contributor to radiation exposure and the other, U-236, inhibits the nuclear reaction
in reactor cores.

The LEU specifications for commercial reactor fuel are currently set by American Soci-
ety for Testing Materials to meet commercial reactor fuel feed requirements. A portion of
the currently declared surplus HEU inventory (about 20 t) is being considered as off-spec
material because it would not meet the American Society for Testing Materials standards
when blended down. If buyers are found that would accept some portion of the non-com-
mercial HEU inventory despite its isotopic composition then more of the surplus HEU
inventory may be used as commercial fuel material or off-spec material. Some of this
HEU could be used later for mixed oxide fuel fabrication, but DOE believes that there is
no reason to reserve it for that purpose. Once surplus HEU is blended down to commer-
cial-grade LEU, it is fungible with any other commercial-grade LEU. The use of off-spec
material for mixed oxide fuel fabrication is unknown at this time.

Evaluation of new technologies and processes were not included within the scope of this
EIS. Similarly, conversion and blending down of the non-commercial material for fur-
ther potential use in the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program was also
excluded from the scope because the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program is
not currently funded and, therefore, DOE cannot plan and make decisions on programs or
technologies that may never be developed.

Details on the specific location of the surplus non-commercial HEU is partially classified
and could not be included in this EIS due to national security reasons. However, DOE
evaluated transportation of surplus HEU between existing sites for blending and fuel fab-
rication, and a representative site for waste disposal (NTS is only a representative site for
waste disposal since no LLW disposal site has currently been identified for the material).

-'C.,
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I

Results of these analyses did not reveal any major risk of transportation. Therefore, it is
anticipated that decisions on blending locations will be a function of material forms,
availability of facilities when needed, and business decisions.

The possibility of diluting the non-commercial material to less than 20-percent enrich-
ment and trading it to another country is not precluded by this EIS but would be unlikely
since DOE is not aware of any interest in this regard. If, in the future, a decision is made
to sell LEU derived from surplus HEU to other countries, supplementary NEPA docu-
mentation would be needed to evaluate potential impacts associated with that action.

09.016: The HEU Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites two commercial facili-
ties and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have existing capability and
experience blending HEU to LEU. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and
Hanford do not currently have operations or the facilities that might be used to process
HEU (such as the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant) because they are permanently closed
and are being decommissioned.

33.005: Conversion of aqueous LEU to triuranic-octaoxide (U30 8) using the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant was not analyzed since this plant has been shut down and will
be decommissioned. There are adequate uranium blending facilities other than the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant and, therefore, there is no programmatic or economic basis to
re-start this plant.

25.003: As described in the HEU EIS, there are currently four candidate blending sites,
two DOE and two commercial, that are capable of conducting HEU blending operations.
Based on currently available information, DOE estimates that blending the commercially
usable surplus HEU (103 t) is likely to take 10 to 15 years to complete. DOE considers
this a reasonable timeframe and, therefore, anticipates facilities at the four analyzed
blending sites are adequate to accommodate required blending operations in compliance
with DOE safety orders and/or NRC regulatory requirements. Cost analyses such as cost-
benefit analyses or cost effectiveness studies are not required as part of the NEPA envi-
ronmental impact analysis and thus need not be provided in the EIS (40 CFR 1502.23).
However, cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the EIS were developed to pro-
vide the decisionmaker comprehensive information upon which to make decisions and
are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. 0
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28.002

33.002

33.008

33.002
Cont.

16.014

21.017

21.009

07.010: The HEU Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites the two commercial
facilities and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have extensive facilities
for and experience with the processing of HEU. The DOE facilities meet all DOE envi-
ronment, safety, and health requirements, and the commercial facilities meet all require-
ments contained in their NRC licenses.

33.006: The Department of Energy will meet whatever the waste acceptance criteria are
prior to shipment of the waste material and fully comply with applicable laws and regula-
tions during transfer of the material to its destination.

28.002: Although criticality safety requirements for HEU and Pu are comparable in
terms of their objectives, that does not establish a connection between disposition actions
for the two materials. DOE does not agree that decisions in the surplus HEU disposition
program in any way constrain decisions in the plutonium disposition program.

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
1-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blend-
ing to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount
of waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

33.008: The potentially non-commercial portion of surplus HEU consists of spent fuel

and material containing very high ratios of U-232, U-234, and U-236 relative to the
U-235 content. The spent fuel could be reprocessed to separate out the HEU. If this is
done, it would be made commercially available for blend down to LEU for reactor fuel.

Q-~
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22.016

21.010

21.011

21.012

21.013

Similarly, if any of the non-commercial material could be processed to make it off-spec,
that material will be offered for sale to the commercial industry. However, some of the
off-spec material has such high quantities of U-234 and/or U-236, DOE believes that it
would be of little interest to the industry. DOE also believes that blending this material
with high ratios of U-234 and U-236 to "near off-spec" levels would not be attractive
because as U-235 is blended down to 4- to 5-percent range, the high quantity of U-234
and U-236 remain the same at those dilution levels and, in some cases, it may simply be
too high for any commercial use.

16.014: It is not necessary to incur the expense of the construction of new facilities,
because the existing facilities that are analyzed in the HEU EIS are available, capable of
performing the proposed mission in a reasonable timeframe, and meet applicable envi-
ronmental, safety, and health requirements.

21.017: Existing facilities, at both DOE sites and commercial sites, are available for
blending and possess operating expertise and have been in compliance with all environ-
mental release requirements that a new facility would have to meet. Therefore, construc-
tion of new facilities, which would likely have some degree of environmental
consequences due to land disturbance and construction activities, could not be justified.

21.009: The information in Table 2.4-1 pertaining to facility accidents has been revised
to reflect updated results obtained using the MACCS computer code which were pre-
sented in Section 4.3 of the HEU Final EIS.

22.016: As discussed in the geology and soils section, the Charleston earthquake of
1886 had an estimated Richter magnitude of 7.5. It has been estimated that at the time of
the earthquake, the SRS area experienced an estimated peak horizontal acceleration of 10
percent of gravity (0.10 g) (SR DOE 1995e:3-7). All facilities at SRS are designed to
withstand an earthquake of 0.20 g or 20 percent of gravity at the structure base which is
estimated to occur once every 5,000 years. Discussions of large earthquakes at other can-
didate sites have been added to the HEU Final EIS.

21.010: The material at risk was not determined for each facility and site. It is true that
each facility is uniquely different and have process design variations as well as different

(~')
0
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throughput capacities. However, because details on some site-specific processes were
____ proprietary, one set of representative data were used in the lIEU EIS for each blending C

process with nominal throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding

•Pq4Q. " A=C 21 .014 values for operational requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters. The
SO." 21.014 data used in the HEU EIS to characterize each blending process, including generic (nor-

______......_ __.__ malized) accident releases, are considered reasonably representative of the releases that
23_ , tP________ would occur at each site. Q

stdm kqMMI 21.0154316I• "

21.011: Public and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre-
-(-i 21.016 mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved in

_ _4._3.I blending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer
fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and
tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other organs. How-
ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively
amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality
rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead-
ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this EIS.

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1)
onsite material handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling
would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for
these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger vol-
ume of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.

21.012: The criticality event discussed in Section 4.3.3.6 is an initial burst of Ix10 18

fissions followed by repeated bursts of IxI017 fissions within an 8-hour period after the
initial burst. This accident has been approximated (due to model limitations) by a single

event of lxl019 fissions with the radioactive releases occurring over a 2-hour period after

the event.

21.013: The criticality event was assumed to be initiated in the HEU EIS by an evalua-

tion basis earthquake. The energy source of the evaluation basis earthquake is much

greater than a criticality, and therefore the energy from the criticality is not included in
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the impact analysis except to the release of fission products (krypton, xenon, and iodine).
These isotopes are consistent with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulation Guide
3.34 where they are identified as the dominant isotopes for exposure. For the conse-
quences of a combined criticality and evaluation basis earthquake, the results are
summed for the release of halogen materials (46,000 curies of krypton isotopes, 65,000
curies of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 curies of iodine isotopes) from the criticality and for
uranium (0.076 curies of which 67 percent is U-234 for UNH blending to 4 percent)
released during the earthquake.

21.014: As stated in Section 4.3.3.6, it was assumed that all of the accident scenarios
considered in the HEU EIS can be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake with the
exception of the filter fire and fluidized bed release. The evaluation basis earthquake is
also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality. The evaluation basis earthquake accident
scenario assumes that the building collapses, resulting in ruptured containers, piping, and
tanks releasing uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable gases, and toxic and
reactive liquids. The nuclear criticality mitigating safety features of the storage racks and
facilities are assumed not to be compromised. Therefore, only the consequences from the
release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the environment are presented for
the evaluation basis earthquake. For the earthquake induced criticality, the incremental
consequences of this criticality are presented. To be conservative, both the consequences
from the evaluation basis earthquake and earthquake induced criticality were assumed to
occur together added to yield the total consequences from both the release of radioactiv-
ity and hazardous chemicals into the environment and a criticality.

21.015: For normal operations, the meteorological data used for all four of the sites was
site-specific joint frequency data files. A joint frequency data file is a table that lists the
following:

-the fraction of time the wind blows in a certain direction

-the fraction of time the wind blows at a certain speed

-the fraction of time the wind blows within a certain stability class

The joint frequency data files for each of the four sites are based on site-specific measure-
ments over a 1-year period to account for seasonal variations. At the two DOE sites (ORR
and SRS), the measurements are at several locations and at several heights. At the two
commercial sites (B&W and NFS), the measurements are at a single location and several c

heights. For exposures due to normal operations, average meteorological conditions
(averaged over the 1-year period) were used.

For accident conditions, one year of sequential hourly meteorological data was used. Tiis
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is actual data recorded at each site except B&W for which the best available complete -
data set was that of the Roanoke, VA airport.

21.016: The doses in Section 4.3.3.6 do agree with the data presented in Tables .

4.3.3.6-1 through 4 because the doses in the text are a combination of doses in the tables.
For example, the latent cancer fatalities in the population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 at
Y-12. Table 4.3.3.6-3 states that at Y-12 the earthquake induced criticality yields
(0.0015) latent cancer fatalities and the evaluation basis earthquake scenario yields •
(0.067) latent cancer fatalities. As the text in Section 4.3.3.6 states, "the combined evalu-
ation basis earthquake and earthquake induced criticality accident release results in the
highest consequences." Therefore, for Y-12, the maximum latent cancer fatalities in the
population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 (0.0015 + 0.067 = 0.069).
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10.031: The Department of Energy agrees that blending down surplus HEU to either
commercial fuel or waste would move the weapons-usable material out of its current stor-
age and will make the material non-weapons-usable. With this action, the United States
will set an example to other nations and encourage international controls on all weapons-
usable nuclear materials.

Daue Received:
Consscnt ID:
Name:
Addeesa

1It1/96
P0038
John Heplcr
Iladeotbur Road
Whitleyville. Tennesaee 38582

Transcripion:

Hello. My name is John Heple'. I live on Hadcubu qg Road, Whtleyville, Tennessee 38588. 1
am calling because I strongly believe that this highly enrlched uranium needs to be
decommissioned out of a state in which it can be possibly made into weapons. This would also,
if it is down blended pmpecly, turn it into low-level waste, which at least can be di"sod of
under current law. In addition, this would help no to lead the way in showing by example,
international contols on all nuclear materials. I think my other use of this stuffis a very bad
ideaL Thank you very mtuh.

10.031
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Date Received:
Comment LD
Name
Address:

Transcription:

01122/96
P0075
Fay Hirsch
Boca Raton, Florida

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

Cz

It' vety much against you making highly enriched uranium into nuclear reactor fuel, and I hope
you won't do it My name is Fay Hirsch, and I live in Boca Raton Florida, and my number is 407
432-3905. Thank you

10.024
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04.010: A cost analysis for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for consideration as part of the ROD(s) and has been made available for comment
separately from the HEU Final EIS. (The cost report has been disseminated to this com-
mentor and all others who expressed an interest in this subject.) The cost analysis sup-
ports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. It is
anticipated that the Government will realize most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU commercial fuel. Any commercial entities involved in the dis-
position actions will also expect to realize some profits in compensation for their contri-
butions.

1 04.010
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

11/20/95
Pools
Jeannine Hosnickec
362 Binkley Drive
Nashville, TN 37211

04.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion in the ROD(s) and have been made available as a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus lIEU makes the most economic sense
and would save considerable money. It is anticipated that the Government will realize
most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU commercial fuel.
Any commercial entities involved in the disposition actions will also expect to realize
some profits in compensation for their contributions.

M~I

CZ ~

Trans.ription:

Hi. This is Jeannine Honicker. 362 Binkley Drive. Nashville, Tennessee, 37211. I went to the
public meeting that was held on November 14 in Knoxville, Tennessee, and during the meeting I
a.sked about the cost of the blend down and was told that there was no cost available, bit
however, there were working papers. So. I was told that I would be sent a copy of these working
papers, but I was not told when and by whom. So. I wanted to reiterate that I am expecting them
shortly, and that it should be all of the costs associated with the proposed blend down, including
how much it will totally cost to do the program, and how much the expected revenue will be
fons whom, and I would like very much to have a response telling me how soon this material
will be available. You can fax that to atm code 615-333-2979. Thank you. Good-bye.

04.010
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Hello. My name I Linda Horton. I live In Unicoi County, and I am vey distressed to
think that there may be hazantoua nuclear waste In my county. I do not want It in ti
county, and ther are a lot of people that agree with me. I plan to hopefully come to the
worashop In Knoxville. and I wll talk to you Uwe. Thank you. Bye. 1 10.002

10.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com-
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing HEU processing services.
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as well as
its own internal requirements. The proposed action of the HEU EIS is well within the
skills and experience of NFS and would neither increase hazardous nuclear waste beyond
the permitted limits nor would it alter NFS's waste management operations.

C0
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07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, DOE prefers the maxi-
mum commercial use alternative because it would best serve the purpose and need for the
proposed action, which is to make the surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and, where fea-
sible, recover its economic value. It is self-evident that the economic recovery objective
is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the material,
because the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value and greatly
increases the required blending and disposal costs. DOE believes that the nonprolifera-
tion objective is equally satisfied by all the action alternatives (2 through 5).
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ASZeXA7ON INTERNATIONALE DES ASOCIACONe NYUNMCIONM. DE
EDUCATrEURS POUR LA i'ADC DU MONDE EDtJCAIORES PARA LA PAZ MUT5DIAI.
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MERNAnIONAL ASSOCLrIJON OF MUCATORS FOR WORLD PEACE
NGO. Unneod Nations (ECOSOC). UNDKI UNIM. UNCED a UNESCO

P.O. Box 3212. Hmsli.Aba 35930-0M2 U.S.A&
CHULAAL MZRCIBC4. PhD. Phow 121) 554505= / 855.5J41
E-1 Vk. PreIdA41 Pý (205) 336.5054 / 851.nU

January 6. 199

Ollicers-l n-C barge
Deparntmnt of Energy
Washington. D.C.. U.S.A.

Dear Gentlemen:

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

Members of our Secretariat xecutive Council and officials of our organlzatlon wul anr
spread In 98 countries are becoming verg highly concerned In steing members oft"r geoernmcnt
especially favor making highly enriched uranium into nuckar reactor fU.

This action is bound To create spent fel which is a highly taxic and radloactive waste that Ii
disastrous In the long range. Besides. It will create plutoium which is a violation ofour
nonprollferatlon bolectlues. However. In case of naesslty, we do support downblendlng all
highly enrkbed uranium so It cannot be used In Weapons. We also support develoking the
capacity to downbknd all uranium declared surplus over [tbe next decade. In addition. we rmly
believe In International controls on all nucdear materials.

10.024

10.023

03.020

for our nation and. as a matter ofrfact. ror every naton on earth the health of the pople is
more important than the financial proflts of dangerous Industrits which Include, above all, the
weapons Industry. The Amercan.people watnt thehgovernment to protc their ium not from
some Inogiriary Don Quixote coming rfoh? the sky but fom the dangerous toxic wastes that
are being produced to sasly UtK finanial greed ofbig corporations whch nowadays seem to
have taken fill control over our gour•animnt.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Sincerely yours.

Dr. Charles Mer leca
Executive Vict President. iAEWP

C)
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10.003: Comment noted.
International Chemical Workers Union

Local=25
BOX 41SC - OAXK RObC I•. M31-4164

L111,9::5:

DOZ-ffic of is~l* Mteril& Dspostio
D~g-r€Ie otFisileHaterials Oisposition '••C/o sAIc-HE L-S

P.0. aom 23786,
Wahigon, D.C. 20026-3796

To Whom It May Concern:

P1 .5e considar the following cosntn A in making final decisions on che
Ditpostlti of serplUa Highly Snrwoihd Uranium.

We of Local 252, of the International Chemical Workers Union, at Oak Ridge. TVS,
gully support the Department of Kneagyes proposal to blend-down surplus Highly
Enriched Uraniuam J1u to LAW-Inric-ed Uranium (•I.).

Although, the Department of fnsrgyfs preferrsd alternative. (Alternative 5,
Variation c) is one Ve could support, we prefer (XIternative S3. Variation d) as
our first choice sed then Alternative S, Variations a and c reapectively.

we do not favor variation (b). of Alternatives 4 or 5. It wohid be a terrible
d1sserviCe to the workers at the V-12 Plant to send this nay peacetime mission
to the commercial sites and send Y-12 Defense Program workers looking for a job.

Th. blanding-down of the surplus KlZU, using any variation of Alternative a,
would allow the United States a chance to recover soee of it* investment in the
Cold War effort., by converting surplus REU to conurcial fuel.

Alco. the blending-down of surplus ((EU using any of the aitamnatives. rather 10.003
then the no-action alternative, would demonstrate to the world that the United
States is seriously pursuing our nonproliferation objectives. That We Valk what
oa talk.

Our •r•ferred alternative (Alternative S. Variation d), is the single-site
alternatLiv aod, of course, we think the V-IS plant should be that single sit-.

The advantages of V-12 as the (one-sits variation) would include:

- HEcU would not have to be shipped off site to be processed, since most
of it is already at the 5-12 Plant.

. HEU Could be blended-dow. using two processes, HZU to LED as Dranyl
Nitrate Hsxabydrate and Hil to iLE as metal. at the sass time.

- -l has *-aser Large buildings that Would be suitable to house a
now uraniun bevatluoride blending facility, should such a facility
be needed as a third process later on.
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F

- V-12 has existing systeme otr vast. treate4nt and disposal.

- V-12 baa the *usprt of th.e surrounding comunity which believes in
t.he profes ronai ot the work force.

- V-12 tes already in place a Security Force that is considerd second to no
other in the country.

- Te DIpartaent of Enerqy could utilise the experienced work force froe the
Cold War etort nho,. Jobe ar. in jeopardy becausa of the downisizng at
Defense Programs. This would meet ss of the objectives of Section
21d1 ot the Nat=Aonl l ens. AuthOrla;on ,Act and Allow a trained
work Force to uee their *eperieoce performing a few peacetime mission.

We strongly feal rhe Draft Environmental Impact Otate.snt (SYS) on

Diepoe~ltionl of Surplus Hi~hly Enriched Uralnim grossly undrettieth
processing rate capae• itiame of the Y-12 Plant, if utilited to the ealewe. and
that othat facilities were ovearetiemed.

woe realis the tr.e capabilitiees -old have intentionally beetn arroneoue for
Hationel Security reaeons. but if not this data certainly need" corrected.

The SIS also indicates that just a few einor upgrades and modifications would be
required to beqin metal blending in Building 221-K at the Savannlh River Site.,
but in foot the open top furnaces of building 321-K would not be acceptable for
the blending of 1151.

e have baesh advised that a tot or money hbs already been invested In otenai t
cleanup activities of Building 321-K at Savanneh River and some of the buildings
at Puclear Fuel Services. If so, will oame areas be recontexanated from these
proposed blending activities and was this factored into the SIB 7

The •223lee.ds; ue t~o believ t~hat a tergeted betch of Nil in the for of Ureniwe

emxaf1luoride. ubealremdy beten chosen to be •te iLrst of tX-he 200 metric tone to
be blended dovn end the two com•ercial :ites were the only sites considered for
that batch . If so, why wasn't the two nrichment facilities considard As
candidate mites for RD in the form ao Urenios Baxafl onrde?

Yout consideroaan of these comments would be greatly Appreciated.

Sincerely.

frank Scott
Bulsiness Agent

International chemical Workers Cnion

10.003
cont.

25.005

25.006

08.006

25.005: The assumed blending rates are based on dilution ratios for blend down and
anticipated blending capability and capacity. The rate of 10 t per year analyzed in the
HEU EIS for blending to commercial fuel was based on current assessments of annual
availability of surplus HEU. Although each candidate blending site has specific process-
ing rate capabilities which are described in Chapter 2 (the Y-12 Plant is described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3.2) based on the best available information submitted by each site, the principal
reason of using a constant throughput rate (amount of LEU produced) at each site and
process instead of site-specific rates was to provide a fair comparison of the potential
environmental impacts between alternatives.

25.006: Operations at Building 321-M have been terminated and the remaining HEU
has been transferred to another location. The building is in the process of being decom-
missioned and will no longer be available for metal blending. The HEU Final EIS reflects
this change at SRS.

08.006: None of the lIEU that is the subject of this EIS is in the form of UF6. The only
HEU UF6 that exists, no longer in DOE's inventory, is 13 t located at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant. That material was transferred to USEC by the Energy Policy
Act of 1992 and is currently being blended at Portsmouth. DOE does not rule out the
potential use of DOE sites for any particular batches of HEU.
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10.024

09.018

10.023

03.020

I 10.023
cont.

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the cption of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material: add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year ava: lable for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 10 to 15 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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JOHNSON, JOHN, CHATTANOOGA, TN
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Dase Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

01/16/96
P0059
John Johnson
P.O. Box 2S1
Chamanooga, Tennessee 37401

Transcription:

Please send mc a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. My name is John Johnson,
P.O. Box 281, Chattanooga, Tennessee 3740L I am opposed to making highly enriched uranium
into nuclear reactor fuel because nuclear power is inherntly unsafe. It will create spen fuel, a
highly toxic and radioactive waste that nobody has any kind ofsolution for. It will create
plutonium which is a violation of nonproliferation goals and treaties, and the DOE has obviously
not adequately explored all options, including storing down blended uranium in some kind of
heavily guarded facility so hat international terrorists don't get it. To that end. I do support
down blending all the highly enriched uranium so that it cannot be used in weapons. I think the
DOE should develop the capacity to down blend all uranium declared surplus within ten years,
and very obviously, there needs to be international controls on all nuclear materials because the
stuff is very dangerous and we're leaving a very unhealthy and deadly legacy for future
generations, and I don't see bow you can do that to your children and live with a clean
conscience. Thank you very much and have a good day.

10.024

09.018

10.023

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use o the mate-
rial; add storage costs; reduce net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the
purpose and need of the proposed action; and be practically applicable without additional
construction to only a small portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility
is proposed and constructed at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to

the maximum extent possible.
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Kentucky Resources Council, Inc.
Post Ofice Box 1070

Frankton, Kentucky 40602
(502) 875-2428

(502) 875-2B45 tax
eqnail FilzKRC@adoruno

09.022: The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend HETJ to
LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize
Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction
of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and would involve no
offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. The proposed action is to blend
down all surplus weapons-usable HEU to make it non-weapons-usable.

il.o

January 10. 1996

DOE Fasite ateials Disposition
clo SAJC4HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington. D.C. 20026-3786

By tax 1-ta2-820-5156

To Whom It May Concern:

Th. Kentuncy R-soufee CaiJ in.., * ni. -p-of -i-rtlg ntud d-• - 9eunhanhn
whoae merbershp inclidNa indiniduals who ra concerned with the enrichment of uranium
because of hisuoric releases and contamnnatin associated with Does Paducah Gaseous
Oiffusion Mantl. i wrting to or=s our concorn with the processing of highly enriched uranium
into nucecor teodor fuel The Council belicve that the EIS should more thoroughly explore the
range of reasonable aternatives. indudng storage of downblanded uranium, and the
downblending of all highly enrnched uranium in order to prevent the use of the material for
weapons

Ihank you for your consideralion o1 these cnments.

Sincerely,

7.....: F414,.v
Torn FitzGerald

Director

09.022



KRAMER, CLAUDINE, WEAVERVILLE, NC
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10.026: The No Action Alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need for the pro-
posed action. It would leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed, continue to

5o, t ID: O s incur storage costs, and not recover the economic value of the material.
Name: clas:ine K0
A4dmn: Wavcvlle, NC

To-asription

Yet Today is Fdday, Deeemhbr 8. and I was calling to ogmmut an th. draft doniun, at ba ha
been issued for the dipositon of highly etiched uuniwmn I would like to usp the Dquoatut 10.026
of Enegy t6o acep the "No Actd alternative which is ouinrd in tho daf doerw. My I
s is Ctaudina Kranm. 1 live i Weavavilf North Colins, and should you wish to ech
me for fnther mmoet, my •elebone rumber is 704-658-0294. And Wsin, I would like to sage
the DeParuesa of ne to adopt th "No Aio? sltmntive. Thmt you.

0



LINDQUIST, KATHERINE, NORRIS, TN
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P.O. &M, 1043
Harris. lB 3780O-1003 -JAM~ E~

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would resuit from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

C-,

10.024
,7~iciear (feq7'It 64e di'4 40
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LIVERMORE CONSERVATION PROJECT, OAKLAND, CA
PAGE 1 OF I

LlVERM~l"M VERSiCNm1'RcTE-
P. .(L soIY "4" 7

OAKLAND CA. 94604-9472

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
OFFICE OF FISSILE MATERIALS DISPOSITION
P.O. BOX 23786
WASHIN6TON. D.C. 20026-3786

SUIJECT: nio,.•iaion of surplus HEU Envirenmental Impact
Statement:

We. the undersigned, believe that the .•ET mnd indeed the
only logical option. is that of C I

We believe that any other aption will just help perpetuata
the Nuclear cycle. It is time for the world to set off the
Nuclear addiction. Blending ALL NEU to low-level waste
wuald le one small but Importeat stop. it Is time loa the
United States to ashow real leadership.

10.015: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to LLW was evaluated in
the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The analyses showed that this alternative would
generate the highest environmental impact among other alternatives evaluated in the
HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). In addition, additional costs of blend down and storage would
be incurred which may or may not be a significant factor in decisionmaking. DOE has
developed cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and
has made them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost anal-
ysis indicates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes eco-
nomic sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending
HEU for disposal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5)
evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive
message to other nations.

10.015

,•1~.A. ___________
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LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC
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12.016: The Department of Energy agrees that the rate at which LEU derived from sur-
plus HEU is introduced into the market is important to the stability of the uranium fuel
cycle industry. Due to the forms the material is in and the limited capacity to process it, it
will not be possible to make U.S. HEU available for disposition at the high rates sug-
gested by the scenarios assessed in the HEU Draft EIS, which were analyzed to bound the
highest impacts that might be experienced. DOE must abide by the stricture in the USEC
Privatization Act that its HEU disposition actions should avoid adverse material impacts
on the domestic uranium industry. Statements in the HEU Draft EIS concerning the
blending of 10 t per year refer to the potential blending rate at each site. With multiple
sites more than 10 t per year could be blended, but in actuality DOE does not anticipate
being able to make more than about 8 t per year available for blending. The schedules in
Table 2.1.2-1 have been revised in the HEU Final EIS to reflect these more pragmatic
assumptions.

The Department of Energy does not agree with the position that the rate of introduction of
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU into the market is outside the scope of the HEU EIS,
for the very reason that Louisiana Energy Services is concerned about the program: the
effects on the uranium industry are foreseeable socioeconomic impacts that are required
to be considered in an EIS. The EIS notes several times that decisions about marketing,
business arrangements, and contracting for sales of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
do not affect the environmental impacts, other than socioeconomic impacts on the ura-
nium industry.
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LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC
PAGE 2 OF 3

constrained bythe legislation, and can only It. delvered frommrcial end use an a delayed
schedule and within fiaed -. l quoeas.

In ourJudgsecs the Draft MS fails in recognizm the Imporrn•oi of this issue, and its treaent of
the matter i both inadequate and cmndusing. thia regsd , we notm that the aprefolted
Altemativ Indicates (page S4) that up to 170 tons of H.U, (including the SOT aready
proposed to be trnsferred to USEC in egisioln passed as the rivatizatico bi) would be
blended over an appimate 4igh-year peiod. T1 additional 120 tons ofHEU so blended
would result in the niswxestird introduction lm the U.S. market of some 13,000,000 SWU. If
this matrial is introduced over the €iglit-ywar permod suggested in the Derat EIS, the
introduction finnm this more alone would be 2253M mtn annually or some 201 of the U.S.
dotoeti market foe 'sicaman sairvices, The laividiation bill itselfesta•litahes mote
conservative schd-ules for release of arociml miterial lne the maka in order to miaimis the
impart. It eqxesly requires w well that decisions ofDOE showt eleascs of U.S. sckpile
saitaial take account of the sales of unitim uowder the Russian HEll Agrement and the

SuspeMsion Agremo

It is appeamre that a reduation in the U.S. market for ewichs services of the magnitude
penrtlnd wnder the Draft EIS could have a serious and advenre impact no the timing of may new
escwxmenz snoure, including the more energy efficient and enviroonmentally benign enrilchment
process to be employed by LES. No expla•ation is required to indicate the adverse
enviromntrual impacts of a delay in the introduction of mer ncrly efficien uchr nd n
eclinolog. but thee impacts am nowhere mentioned in the Dreat EIS.

Elsewhere, the Drift EIS refers (page S-20) to *The commercial use alternatives involving
bleNdeed lOT oflIEU to 4 percent LW per year.' We am unable to reeoncile this statmcme
with the sttmet cited earlier tht up to 170 tons would be blended over an eight-year period.
which would result in a sat of moe than 21 tons per yeua, and a correspondingly higher
perc.ntage of the U.S. madseL. In notic this setrous discimascy. however. we we riot
suggcsiain that 10 son blending and ltroduction rate is acceplable in rams of its market and
eavimunctal impac. The appeopeism ra of intuodution of Li reslting from the blending
down of U.S. suprlus HEU is an extremely complex isstu tha% in otr judgemsent is beyond the
scope of this MS and can be adequately dealt with only through a clear-etn kglaladve mandare to
avoid interferece with the domestic market for enrichment services. We smongy urge,
theoreote, thatthe Draft S be modified to give explicit recognitioa to the importance of the
intrductiotn nrc and to propose that the raw of introduction be determined by legislation in a
marmir AM at a rate desined to arrow interference with the domestic market far enrichment
servies Is should be •other noted that this case would, therefor be sct sepaxray from, an
might well be considerably below. the rate at whticl surplus material is bendcd.

We also wish to comment on ea statement (pg S-6) that '2) markating of the fWc may be
made by USEC under current law. or by aptsvse cosporeon, as owaees m USEC- orby
1OF depending on subsequent legislative chnmges It ib apparint tha this statemen does not

05.012: The HiEU EIS does not permit or predict a reduction in the U.S. market for
enrichment. Rather, it analyzes the potential impacts as required by NEPA and concludes
that disposition of currently declared and commercially usable domestic surplus HEU
will have small impacts on the market over a 10- to 15-year period. The cumulative
impacts of those programs are considered in Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS. DOE
intends to abide by legislative guidance that it should avoid adverse material impacts on
the domestic uranium industry.12.016

cont.

05.012

12.016
cont.
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LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC
PAGE 3 OF 3

dehoc all the possble mode$ for marketing oftthe fuel that would result from blcndimg of surplus
HlEU. For eample, some or all of auch fuil could be sold by an entity or entities other than
USE. its sucressor, or DOE: could be maketed ft, gb auctioo so either fi" user or 12.016intemmodism pav.asmr, =nd on -. We rnquest that soy soatenwlt in the E1S conceruinj
marketing MaI it clewj that the markceting approach. inclding prices, quantitie sales agencies cont.
-od methods for Controilling advetre impact an the domestic industry, is outside the scope of. the
EIS sod would be detammined by appropriate lcgisdaion Q

Thank you for yor consideration ofther• comments.

Sincerely,

Secretary and Counsel

'-'La



MCCURDY, WADE, NASHVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

0t



MORGAN, RUSSELL, LANDRIDGE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.003: Comment noted.

1541 dighway 139
L;andridSe, Tein. 37725
Jan. 3. 1996

00a/Fisaile materials Disposition
C/o S..IC/dzU as
F a Box 23786
eashinit0n, J. C. 20026

.;ear bir:

TJia letter concerla the poli1- -.
nuckear. reactor-fuel. 1 support the downblending of all
highly enriched uranium so that it Cannot be used for
weapons. The US. &overnment has aupported international
controls on nuclear materials, but has been reluctant
to 4pply t:.e same standadrds to our own industry. The
DOE needs to put more mphasis on dcwnblending all uranium
that is supposedly surplus.

In .ddition, 1 congratulite the D00 and Hazel O'Leary
in the steps taken to clean up the disposal ureas and to
work toward long-term solutions. Keep it Up and do even
more in the coming years. Thank you.

Sincerely ycurs.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

;b ti
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03.020

10.003
cont.



NASHVILLE PEACE ACTION, NASHVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

30.005: The Department of Energy has prepared cost estimates and made them avail-

able in a separate document for public comment and consideration prior to the issuance of
January 8, 1196 the ROD(s).

u.u.rD.o.3.
attic, ot risile Materials DiMPosition
Washington, D.C. 20515

Rat Preedoam a Information aequ•et 9512200002

Too The Office Of The secretary Naael 01tmarye

Thank you for extending the public c nt Iariad for the
Disposition of Slrplua Sig1ly-taric =d Urani Draft I.R.S. to
January 12, 1991. out. wde it necessary to reopen the public
C•mientpe:10d.30 (thirty) day after the findacial cost analysis
is made lic, The fUnancial coats of the planned disposition
should be available for citisens to make informed comeant on.
thia draft I.I.S. The Secord of Decision should reflect public
cOsnto on the full financial coats of reprocessing. 30.05

Since we have made repeated requesats gor this f inancial
informtion., the Reord of Decision mast reflect why the full
financial diaclosure was. not provided prior to the public comment
deadline.

Please respond to this request, at the fax number below, by the
end of the current public commnt period, January 12, 1135 on the
Disposition of Surplus Highly-Suricbcd Uraneum draft 3.I.S.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

eis Tilton
."1gam Director

Nashville Peace Action
10O 121333
Nashville. IN 27212
ph& 61S-321-9091
gia 615-321-9066

cc$ Senator Thompeon
Senator •rist
Congressman CMment

0



SNEATLING, MARY, KNOXVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Datl Received:
Comment ID:
Narnc:
Address:

1/11196
P0032
Mary Nealing
1319 Doris Street
Knoxville, Tennessee

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

~.
0

Transcription:

This is Mary Nestling. I live at 1319 Doris Street in Knoxville. Tennessee, and I want to stop the
uranium into nuclear reactor fuel. It's going to create spent fuel and plutoniwu, but I would like
socne devetopmem of down blending uranium We need to look into down blending, but I don't
like nuclear reactor fueL Okay, bye.

10.024
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA

PAGE 1 OF 1

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.

Yes. Id Ike to say that B&W I know has the experience and the best of the people and

workers, welfare in being able to do O isJob. and I think that they should be alowed to I0.001
do it. I know that the Lynchburg faclity definitely has the means and the knowhow to
do It, and do it safely with no problem. I just went to say that it would be good work for
the people, and it can be done poperty and safety. Thank you.

0



No NAME SUBMIrTED, LYNCHBURG, VA
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.

~- ~.

Mi. I am a resident of Lyndcburg, Vgirgina. and I am wriding to or caning to comment on
Babo•kd and Wo. I hik they are an xcmllent oorporala •tlen of the ,mnilty,
and I believe that they wii do a reasonatole and good job of raprocmaang the raniw.
I am vrey much in favor of tis atkcvlty In my omnmunity. My nuir"b Is 804432-3511.
Goodbys.

10.001



No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.003: Comment noted.

Hello. I am a citizen of Lynchburg. Virginia, and I would just like to say that I am
completely in favor of this program. I would like to see the uranium dluted Into uranium
suitable for use in commercial nuclear power plants. I think this nuclear swords-to-
plowshare idea is an excellent idea and one that will further benefit mankind. And I'm
agl In favor of this program, end I 0n a substantial amount of this work should be
awarded to Baboock and Wilcox. They are a proven leader in this area, and they need
the employment for this area. They have the capabilities. and they'll do a good job.
Thank you.

10.003

10.001

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA
PAGE 1 OF 1

Yes. I would Eke to have some Infomration an what Is this dilutlg process. What does
it oonseit or? Does any kind of urardsn go into the water in Lynchburg? Where do I get
these answers? Thank you.

I 08.001
I 22.001

08.001: As explained in Section 2.2.2 of the HEU Draft EIS, there are three potential
blending processes that could be used for different portions of the HEU disposition pro-
gram: UNH liquid blending, which could be used to produce either commercial fuel or
waste; molten metal blending, which would only be used for waste material; and UF6 gas

blending, which would only be used for commercial material.

22.001: As discussed in Chapter 4, no direct discharges to groundwater are expected to
occur and, as a result, no uranium would be released directly to the water. All industrial,
process, and sanitary liquid waste generated from the processes would be treated to com-
ply with NPDES permit levels prior to being released into the environment. However,
accidental releases of uranium as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU Final EIS could
occur.

rt, :;j
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NO NAME SUBMI¶ITED
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Transcription:

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.

11/09195
P00N 8
No identilication given

Yes. Just caoing in reference to the Babcck and Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuels Division
in Lynchburg, Virginia. I'd just like to say that we are for the work, and anything you
could do to help us we'd dearly appreciate it Thank you for your tine and services. 1 10.001

c-i

0
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No NAME SUBMITTED
PAGE 1 OF 1

10.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com-
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing IEU processing services. (:Z
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and EPA, as well as its own internal requirements. The "
proposed action of the HEU EIS is well within the skills and experience of NFS and
would neither increase hazardous nuclear waste beyond the permitted limits nor would it
alter NFS's waste management operations. 0'4
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Data Recokvd:
Comment ID:
Nanw.
Address:

Transcr•ptlon:

11115195
P0015
No Wlentication Given

21.001: The safety and health of pets and farm animals are not explicitly analyzed in
the HEU EIS. It is generally assumed that humans are more susceptible to detrimental
affects from radiation than animals. In addition, the accident analyses assume that con-
taminated food and water would be interdicted. Humans and pets would not be allowed
to consume contaminated food or water. Contaminated wildlife would be interdicted
also. As analyzed in the HEU EIS, normal operations of the proposed alternatives present
no adverse health and safety concerns to humans, pets, farm animals, or wildlife.

I am concerned about the heat and safaty of pets and wldift and farm aimals and
mostly people. I feel as If were am a paW of your falty, skce we are so dose by and
we can ar and sea so much of you. I iWe dnght aaoss "h iOver from you, and we teal
just Is we am pWst of you, so ws'd Em to know a ltle bk more about V"i, and you
inow le ,utoný U'a we. Give us a ca. Thw* you. 21.001

C',
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Daet Received:
Counment ID:
Name:
Addrss

No identification given

10.029: The Department of Energy's proposal to blend down surplus HEU to LEU as
reactor fuel for commercial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the weap-
ons-usable HEU. Although spent nuclear fuel would be generated as a result of the use of
this fuel in power reactors, since the nuclear fuel derived from HEU would displace
nuclear fuel that would have been created from newly mined uranium without this action,
there would be no additional spent fuel generated. The domestic spent fuel would be
stored, and potentially disposed of, in a repository or other alternative, pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq.). DOE is in the process
of characterizing the Yucca Mountain Site in Nevada as a potential repository. Further-
more, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is
the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolif-
eration resistant as spent fuel.

t?3tZ

A,

C1

mc;Justdon'tdoit. Youpelopleatefools. We don't nee any mom toxic, radioactive wafte and
stuff we do't hae any solution for and need for. And we don't need nuclear energy, it does't 10.029
wo& vM well. You guysjust suck.
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Tmcription:

1/11/96
P0045
No identification given

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.I'd recommend down blending it all. But it's pretty silly to use it for nuclear power plant fuel.

because that'li just turn it into nuclear waste which we still don't know what to do with. Plus of
couste, they could n:pticess the plutonium back out of It and you'd have bombs again, It's
certainly important to find iome safe place to stor the stuffthat's down blended. I think you'll
have a better chance of doing that com'tly than finding a place to store lots more high level
nuclear waste from the spent fuel. And certainly, you know, let's get rid of the bomb gmde stuff.
We ain't needing any mome bombs. Thank you.

10.024
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PAGE 1 OF 1

DrAe Receied:
comnment IDr.
Name:
AAddrss

Transcription:

01116196
P0063
No identification given

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HIEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.PMe do not saforst making hg•ty eided wralm Into n1ucl fW. We have more taum

enough problems with auclde waite asI iis and why add to the problem with more oudea
waite. Mank you. God help us and preserve us.

10.024

MI
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Date Received:
comment ID.:
Name:
Addre:

Tnscription:

01/16t96
P006
No identification given

10.013: The objective of the HEU disposition program is to eliminate HEU, not make
more of it. The HEU disposition program would not make more Pu than would exist
without the program.

I think it's a bad idea to get this uranium back into circulation. We don't need any more
plutoniwn amsund. Wc don't need any nor highly endcihed utiwin We need to blend it all
down and get rid of it so it'* not usable. ht'sjust crazinesa to think that we need more desuuctivc
plutonium in the world. I hope that you all will decide to jus destroy as much of it we Can. get it
ote oft'irWation. and just reform our whole policy. Thank you.

1 10.013



No NAME SUBMITTED, SILVER MOUNTAIN, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Transcription-

114/96
P0025

No Identification Given
Silver Mountain, Tennessee

Hello, I'm calling from Silver Mountain, Tennessee, and I highly oppose the Department of
Energy's plan to create highly enriched uranium and make it into nuclear reactot fuel because it
will create plutonium which is a weapons grade material and saboteurs could easily steal it and
we woald be creating a monster in the world. And I think the Dcpaorent of Energy should get
out of weapons materials and should emphasize interational conatrls on nuclear materials. And
we should actually in the long run get out of nuclear materials completely. Thai's my opinion.
Thank you.

NOTE FROM TRANSCRIBER: Italicized location indicates that the name given by the caller
was unclear and had to be inferred

10.024

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HIEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus -material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

~- c.~
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NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE RESOURCES COMMISSION,

RALEIGH, NC
PAGE 1 OF 1

23.001: Comment noted.

ýC North Qarolina Wildlife Resources Commission
512 N. Sallahsr y Suee. Rtl , North Carolina Z7604-I8, 919-733.3391

RFtdtwoed. Execusin Directo
MEMORANDUM

TO: Melba McOe
Office of Legisladve and1pjgyver•pental Affairs

FROM: Owen F. Andersosn(,rI tmnt ion Coordinator
Habitat Conservation Program

DATE: December 4,1995

SUBJECT: Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Draft Eavimnmuom al Impact
Statement, October 1995.96-03S7

Staff biologists with the North Carolina Wildlife ResouCes Commission hove reviewed
the summary document. Out commernts are provided in actordance with provisions ofthe 23.001
National Environment.) Policy Act (42 U.S.C, 4332(2) (c)) and the Fis and Wildlife
Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401. as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661-667d) and the North Carolina
Environmental Policy Act (GS. 113A-I through 113A-10: I NCAC 25).

'Tho Deparonent of Enegy proposes to blend down surplus Highly Enriched Uranium
(HEl-ll). weapons useable mate=.al. to a Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) that Is not weapons
ustrable without a significant amount of costly technology and prosessing.. Three alternoativs
were presented: no action, conversion of sutrlus HEU to LEU "d 100% disposal as low-level
radioactive waste (LLW). and conversion of HEU to LEU and maxizinsrg commercial use. T'he
prefdred altertative is to maximize commercial use with a minimsl amount of LEiU being
disposed sf as LLW.

None of the alternatives should have sisnifisaut direct impacts to North Carolina fish and
wildlife or habitat, since the blending would take place t facilities outsid of North Carolina.
There would be some minor risks involved with toansportation accidents between sites and to thc
0E Plant at Wilmington. which would be involved with production of sarnium oxide used for 23.001
blending and fuel fabricatlon. cnt.

We believe that the preferred alternative to maximize commercial use of the surplus Hi"U
would not have significant impacts to North Carolina fish and wildlife resources sad is the most
enitronmentally sound altetative.

Thank you for the opjpory to review and provide input into the draft environmental
impacti statement for this pruJect. If we can further assist your office, please contact oar office at
(90) 528-98116.

cc: Cherry Oreenm Supervising Biologist, USFWS

I I - Z



NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC., NORCROSS, GA
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NIM 3946 Hdcoenb B'.Jge lud
S.,il 202
N-o,,Ol GA 2092

;A. 404:662-8405MX4041 662-R410

P.. F. Sdee
cwk-f

05.011: The Department of Energy is making every effort to complete the HEU EIS
expeditiously. If the Preferred Alternative is selected by DOE in the ROD, the first lIEU
to move to disposition would be the proposed 50 t transfer to USEC. Decisions about
contracting for blending of that material would be made by USEC, not DOE. The possi-
bility of shipping surplus HEU to commercial vendors in classified form with appropriate
security measures is being explored by DOE. Considerations other than contracting, such
as DOE's ability to make surplus HEU available for disposition, and avoiding adverse
material impacts on the uranium industry, are expected to be the limiting factors in the
rate of disposition activities.

Cz*s

,% Q.

S'

cn

January 11, 1996

Mr. J. David Nultco, Director
Office of NEPA Compliance and Outreach
US Depusiet of EBe
Washington, DC 20585

SUBJECT: PREIMINARY ENVIMONMENTAL IMPACT STA7MMENI' FOR T7M

DISPOSITIIO OF 200 Mfl"lC TONS OFP HEU

Dear Mr. Nultoo:

Nuclear Fuel Services. Inc. supports the federal government's initiativea relative to
dispositioning surplus highly enriched unialum HEUl). The following comments ae made
relative to the preliminary environmental Impact atement

1) The program for dispositioning surplus lIU needs to be substantially accel•rated. Not
only daoe the downlascding of HEU into low enriched uranium (LEU) ensure non-
proliferatim of US nuclear weapons waterials, it also prvides an incentive for the
Russians to do likewise. The Russians have already begun their HEU to LEU blessddown
efforts. However, senior Rusian officiali have isdicated a reluctanr to expand their

MEU dispositioning progrns until (a&d unles) the US takes smla dimulve acios.
Adfinisntrlve delays so implematig the US pregrimn contribute to intwrational delays
relative to H]iU diVosotionln. This subje"ts the world to a higher ris of nuclear
prolif•ation be=a=e of political Inshability in countries of the former Soviet Union.

To speed the US disposidlonig of HEU, the DOE should:

a. Eliminate further tunecesury delays in the NEPA evaluation procesa. The public
hen had ample time and notification to submit commens. T'here have been no
new concepts proposed relative to dispodloning ECU dusing two years of
discunsaon and review. Comments reeved sold be evalated in an expeditious
manner so that a decsaims can be made.

05.011



NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC., NORCROSS, GA
PAGE 2 OF 2

09.009: There is a large market for LEU in the 4- to 5-percent enrichment range, but lit-
Ms. J. David Nuam. Dumcr tie or none for 19-percent LEU.
Ja-ua II. 1996
Papg Two

b. Wplore alive ways to erpedite placemeact wvitks. Since thera am only
two coumineral vendors, it ers possible for the govunoenot to offer amm,
1o both oernpnia basud on coat etrmam doam by DOE pmo,,e to dab-. Th" 05.011
-=edrat , zntif and Vo-,n s aud., provide - d cont.
rotectiso " US tWapayec. Sch a program cmuld ave a yar or More in

Imlemontlon time.. Now that NPS, in co••juacton with AJlSigtal. submitad
a proposal to ft Seaetary df ouy in No•ember. J993. We woud W wilies
to uw thi docntmt to begin tmmefial price aotatos.

C. xtend security clearncs as on ad o that the commercial v'ndoar could
mrcv the I EU in its wicmit fatL. beth vendmo alhady have approved DOE
clandicatio and moul l•wgrums. Deays In prepocesslng fh I=U at a
govenmmt sice can be slgics•ndy rdtod Iffthe 1NEU Is shipped diety to th
commeral vm on.

d. Initate procMEsAua actvitics fr lIEU Other thanf the 50 met&i MonS Planned t0
be vansfeased 0 the US Enddtmml Cm• matti The DOE can se.ot as
a=lve spt to admi.lsor doe p.oeams as later datI.Ag-tem procesmning
cttzacu will mel in lowest cost. ad therdo na zmm basefit to fth
govunmna aM the US balayer.

2. The asvisonmetssl Impat siterimn shoetd Include an analysis of dilating the HEU a I
under 20% enriclusteL U6i niserisi can be wsed for esearch macto fuel or other end I09.009
products. Futu N ^A evaluations would be unmneded. thry proavidir Il ilitY
relative to lIEU dlsposidocil,.

N'S is prqmd to as" t DOE as needed 10 convert nucw sw•d• a Ino lowsf"m As
epeditiously as possible. This pmram will cecinlm a sbs=anal part of the inve:9n= ashady
made ty our parents foe the benefit of oa" dtilden.

Sincerely.

NUCLEAR FPJEL SIRVICES, IN.

Paul F. Schbu
chief Executive Officer

PFS:kw

0
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January 11. 1996

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
U.S. Deportment of Energy
Co SAIC - HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington DC 20026-3786

NUKCEM. Inc.
30Mantde Stree

St.AnsM,. CT 069DI-3505
Fyser 20-359-9797
F.s 203.-M-265

12.017: The HEU Final EIS does not assume that world blending capacity is limited to
10 t per year. Rather, it is the assumed rate at which each of the analyzed domestic facil-
ities could blend commercial material. However, DOE does not expect to be able to
make lIEU available for blending at a rate that would assume the use of all four facilities
at that rate simultaneously. Thus, DOE agrees that it is not likely to market more than
about 3.8 million pounds of uranium oxide from domestic HEU disposition in any given
year, and that such quantities represent only about 2.5 percent of total annual world
demand. There appears to be substantial disagreement among different segments of the
industry as to the future performance of the world uranium market. DOE agrees with this
commentor that uranium supply will continue to tighten in the next several years, but it
also agrees with other commentors (for example, from the domestic uranium producers)
that entry into the market of uranium from Russian and domestic HEU disposition actions
together would increase supplies and possibly soften the market. DOE intends to move
cautiously and to abide by the requirement in the USEC Privatization Act that it avoid
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry in undertaking its uranium
transactions.

M't.

V)_~

CZ

RE: Comments on the October I995 Disposition Of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Ladies/Gentlemen:

Because of our experience in the nuclear fuel market, we are writing to your organization to of-
far our comments on the above mentioned report's Section 4.8, Impacts on the Uranium Min-
ing and Nuclear Fuel Cyle Industrlet NUKEM, Inc. is one of the world's leading suppliers
of nuclear fuel. Together with our parent company, NUKEM GmbH of Alzenao, Germany. the
NUICEM group has supplied uranium concentrates, conversion, enrichment and other nuclear
fuel-related services to utilities since 1978, with annual sales in excess of £400 million.

With regard to the effects on the uranium market from the DOE transfer of7,000 MT of natural
uranium (containing 18,200,000 lbs uranium oxide) and 50 MT of liEU (containing 12.800,00
lbs of uranium oxide) to USEC (DOE Material) and the possible sale of an additional 120 MT
of lEU (containing 33,900,000 lbs of uranium oxide), our position in the marketplace has led
us to a different conclusion than that reached in the report. The EIS concludes that the intro-
duction of this material into the market would reduce domestic uranium production by 700,000
lbs of uranium oxides annually, with an accompanying reduction of approximately 90 person
years in employment.

NUKEM believes that the introduction into the market of the DOE Material as well as up to
120 MT of additional surplus HEU. will not reduce domestic urnium production or employ.
ment numbers. The USEC Privatization Legislation dictates that the DOE Material to be trans-
ferred to the United States Enrichment Corporation can only be introduced into the domestic
market at a rate not to exceed 4 million lbs of uranium oxide or the equivalent contained in UF.
a year beginning in 1998. An additional restriction not mentioned in the EIS is the availability
of existing facilities for the blending of HEU. Based upon the assumed world blending capac-
ity of 10 MTU of HEU a year it would take 17 years to blend down all of the HEU mentioned
above (assuming all the uranium from the blended down HEU meets the commercial specifica-
tions for use in nuclear reactors.) which equates to 3,800,000 lbs of uranium oxide sold into the
market annually or 2.5% of total, annual world reactor demand.

12.017
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"URm-

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
January I , 1996
Page Two

According to generally accepted market data (sc attached graph), world demand for uranium is
over 160 million lbs uranium oxide annually, while current world •roduetion i. lest than half ot
that demd. Uncovered demand for uranium oxide is currently being met through inventory
drawdown. If drawdown of inventory continues at its current rate, the amount of material in ints
ventory available for Westem reactors is scheduled to be exlausted by 1999.

Assuming that the Russian HEU material and the DOE material enter the market pursuant to
the USEC privatization requirements and the limited capacity for the blending of HEU, there
remains a supply and demand worldwide gap of between 20 to 30 million lbs of uranium oxide 12.017
per year. Even with the introduction of the DOE material, the additional surplus lEU, and the cont.
uranium resulting from the Russian HEU. the current gap of uncovered demand can only be
met with new production. Our review of the market's supply and demand situation illustrates
that, on an intertational and domestic basis, introduction of surplus inventories will not depress
the production and Wale of domestic uranium product or reduce employment in the domestic
uranium mining industry.

It is NUKEM's position that the demands of the nuclear fuel market will require world produc-
tion of uranium oxide to increase.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these counmeot. Should you have any questions or
comments or need additional information on our position, please do not hesitate to contact us
immediately. You am forwarding to your office by FcdEx, a color copy of the attached graph.

Sincerely yours.

Vice President

]CC:jtp

Enclosure (:
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NOTES: Wodd Uranlim Supply/Demanad Chart

(I) World production aasmsu to be conant at 1994 leves as follows:

gi rD
A, ~

Country

Canada
Niger
Russia
Australia
Kazaksmi
Uzbhekitan
Nanbia
South Ahfica
United States
aima
France

Subtotal

Others

Total

19"4 Actual
Minilon

25.2
7.7
6.8
S.7
S.5
55
5.0
4.4
3.5

3.1
2.7

75.*
7.8

82.9

(2) CIS Utility Inventory Duuwdown

Assumrs demand to &e reactions in the C is •ntirely filled by the Russian natural
uranr•it stoc'pile which is extimasted to be up to 560.000.000 lbs or up to 25 years worth
ofdaond

(3) Non-CIS Utility Inventory Drawdown

This is the Drawowi of the following c inveory

31.7 Million lbs in Westrn Europe.
16.4 Mfillion lob in the Far East
30.5 Milnion Ilbs in the U.S

•--. i -:I
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(4) Russian HEU

This assunmes the blending of 6 MWTU oftHEU in 1995, 12 MTU in 1996, 10 MTU/yr in
1997-1999. and 30 MTUiyr from 2000-2015. From 93% HEU to 4.4% LEU. This does
not include the uraniun component of the bending material.

(5) Russia Blending Materal

The Russians are enriching depleted uranium (tails) into blending material of 1.5%
enrichment. This pan ofthe graph is the uranium component of the blending material.

(6) US UEU,/Natural

This shows the drawdown of S MTU @ 70%. 45 MTU @ 37.5%. and 120 MThU 45%
of US HEU blending to 4.0% (not including the blending material) and 7.000 MTU of
natural uranium

This material represents the following U308:

5 MT 70Y.0% and 45 MTU @37.5% 12,800,000
120 MTU @45% 33.900,000

7,000 MTU Natural -
TOTAL 64.900.000

The drawdown of this uranium is li•tetd to 4,000.000 lbslyear starling in 1998 pursuant
to the USEC Privatization Bill (S.755) HEU blending capacity of 10 MTU of liEU per
year is also a limiting facor At s0 MTJ ofHW per yea it would take 17 years to blend
the HEU mentioned above If the 64,900,000 lbs U308 is delivered ove 17 yeats this
would represent 3,800,000 U30/year

(7) MOX Is pursuant estin•aed MOX production and consumption.

(8) Other inventory Drawdown is an estimate ofthe Drawdown of 85,700,000 lbs U308.

2z
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OAK RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL PEACE ALLIANCE, OAK RIDGE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 5

laua/y 12 1996
VIA FAX- 2 U56 407S

Mr. Dave Nulton
Office of loale Matiltls isposition
U Steperim"anOf&rset
1001) iklepandono Avena SW
Wulington, flC 2CM5

Dte Mr. Nuigt

The Depatrnent of Energy's HEU EIS looks at the Impactsof ddcbions on the disposition of 200 metric
ton Of HEU. DOE states In the HlU EIS that Its goal Istwo fold--to acrheve nonproliferation gopal

ad to r•alize te 'peaceful benefittal uW of this material In a way that w'll being mnueey back to the
federal coffers.

DOE's prefernd options is MAXIMUM COMMERCIAL USE of surplus HEU. DOE uguest thst" will
return the most moaey to dt federal cofftr. DOB argues that this will not tncrean ft ans of spent
fuel, since reactors will bum other futel anyway, DOE segnue that this wl reduce environmental
Impacts, since new uranium will not have to be mned for reactor ueL DOE does not addres
pro, rradsncvnocens of #pad fuel. And DOE says disposal of spent fuel 6 being considered in another

We beleve DOEs preferred option Is short-sightei and Inappropriate f(o thw following reasons.

i DO,. acknowledges chat reactor fuel derived from downiended HlEU will be turned over to the US
Erichment Corporation which will then market it for fueL DOE stated In its public mating on the
draft HEU EIS that It was likely the fuel would be marketed intemratlonally. It Is currently unclear
that there will be contmol over the spent fuel generated to prevent It from being reprocessed to extract
the plutonl•u-HEU in the spent fuel. DOE referentes no pretocols forbidding reprocessing or requiring
return to US of spent Wud generated from t•is material.

- DOE does not present a cedible economic analysi" demonstrating a positive economic return. DOE did
promise, In November of 1994 and again in November of 1995, to provide uch analysis to tin public. To
date DOE .has been unable or unwilling to do so. S•tnce the driving force behind DOE's preferred option
is cornmercial use. and since DOE uqns this claim a(& supposed finaial bevel to over-ide more
proliferatlon resistant options under conslderatno DOE must provide a dea and credible anaylils to
support its claim

14.012

04.014

14.012: Once HEU is blended down to commercial-grade LEU, it is fungible with any
other commercial-grade LEU. As the market for uranium and reactor fuel is a global one,
it is correct that some LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU could be sold abroad. It is also
correct that some foreign nations reprocess spent fuel to extract Pu and uranium for civil-
ian (non-military) use, although it is the policy of the United States to discourage civilian
reprocessing. However, as any such LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace fuel that would have been used anyway in the foreign reprocessing programs,
there would be no additional reprocessing resulting from this program, and inversely, no
less reprocessing abroad in the absence of this program. The resultant spent fuel would
present no greater proliferation hazard than any other commercial spent fuel (in contrast
to HEU-based research reactor spent fuel). Commercial spent fuel does not contain HEU,
as the comment suggests. The commentor may be referring to U-235, which is present in
spent fuel at a lower enrichment level than fresh fuel due to the fact that some of it is
transformed in the reactor by the fission process. The uranium in commercial spent fuel is
low enrichment and not weapons-usable.

04.014: Cost analysis is not required as part of an EIS, but one comparing the HEU dis-
position alternatives has been prepared to aid the Secretary of Energy in reaching an
ROD. The cost analysis, which is now available separately from this EIS, which has been
provided to interested parties, supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would
save considerable money compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as
waste. DOE does not agree that blending for commercial use is less proliferation resistant
than blending to waste, because no increase in the generation of spent fuel would result
from this program, and spent fuel is not considered proliferation prone.

03.012: The Department of Energy agrees that blending to less than 1 percent removes
the proliferation potential of HEU. It is for that reason that the HEU EIS evaluates an
alternative (alternative 2) that would blend all of the surplus HEU to waste for disposal.
However, DOE disagrees that blending to 4 percent for commercial use is less effective
in serving the nonproliferation objective, since spent fuel would be created in any event
from reactor operations (that is, no additional spent fuel would be created from this pro-
gram), and spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential. Moreover, while
the President's Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (fact sheet included as HEU
EIS Appendix A) mentioned by the commentor does focus on nonproliferation, it also
explicitly mentions conversion of HEU to peaceful use as reactor fuel (in the context of
the purchase of Russian HEU).

s bo0 Ignor• tfa fact that downblending to 4% emotves proliferation concerns for all time and Is 03.012
more In keeping with the US nonproliferation and. export control policy which accords nonproliteration
A 'hisher priloty."

-DOE discards the option of downblendkng to 4% foe storage (usantil tpreceusing and econmtic concerns
are addressed) saying It provides ^no proliferatlin advantage over blending and seUlln--a stateanut
which is not true. Blending to 4% and storing preserves the use-s•fs•iel option and maiftansu semlty of
the material ins relatively stable stats which doe" not contain Pu or -NE. Blend and sell (or use as
reactor fuel requires eventual storage of a highly toxic and radioactive materill which contains Pu and
HEU.

09.013

- DOE maintains a double standard, saying It would not been to downblend to 4% until a disposl slte
wene idetirfed and approved. he same requtrement does not apply to downblend.and-use P-'fuel, 07.009
since no ditsposat sits exists for spent nuclear fueL

DOE skews the drit required to complete the adouw alternative scenarios by lilmiting the siles j 05.008

0
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(Poramorth ard ?aduca potemial downblending ,is. are Ignored) and assuming no Inmma in
capacity Is possible. Even under Its fastest scenar•, downbletd to 4% and sell as reactor hae. DOE's
plan woud talt 20 yewrs the InItW 00 tins of HIU. During that 10 years It is "irely that mwer

EU will be declared &u"plus.

SThe preferred optionr Maximum Commerclal Use, would mureln t ,i more wn 5 s l•on pounds of spent
nuclear fuel (2,.310 metric tort.. assumting n assay of 30% eas"clhmnt for 170 metric tons of material).
DOE doen not analyze the astroona Impacts of this spent fuel. dcl Ute Impacts of spent fuel
are analysed in a separate NEPA document DOE makes no effort to Inteugrate the rudlings of the two

We recommer:

S05.008cont.

14.013

nhe removal of E fromn the weapons cycle once "d for ait ll a priority goal lot the US a the
world. Downbledln Mi'U is the quickest and surest way currently available for achieving the nltlot U
nonprollferatio goal.

DOE must not compromtse prollferation goals lot money. Selling downblende HEU an the international
ruluet absent controls on refprocesiln Is an unacceptable proliferation rs.d.

03.022

Absent a credible umatinat ard disposal plan for spast fuel DOE should not ceate more spent fuel. The
spent fuel standard' establishes a minimum levl of prolIfatIon esunce againt which options

am to be measured;It doem not require the catio of sp et nor does it establish a goal for the
disposition of weapons usable radioactive materials. 14.013
DOE must adopt a -cradle to teve- analysis of esvlzuonmntal Impats, as NVPA requires, in the EIS. U cont.
spent fuel would be generated• as result of DOE actik, spent fuel muut be accountad for to de grave.

DOE must develop its disposition plan as alnng-teeas plan and •ay not rely an short-erta solutions
which leate us with longftern proliferation problems.

09.013: The Department of Energy does not agree with the contention that commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential of the
material. DOE does not consider it reasonable to blend HEU to 4-percent LEU and then
store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize Government
expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction of new storage
facilities for the much higher volume of material that would exist after blending, and
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. As the commen-
tor disapproves of the commercial use option, it is not clear why the commentor concedes
the utility of preserving that option by storing LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU at the
4-percent enrichment level. Spent nuclear fuel contains about 1-percent Pu (in a highly
inaccessible and thus proliferation resistant state), and it retains much of its LEU U-235
content (3 to 4 percent), but it does not contain HEU.

07.009: The Department of Energy does not intend to take actions to commence blend-
ing of HEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste
material, that destination is an approved LLW disposal site. In the case of commercial
material, the destination is fabrication into commercial reactor fuel. The normal nuclear
fuel cycle in the United States is a "once-through" cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel.
The alternative of blending HEU to waste would generate LLW for disposal that would
not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent nuclear fuel that would result from commercial
use of blended-down HEU would not represent any increment over that which would
exist in the absence of this program, since the LEU fuel derived from surplus lIEU will
simply supplant natural uranium-derived fuel.

05.008: The Portsmouth and Paducah sites are capable of blending HEU in the form of
UF6 in the enrichment cascades, but they do not have the capability to convert metal or
oxide HEU to UF 6. Except for 13 t of HEU in the form of UF6 at Portsmouth that is
already being blended there, none of the surplus HEU is in the form of UF6, so those two
sites are not realistic candidates for future blending. DOE considers a 10- to 15-year
period for blending currently declared surplus material (175 t ) to be a reasonable time-
frame for accomplishing this mission. This timeframe is based on DOE making a total of
8 t per year of surplus lIEU available for blending to commercial use. The HEU EIS
already contemplates the potential addition of 25 t of lIEU to the currently declared sur-
plus. If a total of more than 200 t of HEU are declared surplus, additional NEPA docu-
mentation would be required.

Ct-1

DIsposition decisIom nay not compromise the health and safety of workers, the public, or the

DOE must conslder a more rassonable tange of sites for downblemdip& lacludlag those which could
accomodate downblauling activities with modflications.

DOE must consider options which offer considerable proliferation advantages while not shut off
ecaonoml or beveecisl uVa options such as donblndsd to 4% and store Indefinitely.

DOE must provide a credible economk analysis In the 515 to support its 'preferred option' since the
preferred option Is prelferrn primarily for its cormmercal value.

DOE must balance its rhetoric mrinclude -prollferation dAJ with e wnmmerctal use- in describing the I
opltns--ao 'Maxlni•u con scki•el becomes NAmalm Proliferation RiLsk/CmmoerI Use-

DOE should Include in ira analysis a blend to 4% and dispose of a unspert fuel' option-tIs woud
elAIrnato proliferation comersms and mintImIs envlronmental, health and safety risks. Physlcally,
thia ml•t and up looking th tame " 'bland to 4% and ason indefinltely.' It off•n a significant
volume old time advntage over bliend to 4% and dispow of as LLW.

Upon beirg decla•d surplus, weapons usble tadloactive materials hould be placed under
international (1/A) ca l •a •f pohbke, possession

17.011

09.014

09.013
cont.
04.014
cont.
03.022
cont.

09.015

03.021
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AN diapoeldmi Civitis should conform No 4 Ant.donal stlaudd of sauerda anid baftipericy.

IdeaUy. dtapoUs•iat •n m will have neui swlt r mW . Ie lr •e e; uapom.-us paue MrAls willbe "nmt.e-covuabh.o

AD dispositon decslars eltMj be oe ve---ey should andre wha we espect at dedre m dw
madoii.

Pinsay. DOE must develop the capacity to "dapoeldon eI al E expected to be declared burplus
vwitlhn di dcale no mantr wlhich option Is selected. The curomi HIU EIS poits up the ohoaftosokigs
of DO9s decislb to seperate come 1HU (dedared mueplus) from the remaining US M, the
diaols on ofwihIt bdnr considered In a separate and actlab7 ated Vwpgamaime 93S, Currently,
001 causlde what to do with 2M0 tm on f -ELF Ps . only 165 tam Is declaed surplue. DO

L~~iieediwooust use of current dowbimndingcapacityand pesciloc urder Is I~lot oamiaclo,
nearly ~so yeas for the dowordblidb of dhe currently declared surplus andl an additional 35 isms of

K as Is likely, addidorl HEU Is declared surplus iid"the dtwoel decade, DOE will be required t
stdckptle tie surplus HI or dowslop new capacity f, Ito downblandbi In editer am anote NEFA
docunint I dIsely to be required. Should dse US deimeik it Is wise to dowbwrvnd uror surplus HEU
rtpldly--bou to Inrea se bI prlsouetim uesistamne rand to demonstrate to other noline lhot we ar
practiciu what wo p u capacity for dmowubhledini will hve to be developed. In an
irmortsad NEPA analysis we would be able lo consider the requiremmes and Impacts of developing
additional downblacnilt capaclpt now oid begin No prepare diht capacily so It would exist whe it il

03.021
cont.
01.007

11.016

We appreciate die opporturity to p
response ard ID ihe Depef rWt

Sincerely,

Ralph Hittchlaoo. fat

eMve ow contrns to you at tis. time. We look forward to a your
vedopmi tofuadequai 14EU EE.

14.013: Because LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would replace* spent fuel that
would be created from natural uranium-derived fuel in the absence of this program, there
would be no additional spent fuel generated. Thus, the generation of spent fuel is not con-
sidered an incremental direct environmental consequence of this program. The resulting
spent fuel would be subject to the same disposition decisions as all other domestic com-
mercial spent fuel. Since the spent fuel disposal EIS (in connection with the proposed
Yucca Mountain or alternative repository) has not yet been prepared, it is by definition
impossible to integrate the findings. DOE does not understand the difference between "a
minimum level of proliferation resistance against which options are to be measured" and
"a goal for the disposition of weapons-usable radioactive materials," and considers that
both of those phrases describe the way DOE is using the spent fuel standard in this pro-
gram.

03.022: The primary purpose and need for the proposed action is to render HEU unus-
able in weapons, and down-blending is the approach DOE proposes to accomplish that
objective. DOE does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU
increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel derived from U.S. HEU and sold
abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate plutonium for
commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus
HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental plutonium will be created as a
result of this program. The nonproliferation and economic recovery objectives of this
program are not in conflict; both are best served by the maximum commercial use alter-
native.

17.011: The Department of Energy agrees that disposition decisions should not com-
promise the health and safety of workers, the public, or the environment. The results of
the analyses in the HEU EIS (Sections 2.4 and 4.3) indicate that any health, safety, or
environmental impacts would be low and well within prescribed limits.

09.014: The HEU EIS analyzes potential HEU blending at the four domestic facilities
that are equipped and (in the case of the commercial facilities) licensed to process HEU
in the requisite quantities. DOE considers that some combination of those four facilities
would be adequate to effect disposition of the surplus HEU inventory within a reasonable
timeframe. If additional facilities are proposed in the future for HEU disposition activi-
ties, additional NEPA documentation, possibly in the context of NRC licensing for com-
mercial facilities, would be necessary.

Oak Ride Environmetal Paeca Allisace
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Americant pfrinds Seric C. ommittne. Dore
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Denver, COlo"ad l1
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New York. New York 100W
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09.015: The Department of Energy agrees that the ability to dispose of 4-percent mate-
rial as waste would offer a significant volume and time advantage. However, we are
unaware of any LLW disposal facility acceptance criteria that would accept 4-percent
enriched uranium as a waste form. In order to ensure against a potential criticality and
meet waste acceptance criteria, the material needs to be near or below 1-percent enrich-
ment.

03.021: The Department of Energy expects to make its surplus HEU subject to IAEA
safeguards to the maximum extent possible. IAEA does not take "possession" of materi-
als; however, all disposition will conform to all international safeguards and transparency
requirements.

01.007: Once it is blended down to LEU, the surplus HEU would be as irreversibly
non-weapons-usable as any other LEU. The spent fuel that would result from commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would be as irreversibly non-weapons-usable
as any other spent fuel. It is possible to re-enrich LEU to make it HEU again, and it is
possible to reprocess spent fuel to separate Pu, but both of those endeavors are very diffi-
cult and costly. Thus, LEU and spent fuel are both considered non-weapons-usable in as
permanent a way as it is feasible to achieve. The blending of HEU to LEU would serve as
an example to Russia and hopefully other nations to also blend their weapons-usable
HEU to nonproliferation-prone forms.

11.016: Because of the forms the material is in, DOE does not expect to be able to make
surplus HEU available for disposition at a rate that makes completing the program in less
than 10 years possible, and does not consider it necessary to develop additional capacity.
The decision to declare only part of the Nation's inventory of HEU surplus to defense
needs was made by the President on the recommendation of the Nuclear Weapons Coun-
cil, not by DOE, and simply reflects the fact that the United States has not decided to
eliminate its entire nuclear arsenal nor to discontinue the use of naval nuclear propulsion
systems. A classified quantity of HEU remains in the national security stockpile for those
purposes and is not surplus. The Storage and Disposition of Surplus Weapons-Usable
Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-
0229-D, February 1996) does not consider the disposition of non-surplus HEU, since that
material is being retained in the stockpile and is not subject to disposition. The Storage
and Disposition PEIS does consider the long-term storage of non-surplus HEU in con-
junction with the storage of non-surplus Pu. Since existing capacity appears to be ade-
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quate to effect the disposition of the current surplus inventory plus a nominal additional
25 t in a reasonable timeframe, a decision to build new facilities is not warranted at this
time. The commentor is correct that if more than 200 t is eventually declared surplus,
additional NEPA analysis will probably be necessary, but DOE believes it has adequately
bounded the surplus material for the foreseeable future.
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.OLOCEN.
Oak Ridge Reservation
Local Oversight Committee

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
Co SAIC/HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3786

January 9. 1996

RE: Draft Eavironmental laspact Statemeat for DisposItIon of Surplus Highly
EArkhed Uranium, DOELEIS-0240-D, October I995

The Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee (LOC) is an independent, non-profit
organization establishod under the terms of the Tennessee Oversight Agreement; it is
comprised of elected officials and citizens who reside in the vicinity of the Oak Ridge
Reservation. The LOC has reviewed and discussed the above-referenced document, and
submits the following comsnents for consideration:

Technical Adesuacv of the Document

I. The timeframes given in Table 2.1.2-1. p. 2-6 & 2-7 (Table S-I in the Summary
doctmnen) require further explanation, particularly the assumption of 1Mt/y. There is no
reason to delay uwe of the metal process for waste until after USEC fuel and *additional fuel"
ame processed. The table gives the imtpression that all four sites are needed to get the job
done In a reasonable tinteframc. In addition. p. 4-187 states that the U.S. Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) material "ii in the form of uranium hexafluoride" at Portsmouth and
Paducah plants being leased to USEC. The timeframe for this pan of the lIEU. therefore,
should be independent of the ms of the material.

2. There is not a discussion of impacts related to the use of the OE conversion plant at
Wilmington, NC.

3. There is no discussion of accidents in the summary. These are covered on p. 4-13 &
14 for the No Action Alternative, which includes serious chemical risk, and on p. 4-31 tlru 4-
40, 4-55 thru 4-60. 4-68 thru 4-73, and 4-87 drut 4-90 for facility accidents.

4. Pages 4-162 and 4-163 need to be updated since the Oak Ridge Reservation is not the
slected site in the Tritium Supply and Recycling Record of Decision, and the Savannah River
Site is the selected site.

Anderrson * Mtgs e Rhea . Roane i Citsj of Oak Ridge . Knox e Loudon

05.007: The timeframes presented in the cited table have been substantially revised in
the HEU Final EIS to reflect more realistic assumptions about commercial consider-
ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concern-
ing impacts on the uranium industry) in addition to processing rates. DOE expects that a
realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use (out of 200 t)
will be 15 to 20 years. The cited discussion concerning UF6 at Portsmouth on page 4-187
of the HEU Draft EIS pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred
to USEC, but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to
USEC as part of the same transaction. The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred
to USEC is in the form of metal and oxides, not UF6.

11.001: The GE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre-
sentative site where conversion of natural UF6 blendstock to U30 8 for use in UNH blend-
ing might occur. This step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies
of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.
In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessary, the impacts at the
conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility as
discussed in Section 4.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

21.008: Results of accident analyses are summarized in the Environmental Justice in
Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In
addition, Tables S-2 and S-3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre-
mental impacts from accidents for all the alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS.

22.012: The cumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can-
didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.

c-s
tb.
~- ~.

c-s

05.007

11.001

21.008

22.012

1001
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5. Any distmncton between alternatives 4 and 5 depends on beter clsauacterization of the
"off-spec " material.

6. White the neaw-term environmental impacts associatud with the preferred alternative
(maximum commercial use) appear to be less severe than thowe from fuel production using
raw materials. the fact that Do disposal site foe commercial spent fuel currently exists may
pose long-term environmental consequences thai are not factored into the EIS analysis.

7. The EIS states that the proposed action would *maximize proceeds to the Federal
Treasury yet provides no economic analysis to support the conclusion. A recent General
Accounting Office repor estimates an excess U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC) inventory
worth over S 300 million dollars. The final EIS should provide evidence that the proposed
action will result in a net gain or loss.

a. On June 30, 1995. the USEC saubuited its privatization plan and notified Congress of
its intent to implement the plan. The plan assumes, among other things, that the government
will ensure the USEC's ability to dispose of low-level waste. The final EIS should be very
explicit regarding the potential impacts on Oak Ridge of low-level radioactive waste disposal
associated with the proposed alternatives. Because of the uncerlainties regarding the
privatization of the USEC, it may be prudent to delay the proposed action until the USEC
privatization is complete in 1996. The delay should Dot adversely impact the non-
proliferation goals as described in the document.

9. The DOE contends that economic analyses are notareuired by NEPA. Oiven the
current budgetary situation, the DOE should include cstimates f the costs of each alternative.
These costs should be included in the socioeconomic impact setion. Neither of the two
proposed private sites have total capabilities: thus an analysis may show that conducting more
of the work at Y-12 is cost-effective.

10. Given that the State of Nevada is currently in litigation with the DOE, and is seeking
to prohibit the disposal of low-level waste at the Nevada Test Site, the final EIS must have a
contingency plan for LLW disposal. The rfial EIS should describe in detail what role the
ORR might play if the NTS is not a viable option.

It. Section 2.1.2.3. p. 2-8 describes that only commercial sites will be considered by
USEC foe blending their S0t of HEU, regardless of the Commercial Use alternative selected.
Without an evaluation of risks, impacts and costs associated with transportation and facility
upgrades, it is unclear why existing DOE sites should not be considered for these activities,

12. Tables E.2.3-1 and E.2.3-2 do not have units gives.

13. The second column printed on p. 3-17 belongs after the text printed on p. 3-18.

14. The chemical rsk for the uranium hexafluoride process is high in the casae of an
accidenl. Thus, no more than one such site should be added to the nation's capability.

07.012

14.019

16.015

14.016

05.010

16.015
cont.

14.016
cont.

11.015

21.007

I22.011
17.013

07.012: The Department of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro-
portion of surplus HEU that can eventually be sold for commercial use will depend on
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.

14.019: The amount of spent fuel that results from commercial use of surplus HEU will
be no greater than spent fuel that would be generated from fuel derived from mined ura-
nium in the absence of the HEU disposition program. LEU fuel derived from surplus
HEU will merely displace that which would have been provided from newly mined ura-
nium. It will be managed and eventually disposed of together with other domestic com-
mercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available to the public for com-
ment in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

14.016: Management of DOS's LLW is the subject of DOE's Draft Waste Management
PEIS, a tiered or site-specific documentation. The possibility of LLW disposal at ORR is
included within some of the alternatives in the Draft Waste Management PEIS document.

05.010: Although the HEU EIS contemplates the proposed privatization of USEC and
the proposed transfer of 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC as.part of that privatization (as
authorized by P.L. 104-134), the environmental analyses in the document are not condi-
tional on those events. Although the 50 t transfer is mentioned separately in the HEU EIS,
the impacts resulting from it are not expected to be different from any other HEU that is
blended down for commercial use. However, if an ROD from this EIS includes the trans-
fer of this material to USEC, that action will increase USEC's assets and thus the pro-
ceeds to the Government from the sale of USEC.

0
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Due to the adverse impact of federal budget cuts, Committee members believe that preference
should be given to DOE sites. The Committee supports an alternative that emphasizes a
substantial role for Y-12. and includes the potential for commercial treatment, if cost
competitive. Relative costs for processing material already located at Y-12 should mean that
most should be processed there.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If you have any questions, you can
contact me at (423) 483-1333.

Sincerely,

Amy S. Fitzgerald. Ph.D.

Executive Director

cc: rennessee Departmsent of Environment and Conservation, DOE-Oversight Division

1 10.008

11.015: Alternative 3, Limited Commercial Use, represents the case where only the
50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC is commercialized and all the rest
is blended for disposal as waste. For this alternative only, DOE made the simplifying
assumption that only the two commercial sites would be used for blending of the 50 t of
commercial material. This is due to the fact that DOE sites currently in a stand-down con-
dition are not expected to be available during the next couple of years, when blending of
the USEC material may begin. For the other commercial use alternatives, 4 and 5, DOE
made no such simplifying assumption, and the DOE sites are considered candidates for
any or all of the blending activities in the site variations.

21.007: Table E.2.3-1 includes the unit "curies" in its title which is consistent with the
style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.
This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.

4-;1

cn3O

22.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy.

17.013: The HEU Draft EIS reflects the potentially significant consequences associated
with a postulated UF6 release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.
See, for example, Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and 4.3.2.6-5. Whether any UF 6 and related blending
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid-
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by NRC.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.
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10.024

09.018

03.020

10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.
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OCAW
January 16.99

L.C.,- Department of Energvmftý Office of Flss.ie Materials Dispositon

do' SAICMIEU EIS
,.h,.Qý P.O. Box 23786

Washington, 0. C. 20026-3786

2W~ tf 3 Getdemert

Enclosed am -e comments of the Oil. Chemical and Atomic
~ Workers International Union and its affiliated locals at te gaseous

,Mco diffusion plants In Paupish, Kentucky and Potsmouth. Ohio, to the
• OLshocti of Surplus Hl* Enriched Uranium Draft Environental

kr4bact S1tert (OOES-040-DOr.

We have addressed our comments primarily to V* "sooo.
ecoMe impacts pouitons of ti document nd hve attempted to lay out
off reasons • hy we beli" that t Depaulmert of Ergy should delay
its plans to cove It surplvs HEU and sell it Into the comnmerdal uranium
fuel makteL. The effect of even a wmall amount relatively speaking, of
additional commercial grade LEU in the maret along with large amounts
of Russian HEU convered to LEU wilt, we befleve. lead to t closure of
gas- diffusion plants In the U.S. We believe also that such action is
unfar and should be carefully reviewed before any final decision is made.

Thank you for allowing us to comment on tho Draft HEU EIS. We
appreciate you meldng our written ramarks pat of the official record for
review.

President

REW.df
Enclosure
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12.018

06.014

12.018
cont.

12.018: Predicting the future of the uranium market is not an exact science, and it is
perhaps not surprising DOE has received conflicting comments on the projected uranium
supply a few years in the future. The evidence seems to suggest that uranium from Rus-
sian and U.S. HEU disposition actions will enter the market at a time when annual pro-
duction is expected to fall considerably short of demand, and prices are expected to rise
substantially. In such an environment, and in light of the modest rates at which DOE
expects to be able to make HEU available for blending, it is not expected that HEU dispo-
sition will have the severe impacts on uranium markets suggested by this comment.

The potential economic impacts to the enrichment plants should be significantly amelio-
rated by the provisions in the recently enacted USEC Privatization Act. The Act sets
numerical limits on the quantities of Russian- and some U.S.-origin material that can be
delivered to commercial end users, and requires DOE to determine that its sales of ura-
nium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conver-
sion, and enrichment industries. Based on the analyses performed for USEC's 1994 EA
and DOE's analysis of the USEC Privatization Act, it is estimated that the U.S.-origin
HEU would likely have only small marginal impacts on the domestic enrichment indus-
try. The HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect changes in delivery of the Russian and
U.S. material under the provision of the USEC Privatization Act and the corresponding
reduction in expected impacts.

The Department of Energy anticipates that supplying 50 t of HEU to USEC over a 6-year
period will largely exhaust DOE's ability to make HEU available for blending during that
period. Although DOE would not foreclose the possibility of making small additional
quantities of HEU available during that period, it is expected that the bulk would proba-
bly not be available for commercialization until after the transfer of 50 t to USEC is com-
pleted. DOE intends to move cautiously and must abide by the requirement in the USEC
Privatization Act that it avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry
in undertaking its uranium transactions.

06.014: The USEC Environmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian Low-
Enriched Uranium Derived from the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries
of the Former Soviet Union (USEC/EA-94001, DOE/EA-0837, January 1994) was inad-
vertently missing from the HEU Draft EIS reference list. This document has been added
to the HEU Final EIS reference list (see USEC 1994a).
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November 20. 1999

M.r'. J. David Nulton, Diretor
Ofice of NEPA Compliance aM Outroaac
Office of Fhlile Materials Disposition
U.S. Departmenrt ofEnergy
1060 Independence Avenue. S.W.
Wash.ngto, D. C. 205

Dear Mr. Mutton:

The Oepartenrd has recelty published a Oraft Enrinaental
Impac Statemert 1w Disposition of Surptus Hilhy Enridhed Urrnluti
(-NEU EISwý The omment period ands an January 10, 19SM. We we
re•:eetng a 120-day extension of 91. public comment period for thl
measo nst0 out In t latter.

The isaw raised In the Oral NEU EIS am complicated, and we
otft ulmod . to the w.05lurs at ON.t uran ium enrichmnlt
plants1, re uanlum psoducers end other Supli• ar id contradors in
the urarnum antld-,met widustly. We we vitally concerned about to
901ad this surplus HEU cwiaved to LEU wit have an the enrdchedwrurun marml.

A cursry resknw of the document does raise disturbig issues
regardng te disposlilan options proposed T"her. appeaes to Ibe ti1le
detInhive a•ayst• • the veartos options • n ter'ms o• w they would
iiped the wo,•era and psoacban at the eri'mnent poants,
pertlcularly under toe p pl a •nis., that a satd to o0=9
stahing nest year. We we especally cocened about rny large
amount of NEU being dumped on the mar•et rom the DOE's
stodpes. Tha teglation to complete the privatizatin of USEC
reruires Meat ther, be no adverse impaect n the enr-kchnent irnty.
That Issue need, to be sadressed before the Deparwe d Energy
(DOE) considers aping a(y the dispoation etemastves proposed
in the NEU EIS. The disposition of the tut 50 me•I tons Is addressed
in the tegislaffigki tPA the additional eamounits we no edukatsed
beyond the general requiremnent that twere be no adverse impact. The
option to band the LIEU to 19 I•eut and atore it Idelinitely appears
to have received no co•sderation in the rlal options, ehen that might

32.003

12.001

09.001

32.003: The Department of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the public
from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE
feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and
comment based upon the length and content of the document.

12.001: The quantity of materials addressed in the HEU Draft EIS was established to
evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum amount and processing
rate of HEU that might potentially be made commercially available for use in reactor
fuel. The rate at which material would actually be introduced into the market by DOE
would be significantly less because of DOE's ability to make the material available for
blending and because a portion of the inventory is in forms (such as irradiated fuel) that
would not be suitable for commercial use in the near term, if ever. The processing rates
in the HEU Final EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions
about the rates at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for
commercial sale. DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended
for commercial use.

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU-derived material could be intro-
duced into the commercial market would be determined over time by many factors,
including the rate at which the material becomes available from the weapons program,
physical infrastructure, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE's physi-
cal ability to make surplus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it
is in forms that cannot be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of
processing capacity (such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery
of the proposed 50 t of material to USEC over the next 6 years will largely exhaust
DOE's delivery capabilities during that period. From the existing surplus, only an addi-

tional 40 t of material is likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commer-

cial use over a period of 10 to 15 years. Both the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the

USEC Privatization Act require the Secretary of Energy to determine that sales of ura-

nium will not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. Based on

these considerations, DOE does not believe that the rates of disposition of domestic sur-

plus HEU will have significant impacts on the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE will

take these and other factors into account in making its decisions concerning uranium

sales.

0t
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peg 2

be te bae stniiva, Ircudrig ruatn to me Treemmy ~•a le privetblklon
value of tol comoratiln is W=en to aom=mt

This HEU, It convered to LEU in "e form of nuclear fuel and sold on the
dhredv e euggeided. added to me LEU bkIng beugrf ho me rnaem asc result

of me U.S..Raste NEU agreiert. Can only have one ededM the desiuction do
me U.S. umnyli erldcie pmoong kiduoby. There Is aw tely no
qcueston et on me prOW cblb both of me prooc• Ing planto awl he, to cAt
operations If me pned dioipoltion of me DOE etoiqle Is med an to
prosat om. tt could also appear to undeenIne te Rusclan NEU egremrneo
to thme Wetat ki Upreusc prime to levels unemmypteble to me Rumen. We
befltev 0m1 me .e Mat gme preo'eed option would hae on OWa egreenut
should aleo be monsiered

It will be usefui to hold me plamned workshop In Teressee and
Georgia. Given me direct Wad V& womld hae on tme aricdmerin pFl . we
umgeet me hewings be cwdudied in Paducmel. KY and PorlisrMNio 4 Oac wall

We will provIde me Deparunei with detailed Comments on te HEU EIS
after we Complete out tmemiedoc anelysla. We also request Mat DOE provide the
supponwr dovirwlt anxmd anattyot on whict bi. concluloncs wa based,
Partiuialy ftc 0nomlic erlysla. We me palicly ItrUmted In the eauly-s
ued to erdude €onIdeatln of me otion of bending to 19 P rvert mid sworkg
mle LEU indefimly. We would nred addlilonal tiw to wielider this homlston
mild analyesis aid we therefore reactfeully request mOw you eltend mle line for
additlorll cninmade

09.001
cont.

12.001
cont.

32.004

30.002

Skloerely.

Presidia*

09.001: The proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU and 7,000 t of natural uranium to USEC is
specifically authorized by section 3112(c) of P.L. 104-134. This law also requires that
the delivery of DOE uranium to end users should not have adverse material impacts on
the domestic nuclear fuel cycle industry. DOE intends to comply with that requirement.
The option'to blend HEU to 19-percent LEU and store it indefinitely was not considered
a reasonable alternative because it would not provide for recovery of economic value or
peaceful, beneficial use of the material, it would necessitate construction of new or
expanded storage facilities to accommodate the increased volume of the material (if
applied to a substantial quantity of HEU), and it would require additional processing in
the future either for commercial use or disposal as waste. If DOE decides to withhold
material from the market for an extended period, it is likely to continue to be stored as
HEU, possibly with IAEA oversight.

32.004: DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. To reduce costs of complying with NEPA of 1969, as amended, and due to the
geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU EIS,
DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be
appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, DOE provided toll-
free fax and voice recording, and an electronic bulletin board, as other methods for sub-
mitting comments throughout the comment period. Comments were also accepted by
U.S. mail.

30.002: Technical documents supporting the HElU Final EIS are available for inspec-
tion in 12 DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on Octo-
ber 26, 1995, announcing the availability of the HEU Draft EIS. The option of blending
to 19 percent and storing the LEU indefinitely was eliminated by the screening process
for surplus HEU disposition alternatives because it would not recover the economic value
of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use; would necessitate the construction
or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the increase in volume of material; and
would require additional processing for either commercial use or disposal. Cost esti-
mates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been developed to provide the
decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to make decisions. The
cost analysis (which has been provided to this commentor and all others who have
expressed an interest in this subject) is available in a separate document with the HEU
Final EIS and supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of
blending HEU for disposal as waste.

S.
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10-29-95

U.S. Dept. of Euergy
0•trioe of ?i . IMaterials Disposition
P.0. Box 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

REARDINGOt

(s) Ltr. 10-19-95, Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriohed
Premiums 1S (HEU HIS)

0%Q=T HIS (IS= 118) Regardless of the alternatives for
disposl•tin, storage will be reqolired. in view of the Bnvl-
ronmeonta opposition to looatls, I Manderl a•a forme.r 9.
S. Arma above ground storage areas been oonsldaredt Porsler

iMp Depot* UIloo S.D. had 801 abeove pond, Isolated staorge
1goOs wlith few people sod large buffer seon.

(b)- Pet sheat 10--7-95, Reading Raom Lobatlce." Storage
d Disposition of Welipqo-Usable Plsoal Materials Pro-

grmutieo MI2 (IF=)

C€OMft, HIS (?BYS) Som as above.---Sas foraer U.S. Army
bow* ground storage areas boon conaidered?

(a) Newasotter, Pan 1995, Vol 1, Ma•ageent of Nuclear Wea-
po00 Miater•ils Management and Dispositlio or f•RCea
!Vespon Plutoznu (a report)

OW0MT Neweletter (Rceass Plutonium) aLdison Imdian. ]aa
a lagte electrIe power plant (Indians Kentuoky leotric I IKE)
tQt i producing powm for Poutoniu oslo utac e at Portsmouth
Chic. Would you ominet on the future need for the electric.
energy?

06.001: The Department of Energy's current plan is to store most surplus HEU at the
Y-12 Plant at ORR pending its disposition. Extended storage is not contemplated after
the material is blended down to LEU. Rather, HEU will only be blended down when it
can be promptly moved into the pipeline for either commercial use or disposal. Thus,
other sites, such as former military sites, are not needed for storage for this program.

06.002: The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, OH, a DOE-owned facil-
ity that is leased by USEC, consumes large amounts of electricity in the process of
enriching uranium for the commercial nuclear industry. The plant formerly produced
HEU for the nuclear weapons program but it never produced or handled Pu. To the extent
that blending down surplus HEU for commercial use displaces the need to enrich natural
uranium, electricity consumption at the Portsmouth facility (and at its sister facility in
Paducah, KY) would be reduced.

06.001

06.002

John B. ONeioll
1713 Oak Hill D'..
Padison, M Z7250

Pll 812-273-1600

Sincerely,

C0

I-A
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06.004: This comment, which appears to pertain to DOE's foreign research reactor
spent fuel and Defense Waste Processing Facility programs, has been forwarded to
DOE's Office of Environmental Management, which manages those programs.
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I -to-t. - b

8- Y'
Deoember 7, 1995 A full moon-see the light "

a A5e 3. ihelpes 422- 58-0SSS
100 auttercup Cirole
K-onvill.e To. 3792&

Deparutent of 3nerg
Sf1.0. I.. 3115 Materials Dispositions
.021.110 2374411

Ueehiintoe. D. C. 20026-3704

SOW: Diepo-iti.o of Enriched Ur.nium-rliile Material.

Deor USDOB Person;
X would -ug-t the following position in regard to the

disposition of enriched uraniua. I would favor the position that
the urenDu be stoaed in its ourrent states, but given to the
Troeeory at Fort tns, to be stored in safs end secrfe Underground
guarded storage out of the hands ot the military, the box, end the
private nuclear fuels sectors.

I believe that blending down would be a misteae because it
creates acre easo to be stored end scoured end additionally burdeca
the enviMonsent eAd the Antionel budget. I believe-that it. use £0
nucle&r reantore should be prevented because nuclear reactors "a
too expesIive and unsafe to build at present. Their is a severe
proble. ith nuclear pogr generation involving the geoeretion and
releases of fissionrelease beavy gassee like Krypton. and xenons
that don t six well In the atmosphere, Which decay to Ctroutiues
and Cemiuem that cause enormous damage to the environoent end the
health and welfare cf the Citizens of the United Statee. Rryptona
and Strontiums reside in the same toxic class as Plutonium as a
reference, except these are sore dangerous banuse they are w•ter
nlua.ble and pick up in the human chains. These ptoblees have been

covered up by the Atomic Energy Aot that says any end all mes ursa
may be premued to insure the production of ucloear weapons and also
the U3ARC node Chapter 301 that statea its 0 to treat the
illnesses, but not to disclose the caueations. So, until the USDO0
wants to engage in opsenest in the dieoussion ea researoh of these
problems aasouiated with the real problesm with the fission
pro*msees that they ae private industry be denied the nootifu"tion
of such en improper process, because its illegal end has some large
liabilities.

X further believe it mends a positive meesags to the world to
change the disposition of these matorials froe the DOE, the DOD, or
the nuclear industry that the U8 hae meen their is hern associated
with these proosesee that ws want to get away from as a country s0d
as a world. I further believe the USD0R has been lea in its
treatent- of these materials and should not be entrusted vith them
ea . .:simple eessege that they did not do their job for the US

citisens. T-12 hap never bean a proper place to store this stuff.
Perhaps yo havene notincd but the largest 05 nuclear acOidsnt ie
at the T-l2 burial ground called the walk in pits. its aleost a
Chernobly class accident covered-up by T-12 and DOE And Toe people
protection Act. The DOE And --l has proven beyond a shadow of a

10.020: One of the objectives of DOE's proposed action is to blend down surplus HEU
to LEU to eliminate the risk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposes. This action is
aimed to set a nonproliferation example for other nations and encourage them to follow
the same path in transforming HEU into other forms for peaceful and beneficial reuse of
the material to the extent possible. Russia has already agreed to blend down and sell sub-
stantial portions of its HEU inventory. This proposed action would bring the United
States into a reciprocal disarmament posture consistent with them. Storage of surplus
HEU in its current form in a new facility with state-of-the art protection systems would
require substantial capital cost and continued operating costs. However, storage of this
material at the Y-12 Plant (where most of the material currently is) until disposition for
up to 10 years, would avoid transportation impacts and additional costs for a new facility.
An environmental assessment conducted for the storage of HEU at Y-12 facilities con-
cluded that the facilities are adequate for up to 10 years. Any necessary storage beyond
the 10-year period would be covered by the Storage and Disposition PEIS or subsequent
tiered or supplemental NEPA documents.

10.020

10.020
cont.
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doubt that it oaaot ha trusted or store anriched oramium is a sat.
faahi as

I believe that the enriched ura•i•i• have a grant value in
tbhlr present form as a possibla use in futuristic spacs platforms
an p•as travel. They als posess a continganny value should they
b. r.eqired tor tutr. nation de.fnse options, .ay down the 10.020
sugar.. able rood. I bali-.. their to no value to be bad in their

henduing down to be use in nuclear pover generations becase. the cont.
os0t. in health and building is to extreae. The storage of the cont
oranin In its present fo"., largely oatalia metal. In .saled
atainleas steel once be the nat preferrad option. That they be
tored at a very secure and well protected plane/s like rt. Rnox or

a reloation of Goearnment facility Would also be preterred. That (5at
the prote-tione systams be state 0f the art n- a provide for . ,-
International inspection.

Their have been enough cover upe of the problems associated
with this stuff and it needs to stop. 2 regard tainting or
vitriltcatoin of thees materials ae totally off bass because it can
be easily ralaimed chemically. I regard the blanding down as
dangrrou: too because Its us in nuclear power generation to
dang erous to humane. Pnrhaps you have not noticed that when you
fission uraniun it produces fission gasses sometimes called fallout
that I. jut as harmful as dropping a bomb except tot the flash and
percuesion wave. It results in sevorly damaged immune system
health disorders.

Just store it esaely and compactly in a vary safe location out
of the DOD/DOE and nuolear industry sissues&. I believe that it
you consider theae points carefully you or whoever can only come to
the sane conclusion and I believe I can nystenatically end
logically mustantiate this conclusion. la really tired of being
lied to under the auspices of national security.

sincerely

B. Phelps, Nuclear Weapons System Designer-Retired

cc: Th. White louws
The Defence Nuclear Facilities safety Board
Greenpeace
Various Real Environmental Groups
AIDS Anarenas,
ultupla Solerosls Society

The Democratic Congress Humbers
The EPA
Boris Yeltain
The UR, Vienna and NY
Ralph Rader Foundation
ltogua ot Woman Voters
MC
DOF
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10.003: Comment noted.
K. K. S. Play

369, Cheryl Aver ue
LA. Alams, NM 87S44

Deceb I. 1995

To: DOE Offkc of Fissile Materiul Disposition
lIEU EIS
P.O. Sme. 23786
W aslta •Dn.C20026-3736

Dear Sint

Subject: Commo•ntsean Diposition of Surplus lIEU Draf EIS (DOE/EIS.0240.DS)

Having reiwed the options proposed in the DIra EIS for the aspius HEU dspositi=n I have
ft folowing commnts for your €onsideansio. Among the options proposed, thbat is only oce

- Masimum Commercial Use - that makes rmac&c e traa Racenly, there have bern nmerous
exasintaons of the legacy of the nuclear weapons comples by the NAS. ANS. EM. the Riad
Corporuton. sn1 the Brookiegs l catitn , among caha, All ofdia reveal the enormoms am
invld in the roibto ofn' mcl" matrials and the arnidpated coats of onviesmnrasal
nesoratom ficae material prodacion. It is therefore reasonl to expec that the well-
antectioned san reductio proaces amlsoneaine ahaenadves tAt winl ffirkimi additional
epadit•re go U.S. tas pyers in the ame of Mocker material dispostion. 10.003

Whle it s obvious thdt the production of fissile materials for -a-,- wespons have bees
espeuava, there we also argumats to aubstantia that these ma•ris am estremely valuable and
can be put to beneficda unam for the neat generatim HEU is i-Aed a vry vlable material and
the likelihood of it bing stolen fran U.S. tdckples almost oasne . However. in order to
nmcouage the Russians to rmove materials fBm thir ms•ckle and to convices the imarmational
onmuni that "an redactioca proposed by th U.S. is ratl, we hav to nmove it &am the
dalkase fW cycle. Irrepective of'all the wiAsho thcinleg on th U.S. s.d, t Russian consider
the fite materials as a valable m ree and me deamenrutnl to ue tham for costa production
or sell than to thmose who will provide them with hard canmy.

lIWU rcmved Bum defens fuel cyces uma be put to use for the tax pain by usng it for rgy
production in tf ceenieal ea"o unde IAEA safelpardL Since syacms and technologies for
safeguarding lis material imc th coaunneial d cycles are well cs"tished. it would be extremely
inpoam to maxcinmie the use of this mataial &r aaly produ-ction Thare st• il about 35
rescrc.h trctors, i10 commercial reactors , and 135 maclear propuLWso reactors i openrtio in
the U S., t rae, in time, use up all these HEU and morm Abtough dth o•t recvay may not
be much to crow about, the only intellgen option is to use the surpl•s 1EU for peacfcl
purposes tuder IAEA safeguards.
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To: DOE Office of Fissle Material Disposition
RIEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, DC20026-3786

Page 2 of 3

The acenarios for blending dismcssed in the Draft EIS do not make much economic sense. It is
appropriate at thin time to recognime that the next major disaster waiting to happer, within the
defene production complex is the deterioration and leakage ofsome 200.000 m3 of UF6 stored in
open fields. The ltEU disposition opportunity could be used to remnove about 10,000 tons; of
the depteted UF6 from its present vulnerable condition. A proper extension of this disposition
prosram could also be used to stabilize and store all hazardous volatile forms of uraniun.

From a process chemistry perspective, it would be prudent to blend the lIEU as UNH. which is
an intermediate in the preaton of oxides for nuclear fuel. This procesas in principle, can be
conducted at eisting DOE sites or at the two facilities fabricating naval fuetL However,
establishing a safguard regtme in existing facilties within the defense complex and facilities
manufacturing naval fuels is not the ideal. Retro-ficting these facilities to meet IAEA safeguards
requirements would be more expensive than building a new facility just to blend the HEU with
DU. The Erwin facility and. the B&W facilities are some of the most dilapidated and poorly kept
facilities in the U.S and they have been hiding behind the smoke screen of naval fuel production
The NRC has been somewhat delinquent in the esforcecnet of safety and safeguards at these
two facilities because of the so-called importance of their mission. It would require enormous
resources to bring these facilities into an international safeguards regime and considerable amount
of information on "materials unaccounted for" at these facilities will have to be released while
establishing safeguards for new operations. Unfortunately, no one has yet addresd the isaues
of establishing IAEA safeguards for a facility and the true costs associatod with it. It is
imperative that the blending facility be under IAEA tsafguards because of the tremendous value
in convincing the international community that the U.S. is really removing the excess lIEU from
the weapons fuel cycle.

Arguments in the draft document about job tosses in uranium mining. milling, conversion, and
enrichment are ridiculous if we consider the beelits of not mining uranium, at least for a while,
and removing one of the dangerous residues of the weapons program - the depleted uranium
hexaflouride - from the environmnt. I hope we am not going to walt for the nest major disaster
to erupt when hexafluoride containers by the thousands starts leaking into the eavironment.

All uranium resources are valuable and they are pan of the finite resources of this planet Itis
incumbent on us to maxtmize the use of these resources that are already extracted to benefit
numkind rather than burying it in Nevada or elsewhere. The people of Nevada are already
obiecdng to creating plutonium and uranium mines of the future in their backyard through the
burial of spent fuels there. If we start another initiative to bury excess uranium in Nevada, there
will he a guaranteed postponement of the Yucca Mountain repository for at least another
century.

06.007

15.004

12.007

06.007: The Department of Energy agrees that it would be advantageous to use its copi-
ous stocks of depleted UF 6 for the surplus HEU disposition program if possible. Unfortu-

nately, for technical reasons having to do with the U-235 content of the product material,
depleted uranium would generally not be the preferred blendstock for surplus HEU des-
tined for commercial use. Depleted uranium is likely to be used as blendstock for mate-
rial that must be disposed as waste, but since UF6 blending would not be used for waste
material, and DOE has ample depleted uranium stocks in the form of oxides and metal
that are more readily used in the UNH and metal blending processes, the depleted UF6 at
the enrichment plants is once again unlikely to be used.

15.004: The fact that domestic safeguards regimes (pursuant to NRC or DOE rules) are
already in place at the four facilities considered for HEU blending in the HEU Final EIS
is one of the major advantages of those facilities over a potential "new" one. Moreover,
IAEA safeguards have already begun to be implemented for HEU at two of those facili-
ties, Y-12 and B&W. To the extent that those facilities, or either or both of the other two
facilities analyzed in this EIS (SRS and NFS), are involved in HEU disposition actions,
DOE's intent is to subject such activities to IAEA safeguards to the maximum feasible
extent. Although some special expenditures are involved, it does not appear that "enor-
mous resources" would be required to bring these and the other facilities into an adequate
international safeguards regime with respect to their HEU disposition activities. As the
commentor notes, the safety and safeguard issues with respect to the B&W and NFS
facilities are the responsibility of NRC. The operating records of those facilities do not
appear to support the suggestion that they have presented serious public safety or safe-
guard challenges in the past.

12.007: Socioeconomic impacts on the uranium industry are foreseeable consequences
of HEU disposition actions involving commercial use of the material and so must be con-
sidered pursuant to NEPA. The positive environmental impacts from avoided portions of
the uranium fuel cycle are also relevant consequences of the program and so they also are
considered. Unfortunately, due to the need for particular isotopic compositions for com-
mercial material, it is unlikely that any significant quantity of depleted UF 6 can be used

as blendstock in the HEU disposition program.

C'.
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To DOE Office ofFissile Material Disposition
HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, DC20026-3786
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08.004: The Department of Energy agrees that commercial material needs to be intro-
duced to the market at a rate that does not seriously impact prices. DOE does not consider
new commercial facilities necessary for this activity but has no objection if commercial
entities wish to license and build them. IAEA safeguards will be applied to HEU disposi-
tion activities to the maximum feasible extent. For technical reasons, the use of signifi-
cant amounts of depleted UF6 as blendstock is considered unlikely.

Considering all the issues of HEU dispositsio. k seems prudent to remove the excess materials
from weapons compIex and store than unde" IAEA safeguards as soon as possible This will
also meet with the Preaidcma's ofler to place 200 tons of fisl•e materials under IAEA safeguards.
For the long-term, the exesa matcrials should be bended and introduced into the market without
seiously impacting prices, while manimizinsg tl energy-related and other beneficial uses. The
blending opertios should be perforsed in a brand new commercial faciity. under IAEA
safeguards, with no other mission conflict. The cost for this new facility should be recovered
from the sale of fuel materials produced and sold. This inhiative should be used not only to
reduce, but to eliminate the DU inventory in asceous form. The DOE's invemoiy of NU as
bexafluoride may be sold to emichmoses fiscifiies for clah.

(K K S. Piltay)

08.004
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10.003: Comment noted.
807 L RoUWgwood Rd
Aiken. S.C. 29301
January 18. 1996

Mr. L. David Nulton
Office of Fissile Material, Disposition. MD-4
U. S. Deparment of Em=8c
P. 0. Box 23786
Washington. DC 20026-3786

FAX (800) 820-3156

Dear Mr. Nukon:

Re: Comments go "Dlsposition of Surphis Highldy Enriched Uranium Draft
Environmental Impact Stautment

I appreciate the opo.r.nity to commern on the October 1995 Draft EIS for, surplus HEU
dposition. I would like to provide the following commenss on she Draft EIS.

" I fully support the DOE position that beAeficial use, of the sarplus HlEU is thep cirred
alternative. We do differ on die constraint da limts the scope of the EIS which are
connected to the Preddenas uad-prolifenatoicy of September 1993. The policy
doesn't work. The most recent evidence of is iscussed In reccen newspaper aicle

s-ociated with the Russia sale of caricbed urunim. The altenatives included in the
51e should not be consrained by Whs policy.

" 'rhe scmeessng process is seriously constrained tsvaccepting the Presidents
Nonroifeason olcy.Beoreths ados ane compiea4 d= th m iay be serveal

Presdents. each with diffaent policies. Donlt constrain the alternatives analyzed In
thisEI by tis policy.

" Rcoonizing the governments cormnitment to the President's noriprolifratdon policy. I
will confine the rmaindcr of my comments on the EIS as if that was a given. The
proposed action should commeit to continued evaluation of the nonproliferation
comenitmens and the uincrtamtics associated with sale of slightly enriched uranium an
diluting HlEU to LEU only as neded to mtti salecs comtu meinet

" Continued work should be exp c fofn £byr di te lIEU listd aspoetala
waste before committing to discard it as wa.r. I hope that tetc is some valuor tis
20 to 45% of the 200 merc tons of IEU. Sale may not bring top dollars but it should
have vahl

" De't blend down ..EU for disposal until the surlus plmtoium PE5 ROD has been
issued and the final disposal of the similar plutomusn materials we made.

03.025: The alternatives considered in an EIS are not necessarily constrained by cur-
rent legal requirements and policy positions. The President's nonproliferation policy
stems from the end of the Cold War, the need to downsize weapons stockpiles, and the
need to do something to reduce the threat posed by excess weapons materials. The Presi-
dent's policy constitutes the basis for the proposed action in this case. To give the admin-
istration flexibility to choose whatever course it wishes, the HEU EIS covers all possible
reasonable alternatives, including continued storage of HEU (the No Action Alternative).

03.018: In general, DOE does not expect that blending actions will be undertaken until
either sale of the material for commercial nuclear fuel or transportation to a repository in
the case of blend to waste has been arranged.

04.016: The Department of Energy agrees that much of the off-spec material may have
commercial value and intends to aggressively seek buyers for it.

28.004: Surplus Pu and surplus HEU disposition actions are not connected to each
other. Consequently, it is not necessary to delay surplus HEU disposition actions, which
are relatively simple, until more complex and unrelated surplus Pu disposition decisions
are made.

1 10.003

03.025

03.018

04.016

28.004
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ow e S should include a discusion on tdie searatve work lo assocliated wlth blend
down.

• I ful•zY support sate .ding this lEU and continuing to work w ensure am evesy
country has safeguards to keep this f=E out of the bands of people and cotouics that
wiould use it for nuclear explosives or sabotage.

Th eployment fiTegur ven in the DEIS (rlnAlyin Chapte 4) should be placed in
wtote= employment diangs Will the added crnploynensube sCIe

rMEIM&O WnAstorto personnel thut would have odieiwise been lat go?

* On pag S-5 and elsewhere in the EIS the SQWeit Is miade thim 'dspositon actions
(for hHU) wll be made by Dqranea. USEC oeber •• ivam endtes acting as
ahin . . =delon rests with DOE alone and USEC and private

entities/ • nt be inývo d. Fix the EIS.

12.022

15.005

24.006

01.008

12.022: Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS includes a discussion of the expected impacts on

the uranium enrichment industry (separative work loss) from HEU disposition. This dis-

cussion is enhanced in the HIEU Final EIS to better account for the cumulative impacts
from Russian HEU purchases and to reflect enactment of the USEC Privatization Act.

15.005: The United States is working with Russia and other nations to help improve
safeguards of their fissile materials.

24.006: Some of the new jobs generated at the sites would likely be filled with current
DOE and contractor employees who might otherwise have been let go, thereby reducing
the impacts of planned DOE downsizing. However, some of the jobs may require spe-
cially qualified workers not already available at the site.

01.008: Programmatic and policy decisions concerning the disposition of surplus HEU
will be made by DOE in consultation with other appropriate agencies. It is only the spe-

cifics of commercial, business, and contracting decisions pertaining to HEU disposition
actions that might be made in part by USEC or other non-DOE parties.

Ve•y lrur

W. Lee Poe. Jr.0O7 L. Rollin wood Rd.
Aiken, S. C. 1;801
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

11/15/95
P0014
Bernard Proctor
Madison Heights. VA

Transcription:

This is Bernard Proctor. I lOve in Madison Heights, Virginia. and I live across the James
River in close proximity to the commercial and naval nuclear fuel facility, Babcock and
Wicox. I have seen the articles In the Lynchburg news concerning the possibility of
distributing uranium for the process of dilution and offer the following questions and
comments. Faist of all. I'm not real sure or if wtl be made known what this process of
dilution actually is. and how It might affect those of us adjoining the facility. Secondly,
we live on a fanm and have groundwater sources. and l am not certain what the impact
would be on our soil and water quality. I believe the Environmental Impact Statement
should address these issues, particularly on those areas In close proximity to this facility
that might be contracted to process this material. The Lynchburg news indicated that
the storage of the material would not be lengthy. and it Indicated however, that there
would be a certain portion of the material that would not be Immediately useable or
could be reused and It would require storage. It would appear to me that the question
of storage should be addressed definitively In the Environmental Impact Statement to
the extent that how it would be and what the final disposition of this waste product or
byproduct would be until there was a or for long term storage or for some end-user. I
believe safety has always been a concern at B&W and wig probably continue to be.
Several years ago, Eghts were added to provide for physical safety on the plant, and
these have been somewhat of an annoyance to the adjoining property owners. It
concerns me that there may be some process of dilution and storage of this highly
enriched uranium which may Impact us again. but we need to be fully infonned of what
we need to know with respect to safety and other quality issues. WIth respect to safety.
if there is a release of this material or a release during some process of this material.
then I think anyone living near the facility should be named specifcally in some manner
of an environmental hazard. According to te newspaper, there had been other
releases at the facility, but these were not found to endanger any persons or property. I
would be concerned that any release may be of some damage or be of some concern
to the adjoining property owners and should be able to particiate in the decision on
whether such a release is potentially hanmful. At least to know after the fact is not
encouraging. I think these are all the concerns that should be included in the
Environmental Impact Statement and I would be happy to comment to anyone at the
local facility to discuss these concerns, particulariy with respect to the B&W facility here
in Lynchburg. My address is Route 5. [At Uih.spaint lime ran out on tMe message.]

22.002

26.001

21.002

22.002: The process of HEU dilution is discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. Potential
impacts of these processes on groundwater resources, soil, and water quality are
described in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS. As discussed in Chapter 4, there would be no
direct discharges to surface water and groundwater, and, therefore, water quality would
not be affected. Any wastewater that is to be discharged to surface waters would be mon-
itored and treated prior to being discharged and would not be released until it meets all
local, Federal, and State permit requirements.

26.001: The rate at which surplus HEU could be introduced into the commercial mar-
ket for blend down to fuel would be determined over time by many factors, including
physical infrastructure, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. Currently,
DOE has committed to transfer 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC for blend down to LEU in
the next six years. The remaining material would continue to be stored at DOE's Y-1 2
Plant. Based on future market demand and the factors explained above, additional mate-
rial could be made available for commercial use. Any material that would not be suitable
for commercial use would not be moved out of Y-12 and be blended to waste until a
LLW disposal site is identified. The interim storage, pending disposition (for up to 10
years) of surplus HEU at the Y-12 Plant (where most of the lIEU would be stored), was
analyzed in the Y-12 environmental assessment. Should the surplus HEU disposition
actions continue beyond 10 years, subsequent storage of surplus HEU pending disposi-
tion will be pursuant to and consistent with the ROD associated with the Storage and Dis-
position PEIS or tiered NEPA documents.

21.002: The lIEU EIS analyzed radiological releases from the proposed blending pro-
cesses during normal operations of the candidate blending sites as well as under a severe
accident condition during which the highest atmospheric release of radioactivity and haz-
ardous chemicals would occur. The analyses showed that all resulting doses during nor-
mal operations would be within radiological limits and would be well below levels of
natural background radiation. In the case of a severe accident, an evaluation basis earth-
quake which causes equipment failures and a pressurized release of a UF6 cylinder, 30
percent of a cylinder containing LEU is assumed to be released in the atmosphere. This
assumption is consistent with the NRC's guidance presented in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Facility Accident Analysis Handbook (NUREG-1320, May 1988). It was estimated that
the maximum latent cancer facilities for the population within 80 kilometers (km) (50
miles [mi]) of the NFS site would be 1.4. Considering the fact that the severe accident
scenario used in the analyses is a highly unlikely event because of the geological and

-It-,
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seismic characteristics of NFS, any potential releases from uranium blending operations
would pose no observable harm to the public within 80 km (50 mi). Nevertheless, all
candidate sites have emergency preparedness programs that would deploy necessary
measures to protect both workers and the public. Public and occupational health impacts
of radiological releases during both normal operations and accident conditions are dis-
cussed in Sections 4.3.1.6, 4.3.2.6, 4.3.3.6, and 4.3.4.6 of the HEU Final EIS.

00100C



PROCTOR, JANE, MADISON HEIGHTS, VA
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Transcription:

11/15/95
P0013
Jane Proctor
Madison Heights, VA

Hello. This is Jane Proctor calling from Madison Heights. Virginia. I live directly across
from the 8&W ML Athos site. I am concerned about the expansion and the dilution of
uranium that is suggested in the article dated Lynchburg News Advance Wednesday.
October 25, 199a. I want to know 1) Has an Environmental Impact study been done?
2) Have there been any soil or water or air testing in the area near the B&W Mt. Athos
site? 3) How long are the materials going to be stored. 4) How a-e the materials going
to get here? What transportation? 5) What safety assurances have been made to
nearby lend owners? 6) Since I live directly across the drver from the B&W Mt. Athos
site, no one has ever cone over here to do any environmental testing at my location. I
would be greatly Interested to getting answers to these questions. I hope that you will
be coming to the Lynchburg area, as I feel many people In this area are uninformed and
uneducated about your process and what exactly will be happening and how it wil
impact the area. My number is 804-845-8421 I would appreciate a response. Thank
you.

06.003

32.002

06.003: Chapter 4 of the HEU Final EIS addresses the potential impacts at the B&W
facility from this proposed action, (Sections 2.4 and 4.3), as well as transportation of
materials to and from the site (Section 4.4 and Appendix G). The safety of all nuclear
activities at the site are governed by the facility's NRC license.

32.002: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS,
which describes actions regarding the disposition of surplus HEU that the President has
declared surplus to our national defense needs. DOE considers every comment that is
submitted with equal interest in assisting them to evaluate alternatives and make
informed decisions.

However, DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with NEPA of 1969, as
amended, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites iden-
tified in the HEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information and to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materi-
als Disposition's mailing list.

C;*
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20.001: As with all hazardous materials, uranium is regulated to control potential risk.
The quantity of uranium that would be shipped to or held at the B&W site would never

Oat Recved: 11 exceed the safe limits authorized by the Department of Transportation or NRC. As
c.rnad 10: Poole explained in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS, the Department of Trans-Narne: X& rco
MAres: No Address me portation-specification packaging used for shipping HEU is specifically designed and
Transc*don: tested to withstand transport accidents. DOE's 40-year record without an injury from a

radioactive release testifies to the high level of safety demanded in transporting these
I was just callnV abot the concerns of the urtanim beinig shped In, and wO am MY 20.001 materials.
concerned with thL So cal m. I'my Ptoc'. across the & frm you, at 845-
8421 na code MM. Thank you.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C%~
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Vicki Qoatmavan
506 Old Lake City Hwy

Lake City, Tennessee 31776
Phone and Fax (423)426.9435

Voice Manl (363)754-7524

Dearpeople at 0* Departmait of bary.

j wdg*UW I= ht here is a move dbt tmake* highly enrWite uranium Ient
rWWmachM ma fuel. lam W1I*g0 to mo~tor aay awm krwh ki oppositio to fth intention.
Why WMM VM wgant e a ntlome any OEM Of the redoachveat, WW it we hMv its Way Of
Ibpa sa%1?yl? We ham erom* on our hands to keep in bujsy worrMn for the next centu.

Furthier. making hilgiiyueiched uranium into nluclear reactor fuel will. of
omm.e make plutonhami-. a violtion of out noriprollfervlon 9oat,.

Finally. moy wneidamasi Is ot IN DM hasnt bagun a: explore options for
storig downblanded ral*m~ MY own feMe IS tint W1 "Wi~i wae WIam efftrts to

dmkend all hift ardined uranium that b suerplus ao that it can't be used hn weapon~

furtherance of miciar proltfeuaftt pon"l.

Ttziiuw

10.024

09.018
I 10.003

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.003: Comment noted.
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RANDALL, ROBERT, BRUNSWICK, GA
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Date Received:
Comment ID:
Name:
Address:

Transcription:

01116/96
P0051
Robert Randall
Brunswick, Georgia

Yes, hello, this is Robert Randall, I'm calling from Brunswick, Georgia. I just wanted to call and
first I want to note that I find it amazing that we now have surplus highly enriched uranium when
we were once told that we needed to make more of the stuff, same thing with surplus plutonium.
Because we seem to always have surpluses, I think it's a very bad idea to make this highly
enriched uranium into nuclear reactor fuel. We simply don't need to do something that's going
to create even more plutonium, which we've already got too much ofand can't figure out what to
do. We need to down blend the highly enriched uraniun. Make sure that it cannot ever be used
in weapons. We need to do that ourselves unilaterally and work even harder ofcourse, to get an
international agroement to do that. It's the only way we're going to be able to stop proliferation.
If you follow your plans to turn it into nuclear reactor fuel, proliferation is going to be inevitable.
Tfat's my commenL Thank you.

10.024

10.023

03.020

I 10.024
cont.

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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JTanury, 4. I995

D/frimail. Material& Disposition

ESo 22786
Washnton.cm DC 20026-37a6

I It~ragly abjoet to tho Idea ad amsing bigbhly enic.ed uraium
Into n~lsro. reactor Sual. It As hard to botllev -that mur
g--.a..t at this ties, .9 budget restraints mod word pence to
considering actions which ma" costly, have the potential of
mddlog to ow alr•ady oowheolsng Iand Itn nuolear vouponms
,.ICtmto our :oopwollfaration, goals, and add to mur unsolved
.mdloactive uot. problem. It Is hard to Imagine a governmental

pIcoy that bins mar. Negatives attach"d to At.

I urg. your support for these policiesl.. totds
I nternaotional controls mitl acla mo.. aterials

-dowobleoding all highly enriched uroulo N It cannot be
used InL Weons

creamting the apecity, to down7anh d all uramam declared
~uplus In tea TOWNm

Maclowed ton 00coy97 aS letter I recently meat to our loaml paer.
thmt suPanaon the nuclear policy Amm.

Thanok you Zar your oo~eidermtlon.

1216 M. MWIsoc Cr..
KoaoeIlA., 13 37912

00 President ClAtoto

10.024

1 03.020

1 10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 10 to 15 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

M .
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Deceeber 28. 1995

Editor, w Stel
208 I. Ch.Zhe St.
Knoxville, TN 37902

g3. Letters

greetings.

The headline for the 12-15-93 letter by Mil. Stabie, *Antl-
nuclear ctimict. putting society at risk- , should take a pri.e
for the acet Ironic and aisleading headline of 1995. Hr.
Stabinas letter focuse. on minor parts at the nuclear debate&
risks associated with low level radiation, nuclear power
generation and uses In aediolne. Tbe critical lea' C our ti"
IS hoe to deal with nucdear weapon.. The recent deasontrationc

in France by 'nuclear activwita' stewa-ng grow that caunry'-
nucJear tects had little to do with thea. alnor icsc.. end
everything to do with this critical o..

BeSau.. of it. awee.-e and uaclngable nature, the ucual
reeponee to the posibllty at nuclear war Ic denial. Henc it
Ic euch e.aser to focusn the fringe a.esee and continue to rely
on euch Illogical polioies as deterrence to keep us 8cafe'. The
deterrenc approach caey ift I bae enough wmap--c I will deter
anyone froc attacking ;. Thie ucually doec not work on the
perroal level. At the nucLear lcvl deterrence ia alf-detruo-
tire. This approach of ourae grow out of the cold war with the
B Evmta. Every adainistr-tion *Ie.. HNirohia4e has endorscd it
even though aware of its fundamental fl•wa if we ar* attacked
with n:ucIor boas., even in a -iaited- war, our stockpile of
8000 nuclear area .. uAelee.. The flafot. fro. the attack will
bc enogh to destroy us. our attockera ac well as everyon*e ec

It I. a chae that Wasehington dowe not do acre to publioi~e this.

1n fact our huge ctookpile carvme to oreata aore danger fo uc.
:e andol fosr the world that one way to be core powerful is to

-aer-.. or develop nuolear meap-e.. The danger .f *toxic weapons
increases an all nations seek to be aore powerful.

The detoerrnc polipy alec contain. budetary problwea. In this
ticag . -tfote to balance the budget, It Ic hard to beliewe that
the Dp-rtaent o Energy A pl .an.Ing on building acre nuclear
weapo a and the eapeocivm equipaent to produce nore tritium gae
(to replace that which Ac deteriorating in existing weapens). And
we are looking fo• places to cave eionyl

We should be working mauch harder toward the only pol•cy about
nuclear weapons that makee casane their reduction and control.
If there ever warn tiae for all nationa In the nuclear club to
begin relealing their death grip on the policy of deterrence, It
!a w•hl eten•do ar lowered. Is afr•id your hdllne only
adda to our denal.. Since the United States hba an overwhelming
lead In nuclear weapons, we have the primary r:eponaibility to
lead the world In developing nane polioies albout the.. fluolecr
acotivist' ore the primary group around the world that are trying
to reduce the nuclear threat.

Sincerely your.,

Bob Ru dilecmCr
1318 N. 8Xlcooe Cir.
Knoxville, Y7 37912 4
687-9060

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____tb'

Cn,.
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06.006: There is no connection between the proposed action (blending surplus HEU
down to LEU for commercial use or waste disposal) and the sale of reactors. Nuclear
fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply displace LEU derived from natural uranium
and is expected to have no impact on the economics or operation of nuclear power plants.
This program does not propose to entrust the welfare of the State to "commercial opera-
tions." Commercial operations are expected to be involved in the blending of surplus
HEU, and in the use of the resultant nuclear fuel, but would in no way determine the pol-
icy aspects of the surplus HEU disposition program.

.T1

The emphasis here and, apparently, in the FIS is that of co-joint
(ignore "non-proliferation") commercial utilization. In contrast.
I believe that maximum national economic gain should super-ede. For
I mxtplc, short term treasury eashflow is not necessarily worth other
economic losses. Commecial versus economic should be carefully analyzed.
A commercial operation will not necessarily have the welfare of the state
as its highest priority. As previously slatted - foreign sales.
Fuhermore, a blend-down to less than 4% with a higher throughput greater
the 46 year processing rote (1%) material will yield more jobs. Restricting
the use of any commercial giade materials$ will neutralize imoports. And
forbidding export will protect US energy production costs while denying
(e.g.) Pacific Rim nations access to nuclear power production. Presuming
that sales of US manufactured (or US design) racntors is the end restdt of
the *commercial" goal of the selected alternative, then the job loss to the
US (in temis of foreign competition in manufacturing) should be considered
with full economic impact which ia not necessatily commercial impact. One
includes the other, but not vice versa., bye

06.006
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29.002: The purpose and need for the HEU Final EIS is for the United States to pro-
vide leadership in addressing global nonproliferation concerns regarding surplus HEU
and to encourage reciprocal actions abroad.

On February 6, 1996, the Secretary of Energy declassified additional information about
the forms, locations, and quantities of surplus HEU. That information is provided in Fig-
ure 1.3-1, and the relevant data is reflected in several revisions to the HEU Final EIS.

The HEU Final EIS explains that decisions as to where specific batches of HEU will be
processed are expected to be based largely on business considerations and may involve
USEC, other private entities that may buy surplus HEU for blending, or DOE. While the
proposed transfer to USEC of 50 t of HEU is considered as a component of all the com-
mercial use alternatives (3 through 5) in the EIS, the EIS covers the disposition of much
more material (up to 200 t).

the ratio, volumes and qunmtites of materials to be processed
(down-blended) is 'Classified". Surely, the environmental impact must,
likcwise, be classified. Unless production throughputs of materials
at sites are factually known, then the "HEU EIS" is a 'cat blanche
documnct to which public commenhs can only be genericaly given.
More specificity would be appreciated for an informed opinion; otherwise,
the DOE should wait until the materials are declassified so that more
public information is avallable. One must presumc that the driving
force for the lIEU EIS is the release of materials for the enrichment
corporations stock offering in the Spring. It is almost too obvious.
Is DOE prepared for the consequences of transferring public ussests
to a public corporation; especially when the public is denied knowledge
of the composition of those assets. Perhaps I am wrong and this is a
simple case of DOE not knowing themselves. but being required to submit
draft doc for comment. bye

29.002

0

1.7
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04,001: The Department of Energy intends to sell uranium at measured rates to avoid
significant effects on market prices.

16.006: Including spent fuel disposal costs in the cost analysis for this program would
be justified only if the spent fuel were in addition to that which would be generated in the
absence of the program, which is not the case.

10.018: Comment noted.

32.012: Comments submitted by the EPA and DOE's responses to those comments are
presented in this Comment Analysis and Response Document.

00
Ca,

(be.
0* ~.

0

2..~

I. Price constraints on a market will affect foreign sales and disposition.
These sales will influence foreign electic costs such that product
competition will costs domestic jobs and raise social welfare costs.
2. Total life.cycle costs should include final disposition of potential
recycled HEU reactor fitEls.
3. The less than 4% blend-down will position the US on the "mora" high,
for what its worth.
4. Are EPA comments to draft EIS available?

tlsank you

II
J
I

04.001

16.006

10.018

32.012
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10.024

09.018

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus lIEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

. - • b10.023

Set ~03.020
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10.003: Comment noted.

col

, 1z
08.005: Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it likely that more than one
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive
bidding procedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities in addition to DOE.

NAME' (OpbnealL
ADDMRSS:

"TELPEHONE. (L.)

Randy Shackelford -

501C Pil;rlm Cooun, JohNson CitY, TN 37601

9141.1423) 929-9107 IHMMe)/(423) 743-

iwant to -xwess mly &L g-pgr dou ,llW lnu ~ il m Un u

r'.0ve ires pon is le most bsteasonul alterntive trom a -. te ,ay , of Stapslnte
.... ... 0l u .io| i t. I•..... .i..

10.003

08.005i would. however, Mike more Information on exactly how the preferred blending site
MU Do Sle itegd 10i7 wat? WWUG TE 58Se D5S1S for Selecting the Preterred blending'-'"kylt
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124 Chetsat SLt 0210
Englewnood, OH 4532
Der-:ber 31,1995

David Nolte.
Office of Fosile Mteriabs Disposition
United Staul. Depanrsest of Energy
l000 Idepwdnce Areno SW
Washimogl. DC 20565

Deer David Notion:

The Department of Eonr3y's fneiro-aaltnl Import Suleesnol on the Disponiti of Highly Enriched
Unooi- has two goals: the lirut i to achieve nonpoliferatlon of wenpons-rgaed uranium, and tl•
second to alize the peceful and beneficial use of this radioactive msaterial in a way which will
return nmsnies to the federal tnratary, I... use S coenteeial nudear furl.

The first go•a of nonproliferation Is questionable e am no conitol for opas, nitod.a. (.,I s india.ted
(except as these may appear In a separate docusnts). Do•mbtndinS to nuclear fool and fuelt-rod sols
as being turned over to the United States Enrichment Corporation which could, and likely will,
market the radioactive fuel internatlonally. No controls ane specified over the reprocessing of the
resultont splnt fuel or On the retum of the spent fuel I* the United Stales.

The second goal of returned monies to United Setens coffer. "s yet ut•eqa•at led AM Act lihely to be so
offers only a blind eyt to prolileration possibilities.

The in- requised toe do.wnbterding at the Portsnouth and Paducah siles tofour -peeent at peseunt
capacity would taoe tle years for the Initial 200 otua of highly enriched uranioue (IWU). It io libely
that moss HEU will be declaed so be ourpl•s during that leo yeses. No other potential downbletnding
sites as. named .a tnmeas of maeintainning a roosbe . re eieb -

Also, the paeest.d option of eortnerd.l s td of dwtlntsded HEU.U ouel would resull in thousands of
fos of spent nucdear fuel. No analysis of thl environsental impacts or Comsb for storage of th spent
fool has beets offered or ase forthtoming.

I sincerely believe the following•o oes would secure the mes reasoned results for the disposition .1
HEU:

1. Downblending the HEU would be the surest way to achieve the nations goal of
nonpsroliferations of nuclear weapons.

2 Downblendod HEU sold on the world market as fuel would comp-onsi.. nonprelilerstion
unless criteria to po...ont reprocessing are required. Nonproliferation should have a higher priority
than monies cooino into the federal coffers,

3. Doveblending HEU to (our pervaet and storing odefnilAey with full record and inspectin
proceduros in place would allow the best tilw-frame ofr removing the HEU from weapons usable
radioctive material.

4. The NlEU dispesition plan most be a louSterm plan which Indcdes environmental impacs
health, and safely factors (for morleut and the public) foe all phases frono downblending to safe
disposal of spenl nuclear lurl.

S. The disposition plae should conloom I* internationsl standards (IAEA) at constoft saffeguard,

03.024

07.013

14.005

09.020

03.024
cont.

09.020
cont.
30.009

15.006

03.024: The Department of Energy agrees that nonproliferation is the predominant
objective of the HEU disposition program. DOE considers it unnecessary to place con-
trols on the commercial spent fuel that would result from the commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU, because that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would sim-
ply replace fuel that would be used anyway. Consequently, there would be no increase in
the generation of spent fuel (and no increase in the possibility of reprocessing of spent
fuel abroad for commercial [non-weapons] use) as a consequence of the HEU disposition
program.

A study comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been prepared for DOE
separately from this EIS to aid in reaching an ROD concerning HEU disposition. This
study (which has been disseminated to this commentor and all others who expressed an
interest in this subject) confirms DOE's preliminary conclusion that sale and commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to
the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste, and in the best case, would actu-
ally yield net revenues of several hundred million dollars to the Federal Treasury.
Because blending for commercial use and blending for disposal as waste are deemed
equivalent in terms of serving the nonproliferation objective, there is no conflict between
that objective and the economic recovery objective of the HEU disposition program.

07.013: Except for 13 t of highly enriched UF 6 that was transferred to USEC in 1994 as
part of the transaction that created USEC, which is currently being blended at the Ports-
mouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, the HEU Final EIS does not contemplate any HEU
blending at the two enrichment plants. Those facilities could blend HEU only in the form
of UF6, and there is no additional surplus HEU in that form. The EIS analyzes HEU
blending at four other facilities, two DOE and two commercial. DOE estimates that in
light of its ability to make material available for blending and other constraints on its abil-
ity to process material, blending up to 200 t of HEU is likely to take 20 to 25 years to
complete. DOE considers that a reasonable timeframe for these activities.

14.005: The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel,
since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in
Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which
must be fulfilled. tes

0
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15.006

andcot.

6 Sineo the do.wnbencding capacitie of Portsmouth md Paducah am fito d, ftihot noa 1 07.013
should be considee, d i otd ao acoomplish the ink wihin the spe•ified •n.,e o 1o dion t to
other ntonso that the Uoited States is saedo.s ahout nonproliferation. cont.7. An option for the fuotot (the stoud dted.W of dohwnbled•lo would be to dowsnes•d to not

peo t the stored uranium of four perrent mridundisnl and then to plan for its disposal. 09.006
I sinceely apprecit.e the opportunlty to comentt on ibis dooutent and look fonrard toyour mponse.

Sincerely.

Re... Dr. Velt. M. Site r

09.020: Down-blending the HEU is the objective of all of DOE's action alternatives.
DOE does not consider the option of blending HEU for extended storage reasonable
because it would delay recovery of the economic value of the material and incur unneces-
sary costs and environmental impacts due to the need to build additional storage capacity
to accommodate the increased volume of the material.

30.009: The disposal of spent fuel does not need to be considered in the HEU EIS
because, as discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, the surplus HEU disposition
program would create no spent fuel that would not exist in its absence.

15.006: It is DOE's intent to subject the surplus HEU disposition program to IAEA
safeguards to the maximum feasible extent.

09.006: The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend surplus
HEU to 4-percent LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course
would maximize Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate
the construction of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. HEU that is des-
tined to be blended to 0.9-percent LEU for disposal as waste would likely be blended
directly to that enrichment level, rather than stopping at an intermediate 4-percent level
for some years of storage.

C"1
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Sierra Club-state of Franklin Group
Unda Caualdo ModiLa, Gruup Chair

266 Mayberr Road
Joanesborough. TN 37659

P1a (423) 7•-.,9'4

January 22. 1996

DOE--Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
c/o SAIC-HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3786

32.014: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS.
However, DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the NEPA, and due
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU
EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would
be appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods were
also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and voice recording,
electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be used to request addi-
tional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition's mailing
list.

06.022: The National Environmental Policy Act does not mandate epidemiological
studies such as are requested. The analysis in the HEU EIS includes impacts on sur-
rounding populations as well as site workers, and indicates that, in the absence of highly
unlikely accidents, the health and safety impacts of surplus HEU disposition actions at
NFS would be low. The safety of the NFS facility is regulated by NRC. The {EU Final
EIS also includes available epidemiological data (Appendix E.4).

VIA FAX: (800) 820-5156

RE: COMMENTS ON THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, OCT. 199S

Dear Sir or Madam:

The State of Franklin Group of the Sierra Club appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on

the Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Lkanium. Our Group has 300
members in the Tri-Cities area which encompasses the town of Erwin, TN
-- the location of the Nuclear Fuel Services company, one of the firms
that may perform downblending operations under DOE's 'preferred
alternative."

Comments

1 ) The Department of Energy, by holding only a workshop 100 mui es
away, has failed to offer the community of Erwin the opportunity to
become better informed of the Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) disposition
problem, and to voice its concerns over Nuclear Fuel Services' involvement
in the HEU disposition program. Therefore, a hearing in Erwin (or in
another nearby town, like Johnson City) should be scheduled immediately.

2) At the soonest possible date, the DOE should embark upon an
epidemiological study of the health of the people of Erwin, and of
Jonesborough and Greeneville, the largest communities downstream of
Nudear Fuel Services. Previous studies have focused only on NFS's
workers and have failed to exhaustively assess the health affect of NFS's
radioactive discharges into the air and water.

32.014

06.022

0

0
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3) As the draft EIS notes (p. 3-102), Nuclear Fuel Services is built on
the floodplain of the Ndlchucky River. But what the DOE's report fails to
adequately consider are the disastrous affects on water quality
downstream of NFS in the event of a major flood which would inundate
much of the plant, according to recent geologic analyses. [See R. David
Bagaley Ill, "Paleohydraulic Reconstruction of Flood Peaks from Boulder
Deposits Along Three Reaches of the Nolichucky River in Northeastern
Tennessee," May 1993. See also Tennessee Valley Authority, 'Floods on
Nolichucky River and North & South Indian Creeks in Vicinity of Erwin
Tennessee.*]

4) The draft EIS fails to accurately report that Nuclear Fuel Services
has had an accident history fraught with mishaps and Material
Unaccounted For (MUF) incidents. While NFS may not have committed any
OSHA or TOSHA infractions during the past 7 years (p.3-117), Nuclear Fuel
Service employees caused a substantial explosion and fire in 1992 by
failing to adhere to appropriate materials handing practices. A burst
valve in August 1979 caused a significant airborne release of uranium
hexafluoride gas, and press accounts report that NFS dumped 250 pounds
of uranium into the Nolichucky River In 1977. Furthermore, throughout the
1970s, NFS so miserably faided In its recordkeeping anho safeguarding
responsibilities, that substantial amounts of highly enriched uranium are
still considered Material Unaccounted For (MUF). The State of Franklin
Group does not believe that the Tn-Cities public considers Nuclear Fuel
Services' record 'exemplary* (p.3-11 7).

5) Nuclear Fuel Services should be restrained from any new commercial
activity until its site is completely remediated. Decommissioning at NFS
is currendy underway, and the contamination caused by previous
accidents, as well as normal operations, is being removed. Sediments in
Banner Spring Branch, Martin Creek & the Nolichucky River - as well as
the groundwater below the plant -- need to be exhaustively tested to
ensure that all radioactive contamination (which poses a threat to human
health, aquatic organisms & the popular sport of fishing) Is abated.
Employment of laid-off workers might be increased to speed up the
decontamination process.

6) To ensure that the community of Erwin is apprised of NFS' progress
toward decontamination of its site and of public waterways, a Citizens
Advisory Board needs to be formed. The Citizens Advisory Board should
be given the authority to question NFS, NRC and DOE management on the
adequacy of the decontamination measures undertaken. Should the DOE
select Nuclear Fuel Services as a contractor which would perform
downblending operations, the Citizens Advisory Board should continue to
monitor NFS and report to the community on public health issues.

22.014

21.020

25.002

32.013

22.014: After review of a study Paleohydraulic Reconstruction of Flood Peaks from
Boulder Deposits Along Three Reaches of the Nolichucky River in Northeastern Tennes-
see (Bagaley, May 1993) and Tennessee Valley Authority's Floods on Nolichucky River
and North and South Indian Creeks in Vicinity of Erwin Tennessee (Report No. 0-6589,
March 1967), as well as other studies and maps (that is, Federal Emergency Manage-
ments Agency's [FEMA] Flood Insurance Study from 1984 and the 1985 FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Map), it was concluded that the site is located in the probable maximum
flood area as well as 100- and 500-year floodplains of the Nolichucky River, as the HEU
EIS states. Numerous warning devices and systems are in place along the river to warn
the public and the plant of the chance of flooding. The NFS site has emergency plans that
are in place to contact the City of Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant as well as other
national, State, and local committees to inform them when any accidental releases from
the plant occurs. During flooding or because of accidental releases to the surface water,
the Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant closes off the water intake valves to avoid con-
tamination to the public water supply. In addition, the intake valves are monitored rou-
tinely for any water contamination problems.

21.020: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never experienced a
fatality resulting from work-related activities nor has a criticality accident ever occurred
at NFS. A release of UF6 occurred on August 7, 1979. The incident was investigated by
NRC and was concluded that the quantities released were within regulatory levels. Miti-
gation measures were implemented after this event. The vaporization station and the
scrubbing system were redesigned. A secondary scrubber was added exterior to the pro-
cess. Detection systems were installed with an alarm at the work station for the process
ductwork prior to the entire scrubber and in the stack after the scrubbing systems. In
addition, monitoring systems were enhanced and operational procedures were revised.

On September 17, 1979, NFS was closed by NRC because of a uranium inventory differ-
ence. On that date, NFS reported to the NRC that the inventory difference for the
bimonthly physical inventory taken on August 14, 1979, was in excess of the upper limit
specified in the license condition. The plant was closed that same day, and an NRC
inspection team examined the plant's inventory listing and item control system records.
After a full investigation by NRC, it was determined that the incident was the result of
bookkeeping flaws and no material was found to be missing. The unaccounted uranium
was located in the process holdup (ventilating hoods, flues, filters, ductwork, piping).
The uranium accounting system was modified, and a stringent campaign was conducted
to measure the uranium in the ventilation systems. To date, NFS has met all measure-
ment limits of errors.

En
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7) Nudear Fuel Services should never again be allowed to regulate
itself. Should the DOE embark upon Its *preferred alternative' and select
NFS as a contractor, the Erwin facility should be vigorously & constantly
morntored by a full-time NRC inspector.

8) The State of Franklin Group Is sympathetic to the plight of the 400
NFS employees who have been terminated and who are now working at
considerably lower wages, or are still unemployed. Should NFS fail to
obtain a downblending contract from the DOE, another 300 Jobs may be
lost. LUke the rest of the community, the State of Franklin Group wants
workers to be gainfully employed in facilities that do not pose threats to
worker c public safety. Therefore, high-tech, high-wage
envwonmentally-friendly alternative employme nt should be sought for the
employees of NFS by the Nudear Regulatory Commission, the Department
of Energy, the State of Tennessee. the Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers
Lnion, and other agencies. Also, Nuclear Fuels Services' management
should further develop the expertise of its workforce In consulting and
R&D. Clean services like these would be welcomed in the community of
Erwin once NFS decontaminates its facilities.

9) Old age will cause the retirement of a substantial portion of the
nation's nudear generating capacity over the next few years. Further,
fusion power should begin to substitute for fission early in the 21st
Century. The demand for power plant fuel will therefore decline, which
leads the State of Franklin Group to question the need for the DOE's
commercial-fuel-from-weapons downblending program. Sequestration of
the surplus highly enriched uranium at the Y- 12 plant might be a sater
option from the standpoint of human health and nonroliferation. [See
comments by Pete Zars, private citizen of Erwin, dated 1/Z3/96.l

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on DOE's draft EIS. Please
keep the State of Franklin Group Informed Throuhout the decision making
process. Our Sierra Club Group offers its services to the Tri-ties and
the DOE, and will welcome the opportunity to serve on the atlzena
Advisory Board. The State of Franklin Group could also assist the DOE in
the development of a mailing fist of Individuals who should be Invited to
speak at the public hearing In Erwin, and in the formation of a lSt of
members of the local medical community who should be consulted for the
epidemiologcal study.

Sincerely,

25.004

24.008

09.023

32.015

A flash fire did occur inside the 200 Complex at a dissolver in 1992. Material processed
in the dissolver burst into flames and caused localized damage inside the facility. The
ventilation and emergency response systems prevented radioactive releases outside the
facility. There were no injuries nor overexposures to employees. The NRC conducted an
independent investigation (NRC Report CAL070-0143/92-01). Administrative proce-
dures were revised to prevent recurrence.

No single incident occurred releasing 250 pounds of uranium into the Nolichucky River
in 1977. In 1977, a treatment system was implemented at NFS to reduce the uranium
content in waste waters being discharged to the Nolichucky River. Prior to that, the waste
water was not treated, and uranium was being discharged in minimal concentrations.

25.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has prepared a work plan for
Phase 1 decommissioning and decontamination of the NFS site. The work plan has been
approved by the State of Tennessee, EPA, and NRC. Work is underway in accordance
with the approved work plan. NFS is also preparing a comprehensive plan for subsequent
phases of the decommissioning and decontamination of the site. When completed, this
plan will be submitted to the appropriate regulatory agencies for approval.

32.013: The NFS site is a privately operated commercial entity whose operations are
regulated by NRC, EPA, and State regulatory agencies. DOE has no regulatory jurisdic-
tion over NFS operations nor does DOE have authority to establish a Citizen Advisory
Board for the community of Erwin. Furthermore, selection of a contractor (or a site) or
contractors to perform down-blending operations will be based largely on business con-
siderations including availability of the site when needed and competitive bidding.

25.004: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never been allowed to
regulate itself; it has always been licensed and regulated by NRC or its predecessor, the
Atomic Energy Commission. NRC places resident inspectors at all power reactors but
only rarely at materials licensees such as NFS.

24.008: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU are expected to be blended are
based largely on business considerations, although employment impacts are also relevant.
Alternative economic development for the Erwin area is outside the scope of this EIS.

Linda C. Modica
Group Chair

t~)
0
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09.023: The Department of Energy agrees that storage of HEU at the Y-1 2 Plant for a
moderate time (10 to 15 years) presents no serious safety or safeguard risks. However, in -.

the longer term, such storage is unacceptable from a nonproliferation standpoint because
it leaves the material in weapons-usable form, thus failing to set an example for other E..
nations. G

32.015: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. To facilitate this, the Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition has compiled and continuously maintains a mailing list of individ-
uals and organizations interested in the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile
materials. These parties receive newsletters, fact sheets, and other information address-
ing program activities. Anyone who would like to be added to this mailing list should
forward their request to:

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, MD-4
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20585
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Southern Nucear Operating Company

January 16, 1996

12.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to more accurately describe the current
status of the domestic conversion industry. DOE agrees with the commentor that the
HEU EIS no longer accurately portrays the current condition of the domestic markets
for nuclear fuel products. Both the uranium and conversion products market are pre-
dicted to remain strong in the short and medium term. Prices have increased dramati-
cally in the first quarter of 1996. Long-term prospects, however, are more uncertain.
Producers and buyers of conversion products have provided DOE with contradictory
projections on future supply and demand. DOE believes, however, that there would not
be long-term adverse impacts on the conversion industry, and any adverse impacts that
did occur would be largely attributable to the larger quantity of Russian material-not
domestic HEU.

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of fissile Materiala Disposition
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, D.C. 20226-3786

COMIDiTS ON
THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM

DRAFT ENVIRONMUITAL IMPACT STATEMENT
(60 Federal Roaister 56021 Dated October 27. 19951

Dear Sir:

In response to the Department of Energy's October 21, 1995 notice in the
federal Register, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc. has reviewed The
Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (E1$) and Is providing the following cmmnts:

i) We strongly support the Department of Energy's (DOE) proposal
to blend down to the maximum extent possible surplus HEU to
Low-Enriched Uranium (tLEU) for use as commercial nuclear fuel
(Alternative 5 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement).
[his alternative provides the best options for eliminating the
risk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposes while
minimizing any impact on the environaent.

2) We concur with DOE's analysis that Alternative 5 will have the
least impact on the environment from an ultimate waste disposal
standpoint.

3) We believe DOE has over estimated the reduction in deliveries
that domestic producers would experience during the blending
period and that the Department should review its analysis in
this area. Based on studies available to us, which include LEU
supplies from both Russian and U.S. HlEU blending, world uranium
Inventories would be projected to continue to decrease and U.S.
production to continue to increase.

4) We disagree with DOE's assessment that an oversupply condition
exists in the conversion industry. With the shutdown of the
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation facility, the CANECO Corporation and
Allied-Signal, Inc. facilities are the only remaining conver-
sion suppliers in North America. These suppliers have Indicated
their near term production has been soldout and are looking
Into ways to expand their existing production capabilities.

12.011
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Further, U.S. and European import restrictions and controls 12011
upon Russian material restrict the utilization of Russun
conversion capacity. We recomend DOE revicw Its Impact •nt
analysis on the conversion industry.

Should you have any question. please advise.

Res~actfully submitted

, .iller, III
JHVBEW /
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10.003: Comment noted.

Yes. My name is Dennis Sparks. I reside In Erwin. Tennessee. I spent twelve years
working at Nuclear Fuels Services. and I just wanted to let the DOE know that I feel like
we could do a very good job of processing this order. and that our community and our
snall town which is dependant on nuclear fuel and the jobs that itWs brought forth over
the years has been greatly impacted by the reduction in jobs that we've had. I speak
especially for myself. I have a disability, and I cannot find any work because of the
spec~alized experience I had at Nuclear Fuel, and I feel ike we played a great role in
the defense of our country, and we've done a real good job and took pride in our work.
So I would ask that the DOE would certainly give us the utmost consideration in getting
this order here because we have so many people that are really in bad need and of
course I know that the case in a lt of places, but as for myself it has created such a
hardship on us. We have lost about everything we've got. and we would certainly like
to go back to work and keep our plant going, because I feet tike it might be needed in 10.003
the future, that the country right now Instead of being safer than it was could actually be
more at risk for some type of nuclear war or some type of disturbance just due to the
fact that you have so much uranium out there, that you don't know who's hands it's in. I
feet like we have a lot of good trained people and it would be a disadvantage for our
country to lose those people. If we don't get something going before long. I mean
people are just going to go on, and It's not going to be so easy to re-train these people
on jobs that are sophisticated and technical as we did. If there is anything else that I
could do to help our cause, at NFS and Erwin. I would appreciate a letter or anything.
My address Is Route 1, Box 300D (D as in dog), Unicoi. Tennessee, and the zip is
37692. I appreciate your lime, and giving me the opportunity to express my comrments,
and would hope that the DOE would give us the utmost consideration. because we
have one of the highest unemployment rates in the State of Tennessee, and we need
the jobs desperately bad, and we need the work. Thank you for your time. Bye-bye.

,

__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _l
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23.001: Comment noted.

State 04 Misannl i

RcthmdA. •n, OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION S~aPmrevId

85102

November 13. 1995

Greg Rudy
Acting Director
Office of Fiseile Materials Disposition
Department of Energy
P. 0. .o- 23786
Washir.gton. D.C. 20026-3786

Dear Mr. Rudy:

Subject: q5100035 - Draft Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Urani=m aIS

The Missouri Federal Assistance Clearinghouse, in cooperation
with state and local agencies interested or possibly affected.
has completed the review on the above project application.

None of the agencies involved in the review had comsmerts or 23.001recommendations to offer at this time. Thls concludes the
Clearinghouse&s review.

A copy of this letter is to be attached to the application
as evidence of compliance with the State Clearinghouse
requirements.

Sincerely.

Lois ePohI CoordiLnator
missouri Clearinghouse

LPcm
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23.001: Comment noted.

Cb.loi-. Todd Wh-,.. "stat of n r oC. Sax- 1

recemb-r 8. 19S95

.S. Cep-rtment of Energy
OffIce of lriejtie haterlm1i DiBpOcition
c/n SAIC-Hit
PD.- Box 23706
Wa•holgton. DC 20026-3786

RE•: Dieposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium
Draft EnvIronental imPect Statement tOotober 1895)

To Whom It MAy Co*,,Orn:

The leu .Jersey Departant of Environmental Protection
hoe Comple.ed its revelw of the above refererIoa- document.
T e Department has no comments on the Draft Xnviron.enta. 23.01
impact Statement, nor say objectione to the prePoeed ection.

Thank you for providing the Ecpertnent the ,pp':.,tk-nity
tQ review this document.

tx~redce Schmidt

•Eice o f P r..r.. Coordination

c. Jill Llp..ti, Radiatelon Protectlor,

-0 -u "-
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STATE OF TENNESSEE

DEPARTNiENT OF ENVIRONIENT AND CONSERVATION

005* Su"o "Io~~ 0ENESE 374.5.3

hJmary it. 1996

US Deptasment of Esecgy
Offic of Ftstile MateriAls Disposition

do SAICIHEU EIS
P.O Box 23786
Washingtoc, DC 20026-3786

Au"edion J. David Nultmn, Digector
Office of NEPA CoarlIanee and Oa'ruch

Dear Mr. Nuaon:

On bchalf of the State of Tennes, and a- the stae,'s Lead Contact fb National Eavirvoa
Policy Act (NEPA) eview, I have enclosed the csoponscs of two indivil state agencies to she
Diqolat ofSntpias Hithly Enriched Urmniam Draft EnurIvennmertal Iwos atvewan
(DlEl) DOWM3 O240-DS. Oaoba 1995. Thies mview have been coodcted in accordance
with the sequirsmcms of NEPA and implementing regulations of40 CER 1500 - 1008 sod 10 CFR
1021

Please consider Ow comrecnt of each agency as die position of the State of Tennessee. Pleasrefer to the enclosed om poowden•c fimm Tennee Governor Dom Sundquist to Secretary Hand
O'Leara (dated Dcegmbcr 1. 1995). A eopy of this ler is provided due to th relationship of
low klvl and low level mixuted waft anagenon mnd assoesated u-ag iss described is the
ca=vnt Disposition of HEU EIS to the previos Waste Maagexen PEIS.

Yar cnnsideession of the interests of the State of Toamuce is greatly appreciated.

Don Digs

Enjoes-res

c: State DOE-NEPA Contacts and Admhiisnato•s (with enclousrns)

LET-003 Doc
01~111m
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WANT OF 71061RMa
oE9A1fl11aM 01 ERO*40MM5( AND CONSMHA11ON

0011 OVE1,96offDItTOtNst
Mt 93 V.LLNT ROAD

ReOEIVED BY

- 91995
December 21 . 1995

Mr. Don Dilts. Commissioner
Tennessee Depr'. nn of Envisonsent and Conservation
edo Tennessee Environmental Policy Office
14th Floor LAC Tower
401 Church Street
Nashville. Tensnessee 37243 - 1553

Dcar Commissioner Dills

Doeument NEPA Review - "Dlapoaltioa of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Draft
Enviroamental Impaet Statement," DOE/EIS-0240-DM dated Oetober 199S.

rhe Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, DOE Oversight Division has
recvewed the above document for your eoncurrence and transmittal to the following DOE office:

US Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
edo SAICIHEU EIS,
PO Box 23786
Washington, DC 20026 - 3786

Our office review was condueted in accordance with the requirements of the National
Environmentsl Policy Act (NEPA) and implementiag regulations 40 CFR 1500. 1508 and 10
CFR 1021.

This document has four sites being considered for blending operations: DOE Y- 12 Site in Oak
Ridge. Tennessee on the Oak Ridge Rteservation (ORR). Nuclear Fuels Services (NFS) in Erwin.

lennessee. Babcox and Wilcox (B&W) facility in Lynchburg. Virginia, and the DOE Savannah

River Site (SRS) in Aiken, South Carolina. The scope of this document deals with only 200 tons
of surp!us highly enriched uranium, with the major portion of the material now stored on the
ORR.

C.
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10.003: Comment noted.

Commissioner Don Dills
Page Two
December 21. 1995

Cz:~

After review and rtseareh, the Division concurs with the DOE prefergred Alternative (S.c
Maximum Commeercal Use S5% Fuel/I 5% Waste Ratio all four site variation). However. we do
have concerns dealing with the disposition of the Low Level Waste in regard that such waste
would be consis:nt with the DOE's Waste Management PEIS and associated ROD's. The
Division reiterates its position stated in our review of the WM PEIS. in opposition to siting large
scale disposal facilities on the Oak Ridge Reservation for Low Level Mixed and Low Level
Wastes.

In addition, we.have the attached comments for your review and eonsideration in the preparation
of a final pmgraznsniaie environmental impact statementL

Ifryou have any questions, please contact Dale Rector at (423) 481-0995 or Steve Nislcy at (423)
481-0163.

Sincerely

Earl C. Leming
Director

Attachment

I 10.003

28.003

28.003: The decision where product LLW from the surplus HEU disposition program
(0.9-percent LEU derived from surplus HEU) would be disposed of is not part of the
HEU Draft EIS, but rather is being made in conjunction with DOE's Waste Management
PEIS (DOE/EIS-0200-D, draft issued in August 1995) and subsequent tiered or site-
specific NEPA documentation. DOE assumes that process LLW generated as part of the
surplus HEU disposition program at the commercial facilities (incidental waste generated
during the blending process) would be disposed of as part of the normal process waste
stream from those facilities, presumably in a regional compact LLW repository. Product
LLW would be considered DOE waste, and thus not eligible for disposal in regional com-
pact facilities, whether it is blended at DOE sites or commercial sites. It is assumed that
all product LLW must be disposed of in DOE LLW facilities pursuant to the Waste Man-
agement PEIS.

em0297.9
9
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Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium, DOEVEIS-0240 DS. October 1995

General Comments:

In the public meeting in Knoxville on November 14, 1995, DOE rated that additional HEU
material would be declassified in December. 1995. The details of that declassification should be
provided in the EIS.

The risk factors tables show a difference of two orders of magnitude between the sires. The
assumptions made for these calculations are not completely dis•loaed, and may be too gncrtic in
nature to make comparisons possible. TberIfore, the decision should not be based on risk factors
alone.

A cost evaluation of each altemative, including essimated initial cos for the proposed project,
should be included in the final EIS.

Natural Uranium Hexaloride (UFl) is valuable as feedstock in the gaseous diffusion process;
therefore, it doesn't make sense to use it for blending purposes since there is an excessive
amount ofdcpletcd UF6 available at Paducah. Portsmouth and at Oak Ridge K-25 site. Natural
UF, is mentioned in several places in section 4.4 "Interiate Transportation" (and possibly in
other sections) for blending purposes. Natural Up6 should be changed to depleted UFP when
listed for use as a bltendstock in the EIS.

In addition to the above comment. depleted UF6 that is stored at the K-25 site should be
evaluated in the EIS for use as blendssock.

Specific Comments:

I. Pane S-I 8. Summary Basis for Analysis. PailihU 4

Depleted UFP, useful as blcnd stock, may also be obtained from the Oak Ridge K-25 site. The K-

25 site should be added to this paragraph in the EIS

2. Page 1-6, Section 1.4.2. Preferrd Altermatives

In addition, any LLW tranfrrredto any LLW•aclilty would be consstent with the Department's
WM PEIS and associated ROD. any subsequenl NEPA documents fieredflrom or supplementing
the Waste Management PEIN. Please provide information to address the disposition of LLW at

02.007

21.019

16.015

33.009

J 28.003
cont.

02.007: Information about the forms and locations of material that make up the inven-
tory of surplus HEU was declassified by the Secretary of Energy on February 6, 1996,
and is included in the HEU Final EIS in Figure 1.3-1.

21.019: Variation of risk factors between candidate sites are expected for any alterna-
tive due to site-specific characteristics such as land, area, meteorology, and others. For
normal operations and facility accidents, the source terms (the quantity of radioactive
material that can potentially be released) are the same for each candidate site. When this
material is released to the environment, it is transported through the atmosphere to the
receptor (worker or public). Site-specific meteorology and distance from the release point
will determine the subsequent concentration of these materials in the atmosphere. The
closer a receptor is to the release point, the greater the concentration. The more stable the
air mass or slower the wind speed, the greater the concentration. The greater the concen-
tration of these materials, the greater the dose received by the receptor and the greater the
risk calculated. Appendix E of the HEU Final EIS presents the methodology and assump-
tions used in both normal operations and accident conditions in performing public and
occupational health assessments. Decisions on the proposed action and site selection
would likely include several other environmental and economic factors in addition to
health risks.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of
blending HEU for disposal as waste.

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly. Using depleted uranium in the blending process
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235.
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel
feed, it is necessary to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to
U-235, it is necessary to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis-
posal.

0
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the two proposed commercial sites as the WM PEIS does not address commercial waste
disposition.

3. Paac 3-17 & 3-18. Section 3.3.4 & 3.3.5 Water Recourses & Geology and Soils

Please provide information is the groundwater section of this document on kant hydrology in the
carbonate units on the ORR. No information is given on groundwater velocity and solution
enlarged conduits in these units. In addition, please provide information on groundwater
preferential pathways, e.g.. along strike tigrmtion.

4. Pattce 3-18. Section 3.35 Geoloey and Soils

Recharge occurs over most of the area, but is most effective where overburdened soils are thin or
permeable. In the area near Bear Creek Valley. recharge into the carbonated rocks is mainly
along recharge Into she carbonaetd rocks is mainry along Chestnut Ridge. Groundwater
generallyflowsftom the recharge areas to the center of Bear Creek Valley and discharger into
Bear (reek and its tributarles. Please provide evidence to substantiate this statement.

5. Page 3-18. Section 3.3.5. Geology and Soils

Provide information to show if the groundwater meets drinking water criteria for a water supply.

6. •.g .340. Section 3.3.10 Low-Level Waste

The information provided on Class L- I and Clas L-I I LLW facilities is csurently inaccurate
please omit or provide current informnation.

7. E.•.4 - 105 Section 4- 4. 2. I Site Transoortation Interfaces for Hazardous Materials

Please provide information on why hazardous materials transportation by rail was not addressed.
Also. compare public exposures and accidents for rail transportadon vs. truck transportation.

8. Pare 4 - 162. Section 4. 6. 2. Sile-Snccific Cumulative Imnacts

Please provide cumulative Impact assessment for the ORR incorporating the data from the Waste
Management PEIS document that was omitted.

I28.003
cont.

22.017

22.018

22.015

22.013

20.012

25.007

Depleted UF6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites
would use UF 6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura-
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously, depleted
UF 6 would not be used for any of the processes for commercial fuel. Depleted UF 6 would
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat-
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has
ample supplies of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for
waste material.

22.017: Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS have been revised to include
additional information as requested.

22.018: This information presented on page 3-18 of the HEU Draft EIS was obtained
from the Oak Ridge Reservation Environmental Report for 1991, (ES/ESH-22/V 1, Octo-
ber 1992), pages 5-4 to 5-8.

The thickness of the vadose zone is the greatest beneath ridges, and thins towards valley
floors. Beneath ridges underlain by the Knox aquifer, the vadose zone commonly is
greater than 30 m (100 ft) thick, whereas beneath ridges underlain by the Rome forma-
tion, the vadose zone is typically less than 15 m (50 ft) thick. Most recharge through the
vadose zone is episodic and occurs along discrete permeable features (such as relict bed-
rock fractures) that may become saturated during rain events, even though surrounding
microspores remain unsaturated and contain trapped air.

The HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the appropriate citation (OR DOE 1992c:
5-5-5-7).

22.015: A discussion of groundwater quality was provided in Section 3.3.5. However,
due to misplaced text the discussion of groundwater quality appeared to be incomplete.
This discrepancy has been corrected in the lIEU Final EIS. Groundwater quality infor-
mation at three monitoring wells closest to the Y-12 Plant are shown in Table 3.3.4-2.
The information in this table indicates that the quality of groundwater generally meets
drinking water criteria.

-It. 5
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STATE OF TýEwSSUE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AN NSERVATIONDIVISION Of RtADIOLOGICAL NF.kT
3RD FLOOR. L & C ANNEX

401 CHURCH STREET
NASHMVILLE. N 37243-1632

U15-432414
NTm!0T: M MOar.EU• • 5IA•LI.TU

January 10, 1996

DOE - Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
t/o SAIC - HEU EIS
P 0 Box 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3766

ATTN: J. David Nulton. Director
Office of NEPA Compliance & Outreach

Dear Mr. Nulton:

We have reviewed the DOEIEIS-0240-DS 'Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched
Uranium Draft Environmental Impnac Statement* and would offer the following
comment

Regardless of whiclh facility is chosen by the DOE to perform the downblendlng of the
HEU, the process should be regulated and licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission This Process should be held to the same regulatory standards as other
commercial fuel cycle facilities in the United States.

The independent regulatory oversight of the operations will provide assurance that the
public, the workers, and the environment will be adequately protected from any
potential radiation hazard.

Sincerely.

Michael H. Mobley
Director

MHM:sk
*5,4ft*.euI

22.013: The cited information is current as reported in the most recent reference, Oak
Ridge Reservation Waste Management Plan, ES/WM-30, February 1995 (OR MMES
1995c), but does not reflect proposed waste management strategies. Section 3.3.10 of the
HEU Final EIS has been revised accordingly to include these strategies at ORR.

20.012: Highly enriched uranium is transported exclusively by safe secure trailers.
Blendstock, LEU fuel feed material, and LLW could be shipped by any acceptable com-
mercial conveyance selected by the shipping traffic manager. For the HEU EIS, calcula-
tions were based on truck transport because that is the mode currently used by the Y-1 2
Plant, B&W, and NFS. Although rail is not excluded, it is not available at all sites.

25.007: The HEU EIS cumulative impact assessments are revised to include data, to the
extent available, from the Waste Management PEIS.

25.008: In response to the recommendations of an advisory committee, DOE is review-
ing options to bring its facilities under regulation by an external organization. Although
the regulating agency would likely be NRC or the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board, no decision has yet been made.

25.008
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STATE OF TENNESSEE, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND

CONSERVATION, OAK RIDGE, TN
PAGE 7 OF 8

_0* STATE OF' TErOI-.SSrEE

December 14, 1995

Secretary Hazel O'Leary
United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Room 7A-257
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary O'Leary:

.@jf P Y
RECURD

DEC 22 195

RECEIVED BY
J;,!l 02 2 96

DONUewwaN

Go-~t4.

eeL, '

14.020: This comment concerning DOE's draft Waste Management PEIS (DOE/EIS-
0200-D, August 1995) is not directly relevant to the issues considered in the HEU EIS.
Decisions concerning where DOE's LLW will be treated and disposed are being made
pursuant to the former NEPA document, not the latter. The Governor's concerns were
addressed in a February 8, 1996, letter from Secretary O'Leary to Governor Sundquist,
which noted that ORR is one of 17 "major" candidate sites for potential waste disposal
facilities by virtue of its current inventory of waste materials, its waste management facil-
ities, and site capabilities. The selection of preferred alternatives for national waste man-
agement configurations will be made in the final Waste Management PEIS, and responses
to the Governor's comments will also be included in the associated Comment Analysis
and Response Document.

lb

Q-:y

Recently, ageacies of the State of'Tennessee submitted commnans in accordance with the
requirements ofthe Na•ional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the Draft Wante
Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (D-PEIS) for Managing
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radiloactive and Hazardous Waste, DOFIEIS-0200
D, August 1995. 1 have elected to communicate with you directly to insure that the State
of Tennessee's policy interests concerning this important D-PEIS are clearly communicated.

My administration strongly opposes and will continue to oppose any attempt by DOE to
"site" large waste deposition activities in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. It is disappointing to me
that the United States Department of Energy (DOE) continues to seriously consider another
short sighted option in a tiring stuing of waste deposition assessments for Oak Ridge. My
administration views all of the alternatives in the current 'Waste Managemeat" D-PEIS that
consider disposal of low level mixed waste and low level waste on the Oak Ridge
Reservation as technically unsound.

It is commonly known, and widely supported inside and outside of Tennessee that Oak
Ridge is one ofseveral sites in the DOE complex that does not possess the appropriate
geologic or hydrologic character for such large scale waste deposition acsivities's currently
proposed in your D.PEIS. The National Goveor's Association/DOE Disposal Working
Group specitically recommended that the Oak Ridge complex be considered only for
disposal of a very restrictive list of radionsutlides due to an emphasis on protection of human
health and the environment

Your own agency's data summary for waste management sites in the current D-PEIS
indicates that the Oak Ridge Reservation currently produces the highest "population dose"'
among the 54 DOE stes around the nation. We believe that a large scale low level mixed
waste and low level waste disposal facility at Oak Ridge would add additional risk to an
already unacceptable situation.

14.020

State Capitol. Nf~hvTfe. TenesMee 37243-0001
Telephone No. (615) 741-2001



STATE OF TENNESSEE, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION, OAK RIDGE, TN
PAGE 8 OF 8

Page Two
Secretary Hzel OLmeoy
Decemer 14. 1995

Despite our concerns, the State ofTennese rerogeizo and appreciates the historc role
Oak Ridge. Tennessee bas played for the nation and the economic conotrition DOE haa
made to the Oak Ridge community and Tennessee over the pat SO years. We will continue
to promote and will accept our responsibility to the n'aton us potential ste for one or
several of the complex suite of activiti that DOE must peforma Howevr. I believe that
DOE's continued consideration ofthe most technicdly unsuitalme disposal site in the DOE
complex for large scale waste deposition is truly a waste ofpredous national and sta=e
resources. I urged you to invest your agenqcy energses in he•ltatives that better meet both
the "lon and long term interests of waste storage

Sincerely.

Don Sundlqus~st N

c: United States Representative Zach Wamp
United States Senator Fred Thompson
United States Senator Bili Frist
Commissioner Don Dills, Tennessee Dcpartment of Environmest and Conscvations
US DOE Headquarters PA Office
Mr. Greg Rsdy, Acting Director, Office of Fssile Materials Disposition
NEPA File

M

Gn..



STATE OF TENNESSEE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

NASHVILLE, TN
PAGE 1 OF 1 10.003: Comment noted.

rtb t
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J~awr o At .praenmtaffha
Mtate o Tut ~wtu

sane salanso.

Novembser 21, 1995

The US DOE
Office of Esaile Materials Dlsposition
Post Office Box 23786
Waahintos. D.C 20M

De.r Sir.

This ltter is written in general support for Nuclear Fuad Servl=6 Inc. of Evist
Tennessee

I am Impressed with the history Nuclear Fuel Services has with both safety and
security. They have been, and continue to be, good neighbous. Nudes FPad
Services is the type of smaU boush"is operation I am hAppy to support. It is
hoped the plant will be considered for any future ontroctB or projects. The
worleAs at Nuclear Fuel Services se capable of competlng successfully.

Sincerely,

Robert D. o': Pattont. M..A. FA.D

10.003

RDP/bc



STATE OF TENNESSEE, JOHNSON CiTY, TN
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10.003: Comment noted.
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Eel
S~-tISS TH1 SMM 96A1f rt.15 741 9349 P.f210

Un te• t Ohtae nent of at egy

Offcl 99 Flelef Materalts Dlepoeldom
November 14, M96

This coneract wosld men do"e to 100I job for the people of UppW East
T .smeee. I canom. you thMa a"e conioz-c Is not only wantd blut
nmede4, end we eppmrde 8he oppoaxftuly to coonpate for this very Ilovoteo

NFl Is one of hoem emame bueinesese thatee been eo Imporst to Ce 10.003
eo¢nomy of Tennessee, end hee meant so finch to the defenee of our Country
a toe ndevelopment of Im kind of cMology I•o il•tan t In th feldol cont.
nudea energy.

Again, I an very conideMna Iht, not only will u- facility poduc tas work for
you at the lowest cost, but et the hlghest of qumlity In the deee aWd moet

We appraecs We opponelity. end look forward to working wih you as we
turn "Swords Into Plow Shares" anl proide a new source of enegy.

If I can be of assietance In any way, plesee don't healta. to conact nu t 11-
800-200-CROW or iS16-741-24461.

Sincerely,

I. L. Crowe, I

OEC.wsc
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lIEU ElIS PUBLIC i I . jRAL COMMENTS
AFrERNOON wORKSHOP

Knoxvlte, Teanessee
November 14.1995

SESSION: Discusson Group A

OPEN DISCUSSION
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'REVISED December 13.1995

22.010

11.005

01.002

16.003

14.003

11.006

09.012

09.004

22.010: Site-specific upgrade requirements for each of the blending technologies are
discussed throughout the HEU EIS; specifically in Sections 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.3, 2.2.3.4,
2.2.3.5, 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4. Each of the blending processes and the equipment
needed for those processes are discussed in Section 2.2.

11.005: The HEU EIS assumes that no new facilities (buildings) would be needed to
carry out the proposed actions, although modifications or additional equipment might be
installed in existing facilities (such additions would be necessary to make UF 6 blending
possible, for example). DOE has no plans to construct new facilities. If commercial enti-
ties choose to build new facilities for the HEU disposition program, additional NEPA
review would probably be necessary, 'Most likely in the context of NRC license amend-
ment proceedings.

01.002: The ability to convert HEU in the form of metal or oxide to UF 6 does not cur-
rently exist at any facility. Because UF6 blending would only be used for blending com-
mercial material, it would only be developed if one of the commercial blenders decides it
is economically preferable to its existing UNH blending capabilities. DOE does not
intend to install new equipment for the purpose of competing with the private sector in a
commercial market when it already has adequate UNH and metal (at the Y-12 Plant)
blending capability.

16.003: The costs of undertaking HEU blending actions could initially be borne by
DOE, by USEC, or by potential purchasers of the material. Any new equipment installed
at commercial facilities would be at their own expense. It is fully expected that all costs
of blending, including waste management, would ultimately be covered by the purchase
price for commercial material.

14.003: Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be
responsible for disposal of the resulting spent nuclear fuel. Under the Nuclear Waste Pol-
icy Act, DOE manages the Nation's civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees
assessed on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a
DOE permanent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). The process waste
from commercial blending facilities would be handled the same as any other waste from
those facilities-in regional LLW repositories governed by interstate compacts under the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, as amended.

0•
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11.007

12.004

21.006

20.009

06.009

06.020

32.007

06.024
32.008

11.006: Decisions about which facilities get blending business from this program are
most likely to be decided on the basis of competitive bidding procedures that may be con-
ducted by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE. The metal blending capabilities at
the Y-12 Plant would only be used to blend noncommercial material for disposal as
waste, since metal blending would not be conducive to subsequent commercial use.

09.012: Retaining and using surplus HEU in weapons-usable forms would not be con-
sistent with the purpose and need for the proposed action. As explained in Section 2.1 of
the HEU EIS, DOE used a formal screening process and public input to identify a range
of reasonable alternatives for the disposition of HEU. The process was conducted by a
screening committee that consisted of five DOE technical program managers, assisted by
technical advisors from DOE's national laboratories and other support staff. The commit-
tee compared alternatives against screening criteria, considered input from the public,
and used technical reports and analyses from the national laboratories and industry to
develop a final list of alternatives.

09.004: The United States has discontinued nuclear tests or other nuclear explosions as
part of its nonproliferation policy.

11.007: Section 4.7 of the HEU EIS discusses the positive impacts from avoided ura-
nium mining, milling, and enrichment. The more than 100 commercial reactors in the
United States (and hundreds more overseas) create a steady demand for uranium fuel.
The environmental analysis in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS indicates that blending HEU
down would result in few significant impacts.

12.004: The Department of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing
uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms
of the USEC Privatization Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner
that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The impacts
on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU
Final EIS.
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10.009

03.007

03.008

20.006

I 06.010

I 11.008

29.001

11.008
cont'.

04.007

16.004

10.008

21.006: Several accident scenarios were considered for the HEU EIS including a tor-
nado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, nuclear criticality, process-related accidents, and
an evaluation basis earthquake. As stated in Section 4.3, it was assumed that with the
exception of the filter fire and the fluidized bed release, all of the accident scenarios con-
sidered in the EIS could be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake. The evaluation
basis earthquake is also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality and the UF 6 cylinder
release. To be conservative, the consequences from the evaluation basis earthquake,
earthquake induced criticality, and the UF 6 cylinder release were added to yield the total
consequences from both the release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the
environment and a criticality.

Because details on some of the site-specific processes were proprietary, one set of repre-
sentative data were used in the HEU EIS for each blending process with nominal
throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding values for operational
requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters. Therefore, the same acci-
dent scenarios representative of each blending process were used at each site.

20.009: Continued storage does not reduce the inventory of weapons-usable material,
which is the purpose of the proposed action. It would be unreasonable to compare storage
(no action alternative) impacts with only part of the potential risk (that is, transportation)
encountered for the other alternatives. However, the total impacts for each alternative are
presented and compared. Transportation impacts are specifically addressed in Section 4.4
and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

06.009: Neither blending down of HEU nor treatment with any chemical can make Pu.
However, blending HEU to 4-percent LEU and using it as fuel in commercial reactors
results in the creation of some Pu in the spent nuclear fuel. Only reactors can make Pu. It
is possible to reprocess the resulting spent fuel by dissolving it in nitric acid and using
other chemicals to separate Pu, but because spent fuel is extremely radioactive, the pro-
cess is very hazardous and difficult and must be carried out by remote control in heavily
shielded cells. This is the process that was used to make the Pu used for the nuclear weap-
ons in the first place, but it has never been accomplished by any subnational group.
Because of the difficulty of separating Pu from spent fuel, spent fuel is considered highly
proliferation resistant for at least 80 to 100 years after it is removed from reactors. lb
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I 24.005
10.003

126.005

1Otal comments teceived in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined
(grouped) for presentation in this documenL

06.020: Once HEU is blended down to 4- or 0.9-percent LEU, it could become HEU
again only if it were re-enriched. It would be no less difficult to turn such LEU back into
HEU than it would be for any of the much more plentiful world stocks of LEU of compa-
rable enrichment levels.

32.007: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. In this regard, the Office of Fissile Mate-
rials Disposition published a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867)
on October 26, 1995 that announced that the HEU EIS was available for comment; pro-
vided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and identified
the methods by which to submit comments. Additional information, including newsletters
and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public who are on
the office's mailing list. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that pro-
vides current information, program status and activities, and the ability to interact with
the office directly.

Health effects studies are discussed for each candidate site in Chapter 3 of the HEU EIS.
Impacts of the proposed action and alternatives on public and worker health from both
normal and potential accidents are addressed in Chapter 4. No actions will be taken until
the decisions are made public. The ROD is scheduled to be published in the Federal Reg-
ister in the summer of 1996.

06.024: The purpose of the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is to reduce the threat to U.S.
and world security that is posed by large stockpiles of surplus Russian HEU, as well as to
provide needed hard currency to Russia to assist its redevelopment efforts. The U.S.
effort that is the subject of the HEU EIS is reciprocal to the Russian effort to reduce its
HEU stockpiles.

32.008: The Department of Energy must work within the constraints imposed by avail-
able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the
NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi-
fied in the HEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.
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Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition's mailing list.

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than I percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis-
posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in

the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.

03.007: It is correct that the foreign policy objective of reducing global stockpiles of
weapons-usable fissile materials would remain without regard to USEC's role. USEC's

involvement stems from the provision of the Energy PolicyAct of 1992 that makes USEC
the exclusive marketing agent for sales of U.S. Government and Russian enriched ura-
nium. There are at present no international treaties concerning disposition of fissile mate-
rials. However, the Joint Statement between the United States and Russia on

Nonproliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and the Means of their Delivery (Janu-
ary, 1994, reproduced as Appendix B of the HEU Final EIS) provides a bilateral frame-
work for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addition, the President's

Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (September 1993, reproduced as Appendix A
of the HEU EIS) commits the United States to "seek to eliminate where possible, the
accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure that where these materials already
exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety, security, and international
accountability." The U.S. Government is pursuing fissile materials disposition on a uni-

lateral basis, to set an example for other nations, and to reciprocate similar actions

already being taken in Russia.
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03.008: There is no treaty related to Pu or HEU. However, the joint statement between Q-
the United States and Russia on Nonproliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and Z
the Means of their Delivery (January 1994, reproduced as Appendix B of the HEU Final
EIS) provides a bilateral framework for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addi-
tion, the President's Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (September 27, 1993,
fact sheet included as Appendix A of the HEU Final EIS) commits the United States to S."
"seek to eliminate where possible, the accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure Q
that where these materials already exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety, tl P"

security, and international accountability." tz

20.006: Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processes currently exist and would not
require new construction even for a new UF6 capability at commercial sites. This pro-
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of material forms, availability of
facilities when needed, and business decisions.

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite
material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and such handling would
still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these
scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume
of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.

06.010: It is not clear what accidents the question refers to. In general, the burden of
nuclear accidents falls on whatever party has legal possession of nuclear material at any
given time. The Price-Anderson Act establishes a framework of liability coverage for
nuclear accidents. For the private nuclear industry, that framework includes private insur-
ance and retroactive liability that is shared across the entire nuclear industry. The Govern-
ment is self-insured.

11.008: If the decision were made to blend all surplus HEU to waste, there would be no
customer in the commercial sense. The material would be blended by or on behalf of
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DOE for disposal as waste. Any or all of the facilities could be involved in such blending.
It is not possible to specify today where blending would take place for either waste or
commercial material, since those decisions will depend in part on the forms of the busi-
ness transactions governing particular disposition actions. Decisions about blending sites
and transportation could be made by DOE, by USEC, or by other entities involved in
those transactions. It is very likely that competitive bidding procedures will be instru-
mental in such decisions.

29.001: Cost will play a key role in the decisionmaking process. The Preferred Alterna-
tive identified in the HEU Final EIS is to maximize commercial use of the material,
because it would recover the material's economic value and satisfy the nonproliferation
objective in the most timely manner.

Preliminary cost estimates suggest that 170 t of surplus HEU may have a net commercial
value of approximately $2 billion. More importantly, avoiding disposal costs for the same
amount of material would save the Government between $5 and $15 billion.

04.007: The Department of Energy has no expectation of recovering the invested costs
of producing HEU, which have been very high. (The marginal cost of enrichment goes up
as enrichment levels increase.) DOE has no reliable basis for estimating the actual cost of
producing HEU. The current question is whether recovery of those invested costs can be
at least partially offset by commercial use of the material or completely written off by
making it all into waste.

16.004: The value of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU has been evaluated as part of
cost estimates for the alternatives in the HEU EIS that have been released separately from
the HEU Final EIS. The value of commercial material is expected to be equivalent to
market value for any other commercial LEU. Off-spec material is expected to be dis-

counted to reflect its lower value.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with Q)
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide p
this information to the decisionmakers.
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24.005: Cost analysis is not part of the HEU EIS, although cost estimates for the alter- - .
natives have been developed to be included in the ROD(s) and are available as a separate
document. It is anticipated that the work needed to blend down surplus HEU will be done
using both DOE and commercial sites. To the extent that work is done within DOE, the
requirements of Section 3161 of the Defense Authorization Act of 1994, as applicable,
will be complied with.

10.003: Comment noted.

26.005: Storage limitations of uranium materials differ at each candidate blending site.
Interim storage of enriched uranium at the Y-12 Plant is limited to 500 t of HEU and 6 t
of LEU for a period of up to 10 years (60 FR 54068, October 19, 1995). There are no lim-
itations on the storage of uranium at SRS. The quantity of uranium that could be stored at
commercial sites are limited by their NRC licenses. B&W and NFS are licensed to pos-
sess up to 60,000 kilograms (kg) (132,000 pounds [Ib]) and 7,000 t (15,400 lb), respec-
tively, of U-235 in any required chemical or physical form (except UF6) and at any
enrichment (see Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5 of the HEU EIS).
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I 24.002
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03.002
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21.003: The UF 6 release that occurred on August 7, 1979 was reported in the Environ-
mental Assessment for Renewal of Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124, Nuclear
Fuel Services,. Inc., Erwin Plant, Erwin, Tennessee, Docket No. 70-143, dated August
1991. As described on page 4-38 of the environmental assessment the quantities released
to the atmosphere increased rapidly to a maximum within 10 to 15 minutes and then
slowly decreased as material circulated out of the process ventilation and out of the stack.
Most activity (60 to 80 percent) was released in 1 hour, although it took about 3 hours for
all the activity to escape. The incident was investigated by NRC. The quantities released
were within regulatory levels. After this event, the scrubbing system was redesigned and
modified to improve the system. Detection systems with alarms were also installed at the
work station.

The HEU EIS analyzed radiological releases from UF6 blending process during normal
operations of NFS as well as under a severe accident condition during which the highest
atmospheric release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals would occur. The accident
scenarios evaluated in the HEU EIS included the release of UF6 from a cylinder leak sim-
ilar to what occurred at NFS in 1979. Section 4.3.2 of the HEU Final EIS presents
impacts of blending HEU to 4-percent UF 6 to the public and the environment.

22.005: Potential releases to air from the proposed action were estimated and presented
in Section 4.3 of the HEU EIS. However, it was determined that there would be no haz-
ardous waste released to the surface or groundwater during blending operations. All haz-
ardous waste would be treated until it becomes nonhazardous and, after treatment, would
then be released to an NPDES-permitted outfall.

21.004: The HEU EIS analyzed both accidental and chronic releases of HEU from the
proposed alternatives. Chronic releases are very small releases of material to the environ-
ment over a long period of time. Accidental releases are releases of material to the envi-
ronment over a very short period of time to an instantaneous release. The impacts of
chronic and accidental releases from normal operations and accidents, respectively, were
evaluated for each alternative blending process and presented in Section 4.3 of the HEU
Final EIS.

24.002: Differences in current conditions at each site lead to different potential impacts
at each site. For example, the area surrounding SRS has a higher minority population than
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the area around any of the other sites. Therefore, SRS may have a disproportionate envi-
ronmental justice impact.

21.005: NFS has higher dose rates than other candidate sites because it is the smallest
site in land area, and thus the receptors are closer. The potential impacts of any release of
HEU are a function of the amount of material released (source term), the dispersion of the
material into the atmosphere (related to the site meteorology), and the distance to the
nearest receptor (the worker or member of the public). Since the source terms are identi-
cal, only the distance to the nearest receptor and meteorology will make significant differ-
ences in the dose rate. The closer the receptor to the source term, the larger the calculated
dose rate will be (in much the same way that the closer someone is to a fire [the source
term], the more heat [the dose rate] they would feel).

20.005: The purpose of the proposed action is to reduce HEU to non-weapons-grade
for commercial use. Long-term storage would not achieve this. The HEU EIS weighs the
total impacts for the alternatives, but does not compare storage with only part of the
potential risk that might be encountered (that is, transportation). As explained in Section
4.4 of the HEU Final EIS, HEU would be transported by safe secure trailers, a convey-
ance that provides optimum safety and security. For example, there has never been a safe
secure trailer accident involving a release of radioactive material causing injury or death.
Transportation cost was not evaluated in the HEU EIS; however, it is relatively inexpen-
sive when compared to the long-term storage.

01.001: The Department of Energy will make programmatic decisions whether surplus
HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste. Subsequently, DOE will make
decisions about specific lots of HEU for disposition. Decisions about blending locations
for commercial material may be made by DOE or USEC or other entities involved in dis-
position actions. Decisions about blending for waste materials are likely to be made by
DOE.

03.001: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived
from HEU increases proliferation potential. Among the alternatives considered, Alterna-
tive 1, the No Action Alternative, has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves

C-,
C% -. :$4s
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the HEU in weapons-usable form. DOE considers Alternatives 2 through 5, which repre-
sent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva-
lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the
HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment, and spent
fuel are all considered to have low proliferation potential, because both enrichment of
uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu are difficult and costly.

03.002: The program objective of setting a good example for other nations relates to
converting weapons-usable fissile materials to forms that are no longer weapons-usable;
(that is, to demonstrate to other nations that our nuclear disarmament actions are perma-
nent and irreversible). It is in the national security interest of the United States that other
nations take similar actions to reduce stockpiles of weapons materials, so the United
States is obligated to take such actions itself. All four of the action alternatives in the
HEU Final EIS (Alternatives 2 through 5) satisfy this objective by seeking to blend all of
the surplus HEU to LEU. Only the No Action Alternative, which would leave the HEU in
its present weapons-usable forms, would fail to satisfy this nonproliferation objective.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

03.003: Although spent fuel contains Pu, which if separated is a weapons-usable fissile
material, spent fuel is extremely radioactive and hazardous to handle; thus, it is difficult
and costly to separate Pu from spent fuel. In accordance with recommendations of the
National Academy of Sciences, it is the policy of the United States to make weapons-
usable fissile materials at least as proliferation resistant as commercial spent fuel.

03.004: The Department of Energy agrees that blending all surplus HEU to waste
would be much more costly and take longer than options that make commercial use of the
material. It also would have greater adverse environmental impacts. However, it must be
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included in the HEU EIS to assure that a "range" of alternatives has been analyzed. DOE !
also agrees that blending to waste offers no nonproliferation advantage over blending for C

commercial use.

11.003: Section 2.1.2 of the HEU EIS indicates that, under some circumstances, maxi- r o"
mizing commercial use reduces the time needed to complete disposition actions. t.,-

11.004: The HEU EIS indicates in the text box in Section 1.1.1 that blending down is
much easier than enrichment. DOE agrees with the commentor that reprocessing is also
very difficult relative to blending HEU down to LEU.

03.005: The Department of Energy considers the re-enrichment of uranium from mate-
rial blended down to 1 percent and reprocessing of spent fuel to recover Pu to be compa-
rably difficult barriers to proliferation.

09.002: The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the
capability to deal with HEU only in the form of UF6. The K-25 Site at ORR is perma-
nently closed. Since the surplus HEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF6 , those
facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.

32.006: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in the DOE's decisionmaking process. In this regard, the Office of Fissile
Materials published a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on
October 26, 1995, that announced that the HEU Draft EIS was available for comment;
provided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and iden-
tified the methods by which to submit comments. Additional information, including
newsletters and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public
who are on the office's mailing list. Regional print and media advertisements were also
used to draw attention to the public meetings and other methods available to submit com-
ments. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that provides current infor-
mation, program status and activities, and the ability to interact with the office directly.
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04.002: The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficulty marketing the
commercial material at market rates. Off-spec material will probably need to be marketed
at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements
for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.
DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at
rates that do not have an adverse material impact on the market.

03.006: The Department of Energy agrees that the nonproliferation objectives are pre-
eminent; however, the recovery of some of the costs involved in creating this HEU are
also very important, particularly in the current budgetary climate. Fortunately, the two
objectives are complementary in the HEU disposition program.

04.003: The Department of Energy's preference is to utilize as much as possible of this
resource as LEU reactor fuel derived from surplus HEU.

33.001: Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi-
ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but
have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly. Surplus HEU is currently located at
10 DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.
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03.009: Among the alternatives considered, Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative,
has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable form.
DOE considers alternatives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of
the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation poten-
tial, and much more proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU
at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low prolif-
eration potential, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu
are difficult and costly.

24.001: The largest number of direct jobs generated would be 126 for blending HEU to
LEU as UF6 (disposition fuel). The largest number of total jobs (direct and indirect) gen-
erated would be 444 in the ORR region. These jobs would be created as a result of blend-
ing HEU to either waste or fuel. There would be no difference between fuel or waste
alternatives in terms of the total number of jobs created.

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of
surplus HEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.
DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus HEU will take between 15
and 20 years to blend, and material that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fuel to remain essentially steady for the
foreseeable future.

06.011: The environmental impacts from disposal of radioactive wastes are being ana-
lyzed in other NEPA documents together with the much larger quantities of radioactive
waste that must be managed by DOE. As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final
EIS, the disposal of LLW generated as a result of this program will be addressed as part
of DOE's Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Man-
aging Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste and any
site-specific or project-specific EIS's concerning LLW repositories.

17.012: Material will generally not be blended down until it can move promptly into
the pipeline for either commercial use or disposal as waste, so there is no need for
extended storage of blended down product. As stated in Section 4.8.1 of the HEU Final
EIS, the U.S. surplus HEU would represent about 2 percent of the world market for ura-
nium.
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13.002: The demand for HEU-derived uranium would come from the approximately
100 nuclear electric power plants operating in the United States and hundreds of others
overseas. There is no expected increase in the number of these power plants in the United
States.

13.003: There is consideration of deregulation of the electrical supply industry, but that
has not happened yet and no one can be sure what form it will take or what its impact will
be. At this time, there is no deregulation data to analyze. The demand for uranium in the
United States is continuously analyzed by numerous firms specializing in the uranium
market. These analyses predict essentially steady demand for uranium at 165 million
pounds U308 per year worldwide. The United States uses about 45 million lbs U308 per
year and produces only about 6 million lbs.

11.010: The HEU EIS analyzes generic processes for the various blending technologies
at all of the sites. Generic process rates are also applied based on rates that all of the facil-
ities could achieve. It is possible that some of the facilities could process material at
higher rates, although it is unlikely DOE could make material available for blending at
higher rates.

07.002: The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic
decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre-
ferred Alternative in the HEU Final EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu-
ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the
analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental considerations
are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which may be made by parties other than
DOE. If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within
the parameters analyzed in the EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is
expected that no additional NEPA documentation will be required.

C~)

01.004: Uranyl nydrate hexahydrate blending technology is in existence at all four
facilities, and metal blending technology exists at DOE's Y-12 Plant. While all of the
facilities have engaged in some blending as part of their past operations, blending to pre-
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13.004

06.015

03.017

06.017

03.011

06.019

107.004

05.013

10.003

10.014

cisely 0.9 or 4 percent has probably not been done because HEU has never before been
blended down either for commercial use or waste. The point is, the technology for blend-
ing at higher enrichment levels is the same as would be used to yield the lower level prod-
ucts for this program, except more blending and blendstock would be needed. There is no
environmentally consequential difference between the experience these facilities have
and the proposed actions..

05.006: The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2-1 of the HEU Draft EIS were rough
estimates and are considered optimistic. They were based on the assumption that the sites
can process material at the analyzed rates (up to 10 t per year) and that DOE can provide
material for blending at up to 40 t per year in the case of using all four sites simulta-
neously. The HEU Final EIS is revised to reflect more realistic assumptions. In actuality,
DOE could not provide material that quickly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the
time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years.

07.008: The sites that are considered in the HEU EIS are the two commercial and two
DOE sites that can process significant quantities of HEU today. The Preferred Alternative
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or processes cannot be
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic
decisions whether surplus HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste, and
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete
batches of HEU. Decisions about where blending will, occur will be based on business
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transportation considerations, and
competitive bidding processes. The commentor is correct that the forms and locations of
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.

02.001: Highly enriched uranium is primarily metal, uranium oxide, and UF6 . Most of
the amounts and forms of surplus HEU at specific locations have been declassified and
were made available in the Secretary of Energy's Openness Initiative announcement on
February 6, 1996. The newly-released information is indicated in Figure 1.3-1 of the
HEU Final EIS.

08.003: The lIEU Final EIS indicates that risks would be comparable and quite low at
all sites. Thus, the selection of sites for blending, which may be done by USEC or other

REVISED Doesseshee7. l594
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entities as well as DOE, would probably be dictated primarily by business considerations

It Blndig in fue h 14.006 and the results of competitive bidding processes.

Sjue1 F.Cd

Wbee dou DOEr begin to p*, ,ie d.,,,- .1 sp= wl7 U ded d,, Ue. H,, M, 14.011 20.002: The quantity of material per truckload (shipment) varies, depending on the
'.eeue to eddwislye-buewdupe L W mano. 10.009 alternative and type of material. For example, under the alternative to produce UNH for

•- *C=0wW bW-t ft =Ii,5 , fed is -M dus WIS commercial use, a truckload would contain 48 packages of surplus HEU, 35 kg per pack-
Se dw -Y w~w~mic lauwd to toblend Me 1* ee4 4 LX 04.006 age (77 lbs), or 1,680 kg (3,696 lbs) of surplus HEU per truckload. Table G.1-3 of the

'Oralmments receed in public meetings c ceming simila issue wee HEU Final EIS presents the quantity of each material transported in the assessment.
combined (grouped) for presentation in this document.

19.001: Yes. The maximum annual transportation impacts would be 0.038 fatalities for
transportation of LLW and 0.061 fatalities for LEU destined for commercial fuel fabrica-
tion. A cumulative summary of transportation environmental impacts is presented in
Table 4.4.3.3-1. The accident risk for each material is presented in Appendix G.

20.003: Safe secure trailer trucks are reserved for the exclusive transport of highly sen-
sitive special nuclear materials, primarily for security reasons. LLW does not require
intensive security oversight and therefore would be transported by certified commercial
truck. Regardless of the vehicle, either safe secure trailer or commercial truck, the carrier
of radioactive materials must comply with the same stringent Department of Transporta-
tion packaging and transport requirements, as explained in Section 4.4 of the HEU Final
EIS. For normal traffic fatalities, no difference is assumed in the probability of risk per
kilometer for either safe secure trailer or commercial shipments. However, for the proba-
bility of release of radioactivity in the case of accidents, it is lower for safe secure trailer
shipments (due to special design of the safe secure trailer) than for commercial ship-
ments.

20.010: Depending on the severity of the accident for the LLW material (with 0.9-per-
cent enrichment), some of the Type A radioactive material packages could disengage
from the truck and be breached, and some material could possibly be released. Any loose
material could be recovered by conventional tools, repackaged, and transported away

with minimal loss of life or property, and minimal permanent site contamination. Z.
I
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For the 4-percent LEU in UNH form, the material would be transported in Type A pack- Z.

aging, and the accident scenario would be similar to 0.9-percent LLW material. For the Q .
4-percent LEU in UF 6 form, the material would be transported in Type B packaging
designed to prevent the release of contents under all credible transportation accident con-
ditions. It is expected there would be no breach of the package and no loss of contents,
even in severe accidents.

Both 0.9-percent LLW and 4-percent LEU are very low in radioactive properties. The
health effects from transporting materials evaluated in the HEU EIS have been calculated
and are presented in Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

03.010: Spent fuel is not a weapons-usable fissile material because its high radiation
field makes reprocessing it to separate the Pu very difficult. Thus, there would be no fis-
sile material that could be directly usable in weapons after use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU in commercial reactors.

05.005: The 8-year period in the lIEU Draft EIS was based on the assumption that four
blending sites would be used, and 46 years was based on the assumption that only one
site would be used. In actuality, DOE will not be able to make material available for
blending quickly enough to meet the 8-year schedule, and the HEU Final EIS is revised
accordingly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to blend currently
declared surplus HEU material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years, and material
that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.

13.004: There is no certainty that anyone will purchase the blended HEU, but 45 mil-
lion pounds of uranium are purchased in the United States each year and 165 million
pounds purchased world wide. It would appear that there is an adequate market for the
blended Government uranium.

06.015: Because all of the action alternatives in the HEU Final EIS (Alternatives 2
through 5) fully satisfy the nonproliferation objective of the surplus HEU disposition pro-

gram by making the material non-weapons-usable, extensive discussion of the differ-
ences among the alternatives for nonproliferation purposes is not called for. The
economic and nonproliferation objectives of the program are consistent in that they both

support commercial use.
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03.017: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers Alterna-
tives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to
waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more
proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and
0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten-
tial, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separate Pu are
difficult and costly. Although fuel derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could
conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili-
tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu will be created as a result of this program.

06.017: The Department of Energy agrees that setting an example for other nations is
an important objective of the surplus HEU disposition program. Consequently, it is con-
sidered important to begin work on making our surplus HEU non-weapons-usable in a
prompt manner.

03.011: The International Atomic Energy Agency probably would not track HEU
beyond the point that it is blended down to LEU, at which time it is no longer a prolifera-
tion concern, and which will occur in the United States. Currently, 123 nations are mem-
bers of the IAEA.

06.019: The inventory of surplus HEU has an average enrichment level of 50 percent,
which means that, on average, 50 percent of it by weight is U-235. Almost all of the
remainder is U-238, with small quantities of U-234 and U-236 in some of the material.
Various portions of'the inventory contain numerous other materials. Details concerning
the forms, quantities, and locations of surplus HEU are shown in Figure 1.3-1. Some of
the material is located at Rocky Flats.

07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, DOE prefers the Maxi-
mum Commercial Use Alternative because it would best serve the purpose and need for ".
the proposed action, which is to make the surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and, where Q
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feasible, recover its economic value. It is self-evident that the economic recovery objec- $- F.
tive is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the mate-
rial, since the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value. DOE
believes that the nonproliferation objective is also best served by the maximum commer-
cial use alternative, primarily because it would permit the surplus HEU to be blended
down more quickly than blending it to waste.

05.013: As described in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS Preferred Alternative, DOE
intends to sell as much as possible of the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU or surplus
HEU using a combination of four sites and two possible blending technologies. The goal
is to achieve DOE's objectives in a way that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and
environmental needs, beginning after the ROD and proceeding, as necessary, until all sur-
plus material is blended down.

10.003: Comment noted.

10.014: Alternative 2, which considers blending the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to
LEU for disposal as waste, was included in the analyses because it provides a compre-
hensive evaluation of a full range of alternatives in the HEU EIS as required by NEPA.
Blending the material to waste would not recover any of the economic value of HEU for
the Government or provide peaceful, beneficial use of the material; however, it would
meet nonproliferation objectives. DOE's Preferred Alternative is to maximize commer-
cial use of the material.

14.006: The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel,
since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in
Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which

must be fulfilled.

14.011: Spent fuel need not be dealt with in the HEU EIS because the HEU disposition

program would generate no incremental spent fuel that would not be generated in the

absence of the program.
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10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis-
posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in
the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.

04.006: The Department of Energy's preliminary analysis has found no economic
advantage of blending to 1 percent or less for waste disposal, since approximately five
times as much blending would be required, and waste disposal costs are expected to be
high. An analysis available separately from the EIS compares the costs of the alternatives
and supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived
from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.

C0
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01.003

04.005

09.005

05.001

11.009

09.002

22.003

14.004

26.002

01.003: Fifty t of HEU is proposed to be transferred to USEC to increase the corpora-
tion's assets and value. That would increase the proceeds to the Federal Treasury when
the corporation is sold. That proposed transfer is evaluated as part of each of the commer-
cial use alternatives in the HEU EIS (Alternatives 3 through 5).

04.005: The transfer of 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC might have been considered sep-
arately for purposes of NEPA, but DOE concluded that such separation might constitute
unallowable segmentation of connected actions. The only difference between the 50 t of
surplus HEU proposed to be transferred to USEC and the remainder of the surplus HEU
is that the 50 t is the only concrete disposition proposal at this time. There is no difference
in terms of potential environmental impacts, so it made the most sense to consider it in
this EIS together with the rest of the surplus.

The HEU Final EIS does not contain a formal economic analysis, and one is not required
by NEPA. However, cost estimates for the HEU EIS alternatives have been developed
and are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis sup-
ports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from sur-
plus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.
Economic considerations will clearly play an important part in ROD(s) stemming from
this EIS. The 50 t figure was derived from DOE estimates of the quantity of material that
could be made available for blending over a 5-year to 6-year period.

09.005: Depleted uranium at Paducah and other DOE sites could be used as blendstock
for HEU. However, depleted uranium would generally not be used as blendstock for com-
mercial material because it would not yield appropriate isotopic content in the product
material. Since DOE has copious inventories of natural and low-enriched uranium that
would make better blendstock, it is not likely that the HEU disposition program would
make much use of the depleted UF6 at Paducah or Portsmouth.

05.001: It takes about four times as long to blend a ton of HEU to 1 percent as to blend
it to 4 percent, because the processing rates are limited by the quantity of material output.
The process can be expedited by maximizing commercial use and using more than one
blending site.
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16.005

22.004

06.012

26.004

23.002

15.001

30.004

11.009: At this time, DOE is aware of no commercial facilities seeking licenses to pro-
cess HEU other than the two analyzed in the HEU EIS.

09.002: The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the
capability to deal with HEU only in the form of UF 6. The K-25 Site on ORR is perma-
nently closed. Since the surplus HEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF 6, those
facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.

22.003: Waste types, forms, and volumes generated by the three blending processes
(UNH, metal, and UF6 ) are listed in Tables 2.2.2.1-2, 2.2.2.2-2, and 2.2.2.3-2 of the
HEU EIS.

Conceptual treatment schemes for the blending alternatives as envisioned at the candidate
sites, and storage and disposal impacts are described in the waste management sections of
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences.

Mixed waste is generated by all three of the blending processes, as indicated in the tables
referenced above, but the mixed wastes are treated to LLW in the conceptual treatment
schemes.

14.004: The Department of Energy does not intend to take actions to commence blend-
ing of HEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste
material, that destination is a LLW repository. In the case of commercial material, the
destination is the normal nuclear fuel cycle, which in the United States is a "once-
through" cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel. The alternative of blending HEU to waste
would generate LLW for disposal that would not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent
nuclear fuel that would result from commercial use of blended-down HEU would not rep-
resent any increment over that which would exist in the absence of this program.

The context of this comment pertains to the timing of disposition actions. DOE explained
that waste lIEU would not be blended until disposal capacity for the resultant LLW was
available, because DOE does not want to build expanded storage facilities for the much
higher volume of the blended-down material. The commentor expressed the opinion that
HEU should likewise not be blended for commercial use until disposal capacity for the
resultant spent fuel was available. The difference between the two is that, without this

program, there would be no less spent fuel to dispose of (as fuel from natural uranium
would be used instead), whereas LLW that would be created by blending HEU to waste
would be in addition to that which would otherwise exist.

n
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26.002: Two DOE sites, NTS and ORR, are possible locations for disposal facilities for •-
LLW derived from surplus HEU as identified in the Waste Management PEIS. The HEU 1-Z
EIS analyzes NTS as a representative site for such disposal for purposes of analyzing the
transportation of waste materials. The Y-12 Plant is the primary facility for interim stor-
age of surplus HEU, pending its disposition.

16.005: Cost estimates for the alternatives have been developed for inclusion in the rIol
ROD(s), and are available to the public separately from the Final HEU EIS. The cost
analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that the cost of commercial fuel alterna-
tives would be less than making nuclear fuel by enriching natural uranium, as blending is
relatively easy, whereas enrichment is difficult and expensive. Even if this were not so,
and HEU-derived fuel cost more than natural uranium-derived fuel, it would almost cer-
tainly still be economic from DOE's perspective to bear that additional cost in order to
avoid the much higher costs of blending the material to waste (involving 3 to 4 times as
much blending) and waste disposal, which is now very costly. In other words, even if
DOE had to give commercial material away free, it would almost certainly be more eco-
nomical to do so than to bear the high costs of disposing of it all. The cost analysis also
supports DOE's conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEIJ
would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal
as waste.

22.004: As discussed in Chapter 2 of the HEU EIS and shown in the Tables 2.2.2.1-1
and 2.2.2.2-1, strontium, cesium, arsenic, and mercury would not be used during the
blending down process, and consequently, would not affect the water supply at Watts Bar.
As discussed in the Chapter 4 water resource sections, there would be no direct dis-
charges of process wastewater to groundwater. Any hazardous liquids generated would be
treated to limits specified in local, State, and Federal permits and would not be released
until permit requirements are met. Consequently, the the alternative of blending process
would not affect the water supply at Watts Bar.

06.012: The surplus HEU under consideration in this EIS is from the U.S. nuclear
weapons program, not Russia; thus no waste would be. sent to Russia. DOE anticipates no
problems marketing the resulting nuclear fuel over a 15- to 20-year period.
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26.004: Surplus HEU is currently located at 10 DOE sites (see Figure 1.3-1 of the Final
HEU EIS) but most will be moved to the DOE's Y-12 Plant for interim storage. The
blendstock material, which would be used in blending with surplus HEU to produce
LEU, is located at various sites as natural uranium, depleted uranium, and LEU. These
sites are ORR; SRS; Hanford; Paducah, KY; and Portsmouth and Femald, OH. Once the
surplus HEU material is blended to LEU, it will be shipped to fuel fabricators. DOE does
not intend to blend down all surplus HEU and store as LEU. Surplus HEU will be kept in
storage until there is a buyer that would utilize the material as fuel in commercial reactors
within a reasonable timeframe.

23.002: All of the facilities at candidate sites have NRC permits in place to conduct

down-blending of HEU.

15.001: Spent fuel is considered to present low proliferation potential during the 80 to
100 years that its radiation field is very high. Fuel fabricated from HEU-blended material
that may be sold to foreign users would present absolutely no increment to proliferation
risks, since it would simply supplant fuel derived from natural uranium.

30.004: Once the material becomes commercial fuel, it is fungible with and supplants
other commercial fuel. Thus, the surplus HEU disposition program presents no incremen-
tal impacts after the material becomes commercial fuel, other than the positive impacts of
avoided uranium mining, milling, and enrichment. The impacts of spent fuel management
and disposal are covered under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended, including
appropriate NEPA documentation.
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lIEU FIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
AFrERNOON WORKSHOP

Knoxvile Teemm e
November 14, 199

SESSION: Summary

Who sek=u ,k o, uuie rinm f -1 v.U5 mhote mueIt'

I =pPonfto . oWeifou policy for dhis sotaxl. £ snoAcd. cot f alt t oeotivm, t
toe the ownto mili is for bloCding. 110 Uuht SUts should show resnotudhe Actius
msanting fte dtqtoddtou of idds mAcoiol to the " of the wold. Wot shoutld bo dove at
ceuotmlil vendo. "he work dectid tdo l ES is dm*t , ot omtel lly dtuingb,& NFS
is ded"td to wudr asfcly and canoing -tohal e.bootw-uo l impos " a mat of tothm.
NFS can do Otwor v With tho pmtblct.

Revised December 7. 1995.

Oral comments received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined

(grouped) for presentation in this document.

08.007: All shipments of HEU would be by DOE-owned safe secure trailers (trucks
specially designed for security and safeguards considerations). The selection of transpor-
tation contractors for blendstock or LEU shipments could be done by DOE, USEC, or
other commercial entities that are involved in blending or purchasing the material.

10.003: Comment noted.
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HEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
EVENING WORKSHOP

Knoxville, Teonesse
November 14,1995

SESSION: Plenary

Why not blend all of th material to tnoatc ftool?

If gths mucial Is umd In the United Stnr actort market will II [ben preJcude incuas i fucla
hor eatriesg tdo United States multh?

DOE basn. fto n ftpornt om W oo Ct.Towl. for this ptos& We appmciac NS. I
ctoot think of anyone in our county that wouald "0 suportl d&.

Is tis an all oa no•hngl-1-ka-l7? 'm lIs ahasc• t o she odO it anor h divsdu4g I a etllm the

Do you auttolpar a tood market for this? Thene is a propoaed facility in Cawboutno.Lnll
ta will D otO amd horn om n tofio•l-a iho hauuo• w h• will hao dleottno zdtnd
with th DOE1 and USEC.

Who will be mnarknetg ho matadal athct mtn he 50 metric tons lSoin w USBM

Once USEC Is privoadied who will hoon ta r the 50 metri tons of the nuatial?

I te•e full intent m maritt lt hth mate"da, no ma how w t he cons, or wuld DOE bhld an
k util the p lac w •n lewve you would warn to tell W

Ultdmaw snhosp -whtol Is the -andepaod noarm e otto hototllng?

Reogon the ot farne, how mny ypran Is DOE expc-nno tha poonto ta kho?

Do we expto tha heo Russiaos will b.e indto g moe fael d-n rial overt h•o•pt•tning with th
what. ho eto-d-o Almsn would be trocoasitsng

With ho Ernalant taUn so hong to process thoei fuck will this impact tho tioe ftonam flot
ptoccnaaog ot 200 Wo7l hs?

IREVISED December 1995

09.003

17.001

10.003

07.002

04.002

17.004

04.004

08.002

05.002

12.003

05.003

09.003: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to blend as much as possi-
ble of the material for commercial use as reactor fuel. Some portion of the material
(between 15 and 30 percent) is in forms that may ultimately prove uneconomical to
develop for commercial use and will have to be blended down for disposal as LLW.

17.001: Commercial fuel derived from HEU is expected to enter a global uranium mar-

ket. It is possible that it could supplant uranium imports or augment U.S. exports.

10.003: Comment noted.

07.002: The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic
decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre-
ferred Alternative in the lIEU Final EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu-
ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the
analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental considerations
are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which may be made by parties other than
DOE. If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within
the parameters analyzed in the HEU EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is
expected that no additional NEPA documentation will be required.

04.002: The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficulty marketing the
commercial material at market rates. Off-spec material will probably need to be marketed
at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements
for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.
DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at
ratesthat do not have a material adverse impact on the market.

17.004: Under the current proposal, if this HEU EIS is finalized and an ROD is pub-
lished consistent with the Preferred Alternative to maximize commercial use, the ROD
may include a decision to transfer title to 50 t of HEU to USEC. This is planned to
increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Federal Treasury from the sale of
USEC. As explained in the HEU Final EIS, under current law, USEC must act as DOE's

'Oral comments received in public meetings concerning similar issues were combined
(grouped) for presentation in this document.
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marketing agent for the sale of all enriched uranium, including that derived from HEU. .-
Proposed legislation to privatize USEC may modify or eliminate that restriction, in which
case material could be marketed by DOE directly or by any number of other commercial
entities acting as agents for DOE pursuant to competitive contracting arrangements.

04.004: It is expected that avoiding the costs of disposing of the material as waste will . _
be a more important cost consideration to the Government than the potential proceeds t
from sales. However, market prices probably will play a role in DOE's sales decisions,
since DOE will be required to avoid causing adverse material impacts to the domestic
uranium industry.

08.002: It is expected that HEU would not be blended down until it can either be sold
for commercial use or moved to a repository for disposal as waste. Thus, there would be
very little storage needed for blended-down material. Some portions of the surplus stock-
pile may continue to be stored as HEU for up to 15 or 20 years prior to their disposition.

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of
surplus HEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.
DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus HEU will take between 15
and 20 years to blend, and material that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fuel to remain essentially steady for the
foreseeable future.

12.003: The United States has agreed to purchase LEU fuel derived from 500 t of
highly enriched uranium from Russia to be delivered over a 20-year period. Eighteen tons
equivalent to 14 million pounds of U30 8 have already been delivered to USEC. Legisla-
tion passed by Congress and signed on April 26, 1996, (P.L. 104-134) authorized transfer
of this material from USEC to DOE to be sold starting in 2002 at a rate not to exceed 3
million lbs per year. In addition, this legislation limits the sale of subsequent uranium
received from the agreement between the United States and Russia. No further purchase
of Russian uranium is anticipated. See Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS.
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PAGE 3 OF 3 05.003: The Department of Energy must ensure that its sales of uranium do not have a
material adverse impact on the domestic uranium industry, taking into account the U.S.-
Russian HEU agreement. It is possible that if the Russian agreement appears to be jeopar-
dized by domestic HEU disposition actions, the administration might decide to defer
domestic sales until market conditions improve.
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liEU SIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS
EVENING WORKSHOP

K~noxville, Termmese
Novemiber 14, 1995

SESSION: Dtsawelon/Summnary

OPEN1 DISCUSSION

Sakry at OB'spedhlolemon EIEU

Is a gogum poardon of IJEU, the0 off-speelloesdo mgoui4ll #w~l toleg on be mild on the rusuerte
Would Me off-spwdhoodo a woWol be dmgoo to umei eoamarm:We mw~oo WHI die buyer
will be m.& awsm Bth the ftul Is off-spdfi..oo7 th eroe a sey Law wid h. dI,. o
spwcifsaoed maske In weogo?

11wotD.pliced Urmalm

Dooes ho tpl=e4 unoisean.h oroosooamrso

Oojea oowooadlom ha~w indimb dudIbadepheod uriniuo would be a good blood Esto.k Is Eli

Is Uý io HEU a piobtoo?
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El" ibeold sd Btear wouold be Hat Mee o bee f' -- Be d noelo 0 Bwloee one lo"CLý' Tbe

DOE m.y and to consider eddlog moom Iafo al eow eopandin ttaroauhteiv aimpansctso

H~o DOE coinsidued what would b~appa in te fedemt e:~ and in ft umebees mado industry if

Bhe -A -lu Is blenaded down to facd?

REVISED Doceewbe.0.1995

17.002

33.003

06.025

I 12.004

12.005

17.003

I 12.006

17.002: The Department of Energy expects that some or most of the off-spec material
will eventually be able to be sold for commercial use, subject to NRC license amend-
ments for the users. Although the elevated U-234 content would present some radiation
safety concerns for workers, particularly in fuel fabrication plants, comparable material is
used in reactors overseas without any significant safety problems. DOE would fully dis-
close the composition of any material it sold.

33.003: The Department of Energy has large inventories of depleted uranium in many
forms and with many levels of contamination. In general, depleted uranium would be
suitable blendstock only for material that is to be blended to 0.9 percent for disposal as
waste. However depleted uranium is less likely to be used as blendstock for commercial
material, since it would not yield appropriate isotopic composition for commercial fuel.
U-234 generates a substantial portion of the radioactivity in uranium, so elevated levels
may necessitate special measures to protect workers during handling.

06.025: It is expected that natural uranium will be used as blendstock for blending
some of the surplus HEU. New quantities of uranium may not need to be mined for this
purpose since DOE has extensive supplies of natural uranium in its inventory.

12.004: The Department of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing
uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms
of the USEC Privatization Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner
that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The impacts
on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU
Final EIS.

12.005: The cited "no impact" quotation refers to the case in which all surplus HEU
would be blended to waste for disposal, in which case there would indeed be no impact
on the nuclear fuel cycle. The HEU EIS correctly notes just below the cited passage that
for the commercial use alternatives, "there would be some effects on the world and U.S.
uranium fuel cycle industries."

17.003: Comment noted.
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02.002

07.005

29.003

05.004
20.004

12.006: The impacts on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in
Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS, which has been enhanced in the final document.

02.002: The 200 t does not include any foreign HEU. It consists of about 175 t of
domestic HEU presently declared surplus by the President plus an additional amount that
may be declared surplus sometime in the future.

07.005: The estimates of the quantities of HEU that will be deemed commercial, off-
spec, and non-commercial are based on DOE's current understanding of the material in
the surplus inventory. That understanding is still developing. Since the HEU EIS analyzes
a range of fuel/waste ratios from 0/100 to 85/15, the eventual outcome is in any event
covered by the analysis.

29.003: The Record of Decision is scheduled to be published in the Federal Register in
the summer of 1996.

05.004: The Department of Energy expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed
to blend currently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years.
Material that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.

20.004: The Department of Energy does not anticipate any challenges regarding trans-
portation of surplus HEU or LEU among the candidate sites used in the HEU EIS because
these sites have been routinely transporting radioactive materials for many years.
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November 29. 1995

Depan-en of Eergy.
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
c/o SAIC/HEU PIS
P.O. Box 23716
Washlngton. D.C. 20026-3786

COMMENT ON DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Many U.S. commercial reactors arc usin higher than 4 perce enrichment to refuel. Therefore,
the alernaIve to blend the HEU and sell as eommercial reactor fuel "huld n'c specify 4 percen
as the target eurichmoa level. Rasher, she alternative should say the 1EU will be blended to lesa
than S perc. enrichment for sale as cottnmeclial fuel. All efterences to 4 percent LEU in the HIS
should be changat to less dan 5 percent LEU.

Sincerely.

lames T. Robert
Mansager, Nuclear Fuel Projects

07.003: The HEU EIS explains in the text box, Highly Enriched Uranium-A Weapons-
Usable Fissile Material, Section 1.1.1, that commercial reactors use uranium enriched to
between 3 and 5 percent. Throughout the lIEU EIS, references to 4-percent enrichment
are intended to be surrogates for the range of commercial use enrichments. There is no
intent to limit the blend-down enrichment level to precisely 4 percent. This point has
been further clarified in the HEU Final EIS.
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10.003: Comment noted.

.... ..... ...... Town of Erwin
P.O. B- 59

Enwie Tenanme 37650

ovemaber 22, 199S

Tho U.s. Departnent of Boergy
Offire of Oieali. hat.riai. Diapobitlon
PO. Boa 23786
meanhinton, O.C. 20026-3786

Ladleo/Gnntiomen:

It hat come to the attention of the Erwin Board of
Mayor and AiderCn. that XrS Is one of.1our companies bidding
for lovk Invoining the doon-blending of high enriched
000ff an.

ea very familiar with NPS' record of aafety and
environnental coapliance and wa belie.. they Could perform
the dono-blending work in a tinely, aaft and coot-.ff.CtLe.
8.80e..

The *ork .o.ld bring an -etImated 100* job. to UPS
here in .rein. T.nnaa.e.. The ealtiplying ecTonomi Imptot
on the local economy would be in Lh. miliinns of doiloIe.

The oomounity of Erwrn fully .apporta the work which
BPS hoe dubbed "eoerd. into plo-harna." The plan make.
n.ne.. not only for the people of Brain, bht for the U.S.

eitienn t 1 arge... blending American aoohLpil.d .e.pone
Into foei for electricity.

He look at thia a. an opportunity to regain .ome of
the joba loot duriag the reductions in force that followed
the nd of the navil fuol work at the plant. UPS baa been
nafely producing nuclear fuel and aecutely handling high
nric hed uranium for aonr than 35 yearn. Throughout thtt

tice it hae baee a fin. rorporat. citieen, providing not
001 yearelIent job. but aleo lending a hand to the -oeunity
on n uneroa ocaOion.

I recently had the pportuanity to tour the rwin plant
Cite and bad rhe oheora to niew fir.t bond the eafety,
-orority end ernlroneentai rock that Bp. pehforce. pleate

noo that thie project hbe the fatl aopport of the troin
board of Mayor ead 11dernen.

Sincerely,

Garland. aaubbap fiely
Mayor

10.003
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10.003: Comment noted.

Date Received:
Comment ID:

Address:

Transcrption:

11/09/95
P0010
Robedt Ulman
Erwin, Tennessee

A.,

Hello. My name is Robert Uiman. and I'm calling from Erwin, Tennessee. I would be
very much in favor of NFS receiving the contract for the uranium blending. Our county
is over 60 percent federal property owned by the government as national forest land,
and we really make sacrifices because of that reason. I would like to see NFS get this
contact so we can get more revenue into the county. Thank you.

1j10.003
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10.003: Comment noted.

MEMBEA UNICOI COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

K-7G.•.Y DR. RONALD WILCOX. SUPBrINTrNDENT
am.. Ho.,• G0 NOMI ELM AV .RWII. "rEN,•4aSE1%Q3O

L- Lk.I (423) 743-1600
WA WQ_

November 30, 1995

Thb U. S. Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
P. 0. Box 23786
Washington, 0. C. 20026-3786

Dear Slr/Madams

I support the effort by Nuclear Fuels Services to obtain a
contract to blend high grade and low grade uranium into a
Marketable fuel. Our county needs an economic boost. Nuclear
Fuels Services is located in Unicol County, which is heavily
impacted by federal property ownership. The federal government
owns 50% of the land in our county. This vast ownership limit* the
amount of property taxes that are collected in our school district.
Due to a low tax base our educational programs and services suffer.
We need a new high school in.our county since the present one wvs
built in 1929, yetswe cannot afford one.

Children In our county need jobs upon graduation. Ne graduate
approximately 200 students per year. Local industry employs
approximately 20% of these graduates. with the resmainder either not
wor)kLng 'or leaving our community to find a job.

If Nuclear Fuels is chosen for the project there are many 10.003
benefits that will accrue for our county such as:

"1. More dollars spent in our community due to more jobs
created

2. Opportunities for our senior students to get a job
locally upon graduation

3. The economy in Tennessee as a whole will improve

providing a better life style for citizens

4. Nuclear wastewill be reclaimed and made usable

5. Local property snd sales tax dollars *ill increase

6." The pr.ject will be done in a pafe.manner. Their track
record for s"fety speaks for Itself

Ct
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10.003: Comment noted.

8 b 22. 1959

The U1. 3 De-: n o' 0e1g1
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF TIE SECRETARY

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL POUCY AN" COMPINCE
Hkbhd a. Ro..U od.eIQ B.D.Ods8

75 Bpdbn 84-et. S.W.
Atests G-•-. 80303

January 25, 1996

ER 95/820

Hr. 3. David Nulton
Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Katerials

Disposition
C/o SAIC-HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3786

Dear Hr. Nulton:

The Department of the Interior has completed its review of the
Draft Environmental Statement for the Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium (HEU) at Four Potential Sites located in Tennessee
(2), South Carolina, and Virginia.

We are concerned about the risks involved in transportation of
these materials to various sites as Identified in the preferred
alternative. The Final Environmental Statement should discuss the
risks of doing all the blending at Oak Ridge, where the materials
are now stored, as compared to the risks of additional
transportation and processing at other plants.

It is estimated in the public health impact analysis that the
.aximuz additional cancer fatalities from accident-free operations
would occur at Oak Ridge as a result of blending related exposures.
This analysis should include a discussion of nonfatal cancers. In
addition, the risk of maximum additional cancer fatalities at Oak
Ridge should be compared with the accident associated risks of
transporting HEU to the sites identified in the preferred
alternative.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this document.

Sincerely yours,

/nJamet o. Lee
Regional Environmental Officer

20.013: Oak Ridge Reservation has the capability to blend surplus HEU as metal or as
UNH. However, it is not considered as a candidate site for blending as UF6 for which the
material would have to be transported from ORR to another site. The results showed that
transportation risks would be only slightly lower for blending to either metal or oxide
LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the lowest
risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite mate-
rial handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling would still be
necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these scenar-
ios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of fuel
feed material and LLW after blending. The HEU Final EIS compares all of the blending
options in Section 4.4 and Appendix G.

21.011: Public and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre-
mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved inblending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer

fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and
tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other organs. How-
ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively
amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality
rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead-
ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this EIS.

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite
material handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling would still
be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these sce-
narios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of
fuel feed material and LLW after blending.

C-,

20.013

21.011
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10.003: Comment noted.
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To:t30 116-3200
Fu.:(32011 564 .3201

Janatry I I, 1996

Office of Fissile Materias Disposition (MD-4)
ATTN: HEU EIS
U. S. Departmet of Energy
P 0 Box 23786
1000 Independence Avenue S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20585

Dear Sir/Madam:

USEC has reviewed the October 1995 Diponaitija oI Splus Highly Ewiched Uranium
D4ft Fovirrmanental Iatpua't .titaient. We offer the following comments on the drafi document:

Section 1.4 - USEC supports the preferred alternative to sell au much HEU u possible for use in
commercial reactor fael using a combination of sites and blending technologies that best serves
progrtmmatt c, environmental. and economic needs

Section 2.1.23 - (i e the Limited Commercial Lis Alternative) states that the 30 t of HEU will
he split equally beween two commercial facilities. This alternative should also cover the possibility
ofhaving all of the material go to only one 66tility. The other commercial use alternatives wive ranges
ofthe nix from "all commercial' to "all DOE'. The Limited Commercial Use alternative should be
analyzed in the same way.

Sectiao L.2 - On page 2-13 it states that *UN. metal, and UFa aue reactive and are not suitable for
land disposal as wane, ad shan these forns would need to be converted to triuranic octaoxide prior
to disposal It is not clear in this section that the environmental impacts associated with this
conversion step were analyzed. If these impacts were analyzed it should be clearly stated in this
section. and if they were not analyzed, an analysis should be done and included in the appropriate
section of the impact analyses

Section 2.2.2.2 Metad Blending - states that metal Wleding would only be done if the HEU was to
become cwasta This section should be expanded to specify that metal blending may also be used to
produce feedstock for USECs Advanced Vapor Laser Isotope Separstion program

10.003

09.024

33.007

11.011

09.024: The alternatives described in the HEU EIS were selected for analysis purpose
only and are not intended to represent exclusive choices among which DOE (or USEC or
other decisionmakers) must choose. These alternatives and site variations were defined to
encompass the entire spectrum of potential fuel/waste ratios and combinations of sites
that could result from the proposed action. Even though blending of all of 50 t of USEC
material at a single commercial site was not included as a variation in the limited com-
mercial use alternative, the impacts of that variation are evaluated in the substantial com-
mercial use and maximum commercial use alternatives.

33.007: The environmental impacts associated with the oxidation step are analyzed in
the HEU EIS and stated in Section 2.2.2.

11.011: Section 2.2.2.2 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the fact that
metal blending may also be used to produce feedstock for USEC's Advanced Vapor Laser
Isotope Separation program.

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly. Using depleted uranium in the blending process
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235.
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel
feed, it is necessary to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to
U-235, it is necessary to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis-
posal.

Depleted UF 6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites
would use UF 6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura-
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously, depleted
UF 6 would not be used for any of the processes for commercial fuel. Depleted UF 6 would
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat-
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has
ample supplies of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for
waste material.
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Page Two

Section 4.4 - On page 4-99 it states that "NU bleadstock (in UF, form) would be provided by
representative sources from the USEC Gaseous Diffusion Plant...". WMile NU could be obtained
from USEC it would be mare economical to use depicted UFJ. since it would take less to dilute the
HEU. and is abundantly available at a lower cost than NU.

Section 4.7 - Several important postive environmental impacts of blending HEU to LEU for nuclear
power plants were omitted from this section. The first is the benefits of reducing the threat of
terrorign or ntclare accidens from HELU. Although this benefit is not quantifiable, it certainly needs
to be included as it is a major reason for the proposed action. Secondly. there are significant positive
economic benefits .o the federal budget from selling the fuel converted from HEU. Whether DOE
directly sells the converted lIEU. or USEC markets it (as is presently the law). the income from the
sale of this material can either be applied to reduce the federal deficit or result in the need for lower
revenues from taxes. tarffs, fees. tc. Another positive impact that aboild be included is that the use
of government inventories of DU. NU, and LEU which curently have limited uses, if used as
blendatock. would no longer require storage or disposal costas.

Sectioa 4.8 - There appears to be a misinterpretation of the findings contained in USECs
rievirrmmental A. s.evnenifor the P'arsrshne ij Rucrian los Fjsritshed fIrmwim ri ried froma the

1)..ncrlrmernt of Nsclror Wareap#c i' the I "ountrle.% of the Former Soviet UJnirmi. For the action
uf purchasing low enriched uranium from dismantled Russian nuclear warheads over a 20 year period,
there will be no short term (before the year 2000) impacts on personnel levels at USECs gaseous
diltision plants, After the year 2000, when shipments from Russia have increased to the equivalent
of 30 metric tons of highly enriched uranium per year. the possibility exists that the total USEC
production needs could be met by only one GDP. The impacts to unemployment from the closure
ofa GDP were analyzed in the Environmenal Assessment On page 4-185. it is inaccurate to say that
there would be no loss of employment at the gaseous diffusion plants. as this is a possibility.

Section 4 - Several of the potential environmenual impacts (bullets 2 and 4 on page 4-197) indicate
that chromium contamination would occur. The gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs) no longer use
chromium cs a cnofin- water idditive. Therefore. thcre s•huld 1,c no vegetation damage or
contamination of the liquid discharge from chromium if the 7.000 tons of natural uranium is
transferred to USEC and processed in the GDPs.

Also on page 4-17, "vesidual chlorine should be 'residual chiorian".

References Sectrlo - On page R-13, the reference "USEC 1994a" (i.e. - Envirounental AMsesxmedt
for the Purchase ofRs•rvian Low Enriched Uranium D.¢ried from the Dismantlementt (f Nucleo
WeorLsti ho the Cusatiiesolihe 1iormer Soviet Ihirs, USECtEA-94001 ) was inadvertently omitted.

January II. 1996
Page Three

Please contact me at (301) 564-3409 or Patrick Gorman at 564-3412, to discuss matters
related to the conmmnts above.

Sincerely.

T. Michael Taimi
Environmental Assurance sod Policies Manager

cC'
P. Gorman. USEC-HQ

33.009

03.026

04.017

12.023

33.011

03.026: The benefits of reducing the threat of terrorism or nuclear accidents from HEU
due to this proposed action have been added to Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.

04.017: Recently completed cost analyses for alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS
revealed that net income from the proposed action would be realized if the fuel/waste
ratio remains between 65/35 (substantial commercial use) and 85/15 (maximum commer-
cial use). DOE agrees that there would be positive economic benefits to the Federal bud-
get from selling surplus HEU as commercial reactor fuel, and that the proposed action
would reduce the necessity of storage, and associated costs, for Government inventories
of depleted uranium, natural uranium, and LEU. This positive impact has been incorpo-
rated into Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.

12.023: Section 4.8 of the I-IHEU Final EIS has been revised to update information on the
current status of the uranium mining and nuclear fuel cycle industries. Additional discus-
sion of economic consequences of the Russian HEU was also added to the HEU Final
EIS reflecting USEC's EA on the purchase of Russian LEU derived from the dismantle-
ment of nuclear weapons in the countries of the former Soviet Union, and enactment of
the USEC Privatization Act. In light of the act's restrictions on deliveries to commercial
end users of material from Russian HEU, DOE concludes that the USEC EA's projections
concerning the need for operation of the second enrichment plant are not likely to be
valid.

33.011: Section 4.9 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect termination of
chromium use as a cooling water additive at the gaseous diffusion plants. The editorial
change has also been incorporated in Section 4.9 of the HEU Final EIS.

QZc~
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( UNITED STATES NVIRO#MF.NTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

1E3 T•

OFFE OFSWOR•MCr Ns,•

Mg. J. David Nullon
Director
Office of NEPA Compliance and Ou•reach
Office of Feisle Materials Disposition
.On SAIC/HEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washinsn. DC 20026-3786

Dear Mr. Nulton:

The Environmaeat Protection Agency (EPA) has rviwed te Departsment of Encrgy's
Disposition of Surplss Highly Enried UrosoUr Dniu ED vhuoft esy l irasl Stna emet. tAsa
Cooperatsin Agency for the EIS. our review is provided pursunte to the Kionaal Environental PolicyAct INEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 at - isd Section 309 of th Clean Air Act.

DOE proposes to dispose of U.S.-arigo. weapoosuasablt, highly enichtd uranium that issurpltu to mtadmsU defense oa ddefoe-rlted program needs. The draft EIS analyses theenvironmenetl effects of a asn alon alternalive ai fear other alternaves that represet dlffegren ratiosof dbireding 04 highly entichad uranium to low enriched urcanim using thre diferenot processes is oaurpotestel sres. The iscreunenal rdalao-reltied envlicurenetal inpuas are modest and would not rule
eat any of th altrnatives urole ceoaideration, EPA his mued the preferred ilteruilve EC-2.coviromtoemal cncens - imutfielent Iofotimadon. An eplaniaton of EPA's ratings is provided inEnclosure i. Detailed cooenoat am provid foe yeas eonoderaison In Erosam 2.

Than you for am oppomtity an ceonent. If you bave moy questions, please cotact Suson
OffcdW at (202) 260-5059.

Sincerrly.

Office of Federal Aetlkies
Enclosures

NI I
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lEuclosure 2
IPA rl, it.l 1 -1 .. . .^.,. . . .. ý• ,..ucn an. ... t metn...ncn .pin aptrmnatNris it
Fonrfted Urlnium nrnfl Environmental Imnact Statement

The draft environmental impact statement (.IS) is comprehensive regarding radiation
related environmental impacts and the cumulative, site-specific impacts ofa variety of waste
management tasks the Department ofEnergy (DOE) might assign to a particular facility.
Particularly useful is the discussion at the end of Chapter 4 concerning the relative impacts of
"de-enriching" highly-essichcd uranium (HEU) and enriching natural uranium (NU). This
makes clear that radiation exposures from the "de-etnriahing" process are at least two orders of
magnitude less than that associated with the enrichment peocess which would be displaced by
DOE's disposal of the surplus HEU. It would be helpful ifitlis analysis were extended to the
production of radioactive wastes and perhaps to eovironmecutal impacts in general.

Theýr are several additional points at which the draft EIS could be strengthened. The
nature ofthe excess HEU to bc disposed of Is not clearly defined. This is significant because
environmental efflect. Including radiation-related ones, are direct functions of the degree of
blending that is necessary to "do-enrich" the material to a given level. This is the reasonfor
example, that blending to waste has greater esviraoneotal impacts than blending to fuel. Thus.
the nature of the HEU to be disposed of is a central determinant of the total environmental
effects. The rationale for the assumption that the material is on average 505. enriched is not
clearly explained in the text. indeed. given that the apparent reason for having surplus HEU is
nuclear disarmament, one might assume that the level of enrichment of the material to be
disposed of would be "bomb grade", or well above M. It is also not clear why any
"sawstption" is neeessary - - unlike problems associated with characterizing complex sites for
cleanup. DOE should have a complete inventory of HEU in its possession. The EIS should
provide a more complete discussion of the HEU to be disposed orfand to the extent there is
uncertainty.concerning the composition of the material discuss and put bounds upon that
uncertainty.

The EIS could also discuss explicitly the functional relationship between the degree of
"de-enrichment" required and cnvironmental and economic impacts. If there is a strongly
nonlinear relationship, it may be that the environmental consequences ofde-enriching say, one
unit of 20% HEU and one unit of"90% HEU is much greater than dc-enriching two units of 55%
HEU. (tse average of 20% and 90%). If so. one could not assess the overall effects of the
camsupaign without knowing something about the actual distribution of enrichment levels in the
surplus materials.

It would be helpful ifrthe EIS clarified carly in the text that the molten metal blending
process would only be used to create low-level waste and not low-enriched uranium (LEU). It is
a lso unclear why blending using the uraniutn hexafluoride process is mentioned since noue of the
facilities have t(tat capability.

33.012

33.010

33.010
cont.

33.012: A discussion is added in Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS to include
avoided waste generation as a result of replacing current reactor fuel obtained from
mined natural uranium with the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. A discussion is
also added to compare potential emission rates of pollutants generated during the
current fuel cycle and the surplus HEU blending process.

33.010: The nature of the surplus HEU was classified when the HEU Draft EIS
was published and could not be included in the EIS. However, the amounts and
forms of surplus HEU and their specific locations have been declassified recently
and were made available in the Secretary of Energy's Openness Initiative announce-
ment on February 6, 1996. This information is now included in Figure 1.3-1 of the
HEU Final EIS. A declassified discussion of the rationale for using an average of 50
percent enrichment for the surplus HEU inventory in analyses was also added to Sec-
tion 2.2.1 of the HEU Final EIS. As explained in this section, most of the surplus
lIEU is between 35-percent and 70-percent enrichment. Because the relative impacts
of blending HEU to different enrichment levels are expected to be linear, and the
variance from the 50-percent mean for the bulk of the surplus HEU is not great, it is
reasonable to use 50 percent as the enrichment level for purposes of analyses in the
HEU EIS.

07.015: Low-enriched uranium is a terminology used to characterize material that
has a U-235 isotope enrichment of 19 percent or less. It is proposed in the HEU EIS
that all surplus lIEU will be blended down to LEU. Therefore, whether surplus HEU
is commercial or not, the blending process will transform that material from a
highly-enriched state (20-percent or greater enrichment) to a low-enriched state.
Material that cannot be used in the fabrication of reactor fuel will be discarded as
LLW. Hence, molten metal blending will be used to produce LEU, and this LEU
would be discarded as waste. The fact that metal blending would only produce waste
material has been added to Section 1.3 of the HEU Final EIS.

UF6 is a technically viable blending process that could be used to blend surplus HEU
inventory. Commercial reactor fuel fabricators prefer to receive LEU for commercial
reactor fuel feed as UF6. Therefore, because this process could be implemented with-
out major modifications to current blending facilities, the HEU EIS evaluates poten-
tial impacts of using the UF6 blending process.

107.011

IQ
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The EIS would also benefit front some detailed and specific analysis ofits preferred
alternative. For example, tie entire analysis is Seared to the assumption thai 10 tons of niat.rial
per year are processed. The description of the preferred alternative suggests that 20 tons per year
are processed. Does this double the short tents envirolmnenrtal and economic consequences
estimated for this alternuative. or is the effect more or less than this? While the higher process
rate used in the analysis may be reasonable, the trader would have a trair selne of the tradcoff
between the duration of the disposal campaign and various measrues of impact. In general, die
analysis should avoid assuming a generic value for a parameter which is explicitly varied in an
alternative.

It is also unclear in the preferred alternative whether the 50 tons of HEU to be transferred
to the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) will be processed and disposed of
differently than the other 150 tons of HEU. For example. on page S-IS, second paragraph, lie
50 tons ofHo U ar mentionled separately from the remainlig 120 tWs that could be blended to
LEU for conmercial fuel at any of the four sites. However. In the following paragraph, it
mentions that the two DOE facilities would each blend 5 tIons of liEU to LEU for commercial
fuel. Thi amounts to i total of 170 tons of HiEU for commercial fuel. and from this amount it
appears as though the two facilities will receive or share the S0 tons fiom the USEC.

Finally. it would be useful to have an explicit discussion in the text why "wastce must be
blended to essentially background levels before disposal. In the absence of such a discussion (of
criticality or other issues) it is not clear to the reader why waste could not be created by blending
HEU down to some intermediate level of Iow-etriched waiusum, say 10%. This would makc
such analternative more attractive in ttems of the measuresofinpacl detailed in tie lext, though
perhaps still unfavorable when the consequences ofhaving to mite and process additional NU
are considered.

07.016

07.014

33.002

07.016: The environmental impact analyses in Section 4.3 of the HEU EIS are based on
an assumed processing rate of 10 t per year per site for commercial material. The com-
bined, life-of-campaign analyses (in Sections 2.4 and 4.5 of the HEU Draft EIS) thus
assumed that up to 40 t per year of commercial material could be processed in the site
variation involving four sites. In the HEU Final EIS, DOE has revised these processing
rates to reflect more realistic assumptions about the rate at which material can be made
available for blending, commercial considerations, and the need to avoid adverse material
impacts on the domestic uranium industry. The durations shown in Table 2.1.2-1 have
been revised to reflect a total commercial processing rate of about 8 t per year. The total
life-of-campaign impacts for each alternative and site variation in Section 2.4 of the HEU
Final EIS are not changed by these revised rate assumptions, but they reflect lower annual
impacts spread over a longer period of time.

07.014: There is no difference in processing between 50 t of surplus HEU proposed to
be transferred to USEC and the remaining commercially usable material. As described in
the Preferred Alternative section of the Summary, the proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU to
USEC is a component of each of the commercial use alternatives (3, 4, and 5). In describ-
ing these alternatives, 50 t of surplus HEU is always mentioned separately because this is
the only concrete proposal for disposition of a batch of HEU at this time and the transfer
is specifically authorized by P.L. 104-134. Nevertheless, footnotes have been added in
the Summary and Section 2.1.2.4 (footnote 5 in both sections) to clarify this matter.

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
1-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blending
to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of
waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

-'Cli
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URANIUM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA

November IS, 1995

Mr. David Holton, Director
O~fi,ýý of XPA Compliance and Outreach
0 fioe ft FSI- e Im.erial. Disposition
U.. •ptwen E of Energy
1000 1ndependen-e Avenue. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 2058S

Deor .r. Nulton,

The purpose of this letter to to request a 120-day
e.tesion of the public comment period for the Draft Environmental
spact $ctonant for DIaPocitn of Surplus Idgh2y Rnrlched areslos
(-HSU alSo ). Th. ia.-. .leaisd ie the lEU 818 are nuearoue and
complex, and the Uranium Producers of Asmrica (UPAJ bolievesa it is
e..setial that sufficient time be allowed by the Depertment for
interested -vakeolders Co re.ew and coenent -• •.he issues. A.
it eae D0gs annmuced intention to publish a draft 81e In July of
this year. t-ereby allowing aspia time for stakeholder input to the
process, we believe that tO now allo only 45 days for comment is
.imply too short a period in which to develop and sobeit
roeprehaive oote s on t~his vital national Issue. Accordingly,
for the reasons that we discuss in more detail below, we urge you
to cocnids: ,etending the comsent period.

A- the organizatlon representing the doweetic uranism
producers, tWA is particularly concerned about the impact that the
disposition elternaties will have on the domestic uranium market.
Ac you maow, the pending United State. Snriohent Corporation
(USO2) prirsticatiog legislation spcifically requires DOE to
svaluate the im'pact on the domestic uranium market of any
disposiion of efcess matelIsl oer the u.3. stockpile. Our
preietionr revlew Of the 8H8 Z81 suggests that no more than a
curaory examination of this issue has been undertaken.

In this regard. oe find the document seriously lacking in
any analy.is of the ideatif led alternatives free the standpoint of
ho. thaoe s totenetivey would impact the dcmestic uranium induetry,
as s11 as how they would saxaisie proceeds to the Federal
Treeau.. Indeed, in this latter regard, other than the assertion
that the preferred alternative

0  
would -allov for peaceful,

beneficial reuse of the material as much as possible landm) -anidie
proceeds to the Federal Treasury-, we have found Do analysis in the
document. nor in the cited references, as to hoa this would be

32.003

12.002

16.001

32.003: The Department of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the public
from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE
feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and
comment based upon the length and content of the document.

12.002: The quantity and rate of processing of materials addressed in the HEU Draft
EIS was established to evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum
amount and processing rate of HEU that might potentially be made commercially avail-
able for use in reactor fuel. The rate at which material would actually be introduced into
the market by DOE would be significantly less because of DOE's ability to make the
material available for blending and because of the limitations on commercialization spec-
ified in the USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134). The processing rates in the HEU Final
EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions about the rates at
which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for commercial sale.
DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended for commercial use.

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU could be introduced into the com-
mercial market would be determined over time by many factors, including the rate at
which the material becomes available from the weapons program, physical infrastructure,
legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE's physical ability to make sur-
plus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it is in forms that cannot
be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of processing capacity
(such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery of the proposed 50 t
of material to USEC over the next 6 years will largely exhaust DOE's delivery capabili-
ties during that period. From the existing surplus, only an additional 40 t of material is
likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commercial use over a period of
10 to 15 years. The USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134) requires the Secretary of
Energy to determine that sales of uranium will not have an adverse material impact on the
domestic uranium industry. Based on these considerations, DOE does not believe that the
rates of disposition of domestic surplus HEU will have any significant impact on the
U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE will take these and other factors into account in
making its decisions concerning uranium sales.

16.001: The Department of Energy has developed cost estimates associated with the
alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and they are available in a separate document with
the HEU Final EIS. The alternative to "blend HEU to 19-percent enrichment LEU and
store indefinitely" was considered by the original screening process and eliminated

i
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accomplished. what the coest of the various Options would be, and,
.peifl.all., wha theoeqprativa costs of the "preferred

lternative" and the lend to LED (19-percent enrichment) and
Store theafinitely" aterativea -e likely to be. 1. fact, we are
troubled that. 4a noted on page 2-9 of the document, the latter
option appear. to have been deleted after the screening process wen
completed. with no explanation of DOE's reason$ for deleting this
alternative.

Beyond this, the docunent contain. no discussion of the
lmpact that the -preferred alternative- I. likely to have on the
.. S.-Russlar, H Agreement and, in panrticular, on the carefully
atructured coCpromise that I. contained in the pending USEC
privatization legileation.

For the foregoing reneoe. we believe it is important
that DOS xtetnd the deadline for the submieslon of comenta.
moreover, we would ask that DOE provide all of the suForting
document. and aoalysee that provide the basis for the conclusiona
reached in the 9Sf HIS. including the econoic analysis of all of
the alternatives. aa well aa the basl, for elimioating the Blend to
1fD (19-percent enrichment) alternative after the screening process
wo!. completed. UPA would requect a minlimu of 60 days prior to the
deadline for coments duaring which the DOwne supporting information
and analyses can be reviewed. This would then enable UPA to
undertake an independent analysis of the heel, for Dog's
conecl•iona, including the likely Impact on the U.S. domestic
uranium industry of the various alternatives discuesed in the HIS.

Finally. we note that DOE intend. to conduct two public
workshops on the NEU HIS, one in Knoxville. Tennessee and one in
August^, Georgia. While the location for these two workshop. will
ensure that DOR will obtain much valuable input from those who are
knowledgeable about the technical issues associated with blending
down eurpl 5ff. ,,we do not believe that DOE will receive the memo
level of input froe interested stakeholders concerned about the
impoct of this Initiative on the domeetic uranium mining and
willing industries. For this reaeon, we would foreally request
that DOE achadule an additional public workshop on the HIS, either
In Denver. Colorado or Cooper, Wyoming.

Thank you for your consideration of this requet.

pre.ident

j16.001

cont.

11.002

30.003

32.005

because it would not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful,
beneficial use; would necessitate the construction or expansion of storage facilities to
accommodate the increase in volume of material; and would require additional process-
ing for either commercial use or disposal. The related alternative to "blend HEU to 19-
percent enrichment LEU and sell" was eliminated after the initial screening process, a
decision that was formalized by the screening committee in a subsequent meeting for
essentially the same reasons. DOE's explanation of its rejection of the "blend to 19 per-
cent and store" option in Section 2.1.3 has been expanded in the HEU Final EIS.

11.002: The HEU Final EIS includes additional discussion (in Section 4.8) regarding
the relationship of the preferred alternative on the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE
expects that there will be no significant impact on the agreement because LEU fuel
derived from currently declared surplus HEU from the U.S weapons program would be
introduced into the market over a period-of 10 to 15 years (beginning in 1998 or beyond)
and represents a small increment over the Russian material. The HEU Final EIS
acknowledges the need to avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry.

30003: Technical documents supporting the HEU Draft EIS are available for review in
12 DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on October 26,
1995, announcing the availability of the HEU Draft EIS. DOE has developed cost esti-
mates associated with the alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (which are available in a
separate document and have been provided to this commentor and all others who have
expressed an interest in this subject). The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary con-
clusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic
sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for
disposal as waste.

The option of blending to 19 percent and storing the LEU indefinitely was eliminated by
the original screening process for surplus HEU disposition alternatives because it would
not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use;
would necessitate the construction or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the
increase in volume of material; and would require additional processing for either com-
mercial use or disposal.

CZ.
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With regard to extending the public comment period for the HEU Draft EIS, DOE
extended the period to January 12, 1996. A notice to this effect appeared in the Federal
Register (60 FR 58056) on November 24, 1995. In light of the extension granted, DOE
feels adequate time existed for all interested parties to complete their review and submit
comments.

32.005: The Department of Energy must work within the constraints imposed by avail-
able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with
NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi-
fied in the HEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program and recognizing that
some individuals might not have been able to attend any public meetings, DOE provided
other methods for submitting comments throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and
voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be
used to request additional information and to request to be placed on the Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition's mailing list.

0h'
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January to, 1996

Deportmen, of Energy
0Offce of Fissile Materials Disposition
cto SAIC4IIhU HIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

Re: Comments to Disposition of Surplus Highly Eariched Uranium
Draft Eavoaon•mara Impact Statement (DOEIEIS - 0240-D)

Dear Sits:

12.014: The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2-1 of the HEU Draft EIS were rough
estimates and should be considered a very conservative, worst-case scenario. They were
based on the assumption that each of the sites can process material at the analyzed rates
(up to 10 t per year) and that DOE could provide material for blending at up to 40 t per
year in the case of using all four sites simultaneously. In actuality, DOE will not be able
to provide material nearly that quickly, and the rates presented in the HEU Final EIS have
been revised accordingly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to
blend currently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years. The
HEU Final EIS identifies 103 t of material that is likely to be commercially usable in the
next 10 tol5 years, but 63 t of it is either already transferred or proposed to be transferred
to USEC, leaving only 40 t of additional near-term commercial material in the current
surplus. DOE must abide by the requirement in the USEC Privatization Act that it avoid
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry in undertaking its uranium
transactions.

Nb v-.

The Uranium Producers of Arerica ("UPA') respectfully submit the following
comments regarding the Disposition of Surplus Higsly Enriched Uranium Draft
Environmental Impact Stateetnct (DOFJEIS - 0240-D) dated October, 1995. The UPA is
a trade association representing thirteen member companies involved in the domestic
uranium mining industry.

Section 4.8 at page 4-181 of the Draft EIS recognizes that the disposition of the
uranium derived from the Departmenfs HEU will impact the domestic uranium industry.
The impact of this material is a fundamental policy question that has been appropriately
addressed by Congress in the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the Balanced Budget Act of
1995

"blie disposition of "surplus* highly enriched uranium is of great conrern to the
domestic uranium producing industry. Thts industry was created in restoe loa critical
national security need fifty years ago as the United States reuired a dependable source
of uranium to fuel the atomic weapons necessar to win theCold War. After the end of
World War II., uranium production in the United States was practically non-cxistent.
making the nation dependent upon unreliable foreign supplies of this vital material.
Responding to urgent military requirements, the Atomic Energy Commission established
the Domestic Uranium Procurement Program to develop domestic supplies of uranium
concentrate for the national defense. The material that has now been declared surplus is
the result of the very successful Domestic Uranium Procurement Program. Today our
nation's defense needs have been met. However, the need for a strong domestic
producing industry still exists due to the need for a secure source of uranium to fuel
tweuy percent of our nation's electricity requirements.

The domestic industry has confrontcd numerous challenges. As the Department
is aware, the uranium market has been depressed since the early 1980's. Initially, there
were two major contributing factors to the decline of the domestic uranium industry.
The first was the U.S. government uranium enrichment contracting policies creating an
oversupply of uranium which was exacerbated by a cut back in construction of new
nuclear power plants beginning in the 1970's and increasing foreign imports of uranium.
Second, just when supply and demand were coming in balance in 1990 and the market

12.014
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was improving came a challenge from overseas - a flood of urfairly-traded imported
aranum from the former Sovie Union.

In response to the•s challenges, domestic producers have irationalized production
and restructured their operations. And while employment and Production levels have
fallen, ranium production remains a vital industry -- particularly in dte Ws•sern United
States -- and has slabijlzed and positioned itself for recovery,

Modern, low-cost, in-situ leaching technology has been developed in a smaller.
but more compelitive domestic producing industry that has also minimized
environmental impacts. Today, U.S. mining operations arc competitive with foreign
producrs.•, Four U.S. production centers rank in the top ten world-wide in productivily.t
Other modem and efficient production facilities are poised to commence production if
market stability can be attained.

In 1992 the Congress specifically recognized the need to maintain a domestic 12.014
uninium industry by including Uranium Revitalization provisions in Title X of the cot.Energy Policy Act.

2 
The Energy Policy Act also dealt with the impact of the purchase of

highly enriched uranium from the former Soviet Union. Section 1409(d) of the Act
requires that DOE 'shall seek to minimize the impact on domestic industries (including
unrnium mining) of the sate of low enriched uranium derived from highly enriched
uranium.

2  
Congress further recognized the February 18, 1993, Govensment-to-

Govemment HEU Agreement between the United States and the Russian Federation for
the pmuchase of low enriched uranium derived from 500 metric tons of highly enriched
uranium removed from nucleur weapons would have a major impact on the domestic
unrnium industry, as this representis the equivalent of appro•imately 400 million punds
of natural uranium. Accordingly. Section 5212(b) of the Balanced Budget Reconctliasion
Act establishes a aclitdule for sales of natural uranium displaced by imports of Russian
HEU products.

The USEC privatiTlion legislation rellecta a carefully crafted achedule for the
sale of uranium products derived from dismantled Soviet and U.S. weapons. This
schedule promotes the principles of arms reduction and nontroliferatio. while ensuring
that the commoercial nuclear fuel market in not disrupted by an uncontrollcd flood of
govanment-inventory product.

See Exhibit I
Public Law 102-486 - October 24. 1992. Section 1012 of the Energy Policy Act

established the National Strategic Uranium Reserve which consists of natural uranium
anl uranium equivalents contained in stockpiles or inventories held by the Unites States
for defense purposc. The use of this stockpile or reserve is restricted for military
proses until 1998. Section 1013 of the Act provided that remaining DOE inventories
coud be sold to USEC. ai a lair mkek erce., 'only if such sa•es will not have a
substantial adverse impact on the dotnestic uranium minin• indu sy." (Emphasis
added). These provisions were enacted due to the recogmtion that the anfettered
introduction of uranium from government stockpiles would damage commercial markets.
3 The January 14, 1994 Implementation Agreement of the HEU Areement
between ft United States and the Russian Federation incorporated the provisions of

1408(d) of the Energy Policy Act, by providing that the sales of uranium derived fromRussianHEU should be accomplished in a manner that minimizes n the U.S.
uranium industry. Tee also Exhibit 2, Letter from Terry Lash. DOE Diretotr Oficer of
Nuclear Energy, to Senator Craig Thomas.
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The provisions of the Energy Policy Act and the USEC privastiztion legislation
underscore recognition by policymnakers that the disposition of uranium derived fromn
HEU must be handled responsibly.

I. THE DEPARTMENT'S DISPOSITION OF THE EXCESS MATERIALS O -
FROM THE U.S. STOCKPILE MUST NOT HAVE A MATERIAL 3
ADVERSE IMPACr ON THE DOMESTIC URANIUM MARKET.

The United States Enrichment Corporation (*USEC") privastization legislation
specifically requires the Depament to evaluate the impact on the domestic uranium
market of any disposition o surplus materials from the govertmenfs stockpile. Mhe
lIEU EIS is deficient in its examination of this issue. The preferred alternative contained
in the EIS calls for blending 170 tons of HEU form commercial use in eight years -
through the end of 2003. Of this amount, 50 tons would be transferred without charge to
USEC for blending and commercial se.

4 
The e•nc ning 120 Ions of lIEU would be

blended to commercial reactor fuel over three years, beginning in 1999. Assuming that
blending ten tons of HEU to commercial low-esricted uranium ("LEU') displaces 3.5
million pounds of natural uranium production. the Department's preferred alternative
would displace 59.5 million pounds of natural uranium. If sold over three years. the
Depatment's material could displace approximately 20 million pounds of natural
uanium production annually, or approximately forty percent (40%) of annual U.S.
requirenents..

In order to be consistent with the objectives of Section 5212(d) of the Balanced 12.014
Budget Act, the principal focus of any disposition of the Department's surplus HEU cont.
should be on ensurin; that any sales undertaken will out have an adverse material impact
on the domestic uramnum mining industry. To accomplish this the aggregate impact on
the domestic uranium industry of the tales of Russian HEU, USE:C material and the
Depatsosnt's material must be analyzed. The quantities and disposition of material set
forth in the Draft HEU EIS would havew aterial advere iatdac on the domestic
uranium mining industry. Such adverse impact should he specitieally recognized and
avoided by the Department.

Section 4.8 of the Draft EIS recognizes that the Department's disposition of the
material derived from the blended HEU will constitute a material adveme impact on the
domestic uranium industry. At page 4-185 it in stated that blending 10t of liEU an UNH
to 4 percent LEU per year could annually displace 3.5 million pounds of uranium
production. According to the Draf ElIS is would displace the current annual
production of all domestic producers. While the UPA would di the Draft EIS's
apportie t of some of this material to foreign purchases the 15 to 20 per.ent
redaction is deliveries by domestic producers projected in the Draft EIS would be
devastating to the industry.

Correspondence dated December 5, 1995 from the Department to the UPA (see
Exhibit 3) indicates the quantity of materials addressed in the draft HEU EIS was
established to evaluae the environmental impacta associated with the maximum amount
of highly enriched uranium that might potentially be offered for sale. The letter stat

The disposition of this material into the commercial murkel place is subject to the
schedule set forth in §5212(c) of the Balanced Budges AcL.
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"itjhe quantity of materialt that would actually be introduced into the market by DOE
would be significantly less."

The Department's letter suggests thai "an estimated 40 metric tons of highly
enriched uranium (12.6 million pounds of UsOs equivalent)* may become available for
use during a 10-IS year period beginning in 1998.' This would amount to DOE
intoducing material equivalent to approximately 2% of annual U.S. uranium needs or
0.6% annual global needs." These amounts over the 10 to IS year disposition schedule
noted would have substantially less of an impact on the domestic uranium industry.
However, this disposition plan is not specified not even discussed in the draft HEU EIS.
The .wmt of the KEU EIS, without additional explanation. would leave the reader with the
clear impression that DOE plans to process HEU for "maximum commercial use" at "all
four sites, with processing for commnrcial use to be completed in an estimated three
years (by the year 2002). Under DOE's "preferred alternative," 170 metric tons of HEU
would be processed for commercial use, and another 30 metric tons would be disposed of
as waste.

A vital ingredient of an EIS required by NEPA is a discussion of steps that can be
taken to mitigate adverse consequences resulting from government action. While Section
4.6 recognizes adverse consequences to the domestic uninium mining industry as a result
of the material derived from HEU, the Draft EIS does not include mitigating stCps the
Department must take to avoid a material adverse impact on the domestic uranium
producers. The disposition schedule set forth in the December 5. 1995 leter in a proper
discussion of the mitigating steps missing from the Draft EIS. The UPA would strongly
urge the Depart•ent to formalise the disposition schedule set forth in the December 5,
1995 letter in the Record of Decision on the lIEU EIS, so that these assurances will
become a part of the formal DOE decision-making record. Such assurances regarding
the mitigat'on of the socioeconomic impacts on the domestic uranium producing industry
would fulfill at least part of the Depannrsnfs obligations set forth in the Energy Policy
Act and Section 5212(d) of the Balanced Budget Act.

2. INTRODUCTION OF URANIUM DERIVED FROM THE
DEPARTMENTS HEU ACCORDING TO THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE WILL HAVE A DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON THE U.S.-
RUSSIAN HEU AGREEMENT.

The Department of Energy has stated strong support for achievements in Russian
nuclear weapons dismantcoment and the furtherance of U.S. nuclear nonpmliferation
obljectives while recognizing the need for a viable U.S. uranium industry.' In order to
minimize the impact of Russian HEU on the domestic producers. Con4ress provided in
Section 5212(b) of the Balanced Budget Act for the orderly and disciplined introduction
into the commercial nuclear ful markct of this uranitua. This legislation provides that
material from Russian HEU shall enter the market pursuant to a schedule which reflects
uncommitted future demand for the product. The scheduled entry of this material
insures the success of the Russian HEU Agreemen by preventing pricc-supprmsion.
Such price-suppression would result if additonal material derived from the Dcpartnct's
HEU is suddenly dumped into the commercial market place in quantities that could be
available from the preferred altemative described in the EIS.

03.023: The HEU Final EIS is revised to enhance the discussion of the cumulative
impact of the U.S.-Russian lIEU agreement on the uranium industry, as well as the poten-
tial impact of the domestic surplus HEU disposition program on the Russian agreement.
DOE does not expect to be able to make HEU available for disposition actions at the high
rates suggested by the lIEU Draft EIS, and those rates have been revised to reflect more
realistic assumptions in the HEU Final EIS. It is correct that excessive depression of the
market price of uranium could adversely affect the viability of the U.S.-Russian HEU
agreement. However, in light of the restrictions on the rate of commercialization of both
Russian and U.S. HIEU specified in the USEC Privatization Act, DOE does not believe
the domestic surplus HEU disposition program will significantly affect market prices. A
countervailing consideration to the market price impact is that Russia would be reluctant
to expand its HEU disposition actions if the United States does not reciprocate with simi-
lar actions with respect to its domestic stockpiles of HEU. Under the Act, DOE must
ensure that its surplus HEU disposition actions are undertaken in such a way as to avoid
adverse material impacts on the industry, and on the nonproliferation objectives of the
U.S.-Russian HEU agreement.

12.014
cont.

03.023

5 See Exhiibit 2.0
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16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-

oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

Q~r-

The preferred alternative published in the Draft Environmental Impact Study
states in padl, the Departnent's preference "ltio sell for use in commercial reactor fuel as
much as possible of the Low Enriched Uranium derived from HEU or HEU for blend
down to LEU (up to 170 tons HEU, including 50 tons HEU with 7000+ natural uranium
that are proposed to be transferred to USEC over a 6-year period.) ... thoa best serves
proramnmatic, economic and environmental needs, beginning as soon as possible
following the Record of Decision and continuing over an approximate S-year period,
with continued storage of the HEU until blend down .... While the Departnent's
"preferred alternative" may serve its "programmatic needs" it does not take into account
toe material adverse impact such an alterative would have on the ability of the Russian
HEU Agreement to succeed.

The Draft EIS mentions the Russian HEIJ Agreement only in passing at page 4.
182. The Draft EIS is deficient in this rcgard as an Administrative Agency should
consider the impact of other impacts when the actions are so inerd cndnt that it would
be unwise to consider one action without the other. Any benefit of disposing of surplus
domestic HEU pales to the national security and nuclear non-proliferation benefits to be
achieved by the successful implementation of the U.S.-Russian HEU Agreement.

As previously noted in our first comment, uncommitted demand for uranium will
not support the introduction of uranium derived from the Department's HEU in the near
future. The market simply cannot absorb the Department's material without severely
depressig market prices. Lower natural uranium prices will produce lower returns to
the Russian Federation on material derived from its blended HEU. If the marketplace
will not produce the revenues expected by Russia, the contract for LEU derived from
dismantled Russian weapons will be terminated or the U.S. Government will be forced to
make national security premium payments to sustain the Russian HEU agreement. Such
payments would dwarf any gains expected by DOE under its 'preferred alternative."

National security and non-proliferation goals mandate that the U.S. Russian HEU
Agremot he preserved and successfully complcted. DOE must take into consideration
the detrimental effect the disposition of its material would have on the continued success
of the U.S.-Russian Agreement. As noted in out first comment, this could be
accomplished by stating in the Record of Decision specific limitations on the
introduction of this material into the commercial marketplace. TIe amounts of material
to be sold commercially should be tied to uncommitted demand taking into account the
legislatively scheduled deliveries in order to assure the continued success of the Russian
HEU Agreement.

3. THE DRAFT EIS IS DEFICIENT DUE TO THE LACK OF COST
COMPARISON INFORMATION CONCERNING THE VARIOUS
OPTIONS CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

The Draft EIS does not contain comparative cost information concerning the
various options or alternatives considered by the Department. In order to make a
reasoned decision balancing the risks to the environment against benefits to be derived
from the Department's proposed action, the comparative cost of each alternative is
required. NEPA's intent to require full disclosure of potential impacts to the decision-
maker and the public cannot work without accurate and complete fact gathering and
analysis.

03.023
cont.

16.015

.... r* ............ ii
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Cost information associated with the various alternatives proffered by thc
Departnent is necessary for complete fact gathering and analysis of tIhs EIS. For
example, the Draft EIS states at page 4-185 that under the no action alternative, DOE
wouldcontinue to store the surplus HEU. This alternative would not have an adverse
material impact on the domestic uranium industry, but may not accomplish the
Department's stated programmatic objectives. However. it is impossible to make a
reasoned decision concerning this alternative compared to the Department's preferred
alternative without disclosure of the costs of storage and the cost of blending the HEU
material to LEU for immediate sale into the nuclear fuels market. Without comparative
costs anIlysis between the various Alternatives and the Prefeered Alternative described in
the Draft EIS. it is impossible to filly weigh ste environmental risks and socioeconomic
impacts of the Preferred Alternative against the risks and benefits that could he achieved
by following other stated Alternatives.

The impacts raised by the Draft EIS in section 4.8 cannot be fully reviewed
without cost analysis and a risk/beefit analysis regarding the various alternatives. This
is particularly true when the prefened alternative as stated could have a material adverse
impact on the industry described in this section of the Drafk EIS.

4. THE DRAFT EIS IS DEFICIENT AS IT FAILS TO EXPLAIN THE
REASON THE DEPARTMENT DELETED THE BLEND TO lt (19.
PERCENT ENRICHMENT) AND STORE INDEFINITELY.

The Draft EIS rejects at paqe 2-9, the Blend to LEU (19-pcreent enrichment) and
Store Indefinitely alternative with nmsufficient explanation. While recognizing that such
an alternative would have no impact on the commeecial nuclear fuel market and retains
the potential value of the blended material, no cost analysis accompanies this rejected
alterative i order to npdort te Departne•.' action. Without a cost comparison

nstorage costs and the additional cost to blend this maerial to a lower cntrichment
level it is impossible to make a reasoned analysis of the benefits of this alternteive as
compared to other options

Mention is made in passing to environmental concerns associated with storage
that would need to be accommodated under this alternative. However. none of these
concerns are identified. The benefit of no impact on the commercial nuclear fuel market
certainly may outweigh these unidenlified environmental concemes.

The Draft EIS places a high value on the beneficial reuse of the material and in
other reected alternatives for the recovery of monetary value by the Government as
goals of the Department. The public reviewing the Draft EIS is at a handicap in
assessing the trse benefit of these professed goals as the costs associated with such goals
arc not included to be compared with rejected alternatives. Further. as pointed out in
Comments I and 2. there are overriding policy goals that severely restrict die disposition
of this material into the commercial markeL

The Departtmnot should consider the legislative mandate thae the disposition of
this material shall have no material adverse impact oan the domestic uranium mining
industry and the effect of such disposition on the U.S.-nEU Agreement in its stated
alternatives. Given lhe national security and energy independence impnrance of thes
policy decisions, the Blend to LEU (19-pefcest enrichment) and Store Indefinitely
alternative merit close review.

16.015
cont.

07.006

07.006: While it may appear that there is no impact of blending and storing at 19 per-
cent, there are environmental concerns associated with potential storage of 19-percent
material. These concerns are the construction of new storage facilities that would be nec-
essary to accommodate the increased volume of the material and transportation of the
material between the blending sites and the storage facilities. DOE's preliminary conclu-
sions about the economics of the HEU disposition alternatives are based on first-order
analysis: (1) if DOE blends material for sale, the resulting revenues would offset blending
costs; (2) storage costs would be reduced; (3) if DOE blends material for disposal as
waste, there will be no offsetting revenues, but only large outlays for disposal costs and
much higher blending costs because much more blending is needed; and (4) blending for
storage would likewise entail substantial outlays for new storage capacity, with no offset-
ting revenues. An analysis comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been
prepared (and provided to this commentor and all others who expressed an interest in this
subject) to aid the Secretary of Energy in reaching an ROD. The cost study, which is
available separately from this EIS, supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU
derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense and would save billions of dollars
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste. DOE will comply
with the legislative mandates to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium
industry when undertaking future uranium transactions.

CA
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January 10, 1996 ;

The UPA appreciates the opponunity to comment on the Draft EIS. We
appreciat your Consideration of the UPA's views on the disposition of surplus HEU us it
is of vital interest to our industry. We strongly urge you to foramlize dhe Record of
Decision to include assurances that the Department has expressed in discussions
regarding our concerns.

Very Tzday Yours.

enclosures

01111
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Depa.rtent of Energy

Thej.lissrablo -Craig'.Thamaa
uA.u,...ouib fjr prefentatives
Vashington. D.t. MIUS C"

0tar ,togris9Mee;Thgms:

:T.ank:.y. ".for uy'ul Novebertl. IM4.. letter te Secretary 1•eary regarding
'the-:G•.penunt-.to.,overnmat.agftemt bebmn the United States and the
Russ.p :Federatiob: for the..purcbaso of'S0 metric tons of low enriched granfts
"dertved frog•.yt.gly enriched %raA4umi'.Kl() foved from nucleta weapoqs and
.ts.'efe•c-on.the u.-i..urniv-aindustry." 11ile thi Department of'Energy
Itro llys.ssiports ftcat .echfevements 4n.Russ:im" nuclear weapons disaentfwnt

.¢fu-te-aeCe.o U.S. nuclea.btprolltifrtttba objectives; we aMd shari.
"jer-concern. fer the vieinlty.ef thejU.i., gras.s Industry.

I.M:Rm0femetatlon of thi egs*esnt, whit was. Signed b4 the:9ite4 Staiu
%the-J.zgUien FYederac"on oh Jameary.'14..th4. should be accomplisbed In a
*.sivhaer-tjat 4jjiniamze. the lhpact upon the U.S, es"nim Industry. *It is
.oant..tj ote..thtgthe U•ited-States Enri'uae. Ca ooration, j" wholly-
dwn..tovesmiet tarportti.e established by the Energ, PolIcy Art -of- 1992, Is
th.eixecyitve agant-en behalf of the United States for. the Implementation, qf
tuel .EU .• Vt. "It is our dra. steionq that the United States Enrichment
CorI*ati...hairS. t.purmhised'ay prliu under this - -gaement. Therefore. eo

hTeriale'bda e lorted into eUi td Stt•ts at th.t tl*

-e olrderth:eeure' that-your c..cmrns are properly addressed, I have fowarded
.acpy~pr•foulr'.ljteiTur ; " .il l. H'Tuis~er, T.hief Executive Offi¢er'and

"rednt'of he United. Sates Esrichemt Corporation. The Enrichment
,Corrpaorrttdnftas- JbI -rqsponsibIlIty for placing orders dnder the agreement
Wth- StE l Russian Federatton.

jThe ;opart~ent's'.gFsitton' rftttdi the disposition of the material is -that.
the:aatural .uraii•'amoqponent-of a.purchase agreemeni'.should be utilized
consiftent with public interest .provistins of the -uranisa Mtidduslng

uspoftslon.Agremesnt.and" its .amandment as negotiafed by the U.S. Department of
Csmie.ce, This restriction limits the amount pf Russian urnjnumi.brted for
end usentdhe United.States.tniough theyear 20W.' As a'result Af'this
pýovliftn the lipact on. the U.S. uranium industry would be minimal.

_ ash irector
OfficEo ulr Energy

Exhibit 2
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Department of Energy
WeaWkt~g) 0C 20s.s

December 5, 1995

Mr. Dole L Albert.
President
Uranium Producers of America
141 Eat Palace Avenue
P.O. Box 669
Santa Pe. NM 875N04-0669

Dear Mr. Alberta:

This is in resrponse to your letter of November. 16, 1996, concerning the
Department of Energr' Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Disposition of Surplus 1gl Enriched Uranium (1EU BIS). I understand that
Greg Rudy, Acting Director of the Ofe of Flowtssls Materials Dispositon. spoke
with you au Wedneaday, November 22 1996. about the issue raised in your
letter. As Mr. Rudy pointed out, the quantity of materials addressed in the draft
liEU EIS was established to evaluate the environmental Impacts associated with
the maximum amount ofhighly enriched uranium that might potentially be
offered for sale. The quantity o(maierials that would actually be introduced into
the market by DOE would be significantly lea.

Of the approximately 175 metric tons of highly enriched uranium declared
surplus to national seourity needs, plans call for approximately 63 metric tons to
be transferred to the United States Enrichment Cerporation; approximately 10
metric tons am under International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards in Oak
Ridge. Tennessee and are reserved for other program needs; and approximately
62 metric tons of materials are comprised of forms and ssays for which recovery
and commercial unse is considered unlikely. This results in an estimated 40
metric tons of highly enriched uranium (12.6 million pounds of U.O, equivalent)
that may become available for commercial uee during a 10 - 16 year period
beginning in 19. This would amount to DOE introducing material equivalent
to approximately 2% of annual U.S. uranium needs or 0.6% of annual global
needs. I hope this helps to alleviate your concerns regarding the potential
adverse impact that the disposition of surplus highly enriched uranium might
have on the U.S. uranium industry.

As part of the Secretary's openness initiative, the Department is planning to
declassify additional information in the near future on the quantities and
locations of materials declared surplus. Following this declassification, a more
definitive analysis will be available.

Exhibit 3

I
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Mr. Dale LAlberts

With regard to extending the public comment period on the draft H11W9SB the
DePawet 1144 already Mktedbd the Period. to Jaenuary A2.19M6. A notice tothis effect appeared in the Federal Register on November 24, 1995. In light of
the extendion already granted, and the information provided earlier by Mr. Rudy
and reiterated above, ! believe that adequate time exists ftr all interested parties
to complete their review and submit comments, and that additional time orpublic meetings are not necessary. Your letter hba been formally entered into
our comment tuckinsg data base. At the close of the comment period, an analysis
will be prepared that addresses all questions and comments received during the
omment period. Twhio anlysis will appear s ipart ot i EUti BIU .

Lastly. DOE is dmvloping cot sotmaes to suPport the alternatives evaluated im
the. HEU I. This information will be made available at the time the Final RIs
is issued in April, 1990.

I understand that Howard Canter will be meeting with you on Itureday,
December 7.1W96, in Washington. D.C. to discuss further the point, raseed inyour letter. Please feel fee to call me at (2Cl2) 86-4513 with any additional
quaions or acmments that you may have.

Sincerely,

J. David Nulton
Director, NWPA Compliance & Outreach
Office of Masie mstezials Disposition
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U.8. ENERGY/CRESTED CQJkFP
877 Naorh bath Wet (107) 5t•-.M271 Rivetnn. W.oming 82ni1

VIA FAX: 1-800-820-5156

January 15. 1995

Department of Energy
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
c/o SAICIHEU
P.O. Box 23786
Washington. DC 20026-3786

12.015: The Department of Energy may not release uranium into the commercial mar-
ket indiscriminately due to the provisions of the USEC Privatization Act. Most observers
of the uranium fuel industry are projecting substantial increases in world uranium prices
in the next several years as existing stockpiles are depleted. One producer has submitted
comments to the effect that world uranium production is already only one-half of world
demand. DOE anticipates that the combined impacts of Russian and U.S. HEU disposi-
tion actions will be to moderate those expected price increases. DOE is confident that its
foreign policy (nonproliferation) objectives and the interests of the uranium industry can
be accommodated. DOE intends to move cautiously, and must abide by the requirement
in the USEC Privatization Act to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium
industry in undertaking its uranium transactions.

r.~o
C-,

~- :z.

C-,

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter is in response to your invitation to submit cotntmets with respect to the
Departsen'a Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enrkhed Uranium (HEU EIS). As a member of the Uranium Producers of America ("UPA')
we have reviewed the UPA comments with respect to the HEU EIS. We both agree with and
incorporate by reference the comments of the UPA with respect to the deficiencies in the
Department's HEU EIS and the devastating effect that the Department's Preferred Alternative
will have on the United States uranium producers as a whole. We also echo UPA's concern
that the Depassment's Preferred Alternative will have a detrimental effect on the U.S. - Russian
HEU Agreemett.

The Department's suppression of prices in the United States from the indiscriminate
release into the commercial market of low enriched uranium (LEU) derived from blending
"surplus' U.S. highly enriched uranium ('HEU") would be reflected in the world market
price for natural uranium concentrates (UO,), as well as uranium hexafluoride (UFJ. Not
only would this reduce the revenues expected by Russia from its agreement with the U.S.,
risking the possible termination of the U.S. - Russian Agreement (with obvious national
security implications), or the need for the U.S. to nake national security premium payments to
avoid such termination, as noted in the UPA letter of comments, but also the prospect of
Russia or the United States Erichuent Corporation ('USEC') then dumping the LEU derived
from Russian HEU on the world market would furtser depress the price for UO, worldwide.
This would most likely prompt protests by Canada and Australia, as well as dealing the final
blow to the U.S. uranium producers, including U.S. Energy Corp.

Apart from these concerns and objections to the Depantmnt's HEU EIS. which have
been addressed very capably in the UPA letter of comments. U.S. Energy Corp. has particular
concerns about the effect the Departmesnt's proposed actions will have on the Company's plans

12.015

FAX 1(07) 857-30)511
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to =Pron its conventional uranium mining and milling operations In Wyoming and Ut•hlso 12,015
which millions of dollars have already been spent. These additional concerns, which are nat

directly addresed in the UPA leiter of comnents, prompt us to submit this supplemental letter crnt.
of commnss.

U.S. Energy Corp. is a Wyoming corporation with its headquarters in Riverton,
Wyoming. It is a publicly traded corporation with sharem of common stock tradcd an the
NASDAQ/NMS quotation system. The Company curvrenly has approximately 900
shareholders of record (and severaJ times that numbder in street name) and employs
approximately 90 full time employ=e and 15 part-time employees, principally In Wyoming.
The Company is the originator of. aW a 50% participant In. the Meen Mountain Mining
Venure: ('GMMV") in Wyoming. Tbe other 50% participant is Kennecon Uranium Company.
('Keenecodt), a 100% subsidiary of Kermecott Coeporation of Sak Lake City. Utah.
(Kennecot Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The RTZ Corporation PLC, a United
Kingdom public company.)

The GMMV owns a potentially world clha uranium deposit (die Jackpot ore deposit)
on Green Moutin ito Fremom County Wyoming aid the Sweetwater uranium processing
facility in Sweetwater County, the only conventional uranium mill remaining in Wyoming.
The mill was one of the latest built in the U.S. and has been maintained in excellent condition.
It is rated at 3,000 oam per day (tpd) of ore, but has operated continssously for periods of time
at 4,200 tpd. Initial production is projected at 3.7 million lbs. UsO/yr., which can be
increased to potentially as much as 6 million lbs. UOyr.. depending upon the grade of ore
fed to the mill. The Jackpot deposit contains reserves of approximately 52 million pounds
Uj0,0 with additional omsouraes of up to 500 million pounds U5O, in the vicinity and under the
control of GMMV. In addition to the uranium reserves and resources, GMMV has access
roads, shop buildings, portals, containment strucosres. telephone, gas. electricity, and other
infrastructure already in place. The cos to various companies to build tese facilities has bees
over $150 million and the standby cast of mainaining these facilities lhs been (and continues
to be) approximately $1,000.000 annially.

In Utah, U.S. Energy Corp. acquired Plateau Retsoutces Limbed, a Utah corporation
('Plateau'). from Consumers Power Company in 1993. Plateau owns the Shootaring Canyon
mil. an essentially new 750 tpd uranhiu procesing facility in Garfield County in southeastern
Utah. Plateau also has contrac rights to the Tony M mine and Frank M unmium deposit
approximnaely 3 miles from the mill. The Tony M mine is fully developed and permitned with
IS miles of umderground haulage drifts, crossicts, vent holes an& an underground shop. It is
ready to produce. All required infrstructute it In place. Plateau spent ncarly $120 million to
build the mine-mill complex. In addition, Plateau also owns uranium properties in the Lisbon
Valley ar•ea of Utah. the ore from which could be processed at the Shootaring Canyon mill.

II
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Plateau's conventional uranium resources in Utah are estimated at about 17 million pounds
UO 5 . Plateau is also seeking to acquire additional reserves in the Arizona Strip and Colorado
Plateau, area with reasonably close proximity to the Shootaring Canyon mill. The standby
cost for the Shoolaring Canyon mill and support facilities has been (and continses to be)
approximately $650.000 annually to keep this facility available for U.S. production.

Finally. U.S. Energy Corp. owns 50% of Sheep Mountain Partners (SMP) with Cycle
Resource Investment Corp.. a wholly owned subsidiary of Nukeso Inc. There am multiple
uranium deposits that have been delineated so far on Sheep Mountain in Fretont County.
Wyoming. Remaining higber-grade reserves at Sheep Mountain total about 4 million lbs.
UO,. Additional amounts of lower-grade resources also exist, with a total resource at Sheep
Mountain estimated at approximately 13 million lbs. U50. Western Nuclear, the previous
owner. spent in excess of $125 million in developing these properties.

Underground development of the Sheep Mountain mines was first started by Western
Nuclear, a subsidiary of Phelps Dodge Corporation. with the sinking of a 14-four concree-
lined shaft (Sheep Mountain #1) that was completed in late 1975. A second shaft. Sheep
Mountain t2, was completed in 1976 According to published reports, production by Western
Nuclear averaged 300.000 tons of ore per year from 1978 to 1980. but in 1981 Western
Nuclear suspended all uranium operasions at Sheep Mountain. U.S. Energy acquired the
properties from Western Nuclear in February 1988 and operated Sheep Mountain #I until
April 1989. toll milling the ore at the Shirley Basin mill of Pathfinder Corporation in
Wyoming. to produce approximately 100,000 lhs. U1O. Mining ceased because the market
price of uranium concentrates dropped to a point that it was more economical to buy
concentrates required to supply existing utility contracts, rather than produce them.

Today the Sheep Mountain #1 and 12 underground shafts arc completed to 1,675 and
1.350 feet. respectively. both mines are permitted and have developed or patially developed
mining levels with drifts that extand into the orebodies. Like the Tony M mine in Utah and the
Big Eagkl properties of GMMV (which is near the Jaclkpot deposit on Green Mountain), the
Sheep Mountain properties have all required infWrstructure in place and are ready to produce.
Keeping the Sheep Mountain facilities in a workable condition to be ready to meet U.S.
demand has cost (and contitnte to cos) about $1,000,000 annauaily.

In ttmmary, U.S. Energy Corp. is poised to resumc uranium production in Wyoming
and Utah. The market permtining. U.S. Energy Corp. has the capability of producing a tW of
3 to 5 million pounds of U3O, annually via conventional methods before the end of 1998. Its 12.015
processing facilities ae licensed and on a standby basis. The Tony M mine in southeastern O
Utah is fully developed and permitted. The Jackpot deposit in Wyoming is about to receive its

Permit to Mine within the next two months, after nine years in the environmental permiting
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process. The Company is currently arranging financing to put thes facilities back iso
production. When they are in full production. operation of the Jackpot mine, which has t
projected life of 13 to 25 years. and Sweetwater mill will employ approximately 260 people in
Wyoming. This does not include indirect angploymers in the surrouning area resulting from
the operation of the mine and mill. These would be high paying jobs in an area where there is
serious underemployment. which causes hardships not only to the affected families. but also to
the State and federal govcmiem. Tax revenues to the Srate of Wyoming in the form of
property, sales and ad volorem taxes am estimated to be approximately $3.4 million ammally
when the mine and mill are in full operation.

In Utah, reactivation of the Shootaring Canyon mill in Garfield County, and mining the
nearby deposits in San Juan and Emery Counies, required to fced the mill. would employ
approximately 250 persons in an area where employment opportunities are quite limited.
Again. these would be high paying jobs and the number does not Include employment gains in
support businesses. Moreover, additional revernncs to tih State of Utah when the mines and
mill are in full operation would be substantial.

All of this would he lost or at least delayed irdefinitely if the price of uranium
concentrats remain depressed as a result of the unrestrained disposition of LEU from
"surplus" HEU, which has been accumsulated by the Deparuomns or its predecessors over
several decades. According to the Department's own analysis and poblications. total U.S.
uranium concentrate production in I994 was only 3.4 million pounds. This compares to 43.7 12.015
million pounds In 1980 (Uranium Industry Annu' 1984). Moreover, them was n8 uranium cont.
concentrate production from conventional miting and milling of uranium ore In 1994 and by
the end of 1994 only six convenionatl mills were being maintained on a standby mode in the
United States (Urnium Idwa Annual 1994). This compares to 24 conventional uranium
mills in the U.S. in 1981. of which 20 were operating throughout the year (Urium Indstau
Annual 1984). Employment in the U.S. uranium industry in 1994 (excluding reclamation
work) totaled 452 person-years (up 19% from 1993) compared to a peak of 21,951 person,
yeaw in 1979 (19,919 persoon-years in 1980). This disastrou dclinc In production and
employment in the U.S. uranium industry is anrlbutable principally to the depressed prices
resulting from high inventories built up during the 1980's and she dumping of uranium
concenrates from Russia and other CIS countries during the first half of the 1990's.

Now it appears that the Department, and indeed others in the Clinton administration,
are bound and determined to continue to suppress prices and frustrate efforts, such as those by
our Company, to revitalize the domestic uranium industry. Not only is this in vilnalton of the
express mandates of Title X of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. but it is contrary to any noton
of sensible governmem policy. The impact on the U.S. balance ofpaymsent deficit will
continue to worsen if the U.S. uranium industry is crippled further. The potential for the

IQ
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05.009: The Department of Energy has modified the discussion of the schedule for
HEU disposition actions in Section 2.1.2 of the HEU Final EIS to make it more realistic.
The more realistic schedule will also be reflected in subsequent ROD(s), as appropriate.

09.019: The lIEU EIS explains the rejection of the blend to 19 percent and store option
in Section 2.1.3. DOE does not consider the options of blending HEU for extended stor-
age as reasonable as other alternatives because it would delay recovery of the economic
value of the material and incur unnecessary costs and environmental impacts due to the
need to build additional storage capacity to accommodate the increased volume of the
material.

N~ r.).

A,.

closure and dismantling of U.S. production facilities, which will cost hundreds of millions of
dollars to replace, will continue and a complete collapse of the U.S. uraniumn market would be
inevitable, causing our country to become solely reliant on foreign uranium to fuel the 110
nuclear reactors now operating in the United States.

We agree with the UPA that a possible solution may lie in its suggestion that the
Department formalize In its Record of Decision a more limited disposition schedule, as set
forth in the Department's December 5. 1995 letter to the UPA. Alternatively, the Deparunment
should consider the alternative that was rejected without eapwantion in the IIEU EIS to blend
the lIEU to LEU (19% enrichment) and to store such LEU indefinitely. This satisfies national
security concerns regarding the reduction of HEU stockpiles, while preserving the potential
value of the blendedi material without impa=ting the commerncal nuclear fuel madket.
Moreover. the further blending and sale of Ibis LEU when the market requires additional
supply most likely would result in greater revenue to the government and confer greater benefit
on U.S. utilities that consume nuclear fisel.

For the foregoing reasons. U.S. Energy Corp. respectfully request that the Department
rconsider its Preferred Alternative or at Least formalize in ihs Recortl of Decision an orderly
disposition schedule for LEU derived from blending surplus lIEU along the lines proposed in
the Deparnnct's December 5. 1995 letter to the UPA.

Sincerely.

II L. Larsen
Psarna.tesident and

Cbkf Executive officer

12.015
cont.

05.009

09.019

=i113
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10.003: Comment noted.

UTILITY RESOURCE ASSOCIATES

13.006: The Department of Energy expects that there will be a market for some or most

January II. 1996 of the off-spec material, although some of it may ultimately prove uneconomical to
tRALOWNo. 361-04 recover.

br. L. David Nulton. Director
Office of HEP Complance and Outreac
Offic of ases. Mae"al Dupostice
Uniled StatesDeparobineof Encrg
1000 Independence Aveuc S.W.
Washdglon D.C. 20585 S]M

Subject: Comments on Dispositio of S•rlpus Ww* Enrichd Urakm (l•EU) Draft MS

Dear? &. Nutton:

Utility Resource Associate& (URA). a Mayland corporation. andorses the DOE's proposed action
to nmai the coocreh use ofomurplus 11. We Sam that arie .action ,l e w='u'cI, 10.003
nsks on a timnly basis compared to other iadtenaa , reduce wasto disposal costs and radiologi
exposmure and Is expected to proMvlse rml evene to the U.S. Treany. I

DOE nactserizati the asphs IMU a commeria. €f-spe o i113.0and 0o6-co•eda.
Aloughwe do n knowthe,- bki quantitiesand i• topic co ofthe off-spectiona 13.006
from a teator cors dejign basi we believe there is a doinevi market for this maerial.

URA provides independent technal analysia. licensing support and economia analysis for
approxinauicy thirty rmact. Technical analysis includes &d assembly tatclear, thermal and
mechatnica desip. core reload pamern desip and safety anlsy. Our criducdy analysis has been
qpd to rmactr coc spen Ma pools mid dry calt storage. We undestand the modding issues
involved in ushI off rpedfcaosice onhMed uradum end are aailable to use our PC-baa Core
Analysis Worksatson or odhr methods to assst DOE in the te•hnIcal and commercial analyses
asodaed wMth uwin oaff-poedfction ecrichd uanuan In a doneand light water r•e.

We appreciate the opportuxity to commemn on the draft EI and ae aVslto to meet wh DOE to
fiauther discuss iusus regading off-spedfcat.a enriched uraunm.

Kmvin 0 Sulhyasl
Senior Associate

cc: Mr. Rod Grow (President, UiRA)

U1 U *Y AMt , A S CIAT. S CO •PO 5 I 1) 4-1940

51~~~~~~~~~~~~l M-Sm-SW1M-RWk .y. 05 31 -4
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VIRGINIA POWER, INNSBROOK TECHNICAL CENTER,

GLEN ALLEN, VA
PAGE 1 OF 2

Januay 5, 1996

U. S. Department ofEn y
Office of F'saile hiatarlal Disposition
do SAICIHEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
wwangton. DC 20026&3796

COMMdENTS ON DRAFT ENVIROM TAL IMEPACT STATEMENT FOR
DISPOSFITON OF SURPLUS nIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM

This. letter provides the comments of Virginia Electi and Power Company (Virginia Power) with
respe to the DOE's Draft Ewnirorarraal Inpact Staeenrtr (EIS) for Disposition of'Surpus Highly
Emicod Uranium HU). Virgina Pow has '•oe thin 1.9 milli. t u stomer located in the Virginia

tat North Caroliare regon whosomav appreomniatly one third of thefr elect, ea energy fromr nusclear
generation and who will potentially be affcted by the outcome ofyour actions The scope ofthe
HIEU EIS is sigrificant, and it appear to thoroughly address the many environmental and related
toeclaical issues associated with disposition of liEU. As an end user ofthe proposed blended down
low criched uranium (LEU). Virginia Power wil. in geSeral, direct Its conents to the impact of
the proposed govuesmene action on the uranium market and related nuclear fid cycle industries.

Before presenting our specific commcnts, note that we believe that the blending down of HEU to
LEU for commertial use Is the correct acdtio to take to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons
proliferation in an environmentally safe and timely manner. The U.S. government's actions in this
regard will set a nonproliferation example for other nations, while providing a beneficial use and
ronry ofthe economic value contained in the matmial. In our opinio it appease retannable and
beriddal to pus ueyar staed probed altenative of mxamizing the HEU blending and subsequent
LEU use as commercial l over an approimate eiht (8) y•oe perod.

W'th remprd to the market impact oryou proposed action, you sppecifcaly addressed the impact on
uranium mining and nuclear Wuet cycle indutries,. In general, we would agree with DOE that the
rltivy small amount of LEU produced annually through your proposed action, coupled with the
long period over which it would be introduced into the market, should have mii-mal impact on the
kinumty. Althugh the qusanities ar relatively smell, we b•iv• they am important to the domesuc
nusclear -iWtsin duthe many industry espacts are pre~dicin a significant shrflld in production versuss
demand it coaang years This shorM is significan with the rapid reduction in e•ss commercial
uranaun itversaones7 The U.S. surplus HE) will help to ofit this shortfl, and -ac to keep prices
opietv for nuslear gneration to ah ben•fit ofmfilos of• ergy coasmursa.

We understand that DOE tas already received commnits from the domestic uranium industry
epressnBg concern with the depth ofanalysis performed in evaluating the uranium market impact.
We believe your analysis is eufficient, especially whes viewed in context with the 28% increase in
uranium prices in 1995, and actual and planned increases in U.S. production already in place. To
imply that the relatively smnel amoust ofmaterial you propose to rlue will Seriously impact the

12.019: The Department of Energy agrees that the domestic HEU disposition program
alone is unlikely to have significant adverse impacts on the domestic uranium industry.
However, in conjunction with the projected deliveries from Russian lIEU disposition
actions, the cumulative impacts are more significant, and the HEU Final EIS is therefore
revised to reflect these cumulative impacts, as well as the implications of enactment of
the USEC Privatization Act. DOE also agrees that predictability is important in avoiding
adverse material impacts on the uranium industry from its HEU disposition actions.

'C-I

12.019
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domestic uranium producers seerns In our oiio. to be overtated.

Vihe oajowty ofrdndutry cmesatants predlct a steady Increase in uranium prices, driven in large put
by xastru world Xor ht beinga* orysn ef l ofiworld demand. Youw proposed action to "ea Qle
staplus HEU slowly into tM market over an exteded period should act to prvide th nmsms
benefit to tam taxpayer " the government real a steady return oo the matesia In a peiod of
projected incresing pices. At the ane dema. the steady and predictable rats which tde matersl
is introduced ino the maket wn minimize its hmpmet wivh repect to harming domes& producers.

Further. we believe your conclusios with respect to the domestic uranium converson inAuaxry mre
ovrttated. Convertors aew seoa an increase of over 70% in the peice of conversion services since
the WU 1992o and onaverors worldwide are planning to add capacty. This does not sound like an
Indust•y that is 'overmupplied" and 'depressed' a you refer to it. It Somnena, corverstos capacity is
projected to fall slightly below demand for the foreseeable suture, and the converson component
contained in the awrpluas EU wil help to belance projected supply and demand

12.019

cont.

12.020

12.020: The Department of Energy has received conflicting comments from different
segments of the industry with respect to the current and expected future condition of the
uranium conversion industry. We believe the weight of the evidence supports a conclu-
sion that uranium from HEU disposition actions will enter a conversion market that is
tightening. The USEC Privatization Act requires DOE to avoid adverse material impacts
on the uranium industry.

La anasy. we believe the proposed astion, and your prefereds ahermatim is the right Wag to do
with tormpe to ffasmtio At the mssne it provides commercial bndt to U.S. u atits and
by csesalsov their ouowmets. vAif a dnaieng the impsact oan te uranim nining industry and reiste
WWd cce industies.

If you. have any questions, please contact Mr. H. H. Barker at (804) 273-3438, or me at (804) 273-
2202.

Sinccrely,

Rd. M. Berymna Manager
Nuclear Analysis and Fuel

00

'.0 M
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AS Claymomr I AM,
Oak Kidgie. TN 37830
January 11. 1V96

To: US DOE. Office o Fissile Materials Division
From: Barbara A Walton (423) 482-5652
Subject Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS). October 1995

My review of the aubject document rvetas several dcflcicnd

'rhlat in no discu.bdon ofimpcs• on the conversion plant. Sill Wilmington. NC.

Tables and.2.- I an 12.3-2 do not have units iven.

The secondl alumn priMed on page 3-17 bdeong after the teat printed ors page 3-I5.

Iliac is no discussion of acid-nts in the aummimry. Thes are wvcnd ona p. 4-13 & 14
for the No Action Alternative, which includes, serious che.ai•"a risk. and on p.4-31 thrs 4-40, 4-55
thru 4-60. 4-61 ttbru 4-73 and 447 thru 4.90 for facility accidents.

Pages 4-162 out 4-163 need to be updated since0 oRls NOT the slected site in the
Tritium Supply 1Pd Recycling KOD)) and S.S is the selected site.

I Wno note a nmaor flaw in the dtcumcnt which may lead to a faulty conclusion:

I smte exception tou te tibunrret s given in Table S-i (Table 2.1.2-I, p. 2-6 & 2-7). The
assumption of IOyr. tF.U availability nuy he potr. In any cue, there is no reason to delay use
of the inetal proces for waste until after U8111: rud and •additional ruer. "hbe table gives the
impression that all 4 site% are noeded to get the job done in reosnable time.

11ie Sot oftIF.U us USIiC is most inivresuing•hl'is is diisa-uaed on p. 4-187 which atwe
that "this material is in the fono of uranium haudaluudde' at Portsmouth and Paducah planta being

to USEC. 'Ithe timeframei for this part of ite I ItI I bnould, therefore, be independentic Of the
rest of the material.

in addidon:

The chesaicatl risk for the unanisun heautfiubsride prncess is high in the ease of an accidentt. I
reco rnicad ttt no more thai one suet uoncria site he added to the nations capability.

Any distinction betwecn alternatives 4 and $ depearn tin better charaerization ofthe off

Paifcenee should be given to the DOE sites due tot the Qurrant adves Impact o'ufderal
budget wts. ItReltive ots br processing material already located at Y- 12 shuuld mean that
must1 should be processad there.

Therflre, my preforwce is for a new option; Alternative 4/5 a) UO; sittes, with enphalsi on Y.
12. and including the potential r ottommercial, ifcon competitive, limited to no mretre than one
new urianium hexalluorida •acility.

I 11.001
I 21.007
I 22.011

21.008

22.012

05.007

17.013

07.012

10.008

11.001: The GE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre-
sentative site where conversion of natural UF 6 blendstock to U30 8 for use in UNH blend-
ing might occur. This step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies
of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.
In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessary, the impacts at the
conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility.

21.007: Table E.2.3-1 includes the unit "curies" in its title which is consistent with the
style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.
This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.

22.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy.

21.008: Results of accident analyses were summarized in the Environmental Justice in
Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In
addition, Tables S-2 and S-3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre-
mental impacts from accidents for all the alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS.

22.012: The cumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can-
didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.

05.007: The timeframes presented in the cited table have been substantially revised in
the HEU Final EIS to reflect more realistic assumptions about commercial consider-
ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concern-
ing impacts on the uranium industry) in addition to processing rates. DOE expects that a
realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20
years. The cited discussion concerning UF6 at Portsmouth on page 4-187 of the HEU
Draft HEU pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred to USEC,
but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to USEC as
part of the same transaction. The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC
is in the form of metal and oxides, not UF6.

Cz .

ti '
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17.013: The HEU Final EIS reflects the potentially significant consequences associated
with a postulated UF 6 release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.

See, for example, Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and 4.3.2.6-5. Whether any UF6 and related blending
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid-
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by NRC.

07.012: The Department of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro-

portion of surplus HEU that can eventually be sold for commercial use will depend on
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.

"0



SWERTH, KENNETH F., ARVADA, CO
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06.008: Comment referred to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

C. ý

Cz
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WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY, ASHEVILLE, NC
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WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

99 lastmoor Orfus
Asheoulle, N.C. 288g5-921 I

November 29, 1995

DOE-Office of Fissile Materials Dispolition
c/o SSAICMHEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washingto D.C. 2002155-3788

Deor Sire andfor Madams:

We have considered the various alternatives In the EIS regarding what the U.S.
should do with all the surptus HIEU from the bombs we are now taing apat. All the
options utilizing blending which result In
nuclear reacto fuel place in leopardy the goals of te the proposed Non-proiferation
Treaty. The reason for t•a is whan down blended HEU I used as reactor fuel, the
resulting spent fuel contains about 4% plutonIum. The letter can be extracted without
a great deal of difficulty. Therefore. eawry where In the world such fuel would be
utilized, there would be a significant risk of diversion of t deadly biypoduct into
nuclear weapons. Promotion of the production of spent fuel Is unwise. There is no
sate. economical or practical means for dIsposin sitring or trainsporting It Because
of Its avalable plutorlum. It poses a continued weapons treat Such a scheme Is not
In the best Interests of the people of the United States.

We recommend that HEU be further blended down to a ooncentration of 1% or less, so
It can be disposed of as low level radioactive waste. In the long range view of things
this will be the most economical, environmentally sound and safest option. And It will
best serve our nation's nonproliferation policy. Furhermore. even as we have
required it of other natiors, we should allow thes actions to be carried out under
international Inspection. This will send a message to other nations that we are willing
to openly demonstrate our Intention to comply with the treaties for which we have been
so recently negotiating.

03.016

S14.002
03.016

cont.

10.009

03.020

03.016: Typical spent fuel actually contains about 1-percent Pu. DOE does not agree
that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation
potential, because no incremental spent fuel would be created as a consequence of this
program. Spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential, because reprocess-
ing of spent fuel to separate Pu is dangerous, difficult, and costly. Although fuel derived
from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some coun-
tries to separate Pu for commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu would
be created as a result of this program.

14.002: It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU
would result in the production of spent fuel. However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear
fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, it is
extremely hazardous to process and separate the Pu. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that
weapons-usable fissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2
through 5) evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send

a positive message to other nations.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of. surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

Sinceely yours,

• •..-•_. AID

C-,

0
C-,
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10.003: Comment noted.

Date Received:~
comment 1D:
Nune:
Address:

Transcription:

1/11/96
P0034
Bob Wilcox
Savannah River, South Carolina

C- z

This is Bob Wilcox at the Savannah River Sie. I have three omments. Number (1) all things
considered. nocjust environmental impcts, DOE's preferred altenative is the comrct oem: (2)
the calculated consequences of maximum facility accidents are significant, DOE should analyze
whetber asme mitigion measures could be implemented so as to lower these risk independent
of which site or sites are chosen for the blending; (3) so fara potential use of the 30GM Dna at
SRS is concerned, the DOE preferred alternative and mission guidance provided by DOE appear
to be isonsistet. That's the end ofmy commentls. Thank you.

10.003

21.018

23.006

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from the acci-
dent due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to compensate
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better estimate
noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely used
code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident conditions.
It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data recorded
over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also collected and
incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential worker
accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
HEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

23.006: Building 321 is in the process of being deactivated and will not be available for
metal blending as was stated in the HEU Draft EIS. Therefore, metal blending will not be
performed at SRS.
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I READER RESPONSF CARD -1

07.001: Alternative 2 represents blending 100 percent of surplus HEU to waste for dis-
posal. Alternative 5 represents blending up to 85 percent of surplus HEU for commercial
use as reactor fuel. Blending 100 percent for commercial use is not analyzed in the lIEU
Final EIS because 15 to 30 percent of the currently declared surplus inventory is in forms
or assays that may prove uneconomical to develop for commercial use.
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5622 Kendall Drive
Nashville, TN 37209
January 8, 1994

DOElFissile Materials Disposition
c/o SAICIHEU EIS
P.O. Box 23786
Washington. DC 20026-3786

Dear Sir or Madam,

I write to express my opposition to turning highly enriched uranium Into nuclear
reactor luel. We already have much nuclear waste, with no sale and permanent
means of disposing of it. At least until that problem Is resolved, I and many others
remain unalterably opposed to creating more toxic and radioactive waste.

While I am certainly no expert on this issue, I have grave concerns about the
disposal of nuclear wastes, especially since I live in a state that has been proposed
as a dumping ground. Transportalion and storage of these wastes can not be made
safe, and neither I or other citizens should sulfer for short-sighted planning.

I do support the downtlending of highly enriched uranium so that it can not be used
in weapons, and developing the capacity to downblsnd all uranium declared surplus
in ten years. The function of government is to protect its citizens, not to expose us to
unnecessary risks.,

10.024

14.018

10.023

.10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

14.018: Spent nuclear fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU will not be in addition to spent fuel that would be generated in the absence
of the surplus HEU disposition program. It will be managed and eventually disposed of
together with other domestic commercial spent nuclear fuel pursuant to the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act. The shippers and carriers of radioactive materials must comply with
stringent Department of Transportation packaging and transport requirements, as
explained in Section 4.4 of the HEU Final EIS. There have been no injuries or fatalities
from a radioactive release in DOE's 40-year history of transporting of these materials.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

CZ1

Sincerely.

Adelle Wood
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10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus lIEU makes economic sense and
would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal
as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in the
HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to other
nations.
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P.H.(PETE) ZARS
887 LOVE STREET
ERWIN, TN 37650

ph&fax 423-743-2151
e-mail: phzgaol.com

22 JAN.'96
DOE--OFFICE OF FISSILE
MATERIALS DISPOSITION
C/O SAIC/IHEU EIS
P.O.BOX 23786
WASHINGTON, DC 20026-3786

SUBJECTS COMEHENTS ON THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY
ENRICHED URANIUM, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT, REPORT OF OCTOBER, 1995.

TO WHOM IT MAl CONCERNS
We received a copy of the subject report late

December and early January, the latter some days after
the last extension had expired and after we had been
immobilized by the previous week' a snowstorm. Although
we are supposedly on the NRC's list of concerned private
citizens, no material was given to us by that route. Our
comments are therefore brief and force us to request a
public hearing to better address the grave issues before
deciding between final alternatives.

32.016

32.016: The availability of the HEU Draft EIS was announced in the Federal Register
(60 FR 54867) on October 26, 1995. In addition, notice was mailed directly to approxi-
mately 3,000 individuals on the mailing list of the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition,
and notice of the dates and locations of public workshops on the HEU Draft EIS was pub-
lished in Erwin-area newspapers at about the same time as the Federal Register notice
appeared. Notice of the HEU Draft EIS was not provided through the NRC's notice sys-
tem because the EIS is not an NRC document and does not involve any pending NRC
licensing or enforcement actions. The comment period was extended from 45 to 78 days
and ended on January 12, 1996. Unfortunately, there is no way for DOE to assure that
every interested individual is notified, but we do the best we can. Although your com-
ments were received after the end of the official comment period, they have been fully
considered. To reduce costs of complying with the NEPA of 1969, as amended, and due
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU
Draft EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA)
would be appropriate for this program.

10.021: a) The No Action Alternative is analyzed and will be considered with other
alternatives in the ROD. However, it does not satisfy the nonproliferation and economic
objective of this program because it leaves the material in weapons-usable form. If it is
true that private citizens can purchase atom bombs, it would seem that converting HEU to
LEU would improve that situation and set an example for other nations.

b) The U.S. lIEU disposition program is not a bilateral action with the nations of the
former Soviet Union, but it is intended to reciprocate similar actions Russia has already
taken unilaterally to reduce its HEU stockpiles and set an example for others.

c) DOE makes no assumption about abatement of proliferation threats beyond the obvi-
ous one that reducing global stockpiles of surplus fissile materials reduces those threats.

d) It is primarily Russian stockpiles of HEU that we wish to see reduced, and they have
already taken the first step by agreeing to sell 500 t of weapons HEU to the United States.

e) Once HEU is blended down to LEU, it cannot be used in weapons without re-enrich-
ment. Any of the world's abundant supplies of LEU could conceivably be further
enriched to make HEU-at great expense and only with sophisticated technology.

Comments

1) Under Alternative 1, "no action but continued
storage", we feel this option is to be preferred over
all others for the following valid reasons:

a) All other proposed actions do not address
the immediate problem of Present proliferation
possibilities. It is possible today for a private
citizen to purchase an atom bomb from several known
or unknown foreign suppliers.

10.021

f) Fusion energy is not projected to be a viable source of energy, even by its most ardent
proponents, until about the 2040 timeframe. The HEU disposition program proposes to
destroy HEU, not proliferate it, and will not extend the life of reactors or cause new ones
to be built.
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b) The lead time for effectively implementing
the proposed alternative(s) depends in too great a
measure on the willingness and readiness of former
USSR arsenald to came to a meaningful agreement.

c) DOE proposals assume that within a few years
of down-blending the threat of proliferation will
have been abated. This approach is unwarranted in
view of all historical evidence. It is high folly.

d) Even should the United States unilaterally
down-blend its warhead stocks, few other countries,
France, to single out one, would never participate
in a cooperative and parallel enterprise.

a) Down-blending to the levels for power plant
use will not assure that such fuels, worldwide,
cannot be subverted to re-concentration by hostile
foreign governments. Witness Saddam Hussein's
ability to buy the requisite facilities.

f) The rapidly approaching era (2010?) of
fusion power will likely obviate any large-scale,
long-term programs to continue with fission power
into the near future. Many of the present nuclear
power plants are approaching their decoamissioning
age due to wear and tear. Why then proliferate HEU
into a quadrangle spiderweb of down-blenders in
which the chances of catching an accident are
quadrupled?

g) The continuing increase of spent fuel
wastes, abetted by any program of down-blending
weapons-grade uranium to fuel-grade, only prolongs
the agony of wastes disposal. Surely the United
States has already enough headaches with cleaning
up the already contaminated areas such as Hanford,
Savannah River, Rocky Flats, etc.,etc., to say
nothing about global environmental contamination
due to previous shoddy practices, Chernobyl etc.

g) The HEU disposition program would not produce additional spent fuel, but rather
would replace spent fuel that would be generated anyway. In fact, environmental conse-
quences are less while getting rid of HEU.

h) Economic and environmental justice concerns are addressed in the HEU EIS in
response to requirements by the Council on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA reg-

ulations.

i) Some of the sequestration of HEU abroad is inadequate to eliminate it as a serious pro-
liferation concern. Consequently, reducing global stockpiles of surplus HEU is consid-

ered the best way to reduce the proliferation threat. If we do not begin to reduce our own

stockpiles, Russia will not continue to reduce theirs. Far from being a band-aid solution,
eliminating HEU by blending it down to non-weapons-usable LEU is a permanent solu-

tion to this problem.
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h) Why highlight economic and minority concerns
at a time when the general decomnissioning of World
War II and Cold War facilities has already caused
far greater dislocations?

i) A continued sequestration of U.S.and foreign
HEU materials, under secure guard here and abroad,
would surely be the best interim response to the
current crisis. Down-blending would be a BAND-AIDS
solution to a massive hemorrhage. No one has yet
attempted to storm Fort Knox! (But they certainly
have been after local banks.)

j) Should the weight of other comnent dictate
the blend-down options decided upon in the subject
EIS, we suggest that all such activity be assigned
to DOE's Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and
nowhere else. There is where the manpower and the
nuclear expertise, as well as the stored HEU is
presently concentrated.

We enclose a bibliography of previous problems
at NFS, glossed over in the DOE volume, including the
curious reference in the 1993 World Almanac and its
subsequent deletion, as well as pertinent data as to the
flood proneness of that 1957 facility. There have also
been enough recent safety incidents at NFS to warrant
renewed caution.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.
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Most respectfully submitted,
P. H. Zars


